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PREFACE
THE X-KAY SYSTEM OF 1967 IS A REWRITE OF X-RAY'63. IT CONSISTSoF A
SET OF FORTRAN PROGRAMS ALL INTERRELATED AND SHARING MUTUAL DATA FILES AND DATA
CARD FORMATS. THE PROGRAMS ARE STRUCTURED IN TWO MAIN DIVISIONS. THE NtjCLEuS
SET (WHICH IS IDENTIFIED BY THE PREFIX NUC) AND THE WORKING DIFFRACTION
CALCULATION SET (WHICH IS IDENTIFIED BY THE PREFIX XY). THE NUCLEUS OF THE
SYSTEM HASp IN ACTUALITYP NOTHING TO DO WITH DIFFRACTION CALCULATIONSp PER SE_
BUT IS RATHER AN ESSENTIALLY FORTRAN SUB-SYSTEM MONITOR WHICH ALLOWS ANY
OTHE_ FORTRAN PROGRAM TO BE INTEGRATED INTO ITS LIBRARV. THE CODING FOR ALL
THE X-RAY SYSTEM HAS BEEN DONE IN A °°NEUTRALo! FORTRAN IV AND FORTRAN 6h
°°PIDGENO° DIALECT. NuCgoI (NUSF) IS ABLE TO TRANSLATE THE SYMBOLIC DECKS TO
TAKE CARE OF ANY INDIVIDUAL PECULIARITIES OF THE IBM 709;_ UNIVAC ll07PllO8p
CDC 5600p CDC b;OOt6600p AND THE LARGER IBM 360 SERIESo IN ADDITION TO THE
CARE EXERCISED IN ASSURING THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE FORTRAN USEDp ALL OF THE
LOCAL COMPUTER LABORATORY FILE NUMBERSf PAGE LENGTHp FILE COMMANDS, ETC. ARE
CODED INTO CAREFULLY MARKED SUBROUTINES OF THE NUCLEUS. THEREFORE CHANGES IN
THE DIFFRACTION PROGRAMS AREp AS FAR AS IS KNOWN FROM EXPERIENCE ON A FEw OF
THE ABOVE NAMED MACHINESw ELIMINATEDo
DISCLAIMER
ALTHOUGH EACH PROGRAM OF THE NUCLEUS AND X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC sYSTEM
HAS _EN TESTED BY ITS CONTRIBUTORS AND FURTHER TESTED ON A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT
COMPUTERSt NO WARRANTRYp EXPRESSED OR IMPLIEDp IS MADE BY THE CONTRIBUTORS OR
THE SYSTEHoS PROGRAMMERS AS TO THE ACCURACY AND FUNCTIONING OF THE PROGRAMSp
THEIR SUBPROGRAMS AND THE RELATED PROGRAM MATERIAL AND WRITE-UPo NO RESpONSI-
BILITy IS ASSUMED BY THE CONTRIBUTORS OR ANY MEMBER OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM GROUP
OR SUPPORTERS OF THESE PERSONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR ATTEHPTED UsE OR
APPLICATION OF THESE PROGRAMS.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE CODERS OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM
IT MAY BE oF SOME USE TO 6IVE THE OBJECTIVES IN ORDER TO HELP USERS
UNDERSTAND THE LIMITATIONS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM OF FORTRAN
PROGRAMS,
I. THE PROGRAMS MUST BE AS MACHINE INDEPENDENT AS PRACTICAL.
II. ALL DATA FORMATS AND METHODS OF INPUT AND OUTPUT MUST BE AS SIMILAR
AS POSSIBLE,
ZII, TREATMENT OF THE DATA MUST BE GENERAL WITH RESPECT TO SYMMETRyw
SETTING, AMOUNT OF DATA, NUMBER OF PARAMETERS AND EASE oF USE,
IV, ALL OF THE CODING FOR CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AND MONITORING MusT BE
CAREFULLY COMMENTED AND ORGANIZED IN ORDER TO BE PREPARED FOR
ANY MAJOR CHANGES IN COMPILERS AND COMPUTERS,
V, ALL PROGRAMS MUST BE CAREFULLY DESCRIBED SO THAT CRYSTALLOGRApHERS
MAY MAKE FULL USE OF THEM WITHOUT RECOURSE TO REPROGRAMMING OR
PROGRAM MODIFICATION EXCEPT FOR VERY SPECIAL PROBLEMS,
VI, THE BULK STORAGE DATA SETS MUST BE CAREFULLY DEFINED IN AN OPE N
ENDED MANNER SO THAT CHANGES AND ADDITIONS ARE POSSIBLE,
_IZ, THE CODING REQUIREMENTS FOR ADDING NEW LINKSf EITHER A PRIORI OR
FRO_ EXISTING PROGRAMS WHICH BECOME AVAILABLE, MUST BE STRAIGHT
FORWARD AND SIMPLE,
VIII. ALL CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AND MONITOR PROGRAMS SHOULD GIVE USEFUL INFOR -
MATION TO HELP THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER ANALYSE AND CORRECT ERRORS IN
HIS PROCEDURE OR DATA,
IT SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED THAT THIS SET OF OBJECTIVES IS NOT FULLY
REALIZED AT THE TIME OF WRITING,
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THE METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION
THE MATERIAL TO BE SENT TO A USER IS...
1, WRITE-UP
2. SYMBOLIC DECK OF A 'STAND-ALONE, PROGRAM (UPDATE) FOR
UPDATING THE SYMBOLIC PROGRAM TAPE. INSTRUCTIONs ARE
GIVEN AS COMMENTS IN THE CODE.
3, TAPE OF THE SYMBOLIC PROGRAMS
_, MONCOS TEST DECK
ONE USES THE UPDATE DECK TO PROCESS THE SYMBOLIC TAPE IN PREPARATION
FOR cOMPILATION IN HIS OWN SHOP= THIS PROGRAM PERMITS WRITING END-OF-FILE
BEFORE ALL ROUTINES OR ANy SPECIFIED ROUTINE, IT PERMITS REMOYALp REPLACEMENT
OR ADDITION OF CARDS. IT ALSO WILL PUNCHp PRINT OR COPY THE TAPE WHILE
CARRYING .OUT THE UPDATING, IT PERMITS PRINTING OR PUNCHING ANY SELECTED SUBSET
OF ROUTINES. THE FORMAT OF THE SYMBOLIC TAPE(S) SUPPLIED IS SINGLE RECORD CARD
IMAGES AT THE DENSITY AND TRACKS SPECIFICATION OF THE USER, (E,G, 800 BPI
9 TRACKp 556 BPI 7 TRACKp ETC,) EACH SUBROUTINE STARTS WITH A 'SUBROUTINE,
CARD AND ENDS _ITH AN ,ENDo CARD., ALL DECKS ARE SEQUENTIALLY NUMBERED IN
COLS 77-80 AND LABELED IN COLS 73=76.-
THE OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM
IN GENERAL THIS MANUAL IS INTENDED AS A WORKING CRYSTALLOGRAPHER_,
GUIDE, ONCE THE SYSTEM IS RUNNING IN A GIVEN LABORATORY THE DETAILS OF THE
CODING OF THE PROGRAMS WILL BE OF LITTLE IMPORTANCE TO THE SOLUTION OF A_Y CRY-
STAL STRUCTURE, IN THE INTEREST OF SMOOTHER USAGEp HOWEVERp A BRIEF INTRODUC-
TION TO THE STRUCTURE OF THE _HOLE SYSTEM IS IN ORDER, IT MAY WELL BE THAT ONE
NAY WISH TO ALTER oR ADD TO THE SYSTEM AND THIS WILL BE FACILITATED BY THESE
GENERAL REMARKS. THE PROGRAMS THEMSELVES ARE EXTENSIVELY COMMENTED AND THESE
COMMENTS SHOULD BE READ CAREFULLY, ESPECIALLY THE GLOSSARIES OF SYMBOLS AND THE
LONG DESCRIPTIONS GIVEN IN THE NUCLEUS PROGRAMS. WITH EACH MAdOR ,LINK, A
COMMENT CONCERNING ARRAY SIZE REGUIREMENTS IS GIVEN IN ORDER TO FACILITATE
CHANGES NECESSARY oR DESIRABLE DUE TO IMMEDIATE ACCESS STORAGE SIZE IN EACH
COMPUTER.
8_= NUCLEUS- A SET OF SUBROUTINES WHICH ARE USED THROUGHOUT THE
ENTRY
POINT
mlm_ll
NUCO00
NUCO01
NUCO02
NuCO05
NUCO06
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X-RAY SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION
--m -- --
NUCO
NUCA
NUIF
NULI
NUSY
MAIN AND SIGN ON ROUTINE
THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM,
THE SYSTEM COMMON IS INITIALIZED BY A CALL
TO NUCO06 AND THEN THE CONTROL TURNED OVER
TO THE PROGRAM CALLING ROUTINE,
PROGRAM CALLING ROUTINE
THIS IS THE PRINCIPAL SUBROUTINE OF THE X-RAY
SYSTEM, ITS COMMENTS LIST ALL OF THE
OTHER SUBROUTINES OF THE SYSTEM AND IT
DIRECTS THE LOADING OF ALL THE MAJOR LINKS,
IT IS THE PRINCIPAL RETURN OF ALL
LINKS, THIS SUBROUTINE PERMITS THE USER
TO DIRECT THE SEQUENCE OF PROGRAM LINKS
UTILIZED BY MEANS OF A DATA INPUT STREAM,
IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT CONTROL IS
MAINTAINED AS LONG AS THERE ARE NO INVALID,
FIELDS PUNCHED IN THE INPUT STREAM,
CARD READING AND SORTING ROUTINE
THIS SUBROUTINE SERVES TO SCREEN ALL INPUT
DATAp CONTROLo AND FUNCTION CARDS, IT LOADS
EVERY CARD INTO A BUFFER AND THEN CHECKS TO
FIND THE IDENTIFICATION IN COLUMNS ONE TO
SIX, THE PROGRAM CARRIES OUT NAMED
FUNCTIONS SUCH AS PRINTING REMARKS AND
ESTABLISHING PAGE TITLES, OR ELSE SETS AN
INDICATOR FOR CALLING PROGRAM OF WHICH
TYPE OF CARD WAS ENCOUNTERED, IN THE EVENT
THAT THE CARD IS UNIDENTIFIABLE A STANDARD
ERROR MESSAGE IS PRINTED THAT CAN AID THE
USER, THE SUBROUTINE ALSO OPERATES WITh
THE ERROR MESSAGE SILENCED TO CHECK FOR A
MATCH OF INFORMATION ON A WORD BY WORD
BASIS. THIS SUBPROGRAM MuST BE USED By
EVERY OTHER SUBPROGRAM WHICH READS DATA
CARDS. s_,NOTE WELL**** IT DEPENDS
ABSOLUTELY ON THE AVAILABILITY OF A REREAD.
BUFFER READING OR DECODING FEATURE.
LINE COUNT AND PAGINATION ROUTINE
THE FUNCTION OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO PROVIDE
A MEANS TO ALL SUBPROGRAMS OF THE SYSTEM TO
DECREMENT THE LINE COUNT FOR PAGINATION. IT
ALSO SERVES TO SIGNAL TO ANY PROGRAM WHEN
A NEW PAGE IS WRITTEN SO THAT THAT PROGRAM
CAN WRITE ANY NECESSARY SUBHEADING.
SYSTEM INITIALIZATION ROUTINE (ESTABLISHES
SHOP COMPATIBILITY)
THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED FROM TWO PLACES
NucO AND NUCA STATEMENT NUMBER TWENTY-EIGHT.
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DIFFRACTION
PROGRAMS
AND STORAGE
ARRAYS
NAIN LINK
m_mmmmIDImmloll
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SUB-LINKS
OF DIFFRACTION
PROGRAMS
SUBROUTINES
OF SUB-LINKS
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CALLED INTO STORAGE BY NUCLEUS
CALLED INTO STORAGE BY NUCLEUS
THE NUCLEUS PROGRAMS READ ALL CARDS AND OTHER FILES, IN THE PROCESS
OF READING CARDS NUCA (NUCO01| FETCHES INTO THE STORAGE THE PROGRAMS REeuESTED
BY THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER IN HIS CARD DATA DECK, THE DIAGRAM INDICATES THAT THE
NUCLEUS ALWAYS REMAINS IN THE MACHINE WHILE EACH OF THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC
SUBPROGRAMS IS CALLED INTo STORAGE UPON NEED, AN =OVERLAY= MEANS THAT EACH
SEPARATE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC PROGRAMt ITS SUBROUTINESe AND ITS STORAGE ARRAYS OF
DATA OCCUPIES THE SAME GENERALAREA OF HIGH SPEED STORAGE DURING ACTUAL |jSEo
ALL THZS IS NECESSARY BECAUSE OF THE LIMITATION IN IMMEDIATE ACCESS STORAGE
EVEN ON THE LARGEST MEMORy COMPUTERS.
_$$85555
THE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE FORTRAN PROGRAMS
TO BE A SUBROUTINE OF THESE NUCLEUS PROGRAMS A FORTRAN PROGRAM MtjST
• MEET THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONSp THE DETAILS OF WHICH ARE GIVEN IN THE
DESIGNATED PROGRAMS,
ALL INPUT FROM CARDS MusT BE MADE BY REFERENCE TO NUIF (NUCO02) FOLLOWED
BY THE ARPROpRIATE REREADING OF THE INPUT CARD BUFFER,
IIo ALL READS AND WRITES OF MASS STORAGE DEVICES AND OUTPUT TO PRINTERs MUST
BE DONE THROUGH GENERAL UNIT DESIGNATIONS AS OUTLINED IN NUSY (NUC(I06).
III. EVERY TIME A LINE IS WRITTEN ON THE NORMAL PRINT FILE (NTOUT) THE LINES
FUNCTION MUST BE USED, NULI (NUC005),
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IV, MAIN OVEkLAY SEGMENTS MUST BE ENTERED PROPERLY INTO NUCA (NUCO01) AND
RECOGNITION oF CALLING CARDS ESTABLISHED THERE,
V, ALL CARD FORMATS SHOULD CONFORM TO THE SYSTEM STANDARD CARD FORMATS,
VI. CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC QUANTITIES SHOULD BE DRAWN FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE
RATHER THAN CARDS WHENEVER POSSIBLE,
VII, ANY QUANTITY IN THE FILE THAT IS CHANGED OR MODIFIED BY A PROGRAM LINK
SHOULD BE ENTERED INTO THE FILE AND ALLp REPEAT ALLp THE REST COPIED AND
PRESERVEU.
VIII. EVERY PROGRAM MUST RECOGNIZE AN OENDt CARD,
THE PRECEDING SYNOPSIS OF THE ORGANIZATION OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM IS
INTENDED AS AN INTRODUCTION TO THE EXTENSIVE COMMENTS INCLUDED IN THE FORTRAN
CODIt_G ITSELF, THE IMPORTANT POINTS FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE CRySTALL()-
GRAPHER ARE THE USE OF THE DATA CARDS AND FILE. A DISCUSSION OF THE DETAILS
OF THIS USA6E FOLLOWS.
THE STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA
AS FAR AS THE INDIVIDUAL CRYSTALLOGRAPHER °S DATA FOR A GIVEN CRYSTAL
ARC CONCERNED THE SYSTEM TREATS THESE IN AN EXCEEDINGLY STYLIZED MANNER, IT
ISp THEREFORE_ ESSENTIAL THAT THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER HAVE A CLEAR PICTURE IN HIS
MIND OF THE SIRUCTuRE AND METHOD BY WHICH HIS DATA ARE BEING STOREb, THIS WILL
HELP HIM MAKE FULL USE OF THE PROGRAMS AND MACHINES NOW AVAILABLE, THE sECOND
PART OF THIS _ANUAL IS THE REPOSITORY OF INFORMATION ON CARD FORMATS AND THEIR
ORDER, ALL OF THE DATA CONCERNING A GIVEN CRYSTAL ARE USUALLY ENTERED FROM
CARDS. AS FURTHER READING WILL SHOW THESE CARDS HAVE A FIXED FORMAT AND
FUNCTION, THE FUNCTION OF EACH CARD IS FIXED BY THE PUNCHING IN THE FIRST
SIX COLUMNS, THUSp FOR EXAMPLEp ALL THE PROGRAMS OF THE SYSTEM READ DATA
FROM A STANDARD FORMAT CELL CARD WHICH CONTAINS THE UNIT CELL CONSTANTS,
OF MORE MYSTERY (AND POWER AND CONVENIENCE) IS THE BINARY DATA FILE,
THIS FILE MAY BE ANY MASS STORAGE DEVICE (DRUMj TAPE_ DISC_ BULK CORE)
DEPENDING UPON CUSTOM, AVAILABILITY AND EASE OF ACCESS, ALL THE PERTINE_T
DATA REGUIRED FOR A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS ARE STORED IN THIS FILE, IT IS,
HOWEVERp SLIGHTLY BAFFLING AT FIRST TO THE USER BECAUSE HE HAS SO LITTLE
VISIuLE EVIDENCE OF ITS EXISTENCEp ESPECIALLY WHEN THE FILE IS CONTRASTEI) TO
THE BULKY CARbS. ONE WAY OF THINKING OF IT IS AS A MICROFILM COPY OF THE CARDS
STACKED IN AN ORDERLY ARRAY AND EASILY RETRIEVABLE BY THE DIFFRACTION COMPUTING
PROGRAMS OF TH£ X-RAY SYSTEM, THE MAIN OBdECTIVE OF THIS BINARY DATA FILEp
FROM THE WORKING CRYSTALLOGRAPHERoS STANDPOINTp IS THAT AS SOLUTION PROGRESSES
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HE NEED HANDLE FEWER AND FEWER CARDS, THE PROGRAMS AUTOMATICALLY RELY ON THE
DATA FILE OF HIS COMPOUND FOR INFORMATION PREVIOUSLY SUPPLIED,
EACH PROGRAM DESCRIPTION, IN ADDITION TO DESCRIBING THE CARDS REQUIRED,
SHOWs wHICH DATA FILES ARE UTILIZED AND INDICATES WHICH CARDS ARE
OPTIONAL - MEANING THAT IF THE CARDS ARE OMITTEDt INFORMATION IS TO BE DRAWN
FROM THE FILE, THE EXACT WORD BY WORD STRUCTURE OF THE FILE IS GIVEN IN
I.DA_RDN. A NUCLEUS PROGRAM (NUTD) WILLt UPON DEMANDp PRINT THE WHOLE FILE.
IN GENERAL THIS WILL NoT BE A DESIRABLE THING TO DO BECAUSE EVERY DIFFRACTION
PROGRAM wILL PRINT THE PERTINENT CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC GUANTITIES IN A MUCH MoRE
READAULE FORM THAN THIS GENERAL DUMP ROUTINE USES. EACH TIME ONE CARRIES OUT A
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC CALCULATION THE BINARY FILE IS UPDATED INTO A NEw MASS
STORAGE DEVICE (I.E. TAPE,DRUMtDISC). BY SAVING AND KEEPING TRACK OF THESE
FILES THUS GENERATED ONE MAY REDUCE GREATLY THE NUMBER OF CARDS NECESSARy
TO CARRY OUT HIS CALCULATIONS. FURTHERMOREp EACH TIME THE FILE IS =UPDATED=
THE NUCLEUS PROGRAMS AUTOMATICALLY ADD THE NAMES OF THE PROGRAMS WHICH HAVE
REGENERATED THE FILE,
THE FO_M GIVEN ON THE NEXT PAGE IS RECOMMENDED TO YOUR ATTENTION AS
A MODEL FOR A PERSONAL RECORD TO KEEP AS COMPUTING RUNS ARE MADE DURING THE
SOLUTION OF A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE.
I
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RUN RECORD
COMPOUND ID ........... - .... " ......
DATE ....... " ..... . .... . .... "." ....
CHARGE NO, ............ - ..... .'.---
FILE ASSIGNMENTS
INITIAL ......... - .....
SERIAL NO, ...... - .....
RUN SEe, NO. ................. - .....
EXECUTION TIME .....................
TYPE OF JOB .................. - .....
(WITH LAB REGISTRATION NUMBERS}
|l|m|lm|||||mm|||||||mm||m||Immmmm|mm||||||ml||||||||m|||||||||||m|m||om|
I I I I I I I I I I
I LINK I NTIN I NTOUT I NFILEA I NFILEB I NFILEC I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I. I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I
A PRIORI REMARKS
A POSTERIORI REMARKS
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2. IN THE I FIELD THE NUMBERS PUNCHED MUST BE RIGHT JUSTIFIED - THAT IS
AS FAR TO THE RIGHT AS POSSIBLE IN THE FIELD SPECIFIED FOR THE ITEM.
FAILURE TO OBSERVE THIS FORTRAN FORMAT CONVENTION IS A VERY COMMON
CAUSE FOR FAILURE OF RUNS. THE INTERPRETER ROUTINE FILLS THE FIELD
OUT WITH ZEROS TO THE RIGHT SO THAT A DIGIT tit BECOMES A tlOO oR
tl00o OR tl000 o DEPENDING UPON. THE COLUMN PUNCHED IN AN It FIELd.
3. ALPHABETIC A FIELDS MAY HAVE ANY PUNCHES PRODUCED BY A CONVENTIONAL
KEYPUNCH. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT IN THE CASE OF IDENTIFICATION ITEMS
THAT ARE TO BE PUNCHED IN MANY PLACES THAT THESE ITEMS BE LEFT
JUSTIFIED IN THEIR FIELDS. THIS CONVENTION CAN SAVE COMPARISON
ERRORS. THE FOUR CHARACTER DESIGNATIONS SHOWN HERE IN VARIOUS
CONFIGURATIONSp BETWEEN QUOTESp ARE ALL DIFFERENT AS FAR AS MACHINE
COMPARISONS ARE CONCERNED. (VIZ. o ABOp tAB op 'A B t, 'A B,)
AS A MATTER OF FACT, IN THE BINARY STORAGEt A BLANK IS A sPECIFIC
BINARY NUMBER JUST AS UNIQUE AS THE NUMBER WHICH REPRESENTS
lp 2, A, OR Z OR ANY OTHER CHARACTER.
THE COMPLETE FORMAT STATEMENT IS THUS FORMED BY A SERIES OF ITEM
SPECIFICATIONS SEPARATED BY COMMAS. THERE IS ONE OTHER FEATURE COMMONLY USED
IN THE X-RAY PROGRAMS AND THAT IS THE X OR COLUMN SKIPPING FUNCTION. IN THIS
CASE THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS TO BE SKIPPED IS WRITTEN BEFORE THE X. THE COMMA
AFTE_ THE X IS NOT NECESSARY. A NUMBER IN FRONT OF AN A, I, OR F DESIGNATES
THE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL FIELDS SPECIFIED.
IN ADDITION ONE NUST TAKE CARE NOT TO CONFUSE NUMERIC ZERO AND THE
LETTER ,O' (0,O). ON THE PRINTING KEYPUNCHES THEY APPEAR TO BE THE SANE
BUT THE HOLE CONFIGURATION IN THE CARD IS UNIQUE FOR EACH. ON MOST PRINTERS
THE DIFFERENCE IS SUBTLE BUT USUALLY ONE CAN LEARN TO SEE IT. N.Bo I ANj_ 1
MUST BE CAREFULLY WATCHED. THERE NOW EXISTS MORE THAN ONE KIND OF KEYPUI_CH
AND AT LEAST TWO SETS OF WIDELY USED SYMBOLS (BUSINESS AND SCIENTIFIC). THIS
HAY ALSO LEAD TO PROBLEMS BUT USUALLY ONLY IF DATA ARE PUNCHED IN DIFFERENT
COMPUTER LABORATORIES. REMEMBER THAT THE HOLE CONFIGURATION IS THE IMPORTANT
CONSIDERATION, NOT WHAT SYMBOL IS PRINTED ON THE PRINTER OR CARD.
CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING TYPICAL EXAMPLE, A CARD CONSISTING OF EIGHT
1TEMS. THE FIRST FOUR ARE ALPHABETICAL , THE NEXT THREE FLOATING POINTt AND
THE LAST AN INTEGER. THE FORMAT WOULD BE
(A2,A;,IXA;,A2p2X3FIO,5,I5)
THUS THE DATA TO BE SUPPLIED WOULD BE WRITTEN IN THE SECOND PART OF THIS
MANUAL -
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-b GRUMP • NOTE THE IDENTIFICATION IS READ AS TwO ITEMS.
THIS IS NECESSARY TO MEET THE RESTRICTIONS OF
COMPUTERS THAT NOW HANDLE ONLY FOUR CHARACTERS
PER WORD,
6-7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1_-15 BLANK
I.GENERL- 14 18
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16-25 FIRST VARIABLE
26-35 SECOND VARIABLE
36-45 THIRD VARIABLE
46-50 SERIAL NUMBER oF THESE VARIABLES
51-72 BLANK
AND wOULD BE PUNCHED SUCH THAT READING FROM COL I -
GRUMP NACL 3.2 7.9 0.2 1
NOTE THAT WHAT IS GIVEN ABOVE IS A BARE BONES INTRODUCTION TO FORMATING. IT
ISp HOPEFULLY, ALL THAT IS NECESSARY FOR THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER PREPARING F}ATA
CARDS FOR THE X-RAY SYSTEM.
II. X-RAY SYSTEM CARD FORMAT CONVENTIONS AND FUNCTIONS
THE X-RAY SYSTEM UTILIZES FOUR TYPES OF INPUT DATA CARDS, EVERY CARD,
REGAffbLESS OF TYPEp IS IDENTIFIED BY THE FIRST SIX COLUMNS (READ A2pA4),
THE FOUR TyPEs OF CARDS ARE AS FOLLOWS....
1, SYSTE_ FUNCTION CARDS READ BY THE SYSTEM m
tFILEStt tTITLEt, tRESTARTt*p tFINISHtp tSAVEtt _REMARK t
(_ ONLY THE FIRST SIX COLUMNS ARE CHECKED, THE T IS OPTIONAL)
2. PROGRAM CALLING CARDS READ BY BOTH THE SYSTEM AND THE CALLED PROGRAM -
E.G. tDATRDNt, tFCtt tDIAGLStp tLOADATt, ETC.
3, CARDS ACTUALLY CONTAINING CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC OR OTHER DATA AND RE:D ONLY
WITHIh THE APPROPRIATE PROGRAM -
E.G. 'ATOM'P 'CELL', tHKLtw tSCALEtp tBETAtp ETC.
4, THE tEND' CARD WHICH MARKS THE END OF DATA SETS AND USUALLY DIRECTS
THE BEGINNING OF ACTUAL CALCULATION. IT AL_AYS APPEARS juST BEFORE
THE SUBSEQUENT SYSTEM FUNCTION CARDS AND/OR PROGRAM CALLING CARF}S IN
ANY GIVEN RUN.
EACH CARD HAS IN ADDITION TO ITS IDENTIFICATION COLUMNS A FIXED FORMAT
SET IN THE PROGRAMS, EACH CARD IS READ AT LEAST TWICE, ONCE TO IDENTIFY ITS
FUNCTION AND ONCE TO DECODE IT ACCORDING TO ITS FORMAT AND THE LIST OF ITEMS
WHICH IT SHOULD CONTAIN, THISDOUBLE READING MAKES POSSIBLE FAIRLY FLEXIBLE
CARD ORDERS AND GIVES THE USER CONTROL OF THE CALCULATIONS BY MEANS OF THE
STRUCTURE OF HIS DATA DECK, FURTHERMORE AS LONG AS NO tINVALID ° PUNCHING IS
CONTAINED IN THE CARD IT HAKES POSSIBLE CHECKING AND DIAGNOSTIC PRINT OUT WHEN
IMPOSSIBLE CARD ORDER SEQUENCES ARE ENCOUNTERED, THIS DIAGNOSTIC ,HICHp
UNFORTUNATELY, WILL BECOME FAMILIAR TO MOST X-RAY-SYSTEM USERSp STATES .
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CARD dUST READ.... (IMAGE OF CARD IN GUESTION)
CARD I.D. EXPECTED.... THEN FOLLOWS A LIST OF GROUPS oF SIX
CHARACTERS PER ALLOWED CARD SHOWING WHAT CARDS WERE EXPECTED
AT THE POINT AT WHICH THE ''CONDEMNED'' CARD WAS ENCOUNTERED.
MANY TIMES THIS ERROR IS CAUSED BY SIMPLY NOT PUNCHING WHAT IS SHO_N IN THE
WRITE-UP (E,G, DATRON FOR DATRDN),
,INVALID, PUNCHING IS THE PLACING OF CHARACTERS IN tit FIELDS WHICH
EXAMPLEf A DECIMAL POINT IN AN tit FIELD OR A LETTER IN AN 'F t FIELD.
DO NOT BELONG THERE UNDER THE RULES OF THE FORTRAN DECODING ROUTINE, FOR
ONE MUST UNDERSTAND THE USE OF THE SYSTEM FUNCTION CARDS WHICH ARE
LISTED UNDER 2.6ENERL AND THEIR USE AND FORMATS DESCRIBED THERE, THE ,FILES,
CARD REGUIRES MOST DILIGENT ATTENTION ON THE PART OF THE USER.
THE DETAILS OF THE GUANTITIES AND INFORMATION AND THE EXACT FIELnS IN
WHICH THEY ARE TO BE PUNCHED ALONG WITH THE ORDER IN WHICH THE CARDS MUST BE
STACKED IS THE SUBdECT OF THE SECOND PART OF THIS MANUAL. PLEASE TRY TO
FOLLOW AS CAREFULLy AS POSSIBLE THE DIRECTIONS GIVEN THERE. READ THE CARD
ORDER 6UMMARY AND THE FILE USAGE INFORMATION. ALMOST EVERY RUN WILL REG(jIRE
THE USE OF A 'FILES _ CARD.
/
III. THE X-RAY SYSTEM DATA FILES
TO TRY TO MAKE CLEARER THE PURPOSE OF THE BINARY FILE A BRIEF DESCRIP-
TION OF ITS FORMATION AND UPDATING IS GIVEN HERE, IN 1, DATRDN ARE LISTED THE
DETAILS OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE X-RAY DATA FILE ON A WORD BY WORD BASIS.
SCANNING OF, AND LATER REFERENCE TOt THIS SECTION MAY BE FOUND HELPFUL,
ON ANY COMPUTER EACH MASS STORAGE DEVICE WHETHER IT IS A DRUM, DISC,
TAPE OR BULK CORE MUST BE REFERENCED IN SOME WAY BY THE USER, IN FORTRAN
PROGRAMS IT HAS BECOME TRADITIONAL TO MAKE THESE REFERENCES BY A ,,LOGICAL
UNIT NUMBER_ WHICH IS AN INTE6ER WHICH POINTS TO A 6IVEN PHYSICAL DEVICE.
THIS SYSTEM IS GOVERNED VERY MUCH BY LOCAL MACHINE ROOM CUSTOM. THUS ONE CAN
NEVER BE SURE EXCEPT BY A REFERENCE TO THE LOCAL COMPUTER LABORATORY WRITE-UP
WHICH ,,LOGICAL NUMBER tt DESIGNATES wHICH PHYSICAL DEVICE, (TAPE UNIT. DISC.
PART OF A DRUM. ETc.). THE HISTORY OF THESE LOGICAL NUMBERS TRACES BACK TO THE
IBN 70_ ON WHICH THERE WERE 10 TAPE UNITS WHICH WERE REFERRED TO AS I TO 10
RESPECTIVELY (AN INGENIOUS ARRANGEMENT). WHEN THE 709 WAS INTRODUCED IT HAD
ttCHANNELStt THAT IS TWO OR MORE SEPARATE DEVICES EACH OF WHICH CONTROLLED UP
TO 10 UNITS. THESE BECAME PHYSICAL uNITS AO TO Agw BO TO B9 AND SO ON FoR AS
MANY AS 8 CHANNELS. BuT BY THIS TIME UNIT NUMBER 5 WAS THE INPUT TAPE UNIT
OF THE 70_ AND UNIT NUMBER 6 THE STANDARD ttPRINT't TAPE UNIT IN MANY SHOPS.
SO ON THE 709 A2 BECAME ',LOGICAL UNITtt 5 AND A3 ,,LOGICAL UNIT It 6. WITH
THE INTRODUCTION OF IBSYS ON THE 709_ LOGICAL UNIT 6 BECAME PHYSICAL UNIT BI AT
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MANYPLACES. THUSONESEESTHATTHEUSEOF THE LOGICALNUMBERSHASSIMPLY
DERIVEBFROMTHE704. FOR EXAMPLE, ON THE UNIVAC 1108 IT IS NOW COMMON pRAC-
TICE FOR THE INPUT CARDS TO BE FOUND ON LOGICAL UNIT B WHICH IS THE AREA ON A
DRUM WHERE THE CARD IMAGES ARE TRANSFERED FROM THE MECHANICAL READER TO THE
MAGNETIC DRUM. 6 IS THE t,LOGICAL UNIT,t DESIGNATION FOR A DIFFERENT DRuM AREA
WHERE THE IMAGES OF THE LINES ARE PLACED READY TO TRANSFER TO THE LINE PRINTER°
t,LOGICAL UNITS't 7 TO 32 ARE PHYSICAL TAPE UNITS A TO Z. (BUT EVEN THIS IS
COMPLICATED BY THE FACT THAT THE OPERATOR CONTROLS FROM THE CONSOLE WHICH
TAPE DRIVE IS REALLY WHICH PHYSICAL UNIT.) LOGICAL UNITS 35-46 ARE PARTS OF
THE FH-_32 DRUMS WHICH MAy BE USED TO SIMULATE SCRATCH TAPES (TAKE NOTE 1108
USERS). THESE LOGICAL NUMBERS ARE SET TO CONFORM TO LOCAL CUSTOM IN THE
X-RAy SYSTEM IN TWO DISTINCT WAYS. ONE IS IN THE NUCLEUS PROGRAM NUSY (NUCO06)
WHICH SETS UP THE SYSTEM COMMON BEFORE EXECUTION OF THE SYSTEM BEGINS. THE
SECOND AND MOST IMPORTANT WAY FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHEn IS
BY MEANS OF A FILES CARD (TAPES CARD OF THE X-RAY-63 SYSTEM). WITH A FILES
CARD ONE IS ABLE TO CHANGE THE LOGICAL UNIT DESIGNATION OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM
FILES. THESE FILES ARE NAMED NCDBUF, NTIN, NTOUTp NFILEA, NFILEB, NFILEcp
......, NFILEd. NCDBUF IS SET ONLY IN =NUSY= AS THE LOGICAL UNIT wHICH
DESIGNATES THE BUFFER WHICH HOLDS THE IMAGE OF THE LAST CARD READ FROM THE
INPUF DATA STREAM (NTIN). THE REST OF THE UNITS NTIN TO NFILEJ MAY BE SET
DURING A RUN BY USE OF A FILES CARD, WHOSE FORMAT IS GIVEN IN SEcTIoN 2oGENERL
EVERY TIME A RESTART CARD IS ENCOUNTERED ALL THE LOGICAL UNIT DESIGNATIONS ARE
SET BACK TO THE VALUES INITIALIZED BY =NUSY=. IN THE X-RAY SYSTEM THE FILES
HAVE THE FOLLOWING USES. NOTE THAT EACH CARD ORDER SUMMARY PAGE (2.XXXXxX- A)
STATES WHICH FILES ARE USED BY EACH PROGRAM.
s**_, BE SURE TO READ SECTION 2.GENERL-A 1. s_s=,
X-RAY FILE PURPOSE
NTIN
NTOUT
NFILEA
NFILEB
NFILEC
NFILED
NFILEE
NFILEF
NFILEG
NFILEH
NFILEI
NFILEd
INPUT OF DATA FROM CARDS
OUTPUT OF PRINTED HATTER TO uSEH
INPUT BINARY FILE OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC
DATA
OUTPUT OF UPDATED BINARY FILE OF
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA
OUTPUT OF PUNCHED CARDS
SPECIAL PRINT OUTPUT
SCRATCH UNITS FOR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE
JOBS
SCRATCH UNITS FOR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE
JOBS
SCRATCH UNITS FOR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE
JOBS
SCRATCH UNITS FOR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE
JOBS
SCRATCH UNITS FOR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE
JOBS
SCRATCH UNITS FOR VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE
JOBS
IF A NUMBER OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC CALCULATIONS ARE TO BE CARRIED OtjT IN
SEQUENCE THE USER MUST INSERT CORRECT 'FILES, CARDS IN THE DATA DECK,
REMEMBER THAT NFILEA AND NFILEB ARE INTERCHANGED AUTOMATICALLY AFTER EACH
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PROGRAH LINK IS EXECUTED, THUS THESE TWO FILES MAY REQUIRE RESETTING ONLY
OCCASIONALLY. BUT ONE MUST IVISUALIZEt BEFORE THE RUN HOW THE COURSE OF THE
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC BINARY DATA STORAGE WILL RUN.
THE X-RAY SYSTEM DECK STRUCTURE
THE COURSE OF THE CRYSTALLO6RAPHIC CALCULATIONS, WHICH MAy INVOLVE ANY
NUMBER OF THE LINKS IN THE SYSTEM, IS CONTROLLED BY THE SEQUENCE OF CARDS IN
THE INPUT DATA. A SEQUENCE OF INTERDEPENDENT CALCULATIONS MAY BE pERFORMED BY
STACKING AN APPROPRIATE SET OF DATA DECKS (FOR EXAMPLE, DATA REDUCTION,
FOLLOWED BY FC, FOLLOWED BY A DIFFERENCE FOURIER, FOLLOWED BY AN FO FOURTERp
FOLLOWED BY A BOND LENGTH AND ANGLE CALCULATION.) EACH SET OF DATA DECKS WILL
START WITH A t_ESTARTt CARD IF IT DOES NOT DEPEND UPON THE SUCCESSFUL COMPLE-
TION OF ANY CALCULATION AHEAD OF IT. THUS EACH INDEPENDENT SET OF CALCULATIONS
IS PRECEEDED BY A ,RESTART, CARD. AT THE END OF THE DECK ONE PLACES A 'FINISH.
CARD WHICH CAUSES EXECUTION TO TERMINATE AND CONTROL TO BE RETURNED TO THE
COMPUTER LABORATORy EXECUTIVE ROUTINE OR MONITOR.
THE SEqUENcE OF EVENTS DURINGTHE COURSE OF A CALCULATION IS AS
FOLLOWS****
A ,RESTART, CARD CAUSES IMMEDIATE INITIALIZATION OF FILE ASSIGNMFNTS,
RESETTING OF PAGE NUMBER TO ZERO, AND THE CLEARING OF THE TITLE ARRAY TO
BLANKS. A ,TITLE t CARD AND ,FILES t CARD USUALLY FOLLOWS THE tRESTARTeCA_D.
AFTE_ THIS CO_ES THE CALLING CARD FOR THE FIRST CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC PROGHAH NEEDED
FOR THE PROBLEM AT HAND. ,REMARK, CARDS, IF ONE WISHESp MAY BE INSERTED NEXT,
AND FINALLY THE DATA CARDS DEMANDED BY THE PROGRAM BEIN6 CALLED. ZF THE BINARY
DATA FILE IS BEING USED AS THE SOURCE OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA AND INSTRIjCTIONS
THEN AN OEND t CARD MAY FOLLOW THE PROGRAM CALLING CARD WITH NO OTHER DATA CARDS
BEING PRESENT. AT ANY RATE, ONCE THE REQUIRED DATA IS ASSEMBLED IN ORDER, AN
tEND, CARD IS ALWAYS PLACED BEFORE ANY OTHER CALL OR FUNCTION CARD. USUALLY
ONE wILL PLACE A tTITLE_ CARD BEFORE EACH SUCCESSIVE CALL FOR ANOTHER
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC COMPUTATION. EACH PROGRAM READS AND PROCESSES DATA CAR_S
• UNTIL THE tEND_ CARD IS REACHED, WHEREUPON THE PROGRAM FINISHES THE
CALCULATION, WRITES SUMMARY DATA, FINISHES UPDATING THE OUTPUT BINARY DATA FILE
(IF ANY) AND RETURNS cONTROL TO THE SYSTEM PROGRAM NUCA (NUCO01). THIS cON-
TROLLING PROGRAM INTERCHANGES NFILEA AND NFILEB (LOGICALLY) AND THEN SEEKS
THE NEXT dOB SPECIFIED. THERE MAY BE SOME SYSTEM FUNCTION CARDS AS THEY ARE
NEEDED AND THEN ANOTHER CALLING CARD CAN INITIATE A NEW CALCULATION WITH THE
SAME OR ANY OTHER SYSTEM PROGRAM THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER MAY REQUIRE.
IF FOR ANY REASON THERE IS A FAILURE BECAUSE OF THE PROGRESS OF THE
CALCULATION rE,G. SINGULAR MATRIX, ETC.) THE PROGRAMS TRY TO SALVAGE THE OUTPUT
BINAHY FILEw IF ANyp AND GIVE A DIAGNOSTIC OF THE CAUSE OF FAILURE. THEy ALSO
GIVE A PHRASE, THAT DEALS WITH ENDING, IN A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT LANGUAGE_.
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THESE MESSAGES SERVE THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFYING THE DYING PROGRAM FOR THE PRO-
GRAMMERS AND HAVE NO DEEP SIGNIFICANCE. WHEN NUCA IS SIGNALED THAT A SERIOUS
CALCULATION ERROR HAS BEEN DETECTEDe ALL THE SUBSEGUENT DATAp FUNCTION, AND
CALLING CARDS ARE SKIPPED UNTIL EITHER A 'RESTART t OR OFINISH o CARD IS ENCOUNT-
ERED. SINCE VERY OFTEN THE FAILURE OF ONE CALCULATION PRECLUDES THE NEEH FOR A
SUBSEQUENT ONE IT IS BEST TO USE tRESTART t CARDS DISCREETLY. IE.G. IF THE
STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION FAILS THERE IS NO PURPOSE IN CARRYING OUT THE
FOLLOWING FOURIER.}
IN SUMMARY, BECAUSE OF THIS PROCEDURE THE CALCULATIONS WHICH RUN
INDEPENDENTLY SHOULD BE HEADED BY A oRESTARTO CARD. A DEPENDENT SEQUENCE OF
CALCULATIONS ARE NOT TO BE SEPARATED BY ORESTARTO CARDS SO THAT FAILURE oF ONE
LINK WILL CAUSE DELETION OF THE REMAINING REQUESTS. THE END OF ALL CALCuLA-
TIONS IS INDICATED BY A °FINISHt CARD.
THE TREATMENT OF SYMMETRY
THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM ARE DESIGNED TO
OPERATE FOR ANY SPACE GROUP IN ANY SETTING. THE DESIGN OF THE PROGRAMS IS SUCH
THAT THE DATA REDUCTION LINK READS THE SYMMETRY SPECIFIED BY THE CRYSTALLO-
GRAPHER AND RECASTS IT INTO SUITABLE FORMS FOR USE BY THE VARIOUS pROBRA;i LINKS
OF THE SYSTEM. SEVERAL ARBITARY RULES MUST BE OBSERVED BY THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER
IN ORDER TO PRODUCE cOMPUTATIONALLY CORRECT RESULTS WITH RESPECT TO SYMMFTRY.
A UNIQUE ASYMMETRIC SET OF REFLECTIONS MUST BE SUPPLIED, IF nNE
HAS SPACE GROUP P4, FOR EXAMPLE, THEN ANY REFLECTION FRoM THE SETS
HKL, HKiL, -HmKLt -H-K-Lt -KHLt K-HL_ K-H-Lp OR -KH-L MuST BE
SUPPLIEDP BUT FROM NO MORE THAN ONE QF THESE SETS, A SIMILAR
CONSIDERATION APPLIES TO THE NON EQUIVALENT SETS RELATED TO m,_KL,
IT, WHETHER THE CELL IS CENTRIC OR ACENTRIC AND WHAT BRAVAIS LATTICE
IT POSSESSES IS SPECIFIED SEPARATELY.
IZI. ALL THE REST OF THE SYMMETRY IS SPECIFIED BY MEANS OF A STATEMENT
OF THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS IN TERMS OF GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITIONS.
THIS MEANS THAT FOR EXAMPLE C 2/C WHICH HAS THE FULL SET OF EQUIVALENT
POSITIONS,
X, Yp Z
X + 1/2t Y + 1/2p Z
X, "Yt Z + 1/2
X + l/2P -Y + 1/2t Z + 1/2
-Xp Y, -Z + 1/2
-X + 1/2, Y + 1/2p -Z + 1/2
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"Xp "Yt -Z
"X + 1/2, "Y + 112, "Z
IN THE X-RAY SYSTEM THIS EXAMPLE MUST BE ENCODED BY THE FOLLOWING INPUT,
LATICE C C
SYMTRY Xp Yp Z
SYMTRY Xt -Yo Z ÷ 1/2
NOTE THAT THE SECOND tSYMTRYt CARD COULD dUST AS WELL HAVE BEEN -X, Y,
-Z + 1/2 (BECAUSE IT IS IMPLIED BY THE CENTER), THE IDENTITY (Xp Yw Z) IS
ALWAYS EXPECTE_ AND MUST BE GIVEN, IN THE SYSTEM THE SYMMETRY DATA SUPPLIED
IS TRANSFORMED INTO TWO FORMS, ONE IS A SET OF ROTATION MATRICES AND
TRANSLATION VECTORS USED BY ALL PROGRAMS WHICH MUST GENERATE EQUIVALENT
POSITIONS IN DIRECT SPACE OR EQUIVALENT REFLECTIONS IN RECIPROCAL SPACE. THE
OTHER IS A SET OF INTEGER DIRECTORS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH REFLECTION IN THE
_INA_Y DATA FILE, THESE INTEGERS MAKE POSSIBLE THE GENERATION OF ALL THE
EQUIVALENT RECIPROCAL SPACE POINTS AND STRUCTURE FACTORS (PHASES INCLUDED),
THUS ONE MAY SAY THAT ALL THE VARIOUS PROGRAMS ARE CODED AS IF THE STRUCTURES
WERE TRICLINIC AND THE SYMMETRY IS IMPOSED BY MACHINE DIRECTING CODES
ESTABLISHED BY THE DATA REDUCTION LINK, THISe THENe IS THE eRAI$ON DeETRE t
FOR THE EXISTENCE OF THE BINARY DATA FILE AS FORMED BY DATA REDUCTION (DATRDN).
THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER WORKS ONLY WITH AN ASYMMETRIC SET OF ATOMS AND REFLEC-
TIONS,
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=BLOKLS= BLOCK DIAGONAL LEAST SQUARES PARAMETER REFINEhENT
THIS MOUIFICATION OF THE =ORFLS= LINK WAS MADE BY J,M, STEWART, C,W, DICK-
INSON AND F.A. KUNDELL, IT MAKES POSSIBLE THE TREATMENT OF MANY ATOMS AND THE
VARY1NG OF MANY PARAMETERS SIMULTANEOUSLY, DERIVATIVE BLOCKS ARE FORMED FOR
EACH ATOM EOUALp ON A SIDEp TO THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS OF THAT ATOM TO RE
VARIED. EACH bLOCK IS THEN TREATEDp IN TURNp EXACTLY AS IN THE FULL MATHIX
CASE. SEE THE =ORFLS= AND =DIAGLS= WRITE-uPS FOR DETAILS, THIS METHOD
MITIGATES CORRELATION EFFECTS OF TYPE ONE AS DESCRIBED IN THE =DIAGLS=
WRIT_mUP,
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BOND LENGTH AND ANGLE AND CONTACT DISTANCE PROGRAM
THE =BONDLA= PROGRAM OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM IS A REWRITTEN VERSION oF THE
=BONDLA= OF X-RAY-63. IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN BY FeA. KUNDELL IN COLLABORATION
WITH doN, STEWART AND RoY, CHASTAIN.
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE CODE ARE TO PRODUCE TWO CATEGORIES OF DISTANCES
AND ONE OF ANGLES_ TO FIND ALL DISTANCES INCLUDING THOSE OF ATOMS RELATEO BY
SYMMETRYp AND TO ESTIMATE THE ERRORS IN THE CALCULATED QUANTITIES BASED IjPON
THE uIAGONAL ELEMENTS FROM THE LEAST-SQUARES REFINEMENT,
THE TWO KINDS OF DISTANCES ARE DEFINED--- ttBONDt_ DISTANCES AND
t_CONTACT tt DISTANCES IN TERNS OF THREE LENGTHS, THESE THREE LENGTHS ARE
MINIMUM DISTANCE TO DEFINE A ttBONDtte MAXIMUM DISTANCE TO DEFINE A tIBONDtt
(WHICH IS THE MINIMUM DISTANCE TO DEFINE A ttCONTACTttl AND MAXIMUM DISTANCE TO
DEFINE A ttCONTACTtt. TAKING EACH ATOM OF THE ASYMMETRIC SET IN TURNp ALL OF
THE INTERIOR ANGLES OF THE tBONDEDt ATOMS OF THE ASYMMETRIC SET ARE CALC_jLATED.
THE ASYMMETRIC SET IS THAT SET OF ATOMS WHICH DEFINE THE STRUCTURE AND ARE
REQUIRED BY THE STRUCTURE FACTOR TYPE PROGRAMS (E,G. FC_ ORFLS)
THE PROGRAM IS RESTRICTIVE WITH RESPECT TO THE NAXZNUM DISTANCES WHICH
MAY BE CALCULATED, IF NO SPECIFICATION IS SUPPLIEDp THE THREE VALUES WILL BE
SET TO O.03p 1.SOt AND 2,50 ANGSTROMS RESPECTIVELY, IN NO CASE SHOULD THE
DIFFERENCE IN MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM BOND DISTANCE BE SET TOO LARGE SINCE THIS
WILL RESULT IN A HUGE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE ttBONDtt ANGLES BEING PRODUCED, THE
MINIMUM BEING SET EQUAL TO A NUMBER GREATER THAN ZERO ASSURES THE PROPER
DETECTION OF ATOMS IN SPECIAL POSITIONS, ALL OF THESE RESTRICTIONS NAY RE
OVERRIDDEN BY THE USER AS HE SEES FIT,
THE CALCULATION PROCEEDS BY A SERIES OF SYMMETRY OPERATIONS ON THE
ASYMMETRIC SET OF AToMs, ALL CONTACT DISTANCE CALCULATIONS ARE FROM ATOMS
OF THE ASYMMETRIC SET TO SYMMETRICALLY RELATED SETS (INCLUDING THE IDENTITY),
DURING THE COURSE OF THIS CALCULATION ANY GENERATED ATOM WHICH HAS A ttBoNDtt
DISTANCE TO A MEMBER OF THE ASYMMETRIC SET IS SAVED (EXCLUDING THOSE GENERATED
BY THE IDENTITY). DISTANCES ARE PRINTED OUT SYMMETRY OPERATION BY SYMMETRY
OPERATION, EACH ATOM OF THE ASYNHETRIC UNIT IS ACTED UPON FOR EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING OPERATIONS IN TURN.
I BASIC SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE SPACE GROUP
II CENTER OF SYMMETRY (IF IT EXISTS)
III BRAVAIS LATTICE TRANSLATIONS
IV 27 SURROUNDING UNIT CELL TRANSLATIONS
THUS FOR A SPACE GROUP SUCH AS C 2/C 216 GENERATIONS WILL BE CARRIED OUT,
PRINT OUTp HOWEVERt wILL ONLY BE FOR THOSE OPERATIONS FOR WHICH CONTACT
THE
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_ISTANCES ARE ACTUALLY FOUND. FOR SPEED AN ASYMMETRIC UNIT CENTROLD IS
ESTIMATED AND USED TO ELIMINATE THOSE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS WHICH HAVE NO cHANCE
OF PRODUCING CONTACT DISTANCES TO THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT SUPPLIED. IT IS I_:POR-
TANT TO NOTE ThAT IF THE ASYMMETRIC SET OF ATOMS SUPPLIED IS NOT NEAR THE
ORIGIN (I,E, _OSTLY IN THE MODULO ONE UNIT CELL) THE BEST RESULTS MAY NOT BE
OBTAINED. THE_E IS A WARNING MESSAGE.
WHENEVER A BOND DISTANCE IS DETERMINED TO EXIST, THE COORDINATES OF THE
GENEHATED ATO_ ARE SAVED AND AN INDEX OF THE SYMMETRY OPERATION WHICH PR(jDUCED
IT IS APPENDED TO THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT ATOM NAME. (THIS IS PRINTED AS ZERO FOR
ATOMS OF THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT ITSELF.)
FINALLY AN ATOM BY ATOM PRINT OUT IS GENERATED GIVING ALL OF THE BOND
DISTANCES, AND INCLUDED ANGLES TO THE OTHER ATOMS IN THE STRUCTURE TO WHICH
THEY ARE BONDED,
THE COORDINATES AND ThE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE COORDINATES OF THE
EXTENDED BONDED SET ARE WRITTEN IN THE BINARY DATA FILE IN LOGICAL RECORF} IS.
IN ADDITION TO THE ttAUTOMATICt' FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM ONE MAY USE
CARDS TO REQUEST THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ANY TWO NAMED ATOMS OF THE ASYMMETRIC
SET, THE ANGLE BETWEEN ANY THREE, OR THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE TWO LINES FORI_ED
UY Airy FOUR ATOMS, WHICH, IN PAIRS, DEFINE THE LINES,
THE BASIC ORIENTATION OF THE PROGRAM IS TO FINDING ,,NEAREST NEIGH-
_ORSv,. HOWEVER, BY JUDICIOUS USE OF THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM BOND DISTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS. ONE MAY INVESTIGATE ANY REGION OF NEXT OR NEXT TO I_EXT NEAREST
NEIGHBORS,
THE PROGRAM WILL RUN FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE OR FROM THE CARD INPUT
STREA_ AS DESIRED,
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DATA PRE-PROCESSIN6 FOR CARD CONTROLLEDp
TWO THETA SCANNEDp XRD-6 DIFFRACTOMETER
I_llIlllememllOlmmlllmll_l_lilellll_lmml
THIS LINK wAS WRITTEN BY d.M.STEWART. THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM
IS TO SCAN THE CARDS OUTPUT FROM THE DIFFRACTOMETERp TO READ THEM ALLe
REGARDLESS OF PUNCHING ERRORS AND TO GIVEp IN GRAPHICAL FORMe A REPRESENTATION
OF THE HISTORY OF THE STANDARD REFLECTIONS. A SET OF HKL CARDS TO USE WITH
DATA REDUCTION (DATRDN) MAY BE PUNCHED.
THE CALLING CARD SERVES TO SET SEVERAL PARAMETERS OF THE DATA SCAN.
THESE ARE THE FOLLOWING,..
1
2
3
5
CARD PUNCHING
OBSERVABILITY IN TERMS OF COUNTING STATISTICS
BACKGROUND TIME (SEC)
INTENSITY SCALING
BACKGROUND INBALANCE WARNING LEVEL
THESE QUANTITIES ARE DESCRIBED FURTHER BELOW AND IN DETAIL IN THE FORMAT
SECTION.
AFTER THE CALLING CARD A MODEL OUTPUT CARD IS SUPPLIED IN wHICH ALL
THE COLUMNS THAT ARE FIXED FOR CORRECT OUTPUT ARE PUNCHED AND ALL THE COLUMNS
THAT HAVE VARIABLE NUMERIC VALUES ARE PUNCHED AS 9o THIS CARD SERVES AS A
MODEL TO THE PROGRAM TO ENABLE IT TO DETECT SKIPPED COLUMNS AND EXTRANEOtjS
PUNCHES,
AN EXAMPLE OF A TYPICAL CONTROL CARD 10 COLUMN WORD BY 10 COLUMN WORD FOLLOWS-
W999999999 THE HpKpL WORD ONLY THE W IS FIXED
1600699999
Y600009999
$200699999
V209999999
5_00699999
V_09999999
V309999999
SET PHI AT SLEW SPEED
SET CHI AT SLEW SPEED (GUARTER CIRCLE)
SET TWO THETA AT SLEW SPEED COUNT FOR PRESENT TIME
FIRST BACKGROUND DECACOUNTS
SCAN AND COUNT TWO THETA
SCAN DECACOUNTS
SECOND BACKGROUND DECACOUNTS
THE PROGRAM THEN SCANSp COLUMN BY COLUMNt THE FOLLOWING DIFFRACTOMETER OtjTPUT
CARDS, WHEN 8_ SUCCESSIVE COLUMNS ARE FOUND WHERE THE FIXED COLUMNS OF THE
CONTROL CARD ARE MATCHED AND THE 9 COLUMNS CONTAIN ONLY VALID NUMBERS THE
CARD IS TREATED AS AN EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION,
THE NUMERIC COLUMNS ARE TRANSFORMED TO BINARY, THE REFLECTION WoRD
CONSISTS OF THREE SUBFIELDS OF 3 cOLUMNS EACHt ONE FOR Hw ONE FOR K AND oNE
FOR L, COLUMNS 2pSe AND 8 ARE FOR SIGNSp 0 FOR POSITIVE I FOR NEGATIVE, IN
ADDITION COL 2 IS USED TO INDICATE A STANDARD REFLECTIONp_ FOR POSITIVE H AND
5 FOR NEGATIVE H, CONTROL OF THE sTATISTICS IS BASED ON THESE COLUMNS,
BECAUSE OF THE RESTRICTION OF THE DATEX LOGIC_ NUMBERS MUST BE USEu TO REPRE-
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SENT SIGNS,
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DIFFERENT REFLECTIONS THAT MAY BE TREATED AS
STANPARDS IS TEN, 5000 MEASUREMENTS MAY BE MADE AMONG THE SPECIFIED STANDARDS.
THESE MAY THEN BE MIXED IN THE DECK IN ANY WAY, THE PROGRAM PLOTS THEM
STANDARD BY STANDARD IN ORDER OF ENCOUNTER,
THE INTENSITy IS CALCULATED ON THE FOLLOWING BASIS,,,
FIRST A @UANTITY K IS CALCULATED-
K = (60}*(DELTA TWO THETA)
(2)*(TIML FOR ONE BACKGROUND IN SECI,(SCAN RATE IN DPM)
THEN THE OVERALL BACKGROUND IS FOUND-
BKG = K_(BACKGROUND1 + BACKGROUND2)
NOTE THAT SINCE THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF BKG WITH RESPECT TO THE TWO
BACKGROUNDS IS K_ THE VARIANCE BACKGROUND IS GIVEN BY,,,
SIGMA(BK_) = KSQRT((SIGMA(B1))**2 + (SIGMA(B2))**2)
BUT FROM COUNTING STATISTICS-
(SIGMA(B1))**2 = _1
THUS SIGMA(BKG) = K*SQRT(B1 + B2) = SQRT(K,=2(B1 + B2)) OR SIGMA(BKG) : cj,31623
=S@RT(K*BKG), THE FACTOR 0,31623 IS DERIVED FROM THE FACT THAT ALL BACKGROUNDS
ARE ZN DECACOUhTS,
IT MAYp BY SIMILAR REASONINGp BE SHOWN THAT,,.
SIGMA(I) : O,31623,(SGRT(I + K,BKG)) WHERE I : (SCAN DEKACOUNTS) w BKG
THE PROGRAM ALSO TREATS 1/LP AND LISTS OR PUNCHES F VALUES,
THE BACKGROUNDS ARE CHECKED AND ANY REFLECTIONS FOR WHICH THE TWO
BACKbROUNDS ARE DIFFERENT BY MORE THAN A SPECIFIED FACTOR ARE FLAGGED, oNE
SHOULD INVESTIGATE ALL FLAGGED REFLECTIONS CAREFULLY, THE CRITERION IS AS
FOLLows,,,, THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF BACKGROUND I IS DETERMINED AND THE
PARAMETER SPECIFIED IN THE CALLING CARD MULTIPLIES IT, THE RESULTANT FACTOR IS
SUBTRACTED FRoM THE ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE IN THE TwO BACKGROUNDS AND REFLECTIONS
FOR wHICH THE RESULT IS POSITIVE ARE FLAGGED, THIS TEST IS SUPERCEDED By THE
ILESS-THANt TEST WHICH FOLLOWS,
wHEN AN INTENSITY IS DISCOVERED TO BE LESS THAN A SPECIFIED NUMBER
OF BACKGROUND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ABOVE THE BACKGROUND IT IS FLAGGED AS A
ttLESS-THANt_. CAUTION IS DICTATED ON THE SETTING OF THIS PARAMETER NOT TO
BE TOO OPTIMISTIC WITH RESPECT TO THE DATA TO BE CALLED ttOBSERVED _t. THIS
WARNING IS VERY IMPORTANT TO OBSERVE FOR DATA TAKEN. AT HIGH TWO THETA,
ONCE ALL THE DATA HAVE BEEN READ THE STATISTICS FOR THE STANDARD
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REFLECTIONS ARE PLOTTED AND A SET OF SUMMARY COUNTS GIVEN,
IHE INTENTION IS THAT ONE PROCESSES, WITHOUT PUNCHIN6 OUTPUT CARDS,
ON A C_Y BY DAY BASIS THE OUTPUT FROM THE DIFFRACTOMETER, THIS PROCEDURE
MAY IHLN GIVE THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHER A 600D INDICATION OF PROBLEMS IN HIS _ATA
AS THEY ARISE DURING THE COLLECTION AND BEFORE THE CRYSTAL IS REMOVED FROM THE
DIFF_ACTOMETER,
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DATA SCALING PROGRAM - DATFIX
THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY J,R, HOLDEN, IT SERVES TO ESTIMATE THE
OVERALL TEMPERATURE AND SCALE FACTOR AND TO CALCULATE QUASI-NORMALIZED STRUC-
TURE FACTORS (E(H_KpL)), THE DATA SCALING PROGRAM TAKES THE RELATIVE STRUC-
TURE FACTORS FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE PRODUCED BY THE DATA REDUCTION PR()GRAM
AND PRODUCES AN UPDATED BINARY DATA FILE CONTAINING A SET OF QUASI-
NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS DEFINED AS FOLLOWS-
E(HpRpL) = K(I)*F(HpKpL)*EXP(B*(SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA)**X)/(EPSILON(HpKPL),
SUMMATION(F(J)**2)*N(J)))**O,5
F(HPK,L) - RELATIVE STRUCTURE FACTOR OF THE HpKpL REFLECTION
THETA - BRAGG ANGLE FOR REFLECTION
LAMBDA - WAVELENGTH
F(u) - FORPi FACTOR FOR THE J TH TYPE OF ATOM
N(,J) - NU_,BER OF ATOMS OF TYPE ,J IN THE UNIT CELL
EPSILON - WEIGHT FACTOR DEPENDING UPON SPACE GROUP REFLECTION CLASS EXTINC-
TIONS,
B ANd X - CORRECTION FACTORS FOR THERMAL MOTION
K(1) - SCALE FACTOR FOR REFLECTION CROUP I
THE E VALUES CONTAINING THE EPSILON FACTOR ARE THOSE USED IN THE KARLE-HAUPTMAN
METHubS FOR STATISTICAL PHASE DETERMINATION, E VALUES NOT CONTAINING THF
EPSILON FACTOR ARE USED AS FOURIER COEFFICIENTS IN THE. CALCULATION OF THE
SHARPENED PATTERSON FUNCTION, THIS PROGRAM PLACES VALUES OF E NOT CONTAINING
THE EPSILON FACTOR IN THE REFLECTION RECORDS WITH THE VALUE OF EPSILON STORED
AS A SLPARATE WORD, THE VALUE OF E BOTH WITH AND WITHOUT THE EPSILON FACTOR
IS THEN AVAILABLE TO SUBSEQUENT PROGRAMS USING THE REFLECTION FILE.
THE VALUES REQUIRED FOR THE CALCULATION OF E ARE OBTAINED AS FOLLOWS-
FP SIN(THETA/LAMBDA)t AND F(_) ARE READ FROM THE REFLECTION FILE, THE vALUES
OF N(d) ARE READ FROM CONTROL CARDS (THE CELCON CARDS) FOR THE PROGRAM, VALUES
OF K(I) ARE ESTIMATED BY THE PROGRAM SO THAT THE AVERAGE VALUE OF E SQUARED IS
EQUAL TO 1,00 FOR THE REFLECTIONS WITHIN EACH SCALE FACTOR GROUP, AN OVERALL
SCALL FACTOR IS ALSO ESTIMATED, VALUES OF INDIVIDUAL GROUP SCALE FACTORs ARE
USED ONLY IF THEY FALL WITHIN THE RATIO LIMITS SPECIFIED IN A K(I}/K CONTROL
CARD. (THESE RATIO LIMITS REFER TO THE RATIO OF THE GROUP SCALE FACTOR TO THE
OVERALL SCALE FACTOR,) IF NO K(I)/K CARD IS READp THE OVERALL SCALE FACTOR IS
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USED, AMP THOSE DETERMINED FOR INDIVIDUAL GROUPS ARE LISTED IN THE OUTPUT AS
''SUggESTED SCALE FACTORS_, THE GROUP LEVEL SCALE FACTORS DETERMINED By THIS
PROGRAM ARE P_OBABLY NOT VERY RELIABLE, THEREFORE, THE OVERALL SCALE FACTOR
5HOU_U BE USED IF THE DATA HAS BEEN PLACED ON A COMMON SCALE BY SOME OTHER
MEANS,
THE ESTIMATE_ VALUES FOR B AND X ARE THOSE FOR WHICH THE E VALUES SHOW
NO T_END WITH INCREASING VALUE OF SIN(THETA/LAMBDA), THE PROGRAM APPROXIMATES
THIS CONDITION BY CHOOSING VALUES WHICH MINIMIZE THE SUN OF THE SQUARES ¢)F
(E_*_-I) FOR INDIVIDUAL REFLECTIONS. THE SUM IS TAKEN OVER ALL REFLECTIONS
IN An ENTIRE HEMISPHERE, THAT IS, ALL REFLECTIONS WHICH WOULD BE MEASURE_ IF
THE STRUCTURE _ERE TRICLINIC. ttLESS THANS t. ARE ENTERED AT HALF THEIR
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE VAL_Ep AND SPACE GROUP EXTINCTIONS ARE ENTERED AS ZERO. THE
FINAL B AND X VALUES ARE OBTAINED BY A METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION.
A TABLE OF SUMMATION (ESS2-1)_*2 FOR COMBINATIONS OF VALUES OF B AND X WITHIN
LIMITS SET AS INPUT DATA OR SPECIFIED BY BRANGE AND XRANGE CARDS IS CALCtjLATED.
THIS TABLE IS THEN SEARCHED FOR THE MINIMUM ENTRY. THESE VALUES OF B AND X ARE
THEN PRINTED AND THE AREA OF THE MINIMUM SEARCHED FOR THE LOWEST VALUE OF
(E_*_-_)_2 AND 1HE CORRESPONDING B AND X PRINTED AND USED IN THE cALCULATION
OF T_L E(H,K,L) VALUES. IF ONE RESTRICTS THE FINAL VALUES OF B OR X SUC_ THAT
THE _INIMUN CORRESPONDS TO VALUES AT THE EDGE OF THE TABLE IT MAY BE ADVISABLE
TO REPEAT THE CALCULATION. THE VALUE OF THE ESTIMATED OVERALL TEMPERATURE
FACTOk WHICH IS PLACED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE IS THE ONE CORRESPONDING TO THE
MINIMUM VALUE OF SUMMATION (E_=2-1)==2 WITH X=2.0. ONE MAY FORCE THE E(H,KfL)
VALUES TO PREDETERMINED VALUES OF B AND X BY SPECIFYING A lXl ARRA_.
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DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
lll_ .l" amll.._ _ ,,ml.l
THE INITIAL CODING FOR THE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY
dAMES M, STEWART DURING 1958-60 FOR THE IBM 70W AT THE OHIO STATE uNIV,
MRS, MARY ANN dARSKI AND dAMES M, STEWART CONVERTED THE IBM 70W PROGRAM
TO THE IBM 709p AND FURTHER EXPANDED THE CODING, THE BOND ABSORPTION
CORRECTION WAS PROGRAMMED AND CHECKED-OUT BY BRUNO MOROSIN, THE NEW
X-RAy SYSTEM VERSION WAS DONE BY J,M, STEWART AND R,V, CHASTAIN, THE
PROGRAMMING OF THE 1/LP CORRECTIONS WAS DONE BY A, MIGHELLw A, SANTOROp
AND M, ZOCCHI,
THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO ORGANIZE THE RAW DATA NEEDED IN THE
DETERMINATION OF A CRYSTAL STRUCTURE INTO A COHERENT COLLECTION STORED
IN A _INARY FILE SO THAT THE STRUCTURE FACTORp AND REFINEMENT PROGRAMS
wILL CALCULATE AUTOMATICALLY, THE FORTRAN STATEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM ARE
MADE USING ABBREVIATIONS FOR THE SYMBOLS USED BY BUERGER (1) AND LIPSON
AND COCHRAN (2), THE CALCULATIONS PERFORMED ARE LISTED HERE WITH NO OTHFR
EXPLANATION, REFEREhCE TO THE INTERNATIONAL TABLES (3) AS WELL AS THE
PAPEH ON THE LORENTZ AND POLARIZATION FACTOR FOR THE PRECESSION METHOD
BY WASER (4) _AY BE FOUND HELPFUL,
THE PROGRAM REQbIRES THE FOLLOWING DATA-
(1) CELL DIMENSIONS AND F(O00),
(2) ATOMIC FORM FACTORS (NEUTRON OR X-RAY),
(3) ThE GENERAL SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE SPACE GROUPp APART FROM
LATTICE TRANSLATION AND CENTER OF SYMMETRY,
(4) IDENTIFICATION OF CELL AS CENTRIC OR ACENTRIC_ AND LATTICE TYPE,
(5) DISPERSION CORRECTIONS (OPTIONAL),
(6) CAMERA DATA AND PHYSICAL ORIENTATION OF THE CRYSTAL,
(7) SCALE FACTOHS TO BE APPLIED TO THE INTENSITY DATA (OPTIONAL),
(8) WEIGHTING DATA FOR LEAST-SOUARES (OPTIONAL),
(9) FILTER FACTORS IF NEEDED FOR SPECTROMETER DATA (OPTIONAL),
(10) BOND ABSORPTION CORRECTIONS (OPTIONAL),
(11) REFLECTION DATA, Hp Kp AND L, Ip Fp OR F==2,
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ThE CELL DIMENSIONS ARE READ AND CHECKED FOR REASONABLENESS- NO
ZERO OR NEGATIVE AXIAL LENGTHS. EITHER DIRECT CELL OR RECIPROCAL CELL
LENGTHS MAY BE GIVEN. ANGLES EIIHER AS ALL COSINES OR ALL DEGREES MAY
BE SUPPLIED. THE RECIPROCAL CELL CONSTANTSw THE METRIC TENSOR= AND
INVERSE METRIC TENSOR ARE CALCULATED (1, PAGE 360).
THE SCATTERING FACTOR INFORMATION IS READ IN AND GTORED IN TABLES.
THE VALUES FOR X-RAY FORM FACTORS ARE READ IN FOR A NUMBER OF'VALUES
OF SIN THETA/LAMBDA AND A TABLE IS STORED IN MEMORY FOR EACH ATOM-TYPE
TO BE USED. THERE IS A MAXIMUM OF 16 ATOM TYPES ALLOWED. THE X-RAY
SCATTERING FACTORS. LIKE THE NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTORS, ARE GIVEN A
UESI5NATION AT THIS TIME CONSISTING OF ONE TO FOUR CHARACTERS (E.G.- N
FOR NITROGEN, CU2+ FOR COPPER(II). ETC.). THE DESIGNATION IS STORED IN
A =DICTIONARY= ON THE BINARY FILE FOR USE OF THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS.
X-RAy FORM FACTORS MAY BE USED DIRECTLY FROM LITERATURE (5). THERE ARE
STRINGENT REQUIREMENTS UPON THE ORDER AND RANGE OF THE ENTRIES, BUT
NON-EeUAL INTERVALS ARE PERMISSIBLE. THE ACTUAL VALUES OF THE SCATTERING
FACTORS AT EACH VALUE OF (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA FOR A GIVEN REFLECTION ARE
DETERMINED BY A FOUR-POINT INTERPOLATION UTILIZING AITKEN,S METHOD (6).
THE CONDITIONS WHICH MUST BE _ET ARE- (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA MUST INCREASE
MONOTONICALLY, F(d) SHOULD DECREASE MONOTONICALLY (HOWEVER, A 5-PERCENT
INCREASE IN ANY INTERVAL IS PERMITTED TO ALLOW FOR OCCASIONAL INFLECTION
FOUND FOR SOME ELECTRON CONFIGURATIONS)p THERE MUST BE AT LEAST TEN EN-
TRIES AND LESS THAN _0 ENTRIES. IN ORDER TO INTERPOLATE AT THE HIGH
VALUES OF (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA THERE MUST BE AT LEAST TWO TABLE ENTRIES
wITH A VALUE OF (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA GREATER THAN THE HIGHEST VALUE THAT
IS ANTICIPATED IN THE REFLECTION DATA. THE PROGRAM CHECKS FOR THESE
CONDITIONS AND RETURNS ERROR REMARKS EXPLAINING ANY NON-AGREEMENT WITH
THE PROGRAMMED CONDITIONS. THE VALUE FOR THE COHERENT SCATTERING oF
_EUTkONS IS SURPLIED AS A SINGLE NUMBER FOR EACH ATOM TYPE (7).
THE NEXT STEP IS THE BUILDING OF THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE
SPACE GROUP INTO MATRICES AND VECTORS WHICH MAY BE USED TO GENERATE ALL
THE _TOMS IN TBE CELL FROM ONE ASYMMETRIC SET. THE STRUCTURE FACTOR
AND FOURIER PROGRAMS OPERATE ON THE BASIS OF PI OR PI-BAR, THESE
OPERATORS ARE READ IN THE FORM GIVEN IN THE FIRST PART OF VOLUME I OF
THE INTERNATIONAL TABLES (3). THE PROGRAM CHECKS THE CARDS FO_ POSSIBLE
ERRORS IN PUNCHING AND STORES THEM IN TABLES IN FORTRAN MATRIX ORDER AS
A 3X_ ARRAY, FOR EXAMPLE, SEE THE STATEMENT ON SYMMETRY IN I.GENERL
ONE MUST sUPPLY A SEPARATE CARD INDICATING WHETHER THE CELL IS
CENTRIC OR ACENTRIC AND GIVING THE LATTICE TYPE SYMBOL-
P, R, A, BP Ct I, OR F,
NOTE- =P= IS USED FOR RHOMBOHEDRAL SPACE GROUPS INDEXED AS RHOMBOHEDRAL
AND =R= IS USED FOR RHOMBOHEDRAL SPACE GROUPS INDEXED AS HEXAGONAL. IN
THE CENTRIC CASE WITH THE ORIGIN AT THE CENTER OF SYMMETRY ONLY THOSE
OPERATIONS NOT INVOLVING THE cENTER SHOULD BE SUPPLIED. AFTER THE
SYMMETBY OPERATIONS HAVE BEEN STORED IN A FORM SUITABLE FOR THE
STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAM THEY ARE OPERATED UPON BY A SUBROUTINE =DRGC=
(GENERATION CHECKING SUBROUTINE) WHICH SORTS AND EXAMINES THE OPERATIONS
TO CHECK FOR CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC VALIDITY.
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ONE MAY SUPPLY DISPERSION CORRECTION CARDS USING DATA FROM EITHER
TEMPLETON (B) OR ROOF (9)° THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL, AS IS THE APPLICA-
TION OF THE DISPERSION CORRECTIONS AT =FC= TIME. IF THE DISPERSION DATA
ARE NOT INCLUDED, IT wILL BE NECESSARY TO RE-REDUCE DATA TO GET THEM
INTO THE BINARY DATA FILE.
THE CONDITIONS OF OBSERVATION ARE SUPPLIED NEXT. THIS CARD PRO-
VIDES SPACE FOk WAVELENGTH, THE MAXIMUM (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA EXPECTED, THE
MINIMUM OBSERVED INTENSITy, NEUTRON- OR X-RADIATION, THE CAMERA TyPE
(E.G. POWDER, SPECTROMETER, ,EISSENBER@, PRECESSION, ETC.)P WHETHER OR
NOT uNE WISHES TO APPLY 1/LP, OR TO TAKE THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE DATA
_EING REDUCED,
AXIAL DESIGNATIONS MUST BE MADE FOR THOSE METHODS WHICH REQUIRE THE
AXIS OF ROTATION AND/OR THE AXIS PARALLEL TO THE BEAM. FOR THE PRE-
CESSION METHOD THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE AXIS MOSTNEARLY HORIZONTAL AND THE
HORIZONTAL ON THE FILM IS NECESSARY. THE CALCULATION OF I/LP FOR X-RAY
AND L/L FOR NEUTRONS IS CARRIED OUT FOR EACH REFLECTION SO THAT NO
TABLES ARE REQUIRED.
IF SPECTROMETER DATA ARE BEING PROCESSED, THEN FILTER FACTOR CARDS
GIVING THE ABSORBANCY OF THE FILTERS AND AN INDEX CODE ARE SUPPLIED.
FILTER =0= HAS A FACTOR OF 1.0 AUTOMATICALLY SO THAT FOR A REFLECTION
MARKED =NO FILTER=, THE =CORRECT= FILTER FACTOR IS APPLIED.
,SCALE, CARDS SERVE THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF ADJUSTING THE SCALE OF
THE RELATIVE INTENSITIES OF GROUPS OF REFLECTIONS. IN ADDITION THEY
PERMIT TAGGING GROUPS OF REFLECTIONS AS ALL HAVING THE SAME SCALE FACTOR
(MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GROUPS = b4). THE MINIMUM OBSERVED INTENSITY FOR THE
bROUP, AND PROVISION FOR WEIGHTING, ARE SUPPLIED ON THIS CARD. IF NO
SCALE CARD IS SUPPLIED THE PROGRAM ASSIGNS =1= AS THE REFLECTION GROUP
INDEx AND USES 1.0 AS THE SCALE FACTOR AND NO LEAST-SQUARES WEIGHTING
FACTOHS ARE CALCULATED, HOWEVER, THE VALUE OF F-MINIMUM IS STORED IN
THE FILE. THESE WEIGHTS CAN THEN BE CALCULATED AT SOME FUTURE TIME BY
PROGRAM =WEIGHT=. THE LEAST SQUARES PROGRAMS ALLOW THE SETTING OF
WEIGHTS = 1,0 AS WELL AS TO uSE THOSE IN THE BINARY DATA FILE.
THEXE IS A LEAST-SQUARES WEIGHTING SCHEME PROVIDED IN THE PROGRAM
whiCH IS PATTEkNED AFTER THE METHOD SUGGESTED BY HUGHES (10). IT IS
CALLE_ BY A =2= IN THE 'SCALE, CARD. THE FORTRAN CODING FOR THE UhIV, OF
WASHINGTON SCHEME IS-
WEIGHT = QI/MAXIF(SIGMA,Q2*FREL+Q3,QW*FRELM+Q5)
,HERE wEIGHT = SQUARE ROOT OF WEIGHT TO BE USED IN
LEAST-SQUARES.
Q1 = cONSTANT PUNCHED IN COLS. 33-37 OF 'SCALE'
CARD. (SET = 1.0 IF NOT SPECIFIED).
SIGMA = STANDARD DEVIATION OF MEASUREMENTp AND IS
PUNCHED IN A REFLECTION CARD.
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Q2 = FRACTIONAL ERROR IN F-RELATIVE, PUNCHED IN
COLS 38-_2 OF oSCALE, CARDt AND INITIALIZED
TO ZERO,
Q3 = ADDITIVE CONSTANT WHICH MAY BE APPLIED AT
USERS DISCRETION. PUNCHED IN COLS 43-W? OF
tSCALE o CARDp AND INITIALIZED TO 0,0,
Q_ = FRACTION OF F-MINIMUM WHICH IS TO BE CON-
SIDERED MINIMUM STANDARD DEVIATION, PUNCHED
IN COLS W8-52 OF tSCALEo CARD AND INITIAL-
IZED TO ZERO,
Q5 = ADDITIVE CONSTANT WHICH MAY BE APPLIED AT
USERS DISCRETION, PUNCHED IN COLS 53-62 OF
tSCALE o CARDp AND INITIALIZED TO 0.0.
THE SCHEME APPLIES WEIGHTING FUNCTION- WEIGHT=Q1/(J) IN WHICH (j)
IS THE MAXIMU_ OF THESE THREE FUNCTIONS- (I) SIGMAp (2) (Q2*FREL+Q3)_
OR (3} (QW*FRELM+QS). TO OBTAIN WEIGHTS LIKE THOSE SPECIFIED BY
HUGHES (10)-
_EIGHT = 1,0 FOR F-REL LESS-THAN K
= K/F-REL FOR F-REL GREATER-THAN OR EQUAL K
ThEN SET QI = Q5 = K
Q2 = 1,0
Q3 = QW = ZERO
TO OBTAIN WEIGHTS SIMILAR TO RESULTS OF =DELSIG= PROGRAM-
Q2 = sLOPE OF PLOT OF DELTA-F VS FO
Q1 = Q3 = (INTERCEPT OF PLOT)*(1/SCALE FACTOR)
Q_ = Q5 = ZERO
NOTE- QZ IS INITIALIZED TO 2,0 ALL THE REST TO ZERO
ABSURPTION CARDS SUPPLY INFORMATION SPECIFIC TO THE TYPE OF
ABSORPTION CORHECTION BEING APPLIED, THE INFORMATION ON SPHERES AND
CYLINDERS OF BOND (11) IS GIVEN IN VOLUME II OF THE INTERNATIONAL TABLES
(5), THL DATA IS READ INTO THE CORE FROM CARDS AND INTERPOLATED FROM
THE VALUE OF (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA By AITKEN_S METHOD (6). DIFFERENT
ABSORPTION CORRECTIONS ARE REQUIRED FOR EACH LEVELp THROUGH THE ANGULAR
DEPENDENCE IS COMPUTER DETERKINED.
FOR EACH UNIQUE REFLECTION OF THE SPACE GROUP UNDER CONSIDERATION
Hp K, Lp AND EITHER F, F**2p OR Z-RELATIVE MUST BE PROVIDED, THESE
QUANTITIES ARE READ BY THE SUBROUTINE =RDRR=.
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A UNIQUE SET OF REFLECTIONS, NOT INCLUDING THOSE SYSTEMATICALLY
ABSENT, MUST BE INCLUDED. IF A SHARPENED ORIGIN-REMOVED PATTERSON IS
DESIKEb THE SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT REFLECTIONS SHOULD ALSO BE INCLUDED.
IT IS MOST DESIRABLE, BUT NOT MANDATORYp THAT THE REFLECTIONS BE SORTED
IN THE ORDER THAT WILL PERMIT FASTEST FOURIER SUMMATIONS AND THAT THE
SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT REFLECTIONS BE PLACED AFTER THE OBSERVED REFLEC-
TIONS. THE FOURIER RUNS FASTEST IF THE REFLECTIONS WITH THE SAME
ABSOLUTE VALUES OF H, K, AND L ARE GROUPED TOGETHER. THE FC RUNS FAST-
EST IF THE REFLECTIONS ARE SORTED SO THAT THE INDEX WITH THE SMALLEST
RANGE VARIES SLOWEST, ETC. (IN THE TRICLINIC CASE, WHERE IT IS IMPOSS-
IBLE TO SATISFY bOTH CRITERIA, THE FORMER SHOULD BE GIVEN PRECEDENCE.}
NOTE THAT FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY, THE NEGATIVE VALUES SHOULD BE ASSIGNED
TO INDICES ALONG SHORTER RECIPROCAL AXES.
FOR THE ,LESS-THAN' REFLECTIONS (I.E.- THOSE REFLECTIONS WHOSE INTENS-
ITIES ARE TOO WEAK TO BE MEASURED} A VALUE OF ZERO, OR A VALUE JUST
BELOw THE LOWEST OBSERVED INTENSITY, IS PUNCHED IN THE INTENSITY CARD.
THE ,LESS-THANS' SERVE A USEFUL PURPOSE IN THE CALCULATIONS OF STRUCT-
URES AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL, IF SOMEWHAT INACCURATE, DATA UPON WHICH TO
BASE A STRUCTURE UNDER STUDY. IT IS NOT MANDATORY THAT THEY BE
INCLUDED.
Oh THE OUIPUT BINARY FILE , A CODE OF =1= IS USED FOR OBSERVED
REFLECTIONSm =2= FOR ,LESS-THANS', =3= FOR REFLECTIONS EXHIBITING SEC-
ONDARY EXTINCTION (WHICH ARE NOT MARKED AT DATA-REDUCTION TIMEm BUT
MAY _E IDENTIFIED LATER AT FC TIME)p =4= IS A REFLECTION TO BE IGNORED,
AND =5= IS A SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT REFLECTION,
THE VALUE OF (SIN THETA}/LAMBDA IS COMPARED WITH THE MAXIMUM ANTICI-
PATE& VALUE PUNCHED IN THE 'CONDIT' CARD TO CHECK THAT THE POINT IN
RECIPROCAL SPACE WILL PASS INTO THAT PORTION OF THE SPHERE OF REFLECTION
THAT CAN BE RECORDED BY THE DATA GATTERING METHOD USED,
THE VALUES OF THE VARIOUS SCATTERING FACTORS ARE OBTAINED BY INTER-
POLATION OF THE STORED LITERATURE VALUES, A COMPLETE LISTING OF THESE
DATA FROM THE LITERATURE MAY BE FOUND IN THE =INTERNATIONAL TABLES= (3),
THERE ARE A FEW ADDITIONAL DATAt MOST OF WHICH APPEARED IN THE LITERATURE
SUBSEQUENT TO THE PUBLICATION OF THE =INTERNATIONAL TABLES=,
A NUMBER OF THE OLDER LITERATURE REFERENCES ARE ALSO LISTED IN REFERENCE 5,
MAINLY AS A SOURCE FOR THE EARLIER STRUCTURE DETERMINATIONS,
THROUGH THE UsE OF 'FORMAT' AND 'REFIN' CARDS IT IS POSSIBLE TO REA_
REFLECTION DATA IN MANY DIFFERENT FORMS. WHEN THE ,CONDIT' CARD IS
CODEu TO EXPECT DATA IN A SPECIAL FORMAT A 'FORMAT' CARD MAY BE SUPPLIED
WHICH CONTAINS A VALID FORTRAN INPUT FORMAT STATEMENT BEGINNING WITH
=(= AND ENDING WITH =)=. A ,REFINt CARD IS THEN USED TO SPECIFY THE
DETAILS OF THE SOURCE OF THE DATA AS WELL AS ITS ORDER. IT IS MANDATORY
THAT THE REFLECTION CARDS THEMSELVES FOLLOw IMMEDIATELY BEHIND THE 'REFI=_'
CARD AND THAT THE EXACT NUMBER SUPPLIED OR THE LAST INDEX IN THE STACK
BE GIVEN IN THE ,REFINt CARD.
IF NECESSARY, THE CHOSEN 1/L OR 1/LP VALUE IS COMPUTED AND APPLIED.
IF Ah ABSORPTION CORRECTION IS TO BE MADE, IT IS DONE. THE WEIGHTING
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FOURIER CODES ARE GENERATED BY THE SUBROUTINE =RDGN= USING THE SYM-
METRy OPERATIONS PREPARED BY SUBROUTINE =DRGC=. SEE FOURIER PROGRAM
*RITE-UP (SECTION I.FOURRI FOR DETAILS CONCERNING THESE CODES. FINALLY.
THE CALCULATED INFORMATION IS WRITTEN OUT ON TWO FILES, A NORMAL PRINT FILE
AND THE BINARY DATA FILE WHICH SERVES AS INPUT TO THE OTHER PROGRAMS OF
THE SYSTEM.
ThE BINARY DATA FILE CONTAINS THE INFORMATION WHICH CONSTITUTES
THE DATA WHICH ARE KNOWN ABOUT A CRYSTAL UNDER STUDY. THE REDUCTION OF
DATA PROGRAM PLACES IN THE FILE ONLY THOSE QUANTITIES WHICH ARE KNOWN
BEFORE A STRUCTURE DETERMINATION IS STARTED, BUT IT LEAVES SPACE FOR
PARAMETERS WHICH ARE DETERMINED AS THE SOLUTION PROGRESSES. THE FORMAT
OF THE BINARY FILE IS THEREFORE FIXED BY THE MOST GENERAL CALCULATION
OR COMBINATION OF CALCULATIONS PROGRAMMED FOR THE SOLUTION OF STRUCTURES.
IN ADDITION TO ITS BINARY FILEt DATA REDUCTION PRINTS A SUMMARY
QF THE DATA PROCESSED. THIS LIST REPRESENTS THE RESULTS OF THE CALCU-
LATIONS PERFORMED BY THE PROGRAM, IT SHOULD BE CAREFULLY SCANNED FOR
EACH COMPOUND THAT IS TREATED IN ORDER TO MAKE SURE THAT THE BASIS FOR
FURTHE_ CALCULATIONS IS SOUND.
(NOTE - FOR DESCRIPTION OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM BINARY DATA FILE
SEE 3.APENDX-2)
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=DIAGLS; DIAGONAL LEAST SQUARES PARAMETER REFINEMENT I
THIS MODIFICATION OF THE ORFLS LINK BY J.M. STEWART, F.A. KUNDELL AND E.C.
LINGAFELTER MAKES POSSIBLE THE TREATMENT OF MANY ATOMS AND THE VARYING MANY
PARAMETERS SIMULTANEOUSLY. THE SHIFTS ARE DETERMINED USING ONLY THE SUM OVER
ALL [HE _EFLECTIONS OF THE SQUARE OF THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF A GIVEN P_RA-
METER DIVIDED INTO THE SUM OVER ALL THE REFLECTIONS OF THE PRODUCT OF DELTA F
TIMES THE DERIVATIVE. THIS MEANS THAT IT IS STRICTLY APPLICABLE ONLY TO
SPACE GROUPS AND/OR UNIT CELLS IN WHICH THERE ARE NO LARGE OFF DIAGONAL sUMS.
THESE KINDS OF SUMS MAY OCCUR FOR TWO MAIN REASONS, 1) NON-ORTHOGONALITY OR
SYMMETRY INTERACTIONS OF THE ATOMS WITHIN THE UNIT CELL OR, 2) SOME ADDITIONAL
SYMMETRY CONDITION BETWEEN PARAMETERS OF UNIQUE ATOMS IN THE ASSYMMETRIC
SET, THESE UNIQUE ATOMS ACTUALLY BEING PLACED IN =GENERAL= POSITIONS FRO_
THE STANDPOINT OF THE SPACE GROUP SYMMETRY. LARGE OFF DIAGONAL SUNS FRO_
THE FIRST CAUSE WILL, IN GENERAL, SIMPLY CAUSE CONVERGENCE TO BE DELAYED.
wHERE A FULL MATRIX UR BLOCK DIAGONAL LEAST SQUARES, FOR EXAMPLEw ON A
MONOCLINIC CELL WILL BRING RESULTS IN TWO REFINEMENT CYCLES, THE DIAGONAL
TREAIMENT WILL REQUIRE FOUR OR FIVE TO GET THE SAME RESIDUAL AND FINAL PARA-
METEHS. AS A _ULE OF THUMB ONE MAY EXPECT IN THIS EXAMPLE THAT X,Z POSIIION
PARAMETER CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF THE FuLL _ATRIX WILL APPROXIMATE THE CO-
SINE OF THE INTERAXIAL ANGLE. CORRELATIONS OF TYPE 1 MAY BE CIRCUMVENTEI), IF
UESIHED, BY RECOURSE TO =BLOKLS: OR :ORFLS: , CORRELATIONS OF TYPE 2
WILL CAUSE MORE SUBTLE KINDS OF PROBLEMS TO DEVELOP AND THESE MUST THEN
UE HANDLED WITH SUITABLE FINESSE. IN ORDER TO AID IN CONTROLLING,
PROVISION IS MADE TO EITHER DAMP ALL PARAMETER SHIFTS BY A GIVEN FACTOR bR
ELSE TO LIMIT THE MAGNITUDE OF ANy GIVEN SHIFT OR BOTH. THERE IS A BUILT-IN
SHIFT LIMITING FACTOR ON ALL VARIABLES, I UNIT IN B, 0.1 ANGSTROMS IN POSITION.
REFErEnCE TO THE WRITE UP OF =ORFLS= WILL SERVE TO SHOW THE DETAILS OF THE
USE OF ThE PROGRAM, THIS PROGRAM REQUIRES PATCHES JUST LIKE THE :ORFLS= LINK,
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AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMETER OUTPUT PROCESSOR
. . _ ---- -- --_ --.. --__-- --
THE PROGRAM ,OIFOPPt WAS PREPARED BY F, A, MAUER FOR PROCESSING
THE OUTPUT OF GENERAL ELECTRIC - OATEX DIFFRACTOMETERS HAVING EITHER
PUNCHED-CARD OR PUNCHED-PAPER-TAPE OUTPUT.
DATA IN THE FORM OBTAINED USING THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUES (WITH EITHER
A SINGLE FILTER OR A BALANCED FILTER PAIR) CAN BE PROCESSED...
A. STATIONARY CRYSTALp STATIONARY COUNTER (PEAK HEIGHT)
1. BACKGROUND MEASURED AT TWO THETA MINUS BACKSET AND AT TWO
THETA PLUS BACKSET.
2. BACKGROUND MEASURED AT TWO THETA MINUS BACKSET ONLY.
3. BACKGROUND MEASURED AT TWO THETA PLUS BACKSET ONLY.
4. BACKGROUND NoT MEASURED.
B. MOVING CRYSTAL, MOVING COUNTER (TWO THETA SCAN)
THE PROGRA_ IS WRITTEN TO TOLERATE VARIATIONS IN WORD ORDER AND NUM-
BER OF WORDS PER REFLECTION SO THAT ERRORS THAT OCCUR DURING MANUAL
OPERATION MAY BE CORRECTED BY RE-WRITING ONLY THE AFFECTED WORDS.
CARDS ARE READ IN 80A1 FORMAT BY SUBROUTINE XRY329 WHENEVER THE
INPUT BUFFER IS EMPTy. AND ONE CHARACTER IS RETURNED EACH TIME THE
SUBROUTINE IS CALLED. SUBROUTINE XRY323 EXTRACTS INDIVIDUAL WORDS FROM
THE INPUT CHARACTER STREAM.
PUNCHED PAPER TAPE MUST BE CONVERTED TO MAGNETIC TAPE BY A DEVICE
SUCH AS THE DIGI-DATA PAPER TAPE TO MAGNETIC TAPE CONVERTER. BECAUSE
THE PAPER TAPE CODE MAY BE AN EIGHT-BIT CODEp WHILE THE MAGNETIC TAPE
CODE IS LIMITE_ TO SIX BITS. EACH PAPER TAPE FRAME IS SPLIT. THE FOUR
LOW uRUER BITS ARE RECORDED AS THE FIRST OF TWO 6-BIT FRAMESp AND THE
FOUR HIGH ORDER BITS AS THE SECOND. FOR EXAMPLEe THE DIGIT 5p FOR WHICH
THE ASCII CODE IS 00110101 (CHANEL 8---1) IS RECORDED AS
000101 IN HAG TAPE FRAME 1
000011 IN _AG TAPE FRAME 2
THE MAGNETIC TAPE IS BLOCKED KITH 510 PAPER TAPE (1020 MAG TAPE) FRAMES
PER _LOCK. SUBROUTINE XRY327 (UNIVAC 1108 SPECIFIC) READS IN ONE oF
THESE BLOCKS WHENEVER THE INPUT BUFFER IS EMPTY AND RETURNS THE OCTAL
REPRESENTATION OF ONE PAPER TAPE FRAME (RIGHT JUSTIFIED) EACH TIME THE
SUBRuUTINE IS CALLED, SUBROUTINE XRY326 EXTRACTS ONE TEN-CHARACTER OUT-
PUT _ORD FROM THE INPUT STREAM EACH TIME IT IS CALLED. SUBROUTINE XRY32B
(UNIVAC 110B ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE) CAUSES ERROR INDICATORS RESULTING FROM
RECOkDS THAT ARE NOT A MULTIPLE OF SIX FRAMES TO BE IGNORED.
THE DIFFRACTOMETER OUTPUT MUST CONSIST OF TEN-CHARACTER WORDSp THE
FIRST CHARACTER BEING ONE OF THE LEGAL BEGIN WORD CODES RECOGNIZED BY
SUBROUTINE XRY323 (CARDS) OR XRY326 (TAPE).
I
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WORD IDENTIFICATION CARDS TAPE
HKL W F
CHI Y X
PHI / Q
OMEGA U T
TWO-THETA S R
SCALER V U
THE CAkDS OR TAPE ARE TREATED AS A STREAM OF CHARACTERS WITH NO ASSUMPTION
ABOUT WHERE A bORD MUST START. EACH TIME A NEW WORD IS REGUIREDp THE
INPUT STREAM IS SEARCHED UNTIL A BEGIN-WORD CODE IS FOUND, THE NEXT
NINE CHARACTERS MUsT BE DIGITSt AND THERE MUST BE A NON-DI6IT FOLLOWING
THE LAST CHARACTER OF THE WORD, EXTRANEOUS CHARACTERS BETWEEN WORDS ARE
IGNOkED UNLESS THEY HAPPEN TO FIT THIS PATTERN, EXTRANEOUS LETTERs THAT
CORRESPOND TO bEGIN wORD CODES WILL AFFECT THE WORD COUNT THAT APPEARS
AS PART OF THE PRINTED OUTPUT FOR EACH REFLECTION,
WHEN A NEW HKL WORD IS READ THE CORRESPONDING SETTINGS FOR CHip PHIp
AND TWO THETA (BACKGROUNDp PEAKp BACKGROUND) ARE CALCULATED USING A SIM-
PLIFIED VERSION OF °DIFSETt. READING CONTINUES UNTIL A SECOND HKL WORD
IS ENCOUNTERED. THIS IS STORED WHILE DATA FROM THE PREVIOUS HKL ARE
PROCESSEDp AND THE RESULTS ARE WRITTEN ON OUTPUT TAPES, FOR THIS
REASOi_t MESSAGES ABOUT CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED WHILE READING WILL
PRECEED THE CORRESPONDING DATA,
FuR PURPOSES OF DEFINING LIMITATIONS ON THE CORRECTION PROCEDUREP
1HE _ORDS REQbIRED FOR A COMPLETE SET OF DATA MAY BE GROUPED AS FOLLOWS-
1. HKL
2. CHI _N_ PHI
5, (TWO ThETA - SCALER)
WORDS wITHIN ANY GROUP MAy BE REPEATED, THE LAST WORD OF EACH TYPE MUST
_E CORRECT BEFORE THE FOLLOWING GROUP IS BEGUN, IN GROUP 3p TWO THETA
AND SCALER WORDS MuS1 APPEAR IN PAIRS IN THIS ORDER, THE TWO THETA SET-
TING IS COMPARED WITH CALCULATED SETTINGS IN ORDER TO CLASSIFY THE
SCALER READING THAT FOLLOWS IT AS BACKGROUND (LOW)p PEAKp OR BACKGROUND
(HIGH), IF THE BALANCED FILTER OPTION IS USEDt SCALER READINGS OBTAINED
WITH FILTER 2 ARE DISTINGUISHED FROM THOSE OBTAINED WITH FILTER I BY
CHECKING THE FILTER IDENTIFICATION CODE OF THE SCALER WORD, AS MANY AS
SIX DIFFERENI SCALER wORDS MAY BE STORED FOR A SINGLE REFLECTION, THE
NAME5 GIVEN TO THESE IN THE PROGRAM ARE OF THE FORM SClIp SC21o,,,sC25
wHERE THE FIRST DIGIT DESIGNATES THE FILTERp AND THE SECONDp THE T_O
THETA SETTING (I-BACKGROUND(LOW)t 2-PEAKp 3-BACKGROUND(HIGH)), IN THE
CASE OF DATA OBTAINED BY THE TWO THETA SCAN TECHNIGUEp THE TWO THETA
SETTING THAT GOES WITH THE SCALER WORD CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF COUNTS
ACCUMULATED DUkING THE SCAN IS THE SAME AS THE SETTING FOR EITHER BACK-
6ROUNU(LOW) OR BACKGROUND(HIGH), IT IS DISTINGUISHED FROM THESE BY THE
FACT THAT THE SCANNING SPEED CODE CHARACTER IS DIFFERENT FROM SIXp AND
THE SCALER WORD IS STORED AS SC12 OR SC22. IF A TWO THETA SETTING THAT
MATCHES NONE OF THE CALCULATED SETTINGS OCCURSp THE SCALER WORD IS
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UROPPEb, ERROR INDICATOR 5 IS SET, AND READING CONTINUES. THE USE OF
THIS SCHEME FOk CLASSIFYING SCALER READINGS PERMITS PEAK AND BACKGROUND
READINGS TO OCCUR IN ANY ORDER, AND MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO CORRECT ANY
TWO IHETA-SCALLR PAIR AT ANY TIME BEFORE THE NEXT HKL IS RECORDED. IF
IT BECOMES NECESSARY TO MAKE A CORRECTION IN A PREVIOUS GROUP, THE
GROUPS THAT FOLLGW IT MUST BE REPEATED.
IN uRDER TO ACCOMMODATE DATA TAKEN BY THE TWO-THETA SCAN METHOD
WHERE THE AXIS POSITION HAS NOT BEEN RECORDED BEFORE THE SCALER READING
FOR ThE SECOND BACKGROUND (TO MAKE THE DATA FOR ONE REFLECTION FIT ON
ONE CARD}. THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN CHANGED TO THAT THE END OF THE TWO-THETA
CAN kANGE IS TAKEN AS THE SETTING FOR THE SECOND BACKGROUND,
WhEN A NEW hKL IS READ, DATA FROM THE PREVIOUS HKL ARE CHECKED FOR
COMPLETENESS. IF ALL DATA REQUIRED FOR THE TECHNIQUE SPECIFIED HAVE
BEEN RECORDED, THE NET COUNTS AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NET COUNTS
(BASED ON COUNTING STATISTICS ONLY) ARE COMPUTED, IF THE DATA ARE NOT
COMPLETE, ERROR INDICATOR 8 IS SET. IN EITHER CASE, ,XRY32_' IS CALLED
TO COMPUTE THE INTEGRATED INTENSITY, APPLY CORRECTION FACTOR (AS RECOM-
MENDED BY ALEXANDER AND SMITH (Z962)), COMPUTE F(OBSERVED) AND SIGMA
(F-OBSERVED}, AND TAG REFLECTIONS THAT ARE TO BE TREATED AS HAVING
INTEi_SITIES LESS THAN THE MINIMUM OBSERVABLE. THE OUTPUT WRITTEN
ON NTOUT, FOR PRINTING, INCLUDES ERROR MESSAGES AND INCOMPLETE DATA AS
wELL AS COMPLETE AND CORRECT DATA. THAT WRITTEN ON NTAPEB INCLUDES ONLY
THE LATTER AND IS IN A FORMAT SUITABLE FOR INPUT TO =DATA REDUCTION=.
THE LAST RECORD bEFORE THE END OF FILE MARK ON NTAPEB IS ,TAPES N'
WHERE N IS THE LOGICAL NUMBER OF THE CARD READER (NTINM IN NUCO06)
IN RUNNING =DATA REDUCTION=, ALL THE INPUT DATA REQUIRED BY THAT
PROGkAM ARE SURPLIED ON CARDS IN THE USUAL WAY, AT THE PLACE IN THE
DECK _HEHE REFLECTION DATA WOULD BEGIN, A =TAPES= CARD IS USED TO RE-
DEFIhE THE USUAL INPUT TAPE =NTIN= TO HAVE THE LOGICAL TAPE NUMBER OF
=NTAPEU=, THIS CAUSES =DATA REDUCTION= TO READ THE REFLECTION DATA TAPE
PREPARED BY THIS PROGRAM, THE ,TAPES N, RECORD CAUSES THE PROGRAM TO
GO BaCK TO READING CARDS SO THAT IT WILL FIND ANY REMAINING CARDS IN THE
DATA DECK,
EHROR INDICATORS ARE PRINTED IN TEN COLUMNS HEADED ,ERRORS,. THE TYPE
OF ERROR IS DEIERMINED BY THE NUMBER OF THE COLUMN IN WHICH THE INDICATOR
IS W_ITTEN. EXCEPT IN COLUMN 6, WHICH IS USED FOR TWO INDICATORS, THE
COLUMN NUMBER IS WRITTEN TO INDICATE THAT AN ERROR OCCURRED. THE NUMbERs
THAT MAY APPEAh IN COLUMN 6 ARE 0/I/6/7.
I. ERROR IN WORD LENGTH
2. ILLEGAL BEGIN wORD CODE (wORD IS SKIPPED}
*3. CHI SETTING IS INCORRECT (PHI AND TWO THETA WILL NOT BE TESTED}
.4. PHI SETTING IS INCORRECT (TWO THETA WILL NOT BE TESTED)
_5. TWO THETA SETTING INCORRECT (THIS TEST IS MADE WHEN A SCALER
WORD IS ENCOUNTERED. IF TEST IS FAILED, BOTH TWO-THETA WORb AND
SCALER wORD ARE REJECTED)
*b. 0 NO ERROR
I NUmbER OF cOUNTS EXCEEDS MAXIMUM FOR LINEARITY OF COUNIER.
6 SCALER READING BELOW TEN COUNTS
7 BOTh OF ABOVE
I
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.7.
8,
IN CASE OF lp bp OR 7 OUTPUT ON NTAPEB IS SUPPRESSED AND
SETTINGS ARE WRITTEN ON NTAPEA FOR USE IN RENEASURING THIS
REFLECTION.
SCALER READING SANE AS PREVIOUS (THE OPERATOR NAY HAVE SKIPPED
THE COUNTING cYCLE)
DATA INCOMPLETE
OUTPUT ON NTAPEB IS SUPPRESSED AND SETTINGS ARE WRITTEN ON NTAPEA
FOR USE IN RE-MEASURING THE REFLECTION
ILLEGAL SIGN BIT IN HKL WORD (THISp OR ANY OTHER ERROR IN HKL
WORD WILL USUALLY CAUSE INDICATORS 3t _p 5P AND 8 TO OCCUR)
HKL REAb IS OUTSIDE THE SPHERE OF REFLECTION
* 3, 4, 5, 6, AND 7 INDICATE THAT AN ERROR CONDITION EXISTED AT ONE
TINE. UNLESS AN 8 ALSO OCCURSp IT WAS CORRECTED, IF 3 OR _ OCCURS
TESTS FOR 5p b, ANo 7 ARE SKIPPED, IF 3 AND _ DO NOT OCCUR BUT 5 uOES
TESTS FOR 6 AND 7 ARE SKIPPED. WHEN A TEST IS SKIPPED_ THE INDICATOR
FOR THAT TEST REMAINS SET TO ZERO. ALL TESTS ON SETTINGS ARE MADE
BEFORE ROUNDING OFF FOR PRINTING.
LITERATURE CITED
m.mDm--I.--m_m.mm.
(1) ALEXANDER, L,E, AND SNITH, 6,S,p =SINGLE-CRYSTAL INTENSITY NEASURE-
NENTS WITH THE THREE-CIRCLE COUNTER DIFFRACTONETER=p
ACTA CRYST, VOL 15, 983 (1962),
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DIFFRACTOMETER SETTING PROGRAM
.-- 1 l'l l_ l. l
=DIFSET= WAS ORIGINALLy CODED BY STEVEN T, FREER AND JOSEPH KRAUT.
IT WAS MODIFIED AND ADAPTED TO THE SYSTEM BY HERMAN L. AMMONp AND THE
SUBROUTINE FOR DETERMINING SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES WAS ADDED BY ROGER
V. CHASTAIN. THE FORTRAN IV VERSION_ WHICH INCLUDES PROVISIONS FOR
MAKING A CONTROL TAPE OR CARD DECK FOR AN AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMETERt
WAS PREPARED BY FLOYD A. MAUER.
THE PROGRAE WILL GENERATE MILLER INDICES AND COMPUTE SETTINGS FOR
A DIFF_ACTOMETER EQUIPPED WITH AN EULERIAN CRADLE (GONIOSTAT). FOR
EACH HKL, SETTINGS FOR CHIp PHIpSTART TWO-THETAp PEAK TWO-THETAp AND
STOP TwO-THETAp AS WELL AS THE SCANNING TIMEw ARE COMPUTED. THE PRO-
GRAM IS GENERAL FOR ALL SPACE GROUPS.
NECESSARY INPUT DATA CONSIST OF CELL PARAMETERS AND THE ORIENTA-
TION OF TWO RECIPROCAL AXES WITH RESPECT TO THE PHI AXIS AND THE PNI=O
PLANE. CELL CONSTANTS MAy BE SUPPLIED ON A =CELL= CARDp OR THEY hAY
BE LEFT IN MEMORY BY A =PARAN= RUN THAT PRECEEDS THE =DIFSET= RUN. IN
THE LATTER CASEp A =PARAMC= CARD REPLACES THE =CELL= CARD TO INDICATE
THAT THE CELL CONSTANTS CAME FROM A PREVIOUS LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT.
$ON_ CARE MUST BE EXERCISED IN SPECIFYING THE ORIENTATION OF THE
RECIPROCAL LATTICE ON THE 60NIOSTAT. TWO RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTORS DO
NOT uI_IQUELY FIX THE POSITION OF A THREE DIMENSIONAL LATTICE AND IT
IS NECESSARY TO FOLLOW THE CONVENTION THAT A RIGHT HANDED SYSTEM OF
AXES _S BEING USED. WHEN SPECIFYING A RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR
LYINo ON THE PHI AXISp A VECTOR MUST BE CHOSEN WHICH IS COINCIDENT WITH
THE POBITIVE DIRECTION OF THE PHI AXIS (I.E.p A VECTOR COMING OUT oF THE
_ONIOSTATp NOT GOING INTO IT).
ThE SUBROUIINE =XRY271= WRITTEN TO GIVE REFLECTIONS IN AN ORDER SUIT-
ABLE FOR AUTOMATIC OPERATION wORKS BEST IF ONE OF THE RECIPROCAL
AXES IS PARALLEL TO THE PHI AXIS OF THE DIFFRACTOMETER. SCANNING IS UP
AND uOwN ROWS PARALLEL TO PHI. THE PHI SETTING DOES NOT CHANGE WITHIN A
ROWp AND CAN RE MADE TO PROGRESS ALWAYS IN ONE DIRECTION TO MINIMIZE
THE EFFECT OF BACKLASH. CHI AND TWO THETA CHANGE FOR EACH REFLECTION
BUT bATA ARE TAKEN UP ONE ROW AND DOWN THE NEXT SO THAT NO TIME IS LOST
IN RESETTING EITHER AxIS AT THE END OF A ROW. SETTINGS MAY BE GENER-
ATED AUTOMATICALLY FOR AS MUCH AS A HEMI-SPHERE OR AS LITTLE AS AN OCT-
ANT OF RECIPROCAL SPACE.
THE TWO-THETA SCAN RANGE h,AY BE CALCULATED IN THREE WAYS. TWO OF THE
METHODS INVOLVE SUBTRACTING A OQUANTITYO FROM THE TWO THETA FOR THE
ALPHA(1) WAVELENGTH TO OBTAIN 'START TWO THETAo AND ADDING THIS °GUANTITy°
TO THE TwO THETA FoR THE ALPHA(2) WAVELENGTH TO OBTAIN ,STOP TWO THETA o,
THE PRESENCE OF A =BAKSET= CARD SIGNALS THAT THIS oQUANTITYO WILL BE
CONSTANT (THE VALUE cONTAINED ON THE CARD) AND NOT A FUNCTION OF TwO
I.DIFSET- 2 46
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THETA.
FOR COPPER RADIATION, THIS 'QUANTITY' MAY BE OBTAINED FROM AN INTERNALLY
STORED TABLE (DETERMINED EMPIRICALLY BY THE J. KRAUT GROUP} AND IS A
FUNCTION OF TWO THETA. THE TABLE VALUES ARE AUTOMATICALLY APPLIED IF
NEITHER OF THE OTHER TWO OPTIONS IS CALLED (AS DETERMINED BY THE ABSENCE
OF =BAKSET= AND =EQNCON= CARDS). THE TABLE VALUES ARE ---
TWO-THETA RANGE (DEGREES) TWO-THETA INCREMENT APPLIED (DEGREES)
0 - ZO 0.75
10 - 20 0.75
20 - 30 0.75
30 - WO 0.75
WO - bO 0,80
50 - 60 0.80
60 - 70 0.80
70 - BO 0.85
80 - 90 0,85
90 - 100 0.85
100 - 110 0.85
110 - 120 0.85
120 - 130 0.95
130 - 1_0 0.95
140 - 150 1.05
150 - 160 1.20
1GO - 170 1.20
THE THIRD oPTION IS SIGNALLED BY THE PRESENCE OF AN =EQNCON= CARD
CONTAINING THE CONSTANTS 'A' AND 'B', THESE QUANTITIES ARE USED IN THE
FOLLOWING EQUAIION ---
TWO THETA SCAN RANGE = A + B,TAN(THETA)
FACTORS (E.G., CHYSTAL SIZE, CRYSTAL MOSAICITY AND SOURCE SIZE} INFLUENCING
THE SCAN RANGE BUT WHICH ARE cONSTANT FOR A GIVEN CRYSTAL MAY BE LUMPED
INTO tA, WHILE SPECTRAL DISPERSION, A FUNCTION OF THETA, MAY BE EXPRESSEn
BY THE SECOND TERM. THE AVERAGE OF THE TWO THETA'S FOR THE ALPHA(1) AND
ALPHA(@) WAVELENGTHS IS DETERMINED AND HALF OF THE ABOVE RANGE USED TO
CALCULATED 'START' AND 'STOP,. VALUES RECOMMENDED BY ALEXANDER AND SMITH
(I) FOR A AND B ARE 1.80 AND 0.86 FOR COPPER RADIATION, AND 1,80 AND 1,0u
FOR MOLYBDENUm. (THESE ARE TYPICAL VALUES FOR A DIFFRACTOMETER OF THE
RADIUS OF THE G.E, XRD-6,)
OUTPUT FROM THE PROGRAM MAY BE IN SEVERAL FORMS. PRINTED OUTPUT
IS ALWAYS FURNISHED, SETTING CARDS CONTAINING THE SAME INFORMATION
ARE oPTIONAL, IF SETTING CARDS ARE MADE, PUNCHING OF CARDS FOR REFLEC-
TIONS THAT ARE SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT IS OPTIONAL, A CONTROL TAPE OR
CARD UECK FOR AN AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMETER IS GENERATED IF AN =XRDC=
CARD AND AN =XhDFMT= CARD ARE SUPPLIED, (AT NBS A TTYFMT CARD IS ALSO
REQUIRED.}
DATA ON THE =XRDC= CARD DETERMINES WHETHER ---
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(I) A CARD DECK OR
(2) A MAGNETIC TAPE FOR OFF-LINE PUNCHING
wILL bE MADE. THE TAPE FOR PUNCHING MAY BE OBTAINED WITH TEN CHARACTER
COMMAN_ wORDS ONLY, AS REQUIRED BY DATEX PAPER-TAPE INPUT DIFFRACTO-
METERS, uR WITH TELETYPE CONTROL CHARACTERS BETWEEN THE COMMAND WORDS.
THE CHARACTERS THAT OCCUR ON THE MAGNETIC TAPE WILL BE THE INTEGERS
0-9 AND ANY OTHERS THAT MAY BE WRITTEN IN THE 5AI FIELDS OF THE =XRDFMT=
CARD, THE RECORDS WILL CONTAIN A VARIABLE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS THAT
ARE TO BE PUNCHED AND ARE FILLED WITH BLANKS TO MAKE 120 CHARACTERS
IN EACH RECORD, THESE BLANKS MUST NOT BE PUNCHED, IF THE =TTyFMT=
CARD IS USED (NBS ONLY) THE FOUR CHARACTERS (Bp Ap Cp +) OCCUR AND
ARE TO BE TRANSLATED TO THE ASCII (AMERICAN STANDARD CODE FOR INFORM-
ATION INTERCHANGE) CODE FOR CARRIAGE RETURNp LINE FEEDp SPACEp AND
ASTERISKp RESPECTIVELY, DIFFERENT CHARACTERS MAY BE SELECTED FOR THESE
PURPOSES BY CHANGING THE DATA STATEMENT-
DATA ICR,LFpISPACEPISTAR /IH$ptH',IH=,ZH_ /
IN SubhOUTINE XRY276, THE CHARACTER BLANK (IBLNK IN SUBROUTINE XkY27b)
AND ANY CHARACTERS THAT WILL OCCUR AS BEGIN WORD CODES OR IN COMPOUND
10ENTIFICATION CODES MUST BE AVOIDED.
THE CODE THAT IS TO BE PUNCHED IN THE PAPER TAPE MAY DIFFER FOR
INDIVIDUAL DIFFRACTOMETERS. ANY DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER MAY BE USED
FOR ANY _EGIN WORD CODE IF IT IS TRANSLATED APPROPRIATELY BEFORE PUNCH-
_NG, FOR EXAMPLE_ THE CHARACTERS THAT ARE USED FOR THE GE-DATEX CARD
INPU1 DIFFRACTOMETER ARE SUITABLE FOR THE PAPER-TAPE INPUT MACHINE IF
THE FOLLOWING CONVERSION TABLE IS USED,
IYPE OF _EGIN wORD TAPE CODE
wORD CODE 87654,321
.mm--m m --m--m.--m.m. --mm ----m_
HKL W 01000,110
CHI Y 01001,000
PHI / 01000,001
TWO-THETA S 01000,010
OMEGA U 01000,100
(_IGITS) 0-9 8-W-2-1BCD
IF THE TAPE IS TO BE PUNCHED IN ASCII CODE_ TWO SETS OF LETTERS GIVE
THE REQUIRED BIT CONFIGURATIONS IN CHANNELS 1-4 AND 7. WHICH ARE 1HE
ONLY ONES THE EQUIPMENT READS. THE DIGITS 0-9 ALSO CONFORM WITH RESPECT
TO THESE CHAN_ELS.
TYPE OF bEGIN _ORD TAPE CODE BEGIN WORD TAPE CODE
WOR9 CODE 87654,321 CODE 87654.321
m-- ..m--.--_.m .m m _'- -- m mmm.. --m__-- m -- --mm .mm..-- --m m .
HKL F 11000,110 V 01010,110
CHI H 01001,000 X 11011,000
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PHI A 01000,001 e 11010,001
T_O-THETA B 01000,010 R 11010,010
OMEGA D 01000,100 T 11010,100
(AT NBSp XpQpkt AND T ARE USED FOR AXIS POSITION COMMANDS AND F IS
USED FOR HKL I_ENTIFICATION DATA TRANSFER,)
CONSIDERABLE FLEXIBILITY I_ GENERATING THE DIFFRACTOMETER TAPE OR
CARDS IS PROVIDED, THE PROGRAM IS DESIGNED AROUND A TEN-CHARACTER
COMMAND WORD SUCH AS IS USED BY THE GE-DATEX DIFFRACTOMETERp BUT OTHER
FORMATS CAN BE OBTAINED, AS _ANY AS TWELVE COMMAND WORDS CAN BE SPEC-
IFIED FOR MEASUREMENTS ON EACH DATA REFLECTION AND (INDEPENDENTLY) ON UP
TO NI_E STANDARD REFLECTIONS. IF FEWER THAN TWELVE COMMANDS ARE UsED
FOR A REFLECTIONt THE UNUSED ONES ARE IGNORED. THE SAME IS TRUE IF
FEWER THAN NINE STANDARD REFLECTIONS ARE SPECIFIED,
THE CURRENT DATA REFLECTIONP WHICH CHANGES EACH TIME A NEW HKL IS
GENERATEDp AND THE NINE STANDARDS ARE NUMBERED SEQUENTIALLY FROM 1
TO IU FOR IDENTIFICATION, THE DATA REFLECTION IS ALWAYS NUMBER 1,
THESE NUMBERS APPEAR ON THE =STDREF=p =XRDFMT=p AND =TTYFMT= CARDS TO
INDICATE WHICH REFLECTION THEY APPLY TO, ALL THE CARDS FOR A GIVEN
STANDARD MUST BE TOGETHERp FOLLOWED BY THE =HKL= OR SETTING CARD THAT
DETEHMINES WHICH REFLECTION IS TO BE MEASURED, ALL STANDARD REFLECTIONS
MUST bE ORDERED ACCORDING TO IDENTIFICATION NUMBER. PARAMETERS ON THE
=STDREF= CARD DETERMINE HOW MANY DATA REFLECTIONS ARE TO BE DONE BEFORE
THAT STANDARD IS INSERTED, ALL REFLECTIONS WITHIN THE INDEX AND ANGLE
LIMITS (INCLUDING SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT REFLECTIONSp BUT NOT STANDARD
REFLECTIONS ARE COUNTED, DURING EACH OUTPUT CYCLE COMMANDS FOR ONE
DATA REFLECTIONp AND ANY STANDARD REFLECTIONS WHOSE TURN HAS COME uPp
ARE PUT ON THE DIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL TAPE OR IN THE CARD DECK,
EITHER AND =HKL= CARD OR A SETTING CARD MAY BE USED TO PROVIDE THE
SETTING ANGLE DATA FOR A STANDARD REFLECTION, AN =HKL= CARD CAUSES
SETTINGS TO BE COMPUTED, THE INDEX AND ANGLE LIMITS ARE CHECKEDp AND
THE PHI ANGLE CORRECTIONp IF ANYp IS APPLIED, SETTING CARDS (GENERATED
BY THIS PROGRAM IN A PREVIOUS RUNp OR PUNCHED IN THE SAME FORMAT) MAY
BE U_ED TO PROVIDE UP TO FIVE ANGLE SETTINGS, THE INDICES AND THE
ANGLES IN THE CHIp PHIP START TWO-THETAp PEAK TWO-THETAp AND STOP TWO-
THETA FIELDS ARE USED AS SPECIFIED ON THE =XRDFMT= CARD, THERE ARE NO
CHECKS MADEp AND FICTITIOUS INDICES AND ANGLES MAY BE USED FOR SPECIAL
PURPuSES SUCH AS CHECKING ARC ALIGNMENTp TWO-THETA DRIFT AND CRYSTAL
DETERIORATION. IT IS POSSIBLE TO USE TWO STANDARD REFLECTIONS TOGETHER
TO MANIPULATE AS MANy AS TEN ANGLE SETTINGS WITH AS MANY AS 2W COMMANDS,
OI_LY THE FIRST =HKL= OR SETTING CARD AFTER A =STDREF= CARD IS TREATED
AS A SIANDARD REFLECTION, ANY OTHERS ARE TREATED AS DATA REFLECTIONS,
THUS IT IS POSSIBLE TO USE =HKL= AND SETTING CARDS AS INPUT TO THIS
PROGHAM IN ORDER TO PREPARE A CONTROL TAPE OR CARD DECK IN A SPECIAL
ORDER OR FOR A FEW SCATTERED REFLECTIONS, FOR EXAMPLEp IT IS CONVENIENT
TO HAVE THE =DIFOPP= PROGRAM THAT PROCESSES THE DIFFRACTOMETER OUTPUT
PUNCH SETTING CARDS FOR THOSE REFLECTIONS THAT MUST BE RE-MEASURED.
THESE CAN BE USED AS INPUT TO =DIFSET= TO MAKE UP A NEW.CONTROL TAPE OR
CARD DECK.
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_iTh THE FLEXIBILITY AFFORDED BY THIS PROGRAM_ IT IS eUITE POSSIBLE
TO TAKE DATA I_ A WAY THAT HAS NOT BEEN PROVIDED FOR IN THE PROGRAM
=OIFOPP= THAT PROCESSES THE OUTPUT DATA. IT IS A GOOD IDEA TO CHECK
OUT |HE PROCESSING OF OUTPUT DATA BEFORE DOING A LARGE JOB,
LITERATURE CITED
(1) ALEXANDERp L.E. AND SMITHpG.S,t:SINGLE CRYSTAL DIFFRACTOMETRY - THE
IMPROVEMENT OF ACCURACY IN INTENSITY MEASUREMENT=p
ACTA CRYST.t VOL 17p 1195 (1964)o
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BINARY DATA FILE DUMP, COPY OR PUNCH
THIS LINK IS DESIGNEU TO AID IN CHECKING OUT PROGRAMS,. IT WILL i)UMP
THE CONTENTS OF THE BINARy DATA FILE, PHYSICAL RECORD BY PHYSICAL EECORD, THE
ALPHABETIC MATERIAL IN THE FILE WILL NOT BE PRINTED CORRECTLY BUT ALL INTERGERS
AND FLOATING POINT QUANTITIES WILL BE PRINTED PROPERLY, IF ONE DESIRES TO BY
PASS =DATRDN= DURING cHECK OUT OF A TEST CASE, THE WHOLE BINARy DATA FILE MAY
BE PUNCHED IN CARDS BY DUMCOP - THESE CARDS ARE THEN READ BY THE tSTAND-ALONEt
NUCLEUS CHECK OUT PACKAGE,
THIS LINK MAY ALSO BE USED TO SIMPLY COPY THE BINARY DATA FILE. THIS
FUNCTION MAY BE FOUND USEFUL WHEN ONE WISHES TO TRANSFER A FILE FROM ONE MASS
STORAGE DEVICE TO ANOTHER (E.G, DRUM OR DISC TO TAPE),
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TIFF, X-P.AY-67 SYST_,_
The x-ray system of 1967 is a re_ite of X-RAy-63. It consists of a set
of fortran programs all interrelated and sharing mutual data files and data
card formats. The programs are structured in two main divisions; the nucleus
set and the working diffraction calculation set. The nucleus of the system
has, in actuality, nothing to do ,._th diffraction calculations, per se, but is
rather a fortran sub-syste_ monitor which allows any other fortran program
to be integrated into its library. The coding for all the x-ray system has
been done in a :neutral F_RT_A_ IV and F_F_._:_ 66 "PIDGEN" dialect. ,_C901
(I'_SF) is able to translate the symbolic decks to take care of any individual
peculiarities of the I_! 7094, UNIVAC ii07_ 1108, CDC 3600, CDC 6400, 6600, and
the farter of the I_ 360 series. In addition to the care exercised in assuring
the universality of the fortran used, all of the local computer laboratory file
numbers, page length, file commands, etc., are coded into carefully marked sub-
routines of the nucleus. Therefore, changes in the diffraction programs are, as
_ar as is known from experience on a few of the above named machines, eliminated.
One should bear im mind that the system as received is dimensional for a 32k
machine. If larger storage is avilable, it is advantageous to expand the array
sizes in the critical computation routines such as the fourier, least square,
bondla, etc. This can be accomplished by making the UPDAT!t corrections set
forth in comments in the main routine of each of these links.
I_ile the X-PAY-67 system was designed to g_ve the greatest operational
efficiency, its usefulness has been somewhat impaired by the restriction im-
posed by the various machine builders. One of the major restrictions is in
the limited size permitted for the entry point table. For this reason it has
been necessary to subdivide the system. The system as you receive it will be
on two tapes labeled SYSI and SYS2. Each tape contains a working sub-system
with its own nucleus routines. SYSI is the main working system which contains
the routines which are most often used for structure determinations. SYS2
contains the routines which are used only occasionally. The following list
gives the structure of SYSI and SYS2. For more detail concerning the purpose
of the routines listed, please consult the write-up. The overlay structure of
SYSI and SYS2 will be found at the end of this paper.
2.
SYSI
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(lO)
(11)
(12)
(13)
NUTD
XYPL
XYFC
XYCR
XYP_
EYBL
XYBN
XYDA
XYDF
XI_D
XYSG
XYPH
XYRL
File dumping routine
Parameter loader
Structure factor program
Full matrix least squares (_RFLS)
Fourier
Block diagonal least squares
Bond lengths and angles routine
Data reduction
Calculates E and the overall temperature factor
Modification of the binary tape
Sigma-two-statistical phase determination
Phase routine
Calculates R-values for lo_ical subdivisions of reflection
data
SYS2
(i) _
(2) NUSF
(3) _P
(4) XYDL
(5) XYCl
(6) XYC3
(7) xYPs
(S) XYST
(9) XYDP
Write-up printing routine
System sifting routine
Symbolic tape update routine
Diagonal least squares
Reduce data for spectrometer (University of Washington)
Reduce data for spectrometer (University of Haryland)
Lattice parameter refinement program
Generates settings for automatic diffractometer
Diffractometer output processor
*not operational in version one
The following nucleus routines are contained in both SYSI and SYS2
(I) ITUOO or SYSM
(2) 1,mCA
(3) tmIF
(4) E,u_I
(5) ,:,;c::Y
(6) E_}E
(7) I.+{J':'i
(3) I,;+:¢..'_
('9) _,._r'rC
(10) t.,_TR
(n) NUTW
(12) NURF
(13) NUCZ
SYST_ UAIN
Program calling routine
Card reading and sorting routine
Line count and pagination routine
System initialization routine
File manipulating routine
TitLing routine
File initialization routine
File r,_cord copying routine
File reading routine
File writing routine
File unpacking routine
General diagnostic record
If allowed by your computer, it may be convenient to transfer part, if
not all, of SYS2 into SYSI or visa versa. This is accomplished by removing
the 'C' in column one for the call to this link in NUCA and transferrinp the
routine or routines. The physical transfer of routines can be accomplished
by your own installation system routines or through the use of the UPDAT_
routine. Please note that correction to the system will be sent out in the
form of UPDATE corrections. Consequently, if you alter your system you must
change your UPDATE deck accordingly.
3.
Another problem imposed by some of the machine builders is the limit on
routine size. You may find that a few of the routines are too large to compile
on your machine. This is true for the present version of UIqIVAC EXEC 8 and for
the latest version 13 IBM 360 compiler. We shall endeavor to alleviate this
problem in the first set of UPDATE correction. Please let us know if you have
this problem and also which routines are involved.
One should bear in mind that the X-RAY-67 system is new. For this reason,
many problems will be encountered. We have devised a general and hopefully
convenient procedure for correcting the X-RAY-67 system. I{owever, for it to
succeed we must have your cooperation. Please let us know what problem you
encounter. We will do our best to rectify the problems and send out UPDATE
corrections as soon as possible. E_en reporting errors in the system, please
be specific. If possible, please send the ailing output. Address all letters
which involve error in the X-RAY-67 system to:
Dr. James Stewart
Computer Science Center
Unlvers_y of _Iaryland
College Park, Haryland 20742
RE: UPDATE CORRECTION
If }ou s_nt only one tape, you will receive only SYSI.
desired, _ic:::_ _end another tape.
If SYS2 is also
OVERLAYSTRUCTUREFORSYSI
Link 0
(Always in core)
SYSM ":
NUCA
_:.UIF
NULl
NU.SY
._NIIRE
NUTI
NUCN
NUTW
NURF
i Link
NUTD
NUCZ
XYPL
PLGN >
PLL_
+ XYFC
+ XY_R
+ XYF_
+ XYBL
* XYBH
BNTR i
BNIV
BNSY
BNAS }
BNSD !
BNBA I
i BITTW I
_NAlq J
• ):_LA
J L,:,r: j
t
sc:ri
SG:;:{!SGTII
i
XYPIi ) :_4--_
PHPR J ----_ 'F--_
t
•_Tg _
_+ _'..RL -:
I R_.::h ,
:']:_L:"
Link 2
----#--; XYFI, FIPR, FIGN
XYF2, F2CA, F2Sll
_--.-L,L---> XY@N, _NPR
...._-; XYTW, TWCA, TWFN, TWPH, T:'E_T
<_ XYTR, TRSM, TRIN, TRTS_ TRRX, TRRB
XYFA
XIqFB, FBFN, FBSII, FBIIP, FBPT
_ XYB1, B1PR
XYB2, B2CA, B2FN, B2PH, B2WT
B3, 3SI.I, B31N, B3TS, B3P,X, B3RB
.... _ XYDR, DRCL, DRIV, DRSY, DRGC
• XYI.,D, RDIN, RI)GN, RDWE, Pd)PR, RDRR
XI,:PB
>::::!-C
"_" -' ]:'£.'E
:,l.?]?
!
i
i
I
_J
OVEI<LAY STRUCTURE FOR SYS2
Link 0
(Always in core)
SYSH
NUCA
NUIF
NU_LI
NUSY
NURE
NUTI
i_uCN
NUTW
IIURF
Link i
+ NUI.RI
+ NUSF }SFSC
NUUP
+ NUCZ
+ XYDL
+ XYCI
i
CIPK J
+ XYC3
XYPS
+ XYDP
DPED 1DP_,I
DPCD
DPSR !
DPSP k
DPRD {
P_CH 1
I
Link 2
XYDI, DIPR
XYD2, D2CA, D2FN, D2PH, D2NT
XND3, D3TS, D3P_X, D3RB
XYPR, PP_BN, PR3V_ PRPR_ PR6V, PRSQ
XYST, S±_ol,, ST_I, STSP_ STSA_ STCV, ST_I, STTS,
STIA_ ST_T
I
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PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF STRUCTURE FACTORS
THE BASIC PROGRAMMING OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAM WAS DONE BY
dAMES M. STEWART AT THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY DURING 1958-1960 FOR THE
IBM 70_, THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN FOR THE IBM 709 BY dAMES M, STEWART
AND UARRELL HIGH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON DURING 1960-1962,
THE CURRENT FORTRAN VERSION WAS PREPARED IN 1965 BY ROBERT BRAUN
AND _,M. STEWART,
THE STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION IS ACCOMPLISHED IN TWO OVERLAYS AN[}
THEIR SuBROUTInES- THE FIRST READSTHE ATOM PARAMETERS FROM THE BINARY
_ATA FILE AND GENERATES THE FULL CELL OF ATOMIC COORDINATES AND THE SECOND
CALCULATES THE STRUCTURE FACTCRS,
THIS METHOD OF CALCULATING STRUCTURE FACTORS IS USEFUL IN THAT IT
MAKES POSSIBLE THE DETECTION OF ATOMS IN SPECIAL POSITIONSp IN ADDITION
IT I5 A FASTER METHOD FOR STRUCTURE FACTOR SUMMATION BECAUSE OF THE
SIMPLER SUMMATION ALGORITHIM, THIS INFORMATION IS THEN PUBLISHED BY
IHE PROGRAM AND THE ATOM SCATTERING FACTOR SCALED APPROPRIATELY, 1HESE
SCAL_ FACTORS ARE EXACTLY THE ONES REQUIRED BY STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAMS
(I,E, LEAST-SQUARES) WHICH GENERATE SYMMETRY BY OPERATING UPON THE MILLER
INDICES, IN ADDITION TO THIS FEATURE THE PROGRAM IS FASTER THAN A
LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM BECAUSE NO DERIVATIVES ARE CALCULATED, IT THUS
SERVES AS THE BEST LINK TO USE WHEN FIXED ATOM STRUCTURE FACTORS ARE
PREPARED OR WHEN ONE WISHES TO CALCULATE STRUCTURE FACTORS TO GIVE PHASESp
FOR £XAMPLEp FOR A FOURIER OR DIFFERENCE FOURIER CALCULATION,
SINCE THE PROGRAM GENERATES ALL THE ATOMS IN THE UNIT CELL THE
RESTRICTIONS ON NUMBERS OF ATOMS IS DEPENDENT ON THE NUMBER OF SYMh,ETRY
OPERATIONS SUPPLIED AT DATA REDUCTION TIME, FOR A TRICLINIC CELL PI OR
P1 BAR THE PROGRAM WILL HANDLE THOUSANDS OF ATOMS IN THE ASYMMETRIc UNIT
CELL,
THERE IS A RESTRICTION OF 16 DIFFERENT ATOM TYPES FOR THE ATOMIC
SCATTERING FACTOR DATA, PROVISION HAS BEEN MADE FOR SCALING SCAT-
TERIIwG FACTOR DATA FOR EACH ATOM IN ORDER TO TAKE CARE OF ATOMS AT
SYMMETRY CENTERS (WHICH CAN BE CODED TO BE DONE AUTOMATICALLY)# OR ANY
OTHER SCALING REQUIREMENT, EACH ATOMIC FORM FACTOR AS STORED ON THE
REFLECTION TAPE HAS ONLY ONE SCALE, THEREFOREp IF ANY ATOM-TYPE IS
LOCATED IN A GENERAL POSITION AND AT A SYMMETRY CENTERo DUPLICATE SCAT-
TERING FACTOR DATA MAY BE STORED ON TAPE AT DATA REDUCTION TIME, IT IS
MORE USUAL TO LET THE SYMMETRY GENERATION SUBROUTINE OF.THIS FC PROGRAMp
ESTAdLISH THE INDIVIDUAL ATOM SCALE FACTORS TO BE USED BY THE cFC=
PROGRAM,
THE ATOMIC FORM FACTOR SCALING FEATURE (POPULATION PARAMETER)
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FACILITATES CALCULATIONS FOR STRUCTURES CONTAINING VARIATE ATOM EQUI-
POINTS,
EACH OF THE ATOM-TYPE SCATTERING FACTORS MAY HAVE THE TEMPLETON
DISPERSION CORRECTION (2p3) APPLIED AS DESIRED IF THESE CORRECTION DATA
HAD BEEN STORED IN THE BINARY FILE DURING DATA REDUCTION. THE SCATTER-
ING FACTOR IS GIVEN BY EQUATION I, FOR THIS CORRECTION, THE MAGNITUDE
OF FC WHICH IS TO BE COMPARED WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL VALUE IS GIVEN BY
EQUATION 2, THE CORRECT COEFFICIENT FOR ELECTRON-DENSITY MAPS .IS GIVEN
BY EQUATION 3, AND THE AMPLITUDE FOR DIFFERENCE SYNTHESIS IS GIVEN BY
EQUATION _.
(1) F(J) = F(_) + F,(d) + Fit(d) WHERE F(d) IS THE SCATTERING FACTOR
FROM THE TABLES SUPPLIED AT DATA REDUCTIONp Ft(d) IS THE TEMPLETON
CORRECTION TO THE REAL PART OF THE SCATTERING FACTORf Fit(d) THE
IMAGINARY PART OF THE DISPERSION CORRECTION.
(2) TO BE ADDED
(3) 1"0 BE ADDED
(W) TO BE ADDED
THE LIMIT TO THE NUMBER OF NON-EQUIVALENT ATOMS WHICH MAY BE
CALCULATED DEPENDS UPON THE TEMPERATURE FACTOR MODE AND CORE SIZE oF
THE MACHINE USED, IT IS NOTEWORTHY, HOWEVER, THAT THIS LIMITATION ON
THE i_UMBER OF ATOMS IN THE UNIT CELL CAN BE READILY OVERCOME BY ANy
MULTIPLE BY ThE USE OF A =PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION= CALCULATION IN A MULTI-
PASS METHOD. THE STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAMS CAN BE CODED SO THAT THE FC
OBTAINED FROM ONE PASS CAN BE CONSIDERED AS A PART OF THE TOTAL CONTRI-
BUTION TO THE FINAL FC. THIS PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION IS ADDED TO THE VALUE
OBTAINED IN A SECOND PASS, AND THE TOTAL MAY, IF NECESSARY, THEN BE
CONSIDERED A PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO A THIRD PASSP ETC., AD ABSURDUM.
ThE USE OF IHE =PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION= MODE IS MORE OFTEN USED IF A
GROUP OF ATOMS ARE TO BE =FIXED: IN PLACE (WHETHER AS ATOMS AT SPECIAL
POSIIIONSt OR A GROUP OF ATOMS IN A TRIAL STRUCTURE WHOSE PARAMETERS ARE
NOT VARIED), THE CONTRIBUTION OF THESE =FIXED= ATOMS TO THE STRUCTURE
FACTOR IS CALCULATED ON ONE PASS, AND ONLY THOSE ATOMS WHOSE TRIAL
PARAMETERS ARE TO BE VARIED NEED BE CALCULATED IN ALL SUBSEQUENT CoMPU-
TATIONS. THIS MODE WILL BE OF INCREASING USE WHERE PORTIONS OF LARGE
MOLECULES ARE FIXED WHILE VAkIOUS TRIAL STRUCTURES FOR THE REMAINING
ATOMS ARE CALCULATED,
IN ORDER TO FACILITATE THE USE OF ',FIXED ATOMStt A BRIEF OUTLINE OF
THE METHOD USED WILL BE FOUND USEFUL, THE VERY LIMITED MUMBER OF PARA-
METERS THAT FULL MATRIX LEAST SQUARES IS CAPABLE OF HANDLING MAKES THE
USE OF FIXED ATOMS DESIREABLE FOR MANY COMPOUNDS, (BLOCK DIAGONAL OR
DIAGONAL REFINEMENTS MAY BE CARRIED OUT,) THE STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAM
CAN BE UTILIZED TO CALCULATE STRUCTURE FACTORS FOR A PORTION OF THE ATOMS
IN THE ASSYMMETRIC UNIT OF A GIVEN UNIT CELL. THESE ARE ATOMS WHOSE PARA-
METERS ARE NOT TO 8E VARIED, THE RESULTING STRUCTURE FACTORS MAY THEN BE
USED AS ttFIXEb ATOMtt CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STRUCTURE FACTORS CALCULATED
FOR IHE wHOLE CELL, OR THAT PORTION DETERMINED SO FAR IN THE STRUCTURE
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ANALYSIS, THE STORAGE RESTRICTION ON THE FC PROGRAM IS SUCH THAT IT CAN
HANDLE MANY ATOMS IN THE UNIT CELL SO THAT BY dUDICIOUS USE OF THE
ATOM LIMITATION OF THE FULL MATRIX LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM A NUMBER OF
LARGE BLOCK REFINEHENTS NAY BE CARRIED OUT, THIS PROCEDURE WILL RESULT
IN THE REFINEMENT OF THE WHOLE STRUCTURE, SOME toOVERLAPo o OF PARAMETERS
MAY BE DESIREABLE, THE BINARY DATA FILE HAS QUANTITIES STOREDp AMONG
OTHERSp FOR EACH REFLECTION FOR Af B_ AND FIXED CONTRIBUTION TO A AND B
(WHERE A AND B REFER TO THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR),
DATA REDUCTION INITIALIZES ALL FOUR TO ZERO, AFTER AN FC CALCULATION A AND
B HAVE BEEN GIVEN A VALUE AND THIS IS WRITTEN ON =NFILEB=, THE LOGICAL uNIT
=NFILEB= NAY NOW BE swITCHED TO BE A =NFILEA= AND THIS BINARY DATA FILE
BECOMES INPUT INFORMATION FOR THE NEXT CALCULATION OF STRUCTURE FACTORS
(FOR LEAST SQUARES OR OTHER STRUCTURE FACTOR TYPE PROGRAMS), AT THIS
POINT THE STRUCTURE FACTOR TyPE PROGRAM IS KEYED TO ESTABLISH AND APPLY
THE PREVIOUS FC AS A FIXED ATOM CALCULATION, THIS RESULTS IN THE A AND
B ON ThE NEW =NFILEA= BEING PLACED IN THE FIXED ATOM A AND B ON =NFILEB=
AND THE STRUCTURE FACTOR TYPE PROGRAM USING THESE VALUES INSTEAD oF ZEROS
TO START THE STRUCTURE FACTOR SUMMATIONS, THE =NFILEB= AT THE END OF THE
RUN IHEN HAS A SET OF FIXED ATOM CONTRIBUTIONS STORED UPON IT AND N,AY BE
USED AS AN =NFILEA= IN SUBSEQUENT RUNS AND CODED EITHER TO USE PREVIOUS FC
TO E_TABLISH AI_D APPLY AS FIXED ATOM CONTRIBUTION OR SIMPLY TO APPLY THE
FIXEu ATOM CONTRIBUTION NOW ESTABLISHED, NOTE THAT IN THE FIRST CASE CAS-
CADING OCCURS AND IN THE SECOND THE SET ALREADY ESTABLISHED IS CONTINUED
AS THE FIXED ATOM SET. LARGE TIME SAVINGS MAY RESULT FROM THE USE OF THE
FIXED ATOM FACILITYe ESPECIALLY IN THE CASE OF FULL MATIRX LEAST S_UARES
REFIi_EMENT OF A FEw PARAMETERS OF A SMALL PORTION OF A LARGE NUMBER OF ATOMS
IN AN ASYMMETRIC UNIT,
•wHEN THE CALCULATION FOR A GIVEN REFLECTION IS COMPLETE THE II_FOR-
MATION IS PLACED IN =NFILEB=t THE STATISTICS COMPILED AND THE NEXT RE-
FLECTION PROCESSED, FINALLYt REFLECTION COUNTS AND NEW SCALE FACTORS FOR
EACH LEVEL ARE CALCULATED ANU PRINTED, THE NEW RESCALE FACTORS ARE
PLACED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE ALONG WITH THE LEAST SQUARES CHANGE IN
OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR, THE RELIABILITY ]NDEXp Rp IS PRINTED FOR
EACH LEVEL AND FOR ALL REFLECTION DATA.
THE NEW SCALE FACTORp Kp IS OBTAINED FROM THE OLD SCALE FACTORw
K-PRIMEp BY EQUATION 5p THE LEAST SQUARES CORRECTION TO THE OVERALL
ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR IS COMPUTED BY MINIMIZING THE SUM OF THE
SQUARE OF THE RESIDUAL IN EQUATION 6p AND THE RELIABILITY INDEX IS
GIVEN BY EQUATION 7,
IN THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS THE SUMMATION SYMBOL SIGMA IS WRITTEN
AS duST THAT, ABS IMPLIES ABSOLUTE VALUE,
(5) K = (Kt)(SIGMA(FC))/SIGMA(FO))
(6) RESIDUAL = DELTA(B)(SINSQUARE THETA/LANBDA SQUARE) + LN(FO/FC) +
LN(RESCALE CONSTANT)
(7) R = SIGMA(ABS(DELTA F))/SIGMA(ABS(FO)) WHERE SUM IS OVER ALL
REFLEC]IONS,
I
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FO'URIER SYNTHESIS PROGRAM
m_ll--._llOl_m_O 1--11 el_lll
THE INITIAL PLAN FOR PROGRAMMING THE FOURIER SYNTHESIS PROGRAM WAS
WORKED OuT BY LYLE H. dENSEN AND DARRELL F. HIGH. THE INITIAL PROGRAM-
MIN6 _AS DONE BY DARRELL F. HIGH AND BROUGHT TO ITS PRESENT FORM BY
dAME5 Ro HOLDEN, dAMES M. STEWART, AND HIROSHI TAKEDA.
THE REFINEMENT OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURES IS FACILITATED BY USE OF FOURIER
TRANSFORMS, COCHRAN AND LIPSON (1), BUERGER (2)p AND MANY OTHERS SUPPLY
INFOHMATION ON THE USE OF THIS VALUABLE TECHNIQUE, THIS FOURIER PROGRAM
wAS OESIGNED TO HAVE A NUMBER OF FEATURES-
(A) AUTOMATIC OPERATION FOR ALL SPACE GROUPS.
(b) ANY CONVENIENT GRID (I.E.- 1/60, 1/13, 1/373 - SUB-DIVISIONS OF
AXIS ARBITRARY WITHIN LIMITS 1 TO 1/2627 IN FIRST DIRECTION,
1/_00 IN SECOND, AND 1/200 IN THIRD DIRECTION) OR AUTOMATIC
LAYOUT TO INCH/ANGSTROM SCALE IF DESIRED,
{C) PRINT OUT OF FouRIER MAP READY TO BE CONTOURED,
wITH SUPPRESSION OF BACKGROUND TO FACILITATE THIS OPERATION OR
PERHAPS ELIMINATE ITS NECESSITY,
(U) MANY EAGILY ShITCHED oPTIONS FOR COEFFICIENTS.
(E) REASONABLE SPEED,
(F) NO RESTRICTIONS ON REFLECTION ORDER (EXCEPT FOR MAXIMUM SPEED),
(G) PREPARE A BINARY FILE OF THE MAP TO SERVE AS INPUT TO OTHER ROUTINES.
A PAPER BY OURG WASER (5) AND A MONOGRAPH BY LIPSON AND TAYLOR (@)
SERV_ TO POINT THE WAY IN WHICH CONDITION (A) MAY BE MET, A SYMMETRY
RELATIONSHIP IN REAL SPACE CAUSES AN EGUIVALENT SYMMETRY RELATIONSHIP IN
RECIPROCAL SPACE, THE TRANSPOSED ROTATION MATRIX BEING APPLIED TO THE
INDICES He K_ AND L, AND THE TRANSLATION MODIFICATION OF THE PHASE OF THE
SYMMETRICALLY RELATEd REFLECTION, THE ACTUAL FOURIER SUMMATION IS ACCOMp-
LISHED BY SUMMING ALL SPACE GROUPS AS IF THEY WERE TRICLINIC USING THE
METHOD OF FACTORING SHOWN BELOW.
******EGUATIONS TO BE ADDED HERE******
THE BINARY DATA FILE, HOWEVER, CONTAINS ONLY A UNIQUE SET OF REFLEC-
TIONS PLUS THE NECESSARY INDICATORS TO MAKE POSSIBLE THE AUTOMATIC
GENERATION OF SYMMETRY-RELATED REFLECTIONS, SUBROUTINES OF THE DATA
REDUCTION PROGRAM ARE USED TO ANALYZE THE SPACE-6ROUP SYMMETRY OPERATIONS
I
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FOR A SET OF ROTATION MATRICES (R) AND TRANSLATION VECTORS (T) WHICH ARE
STORED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE, AT DATA REDUCTION TIME THE GENERATIONS
ARE APPLIED TO EACH UNIQUE REFLECTION AND A SET OF CODES ARE FORMED WHICH
DEFINE FOR EACH UNIQUE REFLECTION THE OPERATIONS NECESSARY TO GENERATE
THE SYMMETRICALLY RELATED REFLECTIONS, THE OPERATIONS MAY INCLUDE SIGN
CHANbES AND PERMUTATIONS OF hm Kp AND Lp AND PHASE ROTATIONS OF A AND B,
A SUBROUTINE OF THE FOURIER PROGRAM USES THESE CODES TO DELIVER THE CORRFCT
GENERATED SET (PROPERLY COMBINED A(HpKwL)p A(-HpKpL)p A(Hp-KpL)p
A(H_Kp-L) AND SIMILAR B TERMS ARE REQUIRED) TO THE FOURIER SUMMATION
PROGRAM,
THE CALCULATIONS ARE DONE BY FACTORING THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL SUMMA-
TION INTO THREE ONE-DIMENSIONAL SUMMATIONSp AFTER THE MANNER OF BEEVERS
AND LIPSON, SUMMATION IS CARRIED OUT OVER ONE HEMISPHERE OF RECIPROCAL
SPACEr SYMMETRY-RELATED REFLECTIONS BEING GENERATED FROM A UNIOUE SET OF
OBSEKVATIONS,
THE SYMMETRY OPERATIONS OF THE SPACE-GROUPS MAY BE WRITTEN IN TERMS
OF RuTATION MATRICES (R) AND TRANSLATION VECTORS (T) (SEE EQUATION 1),
WASERS RESULTp IN MATRIX NOTATIONp IS GIVEN IN EQUATION (2),
TABLE *********** GIVES ALL ALLOWED VALUES FOR PHASE CHANGES 1N
THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SPACE-GROUPS, ALSO TABULATED ARE THE EFFECTS OF
THE REAL AND I_AbINARY PARTS OF F(H), IN ADDITION TO THE PHASE CHANGEp
THE PROBLEM OF THE GENERATION OF THE SYMMETRICALLY RELATED INDICES
(R-PRIME H) MbST BE HANDLED.
FOR NON-DIAGONAL ROTATIONS THE MAGNITUDE OF HpK_L AS WELL AS THE
SIGNS WILL BE ALTERED,
IN THE DISCUSSION THAT FOLLOWSp THE CONCEPT OF =SCANNING= OR =SUMMA.
TION= ORDER WILL BE USED- THUS_ H(1) IS THE INDEX SUMMED OVER FIRST AND
X(1) ThE CORRESPONDING COORDINATE WILL BE USED, IT VARIES FROM PA6E-TO-
PAGE (SECTION-TO-SECTION) IN THE OUTPUT, SIMILARLYt H(2) IS SUMMED
SECOI_D AND X(2) VARIES VERTICALLY (LINE-TO-LINE) DOWN THE PAGEw WHILE
H(3) IS SUMMED THIRD AND X(3) VARIES HORIZONTALLY (POINT-TO-POINT) ALONG
THE LINE, ON THE OTHER HANDp THE NOTATION Xp yp Zp AND Hp Kt L REPRE-
SENT5 THE COORDINATES AND IN_ICES REFERRED TO THEIR CONVENTIONAL AXES,
PROGHAM INPUT IS ALWAYS IN TERMS OF THE CONVENTIONAL DIRECTIONSp THE
SCANNING ORDER BEING SPECIFIED ON THE =LAYOUT= CARD, IT IS SOMETIMES
NECESSARYw HO_EVERp TO CONSIDER THE SCANNING ORDERp ESPECIALLY WITH
REGAHO TO PROGRAM LIMITATIONS WHICH ARE DESCRIBED UNDER =FOSUM=,
IN ORDER TO SIMPLIFY THE USE OF THE FOURIER PROGRAM AND MAKE
INTEHPRETATION EASIER IT IS POSSIBLE TO LEAVE OUT THE =LAYOUT= CARD
AND LET THE PROGRAM ESTABLISH GRID DIVISIONS BASED ON A CONSIDERATION OF
HESOLUTION DESIRED AND TYPE POSITION CHARACTERISTIC OF THE LINE PRINTER,
AN AHTICLE IN SCIENCEf VOL 1_3 NO, 5611w 1162-1163 (196_) GIVES A METHOD
SUGGESTED BY _, D, H. DONNAY AND H, TAKEDA, THE PROGRAM USES AN
IMPRuVEMENT OF THIS APPROACH. A FOURIER LAID OUT IN THE FOLLOWING
MANNER RESULTS IN DEVELOPING THE ELECTRON OR PATTERSON OR DIFFERENCE
FOURIER AT THE POINT OF THE TYPE WHEEL, IN THE AUTHORS. TERMINOLOGy
THE =MACHINE GRID= POINT, IN ORDER TO PRINT OUT UNDEFORMED SECTIONS
TRUE TO A SPECIFIED SCALE (IN ANGSTROMS/INCH) THE FOLLOWING VALUES MAY
I
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BE SUPPLIED IN THE =LAYOUT= CARD OR IF THE =LAYOUT= IS OMITTED THEy WILL
BE SUPPLIED AUTOMATICALLY, THE COSINE OF THE ANGLE ALPHAt BETAp OR GAMMA
(QU) BETWEEN THE AXIS IN THE PRINTED PAGES (SUM DIRECTIONS 2 AND 3) THE
NUMBER OF DIVISIONS ACROSS THE PAGE (THIRD SUM DIRECTIONS) MUST BE EQUAL
lO (CELL LENGTH(3) = (INCHES/ANGSTROM) = IO,O)/(NUMBER OF TYPE WHEELS
PER EACH FOURIER GRID COLUMN), THE NUMBER OF DIVISIONS DOWN THE PAGE
(SECOND SUN DIRECTION) MUST BE EQUAL TO (CELL LENGTH(2) s SINF(QU)
(INCHES/ANGSTROM s 6,0)/(NUMBER OF PRINT LINES PER EACH FOURIER GRID
LINE). THE NUMBER OF DIVISIONS FROM PAGE TO PAGE NAY REPRESEN¢ ANy
SENSIBLE RESOLUTION, (I,E, QUARTER OR THIRD ANGSTROM), REMEMBER THAT
IF THERE IS AN ANGLE BETWEEN ANY AXIS AND THE PAGE TO PAGE AXIS THEN
ONE MUST OFF-SET EACH LAYER ACCORDINGLY,
THE FOLLOkING COEFFICIENTS ARE PRESENTLY CODED INTO THE FOURIER
PROGRAM,
(1) USERS FUNCTION, BY MEANS OF SUBROUTINE XRY061, (PRESENT FORM
OF XRY061 PROGRAMMED ONLY FOR CONVENTIONAL YECTOR
MAP (PATTERSON) AS OF 20 AUG, 1962),
(2) PATTERSON, A = (FO**2) AS COEFFICIENT,
(3) VECTOR MAP, SHARPENEDp ORIGIN REMOVED PATTERSON, THE =DATFIX=
LINK MUST BE RUN FIRST IN ORDER TO GENERATE E VALUES,
(_) FO FOURIER, SUBSTITUTE FO/2 FOR LESS-THANS AND THEN TEST ALL
REFLECTIONS- IF (FO • RR - ABSF(FC)) LESS THAN ZEROp
THEN REFLECTION IS USEDp WHERE (RR) IS A REJECTION
RATIO SUPPLIED IN THE =FOURR= CARD, IF AN (RR) IS
NOT SUPPLIEDP (RR) IS ARBITRARILY SET EQUAL TO ZERO
SO THAT ALL REFLECTIONS ARE USED, SUBSTITUTE FC FOR
FO FOR EXTINCT REFLECTIONS (IF ANY),
(b) FO FOURIER, EACH FO IS CORRECTED FOR DISPERSION RATIO AND
CRITERIA OF TYPE 4 USED, (FO • RATIO • RR - ABSF(FC))
LESS-THAN ZERO,
(o) FO FOURIER, PHASE ANGLES DETERMINED FROM E2t THE PHASE OF THE
QUAZI-NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS, ONLY THOSE
REFLECTIONS OF =KNOWN= PHASE (I,E,- E2 EQUAL TO OR
LEss-THAN ONE CYCLE), CRITERIA OF TYPE _ ARE USEDp
REJECTING ALL LESS-THANS,
(7) FC SYNTHESIS, USES ALL REFLECTIONS WITH MAGNITUDES AND PHASES
OF THE CALCULATED STRUCTURE FACTORS AS AMPLITUDES,
(b) DELTA-F, TEST OBSERVED REFLECTIONS- IF (FO , RR - ABSF(FC))
LESS THAN ZEROm REFLECTION IS USEDp WHERE (RR) IS A
REJECTION RATIO SUPPLIED IN THE =FOURR= CARD, IF AN
(RR) IS NOT SUPPLIEDp (RR) IS ARBITRARILY SET EQUAL
TO ZERO THUS MAKING A ZERO-PERCENT RULE, TEST LESS-
THANS- IF (FO - ABSF(FC)) LESS-THAN .ZERO REFLECTION
IS uSED, REJECTS ALL EXTINCT REFLECTIONS (IF ANY),
(E,G,- RR = 0,50 IS 50-PERCENT RULEr AND RR = 1,00
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IS tOO-PERCENT RULE).
(9) DELTA-F. FOR OBSERVED REFLECTIONS, EACH DELTA-F IS MULTIPLIED
By THE LEAST SQUARES WEIGHT- (W . IFO - ABSP(FC))).
TEST LESS-THANS- IF (FO - ABSF(FC)) LESS THAN ZERO,
REFLECTIOh IS USED, REJECT ALL EXTINCT REFLECTIONS
(IF ANy).
(10) DELTA-F. EACH FO IS cORRECTED FOR DISPERSION RATIO AND CRITERIA
OF TYPE 8 IS USED- FOR OBSERVED (FO * RATIO * RR -
ABSFiFC)) LESS THAN ZEROt REFLECTION IS USED. FOR
UNOBSERVEDS (FO • RATIO - ABSF(FC)) LESS THAN ZERO,
REFLECTION USED. REJECT ALL EXTINCT REFLECTIONS
(IF ANy).
(11) DELTA-F. OBSERVED REFLECTIONS ONLY. REJECT ALL LESS-THANS AND
EXTINCT REFLECTIONS (IF ANY).
(12) DELTA-F. VARIABLE WEIGHTING APPLIED- WHERE W = (ABSF(FC)/FO),
TO ALL OBSERVED REFLECTIONS AND LESS-THANS WHERE
(ABSF(FC) GREATER THAN FMIN), REJECT LESS-THANS
WHERE (ABSF(FC) LESS THAN FMIN) AND ALL EXTINCTIONS
(IF ANy).
(13) E MAP. bSES QUAZI-NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTORS (E) GENERATED BY
=_ATFIX= PROGRAM AS COEFFICIENTS. PHASES PREDETERMINED
FROM KARLE AND KARLE SYMBOLIC ADDITION PROCEEDURE,
REJECT ALL REFLECTIONS WITH UNDETERMINED PHASE, REJECT
WHEN THE MAGNITUDE OF (E) IS LESS THAN (RR)_ REJECT ALL
LESS-THAN REFLECTIONS. ESTIMATED PHASES MUST HAVE BEEN
PLACED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE BY USE OF =PHASE=,
=MODIFy=, OR SIMILAR PROGRAM.
(_) E MAP, PHASES FROM A STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION, REJECT WHEN
THE MAGNITUDE OF (E) IS LESS THAN (RR), REJECT ALL
LESS-THAN REFLECTIONS.
ONCE THE CALCULATION SWITCHES ARE SET THE PROGRAM READS, REFLECTION
BY REFLECTION. THE UNIQUE SET SUPPLIED ON THE BINARY DATA FILE. I1
WILL REJECT AhY REFLECTION HAVING A (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA OR H OR K OR L
GREATER THAN SPECIFIED ON THE =MAXHKL= CARD OR THE VALUE STORED IN THE BIN-
ARY DAlA FILE AT DATA REDUCTION TIME IF NO tMAXHKLt CARD USED. ON THE
FIRST PASS THROUGH THE BINARY DATA FILE THE BCD LIST OF FC MAY BE MADE
IF THE USER SO DESIRES. ALL THE REFLECTIONS IN THE FILE ARE LISTED, AND
THOSE HEFLECTIONS REJECTED ARE MARKED WITH =R=. THE CORRECT COEFFI-
CIENTS ARE FORMED FOR THE CURRENT REFLECTION AND CONTRIBUTED TO THE FIRST
SUMMATIONS. (NO SORTING IS REQUIRED EXCEPT TO GAIN MAXIMUM COMPUTING
SPEEu). ONCE ALL REFLECTIONS IN THE BINARY DATA FILE HAVE BEEN TREATED.
THE SECOND AND THIRD SUMS ARE CALCULATED FOR ALL THE FIRST SUM COEFFI-
CIENTS STORED.
THE FOURIER CALCULATION SUBROUTINE WHICH DOES THE ACTUAL FOURIER
SUMMATION CONTAINS A PROVISIO_i FOR BREAKING THE SUMMATION UP INTO AN
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF PASSES. THIS IS DONE WHEN THE WHOLE CALCULATION CANNOT
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BE ACCOMPLISHED IN A SINGLE PASS THROUGH THE BINARY DATA FILE, FOR EXAMPLE
THE FOLLOWING LIMITATIONS MAY APPLY (DEPENDING UPON 32000 WORDS OF CORE
AVAILABLE FOR PROGRAM AND STORAGE - E,G. 65K 1108),
(A) THE PRODUCT OF THE (MAXIMUM VALUES + I) OF THE SECOND AND THIRD
SUMMATION INDICES MAY NOT EXCEED 5000 (E,G,- H(2)MAX EQUALS 99 AND
H(3) MAX EQUALS _9p OR H(2)MAX EQUALS 77 AND HI3)NAX EQUALS 63p ETC,),
(B) THE PRODUCT OF THE (THIRD SUMMATION INDEX + 1) AND THE NUMBER OF
POINTS ALONG THE SECOND SUM DIRECTION NAY NOT EXCEED 2000 (NOTE THAT THE
NUMBER OF POINTS DOES NOT NECESSARILY OR USUALLY EQUAL THE SECOND SUM
GRID SPECIFICATION) (E,G,- AN H(3)MAX EQUAL TO _9 LIMITS POINTS SUCH
THAT X(2) COULD BE (0 - 1/_) IN 159THSt (0 - 1/2) IN 79THSp ETC,),
(C) THE FINEST GRID WHICH MAY BE CALCULATED IN THE FIRST SUM DIREC-
TION IS 1/2627p IN THE SECOND SUM l/_OOp AND 1/200 IN THE THIRD SUM
DIRECTION,
(_) THE ABOVE RESTRICTIONS MAY BE RESCINDED ONLy BY REASSIGNMENT OF
STORAGE AND RECOMPILATION -- SEE PROGRAM STATEMENTS AND COMMENTS FOR
DETAILS,
BECAUSE OF THE PARTICULAR METHOD OF SUMMATION A VERY LARGE NUMBER OF
REFLECIIONS CAN BE ACCOMMODATED.
NO INTERMEDIATE FILES ARE WRITTEN, THE MAIN PART OF THE MEMORY HOLi)S
SECOt_D SUM COEFFICIENTS FOR AS MANY LEVELS.AS POSSIBLE -- IF ALL LEVELS
CANNOT BE PROCESSED IN ONE PASS THE CALCULATION IS DIVIDED INTO TWO EQUAL
PASSES AND SO ON, DURING THE SECOND SUMw ONLY THE THIRD SUM COEFFICIENT_
FOR ONE LAYER ARE STORED AT ANY GIVEN TIME AND ONLY ONE LINE OF ELECTRON
DENSITIES IS CARRIED IN STORAGE, AS SOON AS THE LINES ARE FORMED THEY
ARE _RITTEN ON THE OUTPUT LINE PRINTER FILE, IT IS POSSIBLE TO SUPPRESS
PRINTING VALUES BETWEEN SELECTED MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM CUT-OFF POINTS BY THE USE
OF A =MAP= CARD, THIS GREATLY FACILITATES INTERPRETATION OF THE PRINTED
MAPS,
LITERATURE CITED
(1) LIPSONpH, AND COCHRANtW,p =THE CRYSTALLINE STATE=_ VOLUME 3P =THE
DETERMINATION OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURES=p LONDONp BELL AND SONS
(1953),
(2) BU_RGERpM,_,p =CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS=p NEW YORKp WILEY (1960),
(3) wASERtd,p ACTA CRYST, (_955)t VOL 8t 595,
(W) LIPSONpH, AND TAYLORpC,A,p =FOURIER TRANSFORMS AND X-RAY DIFFRAC-
TION=eLONDON,G,BELL AND SONSe (Z958),
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ATOMIC PARAMETER LOADING PROGRAM
PROGRAMMING FOR THIS LINK WAS DONE BY J.M. STEWART AND LINDA PLAsTAS.
THE FUNCTION OF THIS LINK OF THE X-RAY-SySTEM IS TO SERVE lO PLACE
THE ATOMIC PARAMETERS IN THE PROPER ARRAYS IN THE BINARY DATA FILE. THIs
MEANS THAT THIS PROGRAM MUST ALWAYS BE USED AT LEAST ONCE BEFORE ANY PROGRAM
WHICH CALCULATES STRUCTURE FACTORS (E.6. FCe ORFLSp FOUREFp ETC.) MAY
BE USED. THIS PROGRAM PERMITS EITHER AN A PRIORI LOADING OF ATOMIC COOR-
DINATES OR THE EDITING OF PARAMETERS ALREADY STORED IN THE DATA FILE.
THE PROGRAM ACCEPTS PARAMETERS IN THREE GROUPS. THE FIRST GROUP CONSISTS
OF @UANTITIES wHICH_ BY THEIR NATUREp ARE FEW. THE F RELATIVE SCALE FACTORSp
THE FOURIER GRID COORDINATESp THE MAXIMUM VALUES OF THE MILLER INDICESp
AN OVEkALL ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE PARAMETERe OR A MOLECULAR SHIFT ARE THESE
KIND_ OF QUANTITIES. THE SECOND GROUP IS THE ACTUAL INDIVIDUAL ATOMIC
PARAMETERS. THESE INCLUDE THE FRACTIONAL OR GRID COORDINATES (Xpy,Z)p
THE POPULATION PARAMETER (SITE OCCUPANCY)p .THE INDIVIDUAL ISOTROPIc OR
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORe THE SCATTERING FACTOR TYPEe AND THE ATOMIC
DESIGNATION. THE SECOND CATEGORY OF DATA SUPPLIES THE PARAMETERS OF THE
ATOMS _N THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT. THE THIRD CLASS OF DATA ARE THOSE WHICH GIVE
INFOKMATION ABOUT THE REFINEMENT OF THE STRUCTURE IN TERMS OF THE PARAMETERS.
THIS LAST CATEGORY IS ALSO TREATED BY THE REFINEMENT PROGRAMS AND IS OPTIONAL
AT PARAMETER LOADING. THE PROGRAM IS CODED TO CHECK FOR ATOMS IN SPECIAL
POSITIONS AND TO ADJUST THE POPULATION PARAMETER FOR THEM CORRECTLY. IF
A VALUE DIFFERENT THAN 1.0 IS SUPPLIED FOR AN ATOM IN A SPECIAL POSITION
IT SUPERSEDES THE VALUE CALCULATED BY THE PRO6RAM AND IS ACCEPTED AS
SUPPLIED.
THE OVERALL PLAN IS SUCHp THAT AT AN A PRIORI START ALL ATOMIC
QUANTITIES WILL BE TAKEN FROM CARDS AND BE PLACED IN THE BINARY DATA FILE.
AT AN UPDATEp @UANTITIES FROM CARDS WILL TAKE PRECEDENCEe BUT NO INFORMATION
FROM THE FILE WILL BE LOST. THE POSSIBILITY FOR INSERTIONe DELETION AND
REPLACEMENT ALL EXIST. THE WHOLE METHOD DEPENDS UPON THE ATOM IDENTIFI-
CATION, THIS IS A SIX CHARACTER CODE WHICH MUST UNIQUELY IDENTIFy EACH
ATOM. THESE SIX CHARACTERS cONSIST OF TWO SUB-FIELDS_ ONE Aq AND IHE
OTHEH A@, THE A_ FIELD MUST BE IDENTICAL TO THE A_ DESIGNATION SUPPLIED
AT DATA REDUCTION TIME FOR ONE OF THE SCATTERING FACTORS, THE A@ FIELD
THEN SERVES TO DISTINGUISH AMONG ATOMS OFA GIVEN ATOMIC SPECIES.
NOTE WELL,,,, ONE MUST EXERCISE GREAT CARE TO ALWAYS PUNCH THESE DESIGNA-
TION_ _XACTLY THE SAME WAY WITH RESPECT TO BOTH CHARACTERS AND SPACES.
NOTE THAT THIS LINK SERVES ALL THE STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATING
PROGkAMS, THESE PROGRAMS CAN NOT LOAD ATOMIC COORDINATES, THEY CANp HOwEVERw
SELECT NAMED ATOMS OR CLASSES OF ATOMS FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE PREPARED BY
=LOADAT=,
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MODIFICATION OF THE BINARY DATA FILE
mm.--m._..mm_t.--.--m_Dnm_--i_--.mm.mmm
THIS PkOGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY J,M,STEWART, THE PURPOSE OF THIS LINK
OF ThE X-RAY SYSTEM IS TO PROVIDE A MECHANISM FOR MAKING INSERTIONs AND
REPLACEMENTS OF QUANTITIES IN THE BINARY DATA FILE, A _tQUANTITYtt MIGHT
BE THE PHASE OF SELECTED REFLECTIONSp NEW VALUES OF THE STANDARD DEVIATI()N OF
UNIT CELL PARAMETERS OR ANY OTHER QUANTITIES STORED IN THE DATA FILE, THE
INPUT DECK PERMITS REPLACEMENT OR ADDITION ON THREE BASESp ONE THROUGH THE
USE OF tMODFIL, CARDSp ONE BY MEANS OF tMODREFt CARDS AND ONE WHICH PRODtjCES
F RELATIVES OF CONTROLLED ERROR, THIS IS DONE BY REPLACING EVERY RELATIVE
STRUCTURE FACTOR WITH THE CURRENT VALUE OF CALCULATED STRUCTURE FACTOR
MULTIPLIED BY AN ARBITRARY SCALE AND MODIFIED TO HAVE A STIPULATED AMOUNT OF
tRANDOMt ERROR,
THE t_ODFIL' CARD GIVES THE USER THE DIRECT ABILITY TO SPECIFY AND
REPLACE ANY WORD OF ANY PHYSICAL RECORD OF ANY LOGICAL RECORD IN HIS BINARY
DATA FILE.
THE tMODREF t CARD PERMITS THE USER TO REPLACE ANY SPECIFIED QUANTITY
FOR ANY SPECIFIED REFLECTION IN THE BINARY DATA FILE,
THE REPLACEMENT OF F RELATIVE IS CARRIED OUT WHEN IT IS SIGNALED IN THE
tMODIFYt CARD, THIS FUNCTION IS PROVIDED FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND TEST CALC{jLA-
TIONS TO PROVIDE CONTROLLED DATA OF KNOWN RANDOM ERROR,
THE MAIN RESTRICTIONS IN THE USE OF THIS PROGRAM ARE- I. THE tMoDFIL,
AND ,MODREF t CARDS MUST COME IN EXACTLY THE SAME ORDER AS THE DATA COMES IN THE
FILE (SEE 1,DATRDN OR THE COMMENTS IN PROGRAM :NUON: FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE
BINAKY DATA FILE) 2. ,MODFILt CARDS WHICH CALL TO MODIFY THE REFLECTION RECORD
CAN NOT BE USED AT THE SAME TIME AS 'MODREF t CARDS - ALL tMODFIL t CARDS _UST
COME BEFORE ANY IMODREF' CARD.
EACH CARD FOR MODIFICATION PROVIDES FOR THE INPUT OF TWO QUANTITIESw
ONE FIXED POINTp THE OTHER FLOATING POINT, IF THE FIXED POINT QUANTITY IS
ZERO THE FLOATING POINT QUANTITY IS STOREDp IF BOTH ARE ZEROp ZERO IS STORED,
IN NLITHER CASE IS THE MODE CHANGED, IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT ONE TAKE CARE IN
USING THIS LINK SINCE NO RESTRICTION IS PLACED ON THE QUANTITIES WHICH MAY BE
REPLACED AND ThIS COULD LEAD TO VERY STRANGE ERRORS IN SUBSEQUENT RUNS FROM
THE MODIFIED DATA FILE,
PROBABLY THE MOST COMMON WAY IN WHICH THIS PROGRAM WILL BE USED IS TO
PLACE PHASES IN THE DATA FILE FOR REFLECTIONS DETERMINED BY THE SYMBOLIC
ADDITION PROCEEDURE OF KARLE AND KARLE, IN THIS CASE A tMODIFYt CARD WITH
THE cOMPOUND IDENTITY IS PREPARED, THEN A BUNDLE OF tMODREFt CARDS EACH aITH Hp
KpLp THE WORD CATALOG NUMBER AND A PHASE ANGLE IN CYCLES PUNCHED IN THEM,
THESE MUST BE SORTED IN EXACTLY THE SAME ORDER AS THE ORGINAL DATA REDUCTION
REFLECTIONS - ONLY THOSE REFLECTIONS TO BE MODIFIED NEED BE PRESENT, TH;
CATALOG NUMBER INDICATES THE RELATIVE POSITION IN EACH REFLECTION RECORD WHERE
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THE ESTIMATED PHASE bELONGS. IN THE FLOATING POINT FIELD OF EACH CARD ONE
PLACES A ZERO FOR PHASES OF ZERO_ A 0,5 FOR PHASES OF PI RADIANS, THUS THE
PHASE ANGLE ALPHA IS INSERTED IN UNITS OF CYCLES BETWEEN -0,9999 AND +0o9999,
FINALLY THE DECK IS CONCLUDED WITH AN END CARD,
IF ONE WISHES TO REPLACE MORE THAN ONE QUANTITY FOR THE SAME RECORD
OR REFLECTION APPROPRIATE tMODFILt AND tMODREFt CARDS ARE PLACED RIGHT NFXT
TO OiwE ANOTHER WITH THE VARIOUS WORD DESIGNATIONS SET PROPERLY, IT SHOULD BE
NOTED THAT HKL CARDS OF DATA REDUCTION ALSO ALLOW FOR THE STORING OF PHASE
INFORMATION,
IT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS THAT THIS PROGRAM IS INTENDED ONLY FOR LIMITED
AND SPECIAL MOUIFICATION OF THE BINARY DATA FILE, WHEN EXTENSIVE CHANGES
NEED TO UE MADE =DATRDN=p =LOADAT:, ETC, ARE DESIGNED FOR THESE PURPOSES,
1.ORFLS- 1 b_
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=ORFLS= BUSING-MARTIN-LEVY
FULL-MATRIX LEAST-SQUARES PROGRAM
THE FORTRAN CODING OF THE FULL-MATRIX LEAST-SQUARES PROGRAM BY
W.R.BUSINGp K.O.MARTINp AND H.A.LEVY (ORNL-TM-305p OAK RIDGE NATIONAL
LABORATORY) HAS BEEN EXTENSIVELY MODIFIED TO CONFORM WITH THE X-RAY
SYSTEM BY d.M.STEWART AND F.A.KUNDELL. REFERENCE TO THE OAK RIDGE REPORT
WILL BE FOUND TO BE HELPFUL,
THE SYSTEM VERSION OF THIS PROGRAM RETAINS ONLY THOSE PARTS CONNECTED
wITH FINDING DERIVATIVESp AND DETERMINING THE SHIFTS IN ATOMIC PARAMETERs.
NONE OF THE DATA CARDS OF THE ORIGINAL PROGRAM ARE USED BY THE SYSTEM
VERSION. THE STRUcTuRE FACTOR SECTION USES SEVERAL OF THE FEATUREs OF THE
X-RAy SYSTEM. THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IS LIMITED ONLY BY THE NUMBER
OF REFLECTIONS THAT MAY BE STORED IN ONE BINARY DATA FILE.
PATCHING FOR SPECIAL POSITIONS MAY BE CARRIED OUT IN THE SAME WAY AS
DESCRIBED IN THE OAK RIDGE =ORFLS= WRITE-UP, THISw HOWEVERw WILL
NECESSITATE MAKING A SEPARATE SYSTEM FILE FOR EACH COMPOUND THAT
REQUIRES SPECIAL PATCHING, AN IMPORTANT CHANGE WITH RESPECT TO PATCHING
INVOLVES THE SUBROUTINES =TWPH=, =TRRX=p AND =TRRB=p WHOSE CALLING
SEQUENCES ARE NOW -
CALL XRYOW7(IMSYM,I,TJ,HJ,HHJ,IREJKT,ATOM(1))
WHERE IMSYM IS THE NUMBER OF THE CURRENT SYMMETRY
OPERATION IN PROCESS
IREJKT IF RETURNED = I CAUSES CQNTRIBUTIONS TO BE
MADE TO FC AND THE DERIVATIVESp WHILE IF = 2
CAUSES THE CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE I,TH ATOM
GENERATED BY THE IMSYNwTH GENERATION TO BE
LEFT oUT.
ATOM(I) IS THE BCD DESIGNATION OF THE ATOM BEING
PROCESSED.
CALL XRyO50(xYZpATOM,NA)
CALL XRYO51(BETA,ATOHpNA)
THE SYSTEM VERSION OF =ORFLS= PERMITS A NUMBER OF VARIABLES, PARAMETERS,
AND ATOMS IN THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT WHICH DEPENDS UPON THE STORAGE AVAILABLE
IN EACH MACHINE. THIS MUST BE SET AT EACH COMPUTER INSTALLATION AT THE
TIME THE PROGRAMS ARE COMPILED. DETAILS FOR THE SETTING OF THESE LIMITS
ARE GIVEN IN PROGRAM =XYOR=. FIXED ATOM CALCULATIONS ARE POSSIBLE SO THAT
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ANY _ESTRICTIONS MAY BE MITIGATED BY LARGE BLOCK REFINEMENT.
THE LIST OF CONTROL CARDS REQUIRED HAS BEEN REDUCED SINCE THE MAIN
CELL, ATOMIC PARAMETERS, AND REFLECTION INFORMATION IS READ FROM THE
SYSTEM BINARY DATA FILE =NFILEA= AND AN UPDATE FILE IS GENERATED AT THE
END OF THE SPECIFIED NUMBER OF CYCLES ON =NFILEB= FOR SUBSEQUENT USE.
THE BINARY DATA FILE HAS STORED IN IT ALL SCATTERING FACTOR, CELL.
SYMMETRY. REFLECTION. AND PREVIOUS ATOM PARAMETER INFORMATION.' =ONPR=
OF THE SYSTEM INITIALIZES THE PARAMETER REFINEMENT INDICATOR TO REFINE
ON F RELATIVE SCALE FACTORS. X, Y. Z. AND THE TEMPERATURE FACTORS OF
ALL ATOMS IN THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT. ,NOREF. AND ,REF. CARDS MAY BE USED
TO CHAhGETHESE INDICATORS AS DESIRED, THE ATOM PARAMETERS ARE LOADED
_Y =LOADAT= AND =ORFLS= PERMITS THE SELECTION OF ANy SPECIFIED ATOMS OR
ALL ATOMS FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE,
SubROUTINES =TWFN= AND =TWWT= HAVE BEEN ADDED TO THE ORIGNAL PROGRAM.
=TWFN= IS ANALOGOUS TO =FBFN= OF THE FOURIER PROGRAM IN THAT IT UTILIZES
THE SYMMETRY INFORMATION OF =RDGN= OF DATA REDUCTION TO MAKE POSSIBLE
THE 6EhERATION OF EQUIVALENT REFLECTIONS BY MEANS OF COMPUTED =GO TO=,S.
THUS THE FOURIER CODES SERVE FOR STRUCTURE FACTOR AND DERIVATIVE CALCU-
LATIONS. =TWIT= CAUSES THE LATEST RESULTANT PARAMETERS AND THEIR STANDARD
_EVIATIOi_S TO bE WRITTEN IN THE OUTPUT BINARY DATA FILE =NFILEB= TO SERVE
AS Ii_PbT TO SUBSEQUENT CYCLES. IF ONE CHOOSES, 'ATOM' AND 'Bid' CARDS
MAY dL PUNCHED AT THE END OF EACH CYCLE AS INSURANCE AGAINST MATRIx
SINGULARITIES OR NON-POSITIVE DEFINITE TEMPERATURE FACTORS, IN THE EVENT
OF SUCH SINGULARITIES THE MATRIX IS DUMPED.FOR INSPECTION.
!, h_BER OF CYCLES (MAXIMUM 9 PER 'ORFLS' CARD), NOTE THAT AN R
((SUM DELTA F)/(SUM FO) FOR OBSERVED REFLECTION} GREATER THAN 0,60
wILL CAUSE ONLy ONE CYCLE TO BE CALCULATED, AN INCREASE IN R OF
O,OW WILL CAUSE CALCULATION TO TERMINATE AT THE END OF THE CYCLE
IN WHIC_ ThE INCREASE OCCURS, OF COURSE REFINEMENT CAN BE FORCED
BY MORE 'ORFLS' CARDS,
2, _IIHER INDIVIDUAL ANISOTROPIC OR ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS OR
ANT _IXTURE OF THE TWO FORMS MAY BE REFINED, ALL REFERENCE
lO AN OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR HAS BEEN REMOVED, THE
PROGRAM IS CODED TO CONVERT IN EITHER DIRECTION OR FROM MIXEb
MODE IF PREVIOUS CALCULATIONS WERE DONE ON THE SYSTEM FC PROGRAM,
1HE CONVERSION FROA ANISOTROPIC TO ISOTROPIC IS ACCOMPLISHED BY
AVERAGING Bll, B22p AND B53, NOTE THAT THE PRELIMINARY OF
LISTING PARAMETERS REFERS TO B,S NOT BETA,S THUS ALLOWING MOHE
DIRECT IhTERCOMPARISON OF ISOTROPIC AND ANISOTROPIC VALUES.
3, _EFINEMENT MAY BE BASED ON F OR F_*2,
W. F RELATIVE SCALE FACTORS MAY BE LOADED FROM CARDS OR SPECIFIED TO BE
lAdEN FROM THE SCALE OR RESCALE STORAGE OF THE BINARY DATA FILE
(SEE I.FC}. SCALE FACTORS USED ARE SCALE FACTORS THAT APPLY TO F-
RELATIVE SO THAT DURING EXECUTION OF THE LEAST-S@UARES REFINEMENT
THE RECIPROCALS ARE COMPUTED, ALL OUTPUT HOWEVER NOW REFERS TO
F-RELATIVE SCALE FACTORS,
I
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SCALE FACTOR REFINEMENT IS HANDLED IN TERMS OF TWO SELECTION MECHANISMS,
COLUMN 25 IN THE 'ORFLSt CARD SPECIFIES WHETHER SCALE OR RESCALE
FACTORS FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE ARE TO BE USED, 'SCALE t CARDS MaY
BE USED TO SUPERSEDE OR ALTER THE BAND AS USUAL, A tNOREF' CARD
WITH SCALE IN COLS B-12 CAUSES SCALE FACTOR REFINEMENT TO BE STOPPED,
5, EITHER THE WEIGHTS STORED ON =NFILEA= OR UNIT WEIGHT MAY BE
SPECIFIED,
6, THE PUNCHING OF ,SCALEr, ,ATOMtp tBtw AND ,Bid, (IF ANISTROPIC) CARDS
AT THE EhD OF EACH CYCLE MAY BE SPECIFIED, REMEMBER THAT IN THIS
CASE THESE CARD IMAGES WILL APPEAR ON =NFILEC=.
IN ADDITION TO PUNCHING INTERMEDIATE RESULTS THIS SWITCH MAKES
POSSIBLE THE IGNORING OF NON POSITIVE DEFINITE TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS
OR ELSE THE SETTING BACK TO POSITIVE DEFINITENESS ANY WHICH GO BAD.
THE DIAGONAL TERM VALUES OF THE ESTIMATED ERROR ARE PUNCHED FOR X,
Y, AND Z IN THE 1ATOM, CARDS. THESE MAY THEN BE USED WITH =BONDLA=.
=BONDLA= OF CObRSE WILL USUALLY OBTAIN THESE QUANTITIES DIRECTLY
FROM THE BINARY DATA FILE.
7, ALL REFLECTION INFORMATIOh MAy BE LISTED DURING THE LAST CYCLE IF
DESIRED, IF THIS SIGNAL IS =TURNED ON= THE CORRELATION MATRIX
WILL BE LISTED AT THE END OF THE LAST CYCLE, THE CORRELATION
MATRIX IS LISTED IN A =FOLDED= FORMAT IN WHICH EACH ROW IS
NUMBERED WITH THE VARIABLE NUMBER AND STARTING FROM THE DIAGONAL
ELEMENT AND GOING ACROSS THE COLUMNS, CERTAIN OTHER LISTING
FEATURES OF THE PROGRAM HAVE BEEN CHANGED TO CONFORM WITH
THE SYSTEM (E,G,- TITLE HANDLING, PARAMETER LISTING, ETC,),
B, bURING EVERY CYCLE THOSE REFLECTIONS FOR WHICH THE WEIGHTED MAGNI-
TUDE OF bELTA-F IS GREATER THAN A SPECIFIED MAY BE LISTED, THIS
INDICATOR MAY ALSO BE USED TO CAUSE THE CORRELATION MATRIX TO BE
LISTED AT THE END OF EACH CYCLE,
9, ONE MAY SPECIFY THAT A =FIXED ATOM= CALCULATION IS DESIRED, THE
OPTIONS ARE THE SAME AS IN THE FC PROGRAM
(A] NO FIXED ATOM CONTRIBUTION,
(B) THE STORED VALUES FOR FIXED ATOMS AS ESTABLISHED BELOw IS TO
BE USED AS THE FIXED ATOM CONTRIBUTION,
(C} THE PREVIOUS FC'S (A AND B] ON THE BINARY DATA FILE =NFILEA=
ARE TO BE USED AND THEIR VALUES ESTABLISHED AS THE FUTURE
=FIXED ATOM= CONTRIBUTION FOR FUTURE FCtS,
IN O_OER TO FACILITATE THE USE OF tt.FIXED ATOMS t, A BRIEF OUTLINE oF THE
METHOD USED WILL BE FOUND USEFUL, THE VERY LIMITED NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
THAT FULL MATRIX LEAST SQUARES IS CAPABLE OF HANDLING MAKES THE USE OF
FIXED ATOMS A NECESSITY FOR MOST cOMPOUNDS, THE STRucTURE FACTOR PROGRA_
CAN BE UTILIZED TO CALCULATE STRUCTURE FACTORS FOR A PORTION OF THE ATOMS
IN THE ASSYMETRIC UNIT OF A GIVEN UNIT CELL, THESE ARE ATOMS WHOSE PARA-
METERS ARE NOT TO BE VARIED, THE RESULTING STRUCTURE FACTORS MAY THEN BE
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USED AS toFIXE_ ATOM, o CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STRUCTURE FACTORS CALCULATED
FOR 1HE wHOLE CELL_ OR THAT PORTION DETERMINED SO FAR IN THE STRUCTURE
ANALYSIS. THE STORAGE RESTRICTION ON THE FC PROGRAM IS SUCH THAT IT CAN
HANDLE MORE THAN 1000 ATOMS IN THE UNIT CELL SO THAT BY JUDICIOUS uSE OF
THE ATOM LIMITATION OF THE FULL MATRIX LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM A NUMBER
OF L_RGE BLOCK REFINEMENTS MAY BE CARRIED OUT. THIS PROCEDURE WILL RESULT
IN THE REFINEMENT oF THE WHOLE STRUCTURE. SOME ooOVERLAPo, OF PARAMETERs
MAY BE DESIREABLE. THE BINARY DATA FILE HAS QUANTITIES STOREDp AMONG
OTHERSp FOR EACH REFLECTION FOR A, Bp AND FIXED CONTRIBUTION TO A AND B
(WHERE A AND B REFER TO THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE STRUCTURE FACTOR).
QATA REDUCTION INITIALIZES ALL FOUR TO ZERO. AFTER AN FC CALCULATION A AND
B HAvE BEEN GIVEN A VALUE AND THIS IS WRITTEN ON =NFILEB=. THE FILE ON
UNIT =NFILEB= IS NOW SWITCHED TO BE A =NFILEA= AND THIS BINARY FILE
BECOMES INPUT INFORMATION FOR THE NEXT CALCULATION OF STRUCTURE FACTORS
[FOR LEAST SQUARES OR OTHER STRUCTURE FACTOR TYPE PROGRAMS). AT THIS
POINT THE STRUCTURE FACTOR TYPE PROGRAM IS KEYED TO ESTABLISH AND APPLY
THE PREVIOUS FC AS A FIXED ATOM CALCULATION. THIS RESULTS IN THE A AND
B ON THE NEW :hFILEA: BEING PLACED IN THE FIXED ATOM A AND B ON :NFILEB=
AND THE STRUCTURE FACTOR TYPE PROGRAM USING THESE VALUES INSTEAD oF ZEROS
TO STAkT THE STRUCTURE FACTOR SUMMATIONS, THE =NFILEB= AT THE END OF THE
RUN THEN HAS A SET OF FIXED ATOM CONTRIBUTIONS STORED UPON IT AND MAY BE
USED AS AN =NFILEA= IN SUBSEQUENT RUNS AND CODED EITHER TO USE PREVIOUS FC
TO ESTABLISH AND APPLY AS FIXED ATOM CONTRIBUTION OR SIMPLY TO APPLY THE
FIXED ATOM CONTRIBUTION NOW ESTABLISHED, NOTE THAT IN THE FIRST CASE CAS-
CADING OCCURS AND IN THE SECOND THE SET ALREADY ESTABLISHED IS CONTINUED
AS THE FIXED ATOM SET, LARGE TIME SAVINGS MAY RESULT FROM THE USE OF THE
FIXED ATOM FACILITYp ESPECIALLY IN THE CASE OF FULL MATIRX LEAST SQUARES
REFIi_EMENT OF A FEW PARAMETERS OF A SMALL PORTION OF A LARGE NUMBER OF ATOMS
iN A UNIT CELL.
10, THE OPTION OF REFINING NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR DATA IS LOST,
11. IF A PARAMETER DAMPING OR ENHANCING FACTOR IS SPECIFIED AS A FLOATINn
POINT NUMBER ALL PARAMETER SHIFTS WILL BE MULTIPLIED BY IT. THE
FACTOR CAN NoT BE ZERO OR NEGATIVE.
12, A REJECTION RATIO (RR) MAY BE SPECIFIED TO ESTABLISH A CUT OFF FOR LISTING
kEFLECTIONS WHOSE WEIGHTED DELTA-F IS LARGER THAN RR,
lSo A LIMIT MAY BE SPECIFIED FOR THE WEIGHTED DELTA-FoS SUCH THAT ANY DEI.TA-F
HIGHER THAN THIS LIMIT WILL BE REJECTED FROM CONSIDERATION DURING THE
LEAST SQUARES CYCLE IN WHICH IT OCCURS,
14. THE NEED FOR PATCHING MAy BE SIGNALED.
THE PATCHING OF ORFLS FOR ATOMS IN SPECIAL POSITIONS REQUIRES
CAREFUL CONSIDERATION. IN THE X-RAY SYSTEM VERSION TWO WAYS MAY BE
uSED TO hANDLE THIS PESKY DETAIL, ONE IS TO FOLLOW THE BUSING-LEVy
METHOD AS DESCRIBED IN THE OAK RIDGE REPORTS, THE OTHER IS TO USE THE
ADDED TESTING FACILITIES OF THE =SYSTEM= TO THROW OUT REDUNDANT ATOMS,
IN EITHER CASE GREAT CARE MUST BE EXERCISED, THE ORDER OF THE SYMMETRY
OPERATIONSp THE ATONSp AND THEIR RELATIVE =SPECIAL= POSITIONo THE
POSSIBILITIES OF INDIVIDUAL ATOM SCALINGp ALL NEED TO BE CONSIDERED,
THE STRUCTURE FACTOR LINK (FC) AND THE ATOM PARAMETER LOADING LINK
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(LOADAT)WILL CALCULATE FOR ALL SPACE 6ROUPS AND IDENTIFY THE TYPE OF
SPECIAL POSITION OF EACH ATOM, THIS MAY BE VERY HELPFUL IN PLANNIN6
A PATCH FOR ORFLS,
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LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT OF LATTICE PARAMETERS
THE PROGRA_ FOR THE LEAST SOUARES REFINEMENT OF LATTICE PARAMETERS WAS
,RITTEN BY RICHARD A, ALDEN, IT WAS ADAPTED TO THE =SYSTEMS= AND SLIGHTLy
MODIFIED BY HEt_MAN L. AMMON AND F. MAUER.
IHE REFINEMENT IS ACCOMPLISHED BY MINIMIZATION OF THE QUANTITY =R=.
O = ARCSIN(((SIN THETA CALC)**2),=O.5) - THETA OBS.
R = SUM OVER J OBSERVAIIONS OF (D(J)/SIGMA(2 THETA))**2
iwECESSARY DATA FOR THE REFINEMENT CONSISTS OF THE RADIATION WAVELENGTH
USEDp LATTICE 1YPEp CRUDE LATTICE PARAMETERSp TWO THETA VALUES FOR SEVERAL
REFLLCTIONS (AT LEAST TEN SHOULD BE USED} AND THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS. IT IS
RECOM_EN_ED THAT AXIAL REFLECTIONS BE AVOIDED. THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE
USED ONLY TO WEIGHT THE SEVERAL TWO THETAtS. =PARAM= WILL SET ALL UNSPEci-
FIED STANDARD DEVIATIONS TO 0.01, A CASE IN WHICH ALL TWO THETA,S HAVE E_UAL
_EIGHT. IF SIN (THETA} IS GRLATER THAN 1.0 FOR ANY REFLECTIONP IT wILL BE
OMITTED FROM ThE REFINEMENT.
TH[ HEFINEMENT WILL STOP _HEN ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE CONDITIONS IS
MET -
1, FIVE CYCLES HAVE BEEN CALCULATED
2, NO CHANGE IN A LATTICE DIMENSION CALCULATED DURING THE LAST CYCLE WAS
GREATER THAN .O00S ANGSTROMS
_, NO CHANGE IN A LATTICE ANGLE CALCULATED DURING THE LAST CYCLE WAS
GREATER THAN ,005 DEGREES
OUTPUT FOR EACH cYCLE CONSISTS OF OLD AND NEW PARAMETERSw PARAMETER
CHANGESp ESTIMATED PARAMETER STANDARD DEVIATIONSp THE ERROR OF FIT AND C()RRE-
LATIuN COEFFICIENTS, FOLLOWING THE LAST CYCLEp A SUMMARY OF INPUT IWO THETAtSt
CALCULATED FROM THE NEW LATTICE PARAMETERS AND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE
TWO VALUES IS _IVEN, A RAPID SCAN OF THE ttDIFFERENCE_t COLUMN WILL SERVE TO
SPOT ANY UNUSUALLY ItBADtt OBSERVEDTWO THETAtS AND IS WELL WORTH _HE MINUTE
REQUIRED TO DO SO.
_UATIONS FOR SOP_E OF THE QUANTITIES CALCULATED ARE -
ERROR OF FIT = E : (N-K)**-O.5 SUM D(K)/SIGMA(2 THETA)
ESTIMATED STANUARD DEVIATION = S - (M**-I)E N=NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
K=NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
CORRELATIONS
M=MATRIX OF NORMAL
COEFFICIENT = C(N_M) =
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EQUATIONS ADJUSTED
M(N,M)**-I/((M(N)**-I(M(M)**-I})**O,5
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AN ALGORITHM FOR FINDING A SET OF PHASES DIRECTLY FROM
SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS (CENTROSYMMETRIC CASE)
[HIS PROGRAM WAS wRITTEN BY R,V, CHASTAIN,
ALL SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS OF THE E'S ABOVE AN ARBITRARY VALUE (USUALLY
E IS GREATER THAN oR EQUAL TO 1.5 DEPENDING ON COMPUTER SPEED AND TIME) ARE
GENERATED. THESE ARE REFERRED TO AS SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS OF THE FIRST KIND
AND EXPRESS ThEM
SE(H)SE(K)SE(L) = PI(j), P(J) (FIRST KIND)
WHERE J IS THE RELATIONSHIP CATALOG NUMBER. H, K, AND L ARE CATALOG NUMBERS
OF THE E,S, SE(H) IS THE SIGN OF E(H)p PI IS THE SYMMETRY SIGN (E,G, FOR
P ONE BAR ALL PI(J) ARE (+), AND P(J) IS PROBABILITy THAT THE J-TH RELATIONSHIP
IS VALID,
SIGMA T_O RELATIONSHIPS OF THE SECOND KIND ARE NEXT FORMED AS PRODUCTS
BETWEEN RELATIONSHIPS OF THE FIRST KIND WHICH HAVE A COMMON SIGN FACTOR, WE
EXPRESS THESE AS
SE(H)SE(K)SE(L)SE(Ht)SE(Kt)SL(L t) = PI(I)PI(K), P(I) OR P(K) WHICHEVER IS
CUAI,
WHICH REDUCES TO
SE(H)SE(K)SE(Ht)SE(K t) = PI(J), P(J) (SECOND KIND)
IN OHUER TO MAINTAIN A HIGH CONFIDENCE LEVEL WITH THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE
SECOND KIND. E(L) IN THE ABOVE EXPRESSION IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE A VALUE EQUAL
TO OR GREATER THAN SOME ARBITRARY LEVEL, (NOTE 1) THE COMBINED SET OR
RELATIONSHIPS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND KIND IS REFERRED TO AS THE EXTENDE_} SET
OF SIGMA T_O RELATIONSHIPS.
E(I) TO E(M), IN DECREASING VALUE OF E, ARE DEFINED AS ,,GENERATORStt. THAT
IS. THEIR PHASES WILL BE SOLVED FOR DIRECTLY. E(M+I) TO E(N) ARE _EFERRED TO
AS TNE ttGENERATEDtt BECAUSE THEIR PHASES WILL BE GENERATED IN TER_.S OF thE
PHASES OF THE ,,GENERATORS,t. THE EXTENDED SET OF RELATIONSHIPS IS NOW
LIMITEb TO THOSE RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVING OMLY THE GENERATORS AND HAVING p-d
GREATEK THAN SOME ARBITRARY VALUE. FOR OPTIMIZATION. THE LIMITED SUBSET OF
RELATIONSHIPS IS SORTED IN TNE ORDER OF DECREASING P(d).
THE LIMITED _UBSET OF SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS IS NOW SOLVED (BY ASSUMING
THAT EVERY RELATIONSHIP IN THE LIMITED SUBSET IS CORRECT) FOR THE SIGNS oF THE
GENERATORS IN TERMS OF THE SymMETRY SIGNS TO GIVE THE SET OF RELATIONSHIPS.
(NOTE _)
I
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SE(H) = O(H) H = lp@p3,..o, M
THE FUNCTION O(H) IS A PRODUCT OF PI,S FROM THE EQUATIONS USED IN THE INvER-
SION, AND THE ARBITRARY PHASES PERMITTED BY THE SPACE GROUP, THIS SET OF SIGNS
FOR THE GENERATORS MAY BE A GOOD FIRST APPROXIMATION TO THE CORRECT SET oF
PHASES.
(NOTE 3)
NOT ONLY DOES THE PRODUCT OF PItS IN O(H) SERVE TO DEFINE THE SIGN OF E(H),
IT ALSO SHOWS EACH PI UPON WHICH THE SIGN OF E(H) IS DEPENDENT, FOR THIs
REASON O(H) IS REFERRED TO AS THE PEDIGREE OF SE(H), THROUGH THE SET OF THE
M O,S IT IS POSSIBLE TO FIND ALL SEtS WHICH ARE EFFECTED BY A CHANGE IN ANY
GIVEN PI,
THE INVERSION PROCESS REQUIRED ONLY M RELATIONSHIPS OF THE COMPLETE LIMITED
SUBSET OF SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS. THE REMAINDER OF THE RELATIONSHIPS CAN
BE USED TO CHECK THE REASONABLENESS OF THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION. SOME N{IMBER
OF THE RELATIONSHIPS MAY BE FOUND DISCREPANTp THAT IS
SE(H)SE(K)SE(L) NOT EQUAL TO PI(d) OR SE(H)SE(K)SE(Ht)SE(K t) NOT E_UAL To PI(J)
wHILE THE OTHER RELATIONSHIPS WILL BE FOUND ACCORDANT, THAT IS
SE(H)SE(K)SE(L) = PI(J) OR SE(H)SE(K)SE(H')SE(K I) = PI(J)
THE PROGRAM IS DESI6NED TO MODIFY THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO REDUCE THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF DISCREPANT RELATIONSHIPS, TO ACCOMPLISH THIS, A SECOND KIND OF PEDI-
GREE IS INTRODUCED - THE PEDIGREE OF A RELATIONSHIP, THE ELEMENTS OF THIS PED-
iGREE ARE FOUND AS THE RESULTANT FACTORS GIVEN BY THE PRODUCTS OF THE SYMMETRY
SIGN AND THE PEDIGREE OF THE SEtS INVOLVED IN THE RELATIONSHIPS, THAT IS
O(H)O(K)O(L)PI(J) OR O(H)O(K)O(Ht)O(Kt)PI(J)
THE PEoIGREE OF THE RELATIONSHIP SHOWS EACH PI WHICH WILL INFLUENCE WHET_ER
THIS RELATIONSHIP IS ACCORDArwT OR DISCREPANT,
[HE ALGORIIHM USED FOR MODIFYING THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION EMPLOYS TWO
COUNTS FOR EACH OF THE Pits INVOLVED IN THE INVERSION PROCESS, ONE COUNTp
D(J), IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES PI(d) APPEARS IN PEDIGREES OF DISCREPANT RELATION-
SHIPs, THE OTHER COUNT, A(J), IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES PI(J) APPEARS IN THE
PEDIGREES OF AECOROANT RELATIONSHIPS, WHEN THE COUNTING IS COMPLEIED FOR THE
LIMIIED SUBSET OF SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPSp THE DISCREPANCY DIFFERENCES,
DELTA(Q), ARE FORMED,
DELTA(d) = D(J) - A(_)
THE LIST OF DELTA'S IS SCANNED FOR THE LARGEST POSITIVE DELTA(J)p AND THE PI(d)
ASSOCIATED WITH IT IS ESTABLISHED AS THE VILLAIN, (NOTE _)
AT THIS POINT EACH SE WHICH CONTAINS THE VILLAIN PI(J) IN ITS PEDIGREE IS
CHAN_ED TO PRODUCE A NEW APPROXIMATION TO THE PHASES THA_ WILL YIELD FEWER
DISCREPANCIES, THE PROCESS CAN BE CARRIED OUT REPEATEDLY BY SUBSTITUTING THE
NEW APPROXIMATION OF THE PHASES INTO THE LIMITED SET OF SIGMA TWO RELATIhNSHIPS
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UNIT6 NO POSITIVE DELTA,S REMAIN. THE SET OF PHASES WHICH GIVES NO POSITIVE
OELTAtS IS ACCEPTED AS A SOLUTION FOR A SET OF GENERATOR PHASES,
TO DETERMINE THE VALUES OF THE ',GENERATEDtt PHASES THE SIGMA IWO RELATION-
SHIPS ARE LIMITED TO THE SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS OF THE FIRST KIND WHICH
CONTAIN TWO GENERATOR PHASES AND ONE GENERATED PHASE. IF SE(L) IS THE PHASE
TO BE bENERATED AND SE(H) AND SE(K) ARE KNOWN GENERATOR PHASES, THEN THE
REARRANGED RELATIONSHIP
SE(L) = PI(J)SE(H)SE(K)
SERVES TO DEFINE THE PHASES SE(L). SINCE ANY PARTICULAR SE(L) MAy BE
QEIERMINED MANY TIMES, SOMETIMES RESULTING IN CONFLICTING PHASE VALUES, THE
CURRENT CODE SIMPLY uSES THE PHASE VALUE GIVEN MOST FREQUENTLY, AND LEAVES
EQUAL BUT OPPGSITE AS UNDETER_,INEo.
NOTES
NOTE 1. THIS MINIMUPl E VALUE IS USUALLY THE VALUE OF THE SMALLEST E TO HAVE
ITS PHASE GENERATED,
NOTE _. SOMETIMES IT IS FOUND THAT NOT ALL SE CAN BE SOLVED FOR UNIQUELy.
THIS IS USUALLY REMEDIED BY EITHER LOWERING THE ESTABLISHED CONFIDENCE
LEVELS OR REDUCING THE NUMBER PHASES TO BE USED AS GENERATORS,
SOMETIMES IT IS EXPEDIENT MERELY TO WITHDRAW THE FEW TROUBLESOME
SEtS FROM THE LINE OF GENERATORS,
NOTE 3. THIS IS BECAUSE MOST RELATIONSHIPS INVOLVING SIGNS OF LARGE EtS AND
HAVING hIGH PROBABILITIES ARE EXPRESSING THE t'TRUTH I*,
NOTE #, EXCEP1 FOR THE ACCORDANT SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS THAT BY COINCInENCE
ARE DEPENDENT ON AN EVEN NUMBER OF INCORRECT PI,St ALL RELATIONSHIPS
DEPENDING ON A VILLAIN PI WILL BE DISCREPANT AND NO ACCORDANT RELA-
TIONSHIPS WILL BE DEPENDENT ON A VILLAIN PI. WITH GOOD DATA ANn BY
ESTABLISHING A SUFFICIENTLY HIGH CONFIDENCE LEVEL FOR THE RELATION -
SHIPS USED, A(J) IN GENERAL WILL BE MUCH SMALLER THAN D(J) FOR A
VILLAIN.
ALSO, A CONDITION COULD EXIST IN WHICH TWO OR MORE DELTA,S COULD BE
THE LARGEST NON-NEGATIVE DISCREPANCY DIFFERENCES. THIS CONDITION CAN
USUALLY BE REMOVED BY RAISING THE CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF THE RELATION-
SHIPS USED,
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PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF R VALUES
THIS LINK WAS WRITTEN BY WILLIAM KEEFE IN COLLABORATION WITH J,M.
STEWART,
THIS LINK IS DESIGNED TO EXPLORE ON SEVERAL BASES THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN
CALCULATED AND OBSERVED STRUCTURE FACTORS, IT IS DESIGNED TO SEPARATE THE
REFLECTION DATA INT0 A NUMBER OF GROUPINGS - SOME AS STANDARD FEATURES OF THE
PROGRAMp THE REST AS sPECIFIED BY THE USER. THE STANDARD CLASSIFICATIONS ARE--
HOOp 0k0p 00Lp HKO, HOLp 0KLt HKL (ALL INDICES NON ZERO}t THE LEVEL SCALE
GROUPSp AND UP TO 15 USER SPECIFIED CATEGORIES, THESE CATEGORIES MAY SPECIFY
CLASSES OF REFLECTIONSp RANGES OF SIN THETA OVER LAMBDAp RANGES OF F OBSFRVEDp
OR RANGES OF INTENSITY. THE OUTPUT IS THEN IN THE FORM OF COUNTS oF THE
VARIOUS TYPES OF REFLECTION Ih EACH CATEGORYp AND A NUMBER OF R VALUES, THESE
ttRtt VALUES TAKE THE FOLLOWING FORM.,,,
. THE tCONVENTIONAL t Rp THAT IS THE SUM OF DELTA F OVER THE SUb, OF F
OBSERVED FOR THE OBSERVED REFLECTIONS, (DELTA F IS F0-FC)
. AN R VALbE FOR THE ttLESS-THANS tt DELTA F IS SET EQUAL TO ZERO FOR THOSE
REFLECTIONS FOR WHICH IT IS MINUS,
THE SQUAHE ROOT OF THE RATIO OF THE SUM OF THE LEAST SQUARES WEIGHTED
_ELTA F SQbAREb OVER THE SUM OF THE WEIGHTED FtS OBSERVED SGUARED,
W, THE- tCONVENTIOhAL t R INCLUDING REFLECTION MULTIPLICITY,
5, THE tCONVENTIOhAL t R INCLUDING CORRECTION FOR DISPERSION,
,
THE SLOPE OF LN(F0/FC) VERSUS SIN THETA OVER LAMBDA ALL SGUARED, THIS
IS A TEST OF TEMPERATURE FACTOR FIT,
,
THE RESCALE FACTOR RATIO WHICH IS THE SUM OF F CALCULATED OVER THE SUM OF
F OBSERVED,
ONE MA_ SELECT UP TO 15 CATEGORIES PER RUN BY MEANS OF ,CATEGO, cARDS.
THESE CARDS ALLOW FOR A 12 CHARACTER NAME FOR THE CATEGORY WHICH IS TO BE
SUPPLIED BY THE USER FOR THE OUTPUT.LISTING. A tMATCH t TEST FOR HP Kp AND OR
L IS ESTABLISHED IF ANY OR ALL OF THESE FIELDS IS LEFT BLANK THEN ALL REFLEC-
TIONS ARE TESTED FURTHER, IF HOWEVER A NUMBER IS PUNCHED THEN ONLy REFLECTIONS
WITH THE VALUE(S) PUNCHED WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE CATEGORY, FOR EXAMPLE, IF
ONE PUNCHES I IN THE H FIELD THEN THE CATEGORY APPLIES ONLY TO IKL REFLECTIONS.
NEXT ONE MAY SPECIFY IF THE CATEGORY IS TO BE BASED ON AN ADDITIVE COMBIiwATION
OF THE MILLER INDICES HAVING A SPECIFIED VALUE, FOR EXAMPLE ONE PUNCHES A W TO
INDICATE THE CATEGORY IS BASED ON H+K AND A 2 TO INDICATE THAT H+K MUST _E
EVEN, THE FINAL ALTERNATIVES FOR CATEGORIES ARE BASED uPON RANGES OF VALUES
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FOR THREE POSSIBLE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC @UANTITIES - SIN THETA/LAMBDA, INTENsITYp
OR F OBSERVED.
THESE POSSIBILITIES SHOULD PERMIT THE EVALUATION OF STRUCTuREs WITH
VERY SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF REFLECTIONS,
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THE UPDATE PROGRAM
_lmmD_----m--m.m_mm
THE =UPDATE= PROGRAM ENABLES ONE TO (1) MAKE SPECIFIC 'CHANGES ON THE
SYMBOLIC TAPE, (2) PRINT A SPECIFIC ROUTINE (OR THE ENTIRE SYSTEM), (5) pUNCH
A SPLCIFIC ROUTINE (OR THE ENTIRE SYSTEM)p (_} END OF FILE THE TAPE BEFOHE
A SPECIFIC SUBROUTINE OR BEFORE ALL SUBROUTINESp AND (5) COPY THE SYMBOLIC
TAPE. IT WAS _RITTEN BY F,A. KUNDELL IN COLLABORATION WITH J,M, STEWART.
wHEN ERRORS ARE FOUND IN THE X-RAY SYSTEM CORRECTIONS WILL BE SENT OUT
IN THE FORM OF AN UP_ATE DECK OR LISTING, THE UPDATE PROGRAM RELIES ON THE
CARD _UM_ER A_D LABEL WHICH MAY BE CHANGED AT EACH UPDATIN6, CONSEQUENTLY,
THE USER MUST BE VERY CAREFULLY WHEN AN UPDATE IS TO BE CARRIED OUT, ALL
CORRECTIONS MUST BE MADE IF SUBSEQUENT CORRECTIONS ARE TO HAVE MEANING, THIS
IS BECAUSE WITH EACH UPDATE THE SEQUENCE NUMBERS OF THE DECK WILL BE REASSIGNED
DURING THE UPDATE PROCESS, CORRECTIONS WILL REFER TO THE SEQUENCE NUMBERS OF
THE MOST RECENT RUN, FURTHERMORE, THE CORRECTIONS MuST BE MADE IN THE ORDER
IN WHICH THEY ARE MAILED,
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SIFTING ROUTINE
THE =USIFT= PROGRA_ IS THE SIFTING ROUTINE OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM.
WRITTEN BY F.A. KUNDELL IN COLLABORATION WITH d.M. STEWART.
IT WAS
THE ROUTINE wILL CORRECT ALL CARDS WHICH FULFILL THE STATED REQUIRE-
MENTS. THERE ARE THREE TYPES OF CORRECTIONS POSSIBLE (ALTERATIONS, DELETION,
AND INSERTION}, ALTERATION IS ACCOMPLISHED BY MEANS OF THE eSETCHK t CARD
WHICH ENABLES ONE TO CHANGE A WORD OR SYMBOL THROUGHOUT THE DECK. THUS THE
tSETCHKt CARD CAN BE USED TO CHANGE THE REREAD STATEMENT (READ (NCDBUFp$}pLIST)
wHICH IS USED ON MOST MACHINES TO THE CDC DECODE STATEMENT (DECODE (NCDBuF,$),
LIST) wHERE $ REPRESENTS THE FORMAT NUMBER.
_ELETION IS ACCOMPLISF_ED BY THE tSKIPt CARD. THUS ALL CARDS WITH A
SPECIFIED SIGNAL NMEMONIC OR CHARACTER WILL BE SKIPPED, IF ALL REWINDS ARE TO
dE DELETED THEN THE SKIP CARD WOULD BE USED,
INSERTION IS ACCOMPLISHED WITH THE tADDt CARD. THIS IS PARTICULARLy
USEFUL IN INSERTING NEW CONTROLL CARDS IN THE SYSTEM PROGRAM DECKS.
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TABLEOF CONTENTS PART II
I m i m I Ii_I II Io
THE WRITE-UP OF EACH PROGRAM LINK IS GIVEN IN TWO PARTS, IHE FIRST
IS DESCRIPTIVE THE SECOND IS A CARD ORDER SUMMARYp FILE HANDLING SUMMARY AND
CARD FORMAT DESCRIPTION, IN EACH CASE THE WRITE-UP APPEARS ALPHABETICALLY BY
PROGRAM CARD CALLING MNEMONIC,
BLOKLS
BONDLA
DATCO3
DATFIX
DAIRDN
DIA@LS
DIFOPP
DIFSET
DUMCOP
FC
FOURR
GENERL
LOADAT
MOuIFY
ORFL5
PARAM
PHASE
ATOMIC PARAMETER REFINEMENT BY BLOCK LEAST SQUARES.
DETERMINATION OF CONTACT AND BOND DISTANCES AND ANGLES WITH
ESTIMATED ERRORS,
TREATMENT OF CARD CONTROLLED XRD-6 OUTPUT,
PRELIMINARY DATA SCALING CALCULATION OF GUASINORMALIZED STRUCTURE
FACTORS (E) AND ESTIMATION OF OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR,
PREPARATION OF BINARY DATA FILE AND PRELIMINARY TREATMENT OF DATA
AND SYMMETRY,
ATOMIC PARAMETER REFINEMENT BY DIAGONAL LEAST SQUARES.
PROCESS DIFFRACTOkETER OUTPUT DATA,
GENERATE SETTINGS FOR GATHERING DATA ON A AUTOMATED DIFFRACToMETER.
DUMP OR cOPY THE BINARY DATA FILE,
STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION,
FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS TO GIVE PATTERSONp VECTORp ELECTRON
DENSITYp DIFFERENCE OR E MAPS,
GENERAL SYSTEM OPERATION CARD DESCRIPTION
LOAD ATOMIC PARAMETERS INTO THE BINARY DATA FILE,
BINARY DATA EDITING ANDGENERATION OF PSEUDO DATA,
ATOMIC PARAMETER REFINEMENT BY FULL MATRIX LEAST SQUARES,
LEAST SQUARES REFINEMENT OF CELL PARAMETER FROM TWO THETA DATA,
SEARCH OF SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS FOR A SET OF POSSIBLE PHASFS,
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Corrections to the Update 'write-up'
Cards being inserted into the system via the 'UPDATE' program
must have the correct deck name in columns 73-76 or be blank. If
a different deck name is found, this name will be retained and the
numbering reinitiated.
A one in column 50 of either the print or punch control card
will also end of file the tape ** before the designaled subroutine.
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RLIST
SIGMA2
UPDATE
USIFT
WRITEU
APENDX-I
APENDX-2
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LIST R VALUES FOR VARIOUS ZONES AND OTHER REFLECTIONS CLASSES,
GENERATION OF SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS,
UPDATE SYMBOLIC PROGRAMS ON TAPE,
COI_VERT SYMBOLIC bECKS OF THE SYSTEM FROM ONE FORTRAN TO ANOTHER,
FORM WRITE-UP FROh_ PUNCHED CARDS,
COhTRIBUTORS TO THE SYSTEM,
DESCRIPTION OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM BINARY DATA FILE,
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A, CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =BLOKLS= PROGRAM
BLOKLS
=SCALE
=ATOM
_REF
tNOREF
_DAMP
END
CALLING CARD FOR BLOCK-DIAGONAL-LEAST-SQUARES
SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA
ATOM SELECTION CARD
TURN ON REFINEMENT OF SPECIFIED PARAMETERS
SHUT OFF REFINEMENT OF SPECIFIED PARAMETERS
SPECIAL DAMPING LIMITS FOR SHIFTS
END CARD
= THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL,
NOTE I - THIS PROGRAM DOES NOT TREAT THE OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR,
NOTE 2 - IF NO ATOM CARDS ARE PRESENT ALL THE ATOMS IN THE BINARY FILE ARE
USED, IF ANY ATOMS ARE SPECIFIED BY CARDS ONLY THOSE SPECIFIED ON THE
CARDS ARE SELECTED FROM THE BINARY FILE, IF THERE ARE TOO MANY ATOMS
IN THE FILE FOR THE STORAGE CAPACITYp SELECTION CARDS WILL BE
EXPECTED,
NOTE 3 - IF ALL REFINEMENT RESTRICTION CARDS ARE LEFT OUT REFINEMENT
WILL BE ON ALL POSITIONAL AND TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS,
HOWEVERp NO SCATTERING FACTORS OR POPULATION FACTORS WILL BE
SET TO REFINE,
*==== HEADS =hFILEA= AND W_ITES =NFILEB= _=_==
_F THE PROGRAM IS SET TO PUNCH CARDS (COLS 32-3_ OF =BLOKLS= CARD) THE PROGRAM
WRITES THESE IMAGES ON =NFILEC=p THE PUNCH FILE,
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B. CARD FORMATS FOR =BLOKLS= PROGRAM
m__--ill.ilim lmmtmmm- mllml..m m mlllm
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A. THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2,GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIHED BY THE
USER,
BLOKLS - CALLING CARb FOR BLOCK-DIAGONAL-LEAST-SQUARES PROGRAM,
FORMAT (A2,AW.ZX.A4,A2,1113P3F4.3pI3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUI_CHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b BLOKLS
7 BLANK
8-!3 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-Ib NUMBER OF CYCLES TO BE CALC. (NC)
I?-19 (I)/(2)/(3} FOR (ISOTROPIC)/(ANISOTROPIC)/(MIXED} PROGRAM CONVEHTS IF
REQUIRED. AVERAGE DIAGONAL ELEMENT USED IN ANISOTROPIC CONVERSION.
NO CONVERSION MADE UNLESS SPECIFIED BY A =REF= CARD IN MIXED MODE.
(ITF)
20-22 (BLANK)/(1) FOR REFINEMENT BASED ON (F)/(F**2} (IFSQ}
23-2b (BLANK)/(1) FOR USE (SCALE)/(RESCALE) FACTORS FROM TAPE (IRESc}
26-2_ (BLANK}/(1) FOR (DO)/(DO NOT) HALT IF CONVENTIONAL R INCREASES By 0.1
IN ANy CYCLE.
29-31 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (WEIGHTS FROM TAPE)/(ALL WEIGHTS EQUAL 1.0} (IW)
32-34 (BLANK)/(I}/(2)/(3) FOR (NO CARDS)/(PUNCH CARDS)/(PUNCH CARDS AN{_
IGNORE NON PosITIVE DEFINITE TEST)/(SET BACK THE T.F. WHICh GO
NON-POS-_EF) (IT}
35-37 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO NOT)/(DO} LIST THE REFLECT. INFO. DURING LAST
CYCLE (ILIST)
38-4U BLANK= DO NOT LIST. I = LIST THE REFLECT. FOR WHICH WEIGHTED DELTA-F
IS GREATER THAN RR (IREJ) 2 : LIST REJECTED REFLECT. AND ALSO THE
CORRELATION MATRIX FOE EACH CYCLE
41-43 (BLANK}/(1)/(2} FOR (NO)/(USE)/(USE PREVIOUS FC) FIXED ATOm CONTRIB.
lIP}
44-46 (BLANK)/(I} FOR (X-RAY)/(NEUTRON) (INEU)
47-bU DAMPING OR ENHANCING FACTOR FOR PARAMETER SHIFTS (BLANK OR 0.0 = 1.0)
51-54 RR TO CONTROL LIST (BLANK = 2.0)
55-bB REJECT F_OM CONSIDERATION IN SHIFTS REFLECTIONS WHOSE WEIGHTED DELTA-F
IS LARGER. (BLANK = 10,,8}
59-01 (BLANK)/(1) (NO)/(SPECIAL) SYMMETRY PATCH REQUIRED.
62-72 BLANK
SCALL - SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA.
FORMAT (A2pA4pFIO.4,14pFIO.4pI2p3FIO.4)
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 SCALE
6 BLANK
7-1b SCALE FACTOR TO APPLY TO F REL.
17-20 GROUP IDENTIFICATION (1-6_)
21-72 BLANK
ATOM - ATOM SELECTION CARD,
FORMAT (A=pA_pIXpA_wA2)
COLS
5-7
8-13
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
ATOM
BLANK
ATOM hAME - CONSISTS OF TWO PARTS, THE FIRST FOUR COLUMNS MUST BE THE
ATOM-TYPE NAME (SEE FORMFX), THE REST MUST BE IDENTIFICAIION OF THE
PARTICbLAR ATOM OF THE SPECIFIED TYPE, IF THE SECOND FIELD IS LEFT
BLANK ALL ATOMS OF THE SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE SPECIFIED WILL BE LOADED.
1_-7_ BLANK
REF OR NOREF - SET PARAMETER REFINEMENT IF IT IS TO BE DIFFERENT THAN THAT
ALREADY SET IN THE DATA FILE,
FORMAT (A2pAWplX,AWfA2p13A3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-5 REF OR NOREF
6-7 BLANK
8-11 SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE (EXACTLY AS SHOWN IN FORMFX CARDS},
12-13 ATOM I_ENTITY FOR THIS SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE,
(NOTE .... IF 12-13 IS BLANK CARDS APPLY TO ALL ATOMS OF NAMED TYPE,
IF 8-11 I5 BLANK CARD APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS.}
(IF =SCALE= IS PUNCHED IN 8-12 THEN COMMAND APPLIES TO F-RELATIVE SCALE
FACTOR REFINEMENT)
IW-Ib. EACH FIELD MAy CONTAIN BLANKS OR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LEFT JUSTIFIED
SYMBOLS, Xw Yp Z, Bp Bll, B22t B33P B12w B13, B23p Mp SP b (M IS THE
POPULATION PARAMETER, S THE NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR AND _ THE
UISPERSION CORRECTION} IF ALL FIELDS ARE LEFT BLANK ALL QUANTITIES
ARE ACTED UPON, IF ANY FIELD IS PUNCHED ONLY THE PARAMETERS NAMED ARE
ACTED UPON.
17-19, 20-22, 23-25, 26-28p 29-31p 32-3_w 35-37p 38-_0p _1-_3t _-_6p _7-_9,
50-52 (SYMBOL FROM ABOVE LIST}
53-72 bLANK
DAMP - DAMP PARAMETER SHIFTS ABOVE A GIVEN LEVEL.
FORMAT (A2pA_plX,13FS.3}
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ DAMP
5-7 BLANK
8-12 MAXIMUM X SHIFT IN ANGSTROM UNITS
13-17 MAXIMUM Y SHIFT IN ANGSTROM UNITS
1B-22 MAXIMUM Z SHIFT IN ANGSTROM UNITS
23-27 MAXIMUM B SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
28-32 MAXIMUM B11 SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
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33-37 MAXIMUM BEE SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
38-W2 MAXIMUM B33 SHIFT IN UNITs OF B
W3-W7 MAXIMUM BI2 SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
48-52 MAXIMUM BI3 SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
53-57 MAXIMUM B23 SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
58-62 POPULATION PARAMETER SHIFT
63-6_ F-RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR SHIFT
68-72 NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR SHIFT
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (A@pAW)
COLS
1-3
_-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
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CARD ORDER SbMMARY FOR =bONDLA= PROGRAM
dONDLA
=CELL
=CELLSD
*LATICE
*SY_iTRY
=ATOM
=dOhD
_ANGLE
EN_
PROGRAM CALLING CARD,
CELL DIMENSION,
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF CELL PARAMETERS.
LATTICE TYPE,
SYKMETRY OPERAIlON,
ATOM PARAMETERS.
PRODUCE A SPECIFIC BOND DISTANCE,
PRODUCE A SPECIFIC BOND ANGLE,
END CARD
= THESE CARUS ARE OPTIONAL
====READS =NFILEA= Ai_D WRITES =NFILEB= UNLESS SIGNALED IN ,BONDLA, CARD 1HAT
wHOLE CALCULATION IS FROM CARDS ONLY,====
!
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B, CARD FORMATS FoR =BONDLA= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A. THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.6ENERLsB) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER,
BONDLA - CALLING CARD,
FORMAT (A2tAW,IXA4,A2PIXIIt3FIO,3)
COLS
1-0
7
8-13
i4
15
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
BONDLA
BLANK
cOMPOUND IDENTIFICATZGN CODE
BLANK
(BLANK)/(I) (ALL)/(SOME) INFORMATION FROM CARDS( I,E, (hOi/(YES)
BINARY DATA FILE REQUIRED
16-25 MAXIMUM CONTACT DISTANCE (BLANK = 2.50)
26-35 MAXIMbh BOND DISTANCE (BLANK = 1,80)
36-45 MINIMUM BOND DISTANCE (BLANK = 0,03)
CELL - CELL CONSTANT CARD,
FORMAT (A2_A4plX.A4PA2p3FS,3,3Fg,SpF7,0)
COLS SPECIFIEb P3NCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ CELL
5-7 BLANK
8-13 COMPObhD IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-21A CELL DIMENSION OR A* RECIPROCAL CELL DTMF_ISIO_;
22-29 B CELL DIMENSION OR B* RECTDROCAL C_LL DIMENSION
30-3? C CELL DIMENSION OR C* RECIPROCAL CELL DIMENSION
3B-_6 COS ALPHA oR ALPHA IN DEGREES OR COS ALPHA* OR ALPHA* IN DEGREES
47-55 COS BETA OR BETA IN DEGREES OR COS BETA* OR BETA* IN DEGREES
56-64 COS GAMMA OR GAMMA IN DEGREES OR COS GAMMA* OR GAMMA* IN DEGREES
65-71F(O,OpO)
NOTE,., _UANTITIES MUST BE EITHER ALL IN DIRECT SPACE OR ALL IN
RECIPROCAL SPACE,
CELLSD - STANDARb DEVIATION OF UNIT CELL PARAMETERS,
FORMAT (A2pA4plX.A4pA2.3FB,3p3F9*5)
COLS
l-b
7
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
CELLSD
BLANK
2oBONDLA-B2 8_
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6-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
IW-21 STANDARD DEVIATION IN A CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
22-29 STANDARD DEVIATION IN B CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
30-37 STANDARD DEVIATION IN C CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
38-_b STANDARD DEVIATION IN CoS ALPHA CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
W7-55 STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS BETA CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
56-bW STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS GAMMA CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
LATICE - CENTRIClTY IDENTIFICATION CARD.
FORMAT (A2pAW,2X,AIp2X,AI)
COLS SPECIFIED PUI_CHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-o LATICE :LATTICE: SPELLING ALSO ACCEPTED
7-d BLANK
9 C = CENTRIC CELLp A = ACENTRIC CELL,
IO-Zl BLANK
12 DESIGNATION OF LATTICE TYPE PpApBpCpRpIpF
BE PUNCHED,
13-72 BLANK
ONE OF THE FOREGOING MUST
SYMT_y - SYMMETRY OPERATION CARD.
FORMAT (12(A2,A4))
COLS
1-o
7-72
SPECIFIED PUI_CHIN_ OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
SYMTRy
GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITION. THE SYMMETRY OF THE SPACE GROUP IS
INDICAIEU BY sUPPLYInG THE SET OF GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITIOI_S. FACH
EQUIVALENT PosITION IS SPECIFIED ON A SEPARATE SYMTRy CARD. A SI_PLE
RULE IS THAT ANY GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITION IN THE INTERNATIONAL
IABLES MAY BE WRITTEN VERBATIM WITH THE FOLLOWING CONVENTIONS.
(I) F INUS sIGNS PRECEDE THE NEGATIVE QUANTITY, E.G. -X FOR X-BAR
(2) FRACTIONS ARE _RITTEN WITH THE SLASHp E.G. I/2 FOR ONE-HALFw
(3) BLANKS ARE IGNORED.
NOTE.. I/2-X OR -X+I/2 ARE BOTH ACCEPTABLE FORMATS.
NOTE... DO NOT PUNCH ANY OPERATIONS THROUGH THE CENTER IF SPACE GROUP
IS CODED CENT_IC ON LATICE CARD.
(SEE STAIE_ENT ON SYMFETRY IN 1.6ENERL)
ATOM - ATOM PARAMETER CARD.
FORMAT (A2pAW_IXtAWpA2,3FB.W,F6.3tFS.2p3FB.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 ATOM
5-7 BLANK
8-11 SCATTEkIkG FACTOR TYPE (EXACTLY AS ON FORMFX CARDS)
12-13 ATOM IDENTITy FOR GIVEN SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE
1_-21X FRACTIONAL COORDINATE, DECIMAL POINT MUST BE PUNCHED IN ORDER TO
SUPERSEDE FORMAT,
22-_9 Y
30-37 Z
3B-W3 INDIVIbUAL ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR. MAY BE ZEROS OR _LANK I_
APPLYING OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR OR IF A SEPARATE TEMPERATURE
I
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FACTOR CARD IS USEDp SINCE THIS WORD IS THEN IGNORED,
_-4B INDIVIDUAL ATOM SCALE FACTOR, MUST BE ZEROS OR BLANK TO BE IGNORED,
W9-Sb STANDARD DEVIATION IN X (REQUIRED ONLY IF REQUIRED BY PROGRAM BEING
USED,)
57-64 STANDARD DEVIATION Ii_ Y,
b5-72 STANDARD DEVIATION IN Z.
BOND - CALCULATE A SPECIFIED =BOND= DISTANCE.
FORMAT (A_A4t2(1XpA4pA2))
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-W BOND
5-7 BLANK
B-13 ATOM lu FOR FIRST ATO_.
14 BLANK
15-2U ATOM ID FOR BONDED ATOM,
21-72 uLANK
ANGLE - CALCULATE A SPECIFIED =BOND= ANGLE,
FORMAT (A2pA_p_(1XPAWpA2))
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b ANGLE
6-7 BLANK
8-_3 ATOM IV FOR FIRST BONDED ATOM
1W BLANK
15-2U ATOM ID FOR SECONu BOF:DED ATOM
21 _LANK
22-27 ATOM Ib uF THIRD BON_ED ATOM
28 BLANK
29-3_ ATOM I& OF FOURTH BONDED ATOM
35-7_ BLANK
NOTE - IF THE FIRST THREE FIELDS ARE SPECIFIED_ THE CENTRAL ATOM MUST BE
SECOND. IF FOUR FIELDS ARE SPECIFIEDt THE FIRST AND SECOND DEFINE ONE
LINEp ThE T_IIkD AND FOURTH THE SECOND AND ATOMS TWO AND THREE ARE
PRESUME; TO BE TOWARD IHE APEX OF THE ANGLE TO BE CALCULATED.
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (AkpAW)
COL5
1-3
4-76
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
|
Ao CARD ORDFH SUM_ARY FOR =DATC03= PROGRAM
am,
UATC03
w99999
CALLING CARD
MODEL XRD-6 OUTPUT CARD
DECK OF CARDS FROM XRD-6
ENU CARD
****MEADS CAR_S FROM ,NTINv
**_*WRITES CARDS ON ,NFILEC' OPTIONALLY
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_, CARD FORMATS FOR =DATC03= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERLiA, THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE DIZEN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER.
DATCO3 - PROGRAM CALLING CARD.
FORMAT (AkpAWpIXAWpA2pI2pWFIO.2p_XAI)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-o OATC03
8-1_ COMPOUMD IDENTIFICATION CODE
15 (BLANK)/(1)./(2) (DO NOT)/(HKL !NTENS!TY)/(X=RAY-63 F) PUtsCH CARDS ON
NFILEC
16-25 MULTIPLE OF INTENSITY STANDARD DEVIATIONS TO ESTABLISH THRESHOLD OF
OBSERVABILITy, IF ThE INTENSITY IS LESS THAN THIS FACTOR TIMES THE
STANDAHD DEVIATION IN THE INTENSITY THE REFLECTION WILL BE CODED A
,LESS-THAN, AND THE VALUE OF INTENSITY SET TO THIS FACTOR TIMES THE
STANDARD DEVIATION,
26-35 BACKGROUND COUNT TIME IN SECONDS (ONE SIDE ONLY - EXACTLY THE PRESET
TIME SET IN THE SCALER)
36-W5 SCALE FACTOR FOR INTENSITIES, MAY BE USEFUL AS A FILTER FACTOR,
W6-Sb MULTIPLE OF BACKGROUND STANDARD DEVIATION WHICH IS TO BE USED TO FLAG
REFLECTIONS WHERE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BACKGROUNDS IS GREATER THAN
THIS FACTOR TIMES THE STANDARD DEVIATION,
60 ANY CHARACTER DESIRED TO DELIMIT STANDARD REFLECTION ESTIMATED STANDARD
DEVIATION oN SUMMARY PLOT (USUALLY LEFT BLANK)
w999999999 - _ODEL DIFFRACTOhiETER OUTPUT CARD,
FORMAT (8bA1)
(SEE SECTION I.DATC03 FOR GENERAL DISCUSSION,)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-80 CHARACTERS EXACTLY AS ANTICIPATED FOR DIFFRACTOMETER OUTPUT CARDS
WHICH FOLLOW. USE 9 IN ANY COLUMN WHERE ANY NUMERIC PUNCH IS ACCEPT-
ISLE (I,E, ANGLE AND COUNT FIELDS) CARDS AS OUTPUT FROM THE XRDi_,
(REMEMBER THAT THERE IS A POSSIBILITY THAT THESE CARDS HAVE SOME
,'INVALIDI, COLUMNS, THAT IS COLUMNS IN WHICH THE PUNCHING IS StjCH
THAT THE CARD CAN NOT BE LOADED INTO THE MACHINE, IN THIS CASE TRY
TO GET THE OPERATOR TO SKIP THESE CARDS NOT REJECT THE WHOLE JOB.
DATC05 WILL SORT OUT WHAT REMAINS.)
END - END CARD,
I
0FORMAT (A2pA4)
COLS
1-3
4-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BB&NK
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All CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =DATFIX= PROGRAM
DATFIX
_EPSILON
CELCON
_BRANGE
_XRAhGE
_KIL)/K
EN_
PRObRAM CALLING CARD
ZONE wEIGHTING FACTORS
bNIT CELL CONTENTS (ONE PER ATOM TYPE)
SPECIFIES TEMPERATURE FACTOR RANGE
SPECIFIES (SINE THE_A/LAMBDA) EXPONENT RANGE
SPECIFIES GROUP SCALE FACTOR RATIO RANGE
EhD CAR_, SIGNALS END OF DATA AND INITIATES CALCULATION.
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL,
*=_** READS =NFILEA= AND wRITES :NFILEB= ,.,*,
2.DATFIX-B I 92
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B, CARD FORMAIS FOR :_ATFIX: PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A. THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIHED BY THE
USER,
DATFiX - CALLING CAR_ FOR DAIA MANIPULATION PROGRAM.
FORMAT (A_pA4,1X,AWpA2t212,F6.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-o DATFIX
7 BLANK
8-13 COMPObI_D IDENTIFICATION CODE
IW-Ib (0)/(I) FOR (DO NOT)/(DO) LIST E VALUES PLACED IN FILE
16-17 (0)/(I)/(2} FOR PLACE CALCULATED SCALE AND TEMPERATURE FACTOR _,ATA
IN (LOGICAL _ECORD ?)/(LOGICAL RECORD 16)/(BOTH}
18-23 MINIMUm, F RELATIVE TO BE INCLUDED IN E SCALING PROCESS (BLANK : ,j.O)
2W-72 uLANK
EPSILOh- ZONE _EIGHTS CARD.
FORMAT (A2PA4,1X,6F3.0)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING O_ FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-7 EPSILON
BD_O EPSILON FOR HO0 (BLAN_ = 1)
RATIO OF SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT REFLECTIONS FOR REFLECTION CLASS (E.G.
HOL A_SENT FOR L ODD IMPLIES 2 IN COLS 22)
11-13 OKO
I_-I_ OOL
17-19 OKL
20-22 HOL
23-2b HKO
26-72 BLANK
CELCON - CELL CONTENTS CARD.
FORMAT (A2pAW,1XpA_t2X,Fk. OwF?.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUI_CHIN6 OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-u CELCON
7 BLANK
6-11 ATOM TYPE (EXACTLY AS IN FORMFX CARDS)
12-13 BLANK
IW-17 NUMBER OF ATOMS OF SPECIFIED TYPE IN WHOLE UNIT CELL
18-24 ATOMIC WEIGHT OF THE SPECIES
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
25-72 BLANK
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BRANGE - SPECIFIES TEMPERATURE FACTOR RANGE,
FORMAT (A2pAW,I3_2F6,0)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b BRANGE
7-9 NUMBER OF VALUES OF B TO BE USED IN SEARCH FOR MINIMUM
THIS IS SET TO SIX,)
10-15 LOWER LIMIT OF B (BLANK IMPLIES ZERO)
16-21 INTERVAL IN B (BLANK IMPLIES 1,0)
22-72 BLANK
(IF BLANK
XRANGE - SPECIFIES SINE THETA/LAMBOA EXPONENT RANGE,
FORMAT (A2pA_,I3p2F6,0)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b XRANGE
7-9 NUMBER OF VALUES OF X TO BE USED IN SEARCH FOR MINIMUM
IMPLIES 1)
I0-15 LOWER LIMIT OF X (BLANK IMPLIES 2.0)
16-21 INTERVAL IN X (BLANK IMPLIES 0,25)
22-72 BLANK
(BLANK
K(I)/K - SPECIFIES GROUP SCALE FACTOR RATIO RANGE,
FORMAT (A2PA_p2F6,0)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b K(1)/K
7-12 MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE RATIO FOR AN ESTIMATED LEVEL SCALE FACTOR TO THE
OVERALL ESTIMATED SCALE FACTOR (BLANK = loop IoE NO VARIATION)
13-18 MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE RATIO FOR A LEVEL SCALE FACTOR TO THE OVERALL
SCALE FACTOR (BLANK = 1,0)
19-72 BLANK
NOTE,,, IF NO K(I)/K CARD IS SUPPLIEDp EACH LEVEL SCALE FACTOR IS SET
EQUAL TO OVERALL SCALE FACTOR,
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (A2,AW)
COLS
W-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
NOTE... IF NEITHER A BRANGE NOR XRANGE CARD IS SUPPLIED 6 VALUES OF B ARE
USED STARTING AT 0.0 IN INTERVALS OF 1,0, X IS SET EQUAL TO 2.0.
2,DATRDN-A1 9_
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A. CARD ORDER SbMMARY FOR :DATRDN: PROGRAM
DATRDN
*LABEL
CELL
*CELLSD
*MAXhKL
FOR_IFX
(OR)
FORMFN
LATICE
SYMTRY
PROGRAM CALLING CARD
FIL_ HEADING. FILE IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION OR ARSTRACT
(MAXIMUM OF 16 CARDS)
UNIT CELL PARAMETERS.
STANDARD DEVIATION OF UNIT CELL PARAMETERS
TO ESTABLISH LIMITS ON H. K. L. OR SIN THETA.
ATOF, IC SCATTERING FACTORS FOR X-RAYS. GROUPED BY ATOM TYPE
BY INCREASING (SIN THETA)/LAMBDA.
ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTORS FOR NEUTRONS.
SPECIFIES cENTROSYMMETRY AND LATTICE TYPE.
SYF_ETRY oPERATIONS FOR THE SPACE GROUP. UP TO 48 ALLOWED.
MUST hAVE AT LEAST ONE =SYMTRY= CARD (I.E. X.YpZ).
TEh_PLETON oISPERSIGN CORRECTION (ONE PER ATOM TYPE).
CONDITION CARD TO KEY CALCULATIONS.
F_OM THIS POINT O_wARD. THE CARD ORDER IS DETERminED BY THE DATA
UNDER CONSIDERATION (I.E. DEALERS CHOICE) AND CARDS WITH THE FOLLOWING
_ESI_hATIONS AkE PERMITTED,..
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
r
]
I
I
*FILIER
*Ao_URB
*GRID
SPECTROMETER FILTER CARD (MUST OCCUR BEFORE THE FIRST
REFLECTION REQUIRIKG IT).
BOND ABSORPTION CORRECTIONS (MUST BE GROUPED FOR EACH
DIFFERENT CRYSTAL).
ONE MAY SPECIFy A DESIRED GRID INTERVAL TO BE USED LATER
BY THE FOURIER PROGRAM. IF IT IS LEFT OUT THE DATA
RECUCIION PRO@RAM CALCULATES A SET OF INTERVALS BASED
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
.SCALE
*CONDIT
.FORMAT
.REFIN
.ENDOBS
2,DATRDN-A 2
UPON THE CELL DIMENSIONS.
SCALE CARD SUPPLIES ERRORp WEI6HTING, AND SCALING DATA.
CONDITIONS CARD SETS-UP CODES BASED ON CAMERA TYPE AND
CALCULATIONS TO BE PERFORMED.
ACTUAL FORMAT FOR UNUSUAL BCD REFLECTION INPUT
INSTRUCTION CARD FOR UNUSUAL REFLECTION INPUT
SIGNALS THAT REFLECTIONS WHICH FOLLOW ARE SYSTEMATICALLy
ABSENT. ONLY REGuIRED WHEN A SHARPENED ORIGIN-REMOVED
PATTERSON (VECTOR MAP) IS TO BE CALCULATED.
95
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IF REFLECTIONS AFTER =ENDOBS= CARD ARE IN A DIFFERENT FORMAT THAN
THE ONES PRECEDINGf THEN =CONDIT= AND/OR =FORMAT= CARDS WILL BE
NECESSARY.
_D_Ykl
,HKL
END
USE THE tREFINt CARD WITH CARE, THE SPECIAL REFLECTION DECK
SPECIFIED MUST FOLLOW NEXT AFTER THE tREFIN t CARD OR CONTROL
WILL BE LOST,
REFLECTION CARDS.
END CARD.
AFTER AN APPROPRIATE COMBINATION OF THESE CARDSp AN =END= CARD CAUSES
THE PROGRAM TO SUMMARIZE AND RETURN CONTROL TO THE MONITOR OR THE NEXT
PROGRAM SEGMENt.
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL.
THE FACT THAT THE VARIOUS CARDS CAN BE OPTIONALLY USED AT ANY TIME
PERMITS CHANGES IN SCALEp FILTER FACTORSp ABSORPTION CORRECTIONSp oR
EVEN CONDITIONS (EoG. WEISSENBERGp PRECESSIONp ETC,) DURING THE COURSE
OF THE PROCESSING oF REFLECTION CARDS,
*****
READS =NFILEA= IF REFLECTION DATA IS TO BE UPDATED FROM THE BINARY
FILE, *****
INITIATES OR EDITS A BINARY DATA FILE WHICH IS THEN WRITTEN ON
I
=NFILEB= ***=.
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
t
I
I
I
t
I
I
I
I
I
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B, CARD FORMATS FOR =DATRDN= PROGRAM
lm lelm-l- l I --lmlll l "-e llm. m I mm .l_l
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2,GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER,
DATRDN - CALLING CARD FOR DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM,
FORMAT (A2pA4pIX_A_pA2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 DATRDN
7 BLANK
8-13 SIX COLUMNS OF HOLLERITH PUNCHING OR BLANKS TO XDENTZFy COMPOUND.
THIS IDENTIFICATION IS CHECKED BY VARIOUS PROGRAMS FOR CONSISTANcYp
SO CHOOSE CAREFULLY AND REMEMBER YOUR CHOICE, TAKE GREAT CARE TO
LOCATE BLANKS IN THE SAME WAY EVERY SUCCEEDING TIME THE COMPOUND I,D,
IS PUNCHED,
1_ BLANK
15 (BLANK)/(1) (NO)/(YES) AN OLD DATA FILE ON NFILEA
16 BLANK
17 (BLANK)/(1) (DO)/(DO NOT) LIST REFLECTION INFORMATION
18 BLANK
19 (BLANK)/(1) (DO NOT)/(DO) EXPECT TO EDIT REFLECTIONS (FORCES THE
NEED FOR PREVIOUS DATA FILE ON NFILEA)
20-21 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SCALE GROUPS IF DIFFERENT THAN I (UP TO 6_ ALLOWED)
22-72 BLANK
LABEL - TAPE LABELING CARD, USED TO IDENTIFY BINARY TAPE,
FORMAT (A2pAq_IbA_)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 LABEL
6 BLANK
7-70 ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATION TO BE USED AS TAPE LABEL,
71-72 BLANK
CELL - CELL CONSTANT CARD,
FORMAT (A2PAWP1XpAWpA2t3F8,3t3F9,5pF?,O)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ CELL
5-7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1_-21 A CELL DIMENSION OR A_ RECIPROCAL CELL DIMENSION
2,DATRDN-B2 9_
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2@-@9 b CELL DIMENSION OR b, RECIPROCAL CELL DIMENSION
30-3? C CELL DIMENSION OR C, RECIPROCAL CELL DIMENSION
3d-_6 COS ALPHA oR ALPHA IN DEGREES OR COS ALPHA, OR ALPHA, IN GEGREES
_7-b5 COS BETA OR BETA IN DEGREES OR COS BETA* OR BETA, IN DEGREES
56-64 COS GA_,MA OR GAMMA IN DEGREES OR COS GAMMA, OR GAMMA. IN DEGREES
b5-71F(OpOtO)
NOTE... QUANTITIES MuST bE EITHER ALL IN DIRECT SPACE OR ALL IN
RECIPROCAL SPACE.
CELLSD - STANDARD DEVIATION OF UNIT CELL PARAMETERS.
FORMAT (A2fAqtlX,AWtA2_3FB.3,3F9.S)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b CELLSD
7 BLANK
_-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATIGN CODE
I_-21 STANDARD DEVIATION IN A CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
22-29 STANDARD DEVIATION IN B CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
30-37 STANDARD DEVIATION IN C CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
3B-_b STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS ALPHA CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
W7-Sb STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS BETA CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
56-6W STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS GAMMA CELL DIMENSION (ANGSTROMS)
MAXHKL - LIMITS FOR FOURIER SUMMATION,
FORMAT (A2pA4,TXt31WP2FB.4}
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b MAXHKL
?-I_ BLANK
IW-17 MAXIMUM H TO BE USED
1B-21 MAXIMUM K TO BE USED
22-25 MAXIMUM L TO BE USED
26-o3 MAXIMUM SIN(THETA)/LAkBDA. (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
3_-_I MINIMUM SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA. (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
W2-7_ BLANK
FORMFX - ATOMIC FORM FACTORS FOR X-RAYS.
FORMAT (A2,AW,1X,AWp2XpF7.5pF8.3p6(A2_AW)pAW)
COLS SPECIFIE_ PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ FORMFX
7 BLANK
6-1_ ONE TO FUUR CHARACTERS TO IDENTIFY THE ATOM-TYPE, TO AVOIL ERROFXS
LEFT JUSTIFICATION IS RECOMMENDED,
12-13 BLANK
1_-_0 SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA
21-2B ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTOR
@9-72 SOURCE REFERENCE CONTINUED FROM CARD TO CARD
FORMFN - ATOMIC FORM FACTORS FOR NEUTRONS.
FORMAT (A_wAWpIX,AWw2X,F_.3t8(A2pAW)pA1)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
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1-6 FORMF_
7 BLANK
8-11 ATOM TYPE NAME (SEE CoLS. 8-11 OF FORMFX)o
12-13 BLANK
1_-21 COHERENT ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTOR
22-72 SOURCE REFERENCE
LATICE - CENTRICITY IDENTIFICATION CARD,
FORMAT (A2pA_,2X,AIp2XpA1)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b LATICE =LATTICE= SPELLING ALSO ACCEPTED
7-8 BLANK
9 C = CENTRIC CELL_ A = ACENTRIC CELL,
10-11 BLANK
12 DESIGNATION OF LATTICE TYPE P_A,BwCpR,I,F
BE PUNCHED.
13-72 BLANK
ONE OF THE FOREGOING MUST
SYMTRY - SYMMETRY OPERATION CARD.
FORMAT (12(A2,AW))
COLS
1-0
7-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
SYMTRY
GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITION. THE SYMMETRY OF THE SPACE GROUP IS
INDICATED BY sUPPLYING THE SET OF GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITIONS, EACH
EQUIVALENT PosITION IS SPECIFIED ON A SEPARATE SYMTRy CARD, A SIMPLE
RULE IS THAT ANY GENERAL EQUIVALENT POSITION IN THE INTERNATIONAL
TABLES MAY BE WRITTEN VERBATIM WITH THE FOLLOWING CONVENTIONSf
(1) MINUS sIGNS PRECEDE THE NEGATIVE QUANTITYp EoG, -X FOR X-BAR
(2) FRACTIONS ARE WRITTEN WITH THE SLASHp E,G, 1/2 FOR ONE-HALFp
(3) BLANKS ARE IGNORED,
NOTE.. 1/2-X OR -X+l/2 ARE BOTH ACCEPTABLE FORMATS,
NOTE... DO NOT PUNCH ANY OPERATIONS THROUGH THE CENTER IF SPACE GROUP
IS CODED CENTRIC ON LATICE CARD.
(SEE STATEMENT ON SYMMETRy IN IoGENERL)
DISPER - TEMPLETON DISPERSION CORRECTION CARD,
FORMAT (A2pA4plX_AWp2Xp2FIO,3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 DISPER
7 BLANK
8-11 ATOM TYPE NAME (SEE COLS. 8-11 OF FORMFX),
12-_3 BLANK
1_-23 DELTA Fd PRIME
2_-33 DELT_ FJ DOUBLE PRIME
3_-72 BLANK
CONDIT - CONDITION CARD, SETS-UP cALCULATIONS CODES,
FORMAT (A2pA_plX_A_pA2p2F8,Sw8XtgI3tF8,5)
2•DATRDN-B W 100
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 CONDIT
7 BLANK
B-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1_-21 WAVELENGTH IN ANGSTRO_ UNITS
22-29 MAXIMUM VALUE OF SIN THETA FOR THE CONDITIONS OF OBSERVATION. THIS
IS THE ACCURATE VALUE OF SIN MU FOR THE PRECESSION METHOD.
30-37 BLANK
38-_0 (1)/(2) (X-RAY)/(NEUTRON) DIFFRACTOMETER DATA•
WI-W3 IILP SWITCHP VALUES FROM 1 TO 9•
IF I - POWDER SPECTROMETER
IF 2 - SPECTROMETER WITH EULERIN CRADLE GEOMETRY AND TWO THETA SCAN
IF 3 - EQUI-INCLINATION WEISSENBERG
IF W - PRECESSION
IF 5 - NORMAL BEAM
IF b - FLAT CONE
IF 7 - EQUAL CONE
IF 8 - OSCILLATION
IF 9 - DO NOT APPLY A I/LP CORRECTION
_-_6 (1)/(2) FoR (DO)/(DO NOT) TAKE SQUARE ROOT OF INTENSITY
_7-_9p 50-52p 53-55 REQUIRE MILLER INDICES OF THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE
BEAM AXIS AT ZERO DEGREES MU. FOR THE PRECESSION METHODp _ ABOVE.
FOR 3t5PGP7 OR B ABOVE THESE MUST BE THE GENERAL ROTATION AXIS DEFINED
BY UPVpWw WHERE UpVf AND W ARE INDICES OF THE ZONE AXIS PARALLEL TO THE
ROTATION AXIS. FOR EXAMPLEp CORRECTION FOR WEISSENBERG DATA FROM A
CRYSTAL MOUNTED TO ROTATE ABOUT THE B CELL AXIS USE 010.
FOR EXAMPLE IN THE PRECESSION METHOD FOR A MONOCLINIC CRYSTAL -
** * -- 010 PLANE
t tB t i , **
AXIS * **
(E.G• IF BEAM IS COMING ALONG ''B'' AXIS, THEN THIS PLANE IS ThE 010
PLANE)
56-58, 59-61, 62-6W REQUIRE THE MILLER INDICES OF THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE
SPINDLE AXIS. (NOT NEEDED FOR WEISSENBERG METHOD)
FOR EXAMPLE IN THE PRECESSION METHOD -
C, /
.I / A*
I /
I /
*****e*•*** /
* • • ,*
* .(-. .... 100 REFLECTION
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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--( )'- .... .....-, , • *
• ) • *
I
I
I BEAM
I **B** AXIS
(PARENTHESISES MEAN ROTATION)
PICK ONE OF THE HOL RECIPROCAL LATTICE POINTS ON THE HOST NEARLY
HORIZONTAL AXIS PASSING THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE FILM, (IN THIS CASE
THE lnO REFLECTION ON THE A* AXIS) THE HILLER INDICES OF THE PLANE
NORMAL TO A* ARE 100 - THE INDICES OF THAT POINT,
65-72 REQUIRE SIGMA, THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE MOST NEARLY HORIZONTAL AXIS (A*)
AND THE HORIZONTAL OF THE FILMp MEASURED IN A RIGHT HANDED SYSTEM
LOOKING ALONG THE X-RAY BEAN (FROM SOURCE TO CRYSTALp CLOCKWISE IS
POSITIVE)
CONDIT - CONDITION CARD FOR CHANGE OF DATA,
FORMAT (A2pA_,IX,AqpA2,2F8,5,8X,913,F8,5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b CONDIT
7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1_-7_ PUNCH ONLY THOSE APPLICABLE COLUMNS FOR WHICH THERE IS A CHANGE oF
DATA, LEAVE ALL OTHER COLUMNS BLANK UNLESS CAMERA TYPE CHANGES THEN
PUNCH iN FULL,
FILTER - FILTER CARD. FOR USE WITH SPECTROMETER DATA.
FORMAT (A2,A_,IX,I2,FIO.B)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b FILTER
7 BLANK
8-9 ID NUMBER OF FILTER (1 TO 99)
10-19 TRANS_ITTANCY OF FILTER
20-72 BLANK
ABSORB - ABSORPTION CORRECTION CARD. (REQUIRES ONE CARD FOR EACH ENTRY IN
TABLE, TOTAL = 19 CARDS)
FORMAT (A2pA_plX,IIpI_,F_.Op2X,FIO.3)
COLS
l-b
7
8
9-12
13-16 TYRTA,
101
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SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
ABSORB
BLANK
ABSORPTION TYPE, (I)/(2) FOR (NO CORRECTION)/(SPHERE OR CYLINDER)
(II) TYPE (1) IS USED TO CANCEL PREVIOUS TYPE CODES IF NO CORRECTIONS
ARE DESIRED FOR FOLLOWING SET OF DATA,
GROUP NUMBER OF DATA ALONG THE AXIS OF ROTATION=
THETAe OR UPSILON/2 (BUERGERS NOTATION), SEE
2,DATRDN-B b 102
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W,L.BOND IN INTERNATIONAL TABLESp VOL 2p PP 291-306. USE TABLE 5.3,58
FOR CYLINDER (P 295-298) AND TABLE 5,3.6B FOR SPHERE (P 302-305).
17-18 BLANK
19-28 ABSORPTION CORRECTION AS LISTED IN TABLE
29-72 BLANK
GRID - FOURIER GRID CARD,
FORMAT (A2PA_plXpAWpA2p31W)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-W GRID
5-7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1_-17 NUMBER OF GRID INTERVALS ALONG THE X AXIAL DIRECTION,
18-21 GRID INTERVALS ALONG Y AXIAL DIRECTION
22-25 GRID INTERVALS ALONG Z AXIAL DIRECTION
26-72 BLANK
SCALE - SCALE CARD FOR INTENSITY DATA,
FORMAT (A2pAW,FIO.q,IWwFIO.W,I2,5F5.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 SCALE
6 BLANK
7-1b SCALE FACTOR TO APPLY TO INPUT INTENSITY_ FRELt OR FREL**2
17-20 GROUP IDENTIFICATION (ONE NUMBER PER GROUP FROM 01 TO MAX OF 6_).
21-72 MAY BE BLANK OR AS FOLLOWS
21-5_ MINIMUM OBSERVED INTENSITY
_I-32 WEIGHT ROUTINE SWITCH (0 OR I)/(2)/(3) FOR (NO WEIGHTS}/(APPLY U. OF w.
WEIGHTING SCHEME)/(USE PATCH SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE WEIGHTS BY sPECIAL
PROGRAMMING)
U, OF W. SCHEME IS (_EIGHT = GI/MAXIF(SIGMApQ2,FREL+Q3tQW,FRELM+QS)
(REFER TO SECTION 1.DATRDN FOR DETAILED EXPLANATION OF NEXT FIVE
FIELDSp F5.3)
33-37 Q1
_8-_2 G2
_5-_7 Q5
_8-52 G_
55-57 G5
58-72 BLANK
FORMAT - DEFINES BCO REFLECTION DATA,
FORMAT (12(A2fAw))
COLS
l-b
7-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
FORMAT
THE FORMAT OF THE BCD REFLECTION DATAp AS IF A STANDARD FORTRAN cARD
(E.G.- =USUAL= FORMAT IS (A2pA4plXpAW_A2pWIWpFIO.2) WHICH IS SUPPLIED
IF NO CARD IS READ.)
REFIN - INSTRUCTION CARD FOR UNUSUAL REFLECTION INPUT,
FORMAT (A2wA_pI3t2ZGm313p1_(IXpA2))
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1-5 REFIN
6-9 BLANK
10-15 NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS TO SKIP BEFORE PROCESSING FIRST REFLECTION RECORD
16-21 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS TO PROCESS USIN6 INFORMATION FROM THE
LAST PRECEDIN6 =SCALE= CARD
22-2_ VALUE OF H FOR LAST REFLECTION TO BE PROCESSED USING INFORMATION FROM
LAST PRECEEDING =SCALE= CARD
25-37 VALUE OF K FOR LAST REFLECTION
28-30 VALUE OF L FOR LAST REFLECTION
NOTE - THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO TERMINATE USE OF INFORMATION FROM THE PRECE{)ING
=SCALE= CARD - THE NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS OR THE VALUES OF Hp Kw L FOR THE LAST
REFLECTION, EITHER MAY BE USED OR BOTH, IF BOTH ARE SPECIFIED THE FIRST TO
BE SATISFIED hILL TERMINATE TREATMENT OF THAT REFLECTION GROUP,
31-72 FOURTEEN FIELDS FOR SPECIFICATIONS OF REFLECTION DATA.
THIS SERVES TO SPECIFY THE ORDER AND MODE (WHETHER FIXED OR FLOATING) OF THE
ITEMS TO BE READ AS REFLECTION DATA, IT ALSO INDICATES WHICH WORDS OF A RECORD
ARE TO BE IGNORED, TREAT EACH FIELD AS REPRESENTING FROM I TO 9 WORDS IN
A REFLECTION RECORD,IF A WORD OR GROUP OF WORDS IS TO BE SKIPPEDp PUNCH =XB=
WHERE X IS AN _NTEGER FROM 1 TO 9 DEPENDIN6 ON HOW MANY CONSECUTIVE WORDS
ARE TO BE SKIPPED, IF X IS ZERO ONE WORD WILL BE SKIPPED.
IN FIELDS CORRESPONDING TO USEFUL INFORMATION PUNCH -
FH GR IH FOR FLOATING OR FIXED H
FK OR IK FOR FLOATING OR FIXED K
FL OR IL FOR FLOATING OR FIXED L
FR OR IR FOR FLOATING OR FIXED FUNCTION OF INTENSITY
FW OR IW FOR FLOATING OR FIXED WEIGHT OR STANDARD DEVIATION OF lHE INTENSITY
FD OR ID FOR FLOATING OR FIXED LESS-THAN INDICATOR
FI OR II FOR FLOATING OR FIXED LEVEL INDICATOR
THESE FIELDS MUST BE PUNCHED IN THE SAME ORDER AS THEY APPEAR IN YOUR
REFLECTION DATA RECORDS, A BLANK IN ANY OF THESE FIELDS CAUSES IMMEDIATE
TERMLNATION OF READING THIS CARD,
END08S - SIGNALS THAT FOLLOWING REFLECTIONS ARE SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT.
FORMAT (A2pA_)
COLS
1-6
7-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
ENDOBS
BLANK
HKL - STANDARD X-RAY SYSTE_ REFLECTION INPUT OR REFLECTION EDITING CARD,
FORMAT (A2PA_,IX.A_pA2,613,2F9.0pF5.0,F_o_pF_.3,I2,F5._pI3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 HKL
_-7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1_-1b H
17-19 K
20-22 L
23-_5 FUNCTION OF CARD SIGNAL
2,DATRDN-B 8 ZO_
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(0 OR BLANK)/(1)/(2)/(3) FOR (CAUSES THE HKL CARD TO BE A REFLECTION
INPUT CARD , ALSO USED FOR AN A-PRIORI START WHEN NO BINARY FILE
EXISTS,)/(SIGNALS THAT THE BINARY DATA FILE IS TO BE PROCESSED DoWN TO
THE REFLECTION SPECIFIED IN THE HKL CARD AND THEN ALL VALUES ON
THE CARD ARE TO REPLACE THE VALUES ON THE FILE,)/(PROCESS DOWN TO
SPECIFIED HKL IN DATA FILE AND DELETE THE REFLECTION FROM THE BINARY
FILE,)/(COPY THE BINARY DATA FILE DOWN TO AND INCLUDING THE
DESIGNATED Ht Kp AND L, THIS IS A POSITIONING FUNCTION,
26-28 REFLECTION TyPE
(1)/(2)/(_)/(_)/(5) FOR (OBSERVED)/(LESS-THAN)/(EXTINCT)/(TO BE
IGNORED)/(SYSTEMATICALLY EXTINCT)
29-31 DATA GROUP FOR SCALING PURPOSES
32-_0 REFLECTION INTENSITY
_0-_8 BACKGROUND INTENSITY
@9-52 STANDARD DEV IN INTENSITY
(MAY ALSO BE WEIGHT IF SIGNALED IN SCALE CARD)
52-55 PHASE IN CYCLES IF KNOWN
55-5b NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTOR
59-60 EPSILONt THE E WEIGHT
61-65 ABSORPTION CORRECTION
66-68 NUMBER OF TIMES INTENSITY WAS INDEPENDENTLY OBSERVED
NOTE.... IN EVERY CASE ONCE AN HKL CARD FUNCTION IS FULFILLED CONTROL RETURNS
TO THE CARD INPUT STREAM. AN END CARD CAUSES THE BINARY FILE TO BE
DRAINED OF REFLECTION DATA WHENEVER ANY EDITING IS BEING DONE,
IF AT ANY TIME DURING EDITING THE.BINARY FILE IS EXHAUSTED A FAULT IS
IS SIGNALED AND THE wHOLE RUN ABORTED AT THAT POINT,
THE ORDER OF H, K, AND L ON THE INPUT EDITING CARDS MUST BE EXACTLY
THE SAME AS THOSE IN THE BINARY DATA FILE,
IF THEY ARE NOT IN THE SAME ORDER A FAULT WILL OCCUR,
END - END CARD.
FORMAT (A2,A_)
COLS
1-3
W-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
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A, CAHD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =DIAGLS= PROGRAM
DIAGLS CALLING CARD FOR DIAGONAL LEAST-SQUARES
• SCALE SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA
• ATOM ATOM SELECTION CARD
• REF TURN ON REFINEMENT OF SPECIFIED PARAMETERS
=NOREF SHUT OFF REFINEMENT OF SPECIFIED PARAMETERS
• DAMP SPECIAL DAMPING LIMITS FOR SHIFTS
END END CARD
THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL,
NOTE Z . THIS PROGRAM DOES NOT TREAT THE OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR,
NOTE 2 - IF NO ATOM CARDS ARE PRESENT ALL THE ATOMS IN THE BINARY FILE ARE
USED, IF ANY ATOMS ARE SPECIFIED BY CARDS ONLY THOSE SPECIFIED ON THE
CARDS ARE SELECTED FROM THE BINARY FILE, IF THERE ARE TOO MANY ATOMS
IN T_E FILE FOR THE STORAGE CAPACITY, CARDS WILL BE EXPECTED,
NOTE 3 - IF ALL REFINEMENT RESTRICTION CARDS ARE LEFT OUT REFINEMENT
WILL BE ON ALL POSITIONAL AND TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS.
HOWEVERp NO SCATTERING FAcToRS OR POPULATION FACTORS WILL BE
SET TO REFINE,
• _=== READS =NFILEA= AND WRITES =NFILEB= $$_s=
IF THE PROGRA_ I5 SET TO PUNCH CARDS (COLS 32-3_ OF =DIAGLS= CARD} THE PROGRAM
WRITES THESE IMAGES ON =NFILEC=P THE PUNCH FILE,
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B, CARD FORMATS FOR -DIAGLS- PROGRAM
mille I llo I lllm lqBl_l m . 1 l_l I ,mlm I llmll
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,6ENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FOHMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2,GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER,
DIAGLS - CALLING CARD FOR DIAGONAL LEAST-SQUARES PROGRAM,
FORMAT (A2pAWpIXpAWpA2fllI3p3FW,3pI3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 DIAGLS
7 BLANK
8m13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
IW-16 NUMBER OF CYCLES TO BE CALC, (NC)
17-19 (I)/(2)/(3) FOR (ISOTROPIC)/(ANISOTROPIC)/(MIXED) PROGRAM CONVERTS IF
REQUIRED, AVERAGE DIAGONAL ELEMENT USED IN ANISOTROPIC CgNVERSIOi_,
NO CONVERSION MADE UNLESS SPECIFIED BY A =REF= CARD IN MIXED MODE,
(ITF)
20-22 (BLANK)/(1) FOR REFINEMENT BASED ON (F)/(F**2) (IFSQ)
23o25 (BLANK)/(I) FOR USE (SCALE)/(RESCALE) FACTORS FROM TAPE (IRESc)
2b-28 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO)/(DO NOT) HALT IF CONVENTIONAL R INCREASES By 0.1
IN ANy CYCLE.
29-31 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (WEIGHTS FROM TAPE)/(ALL WEIGHTS EQUAL 1.0) (IW)
32-34 (BLANK)/(1)/(2)/(3) FOR (NO CARDS)/(PUNCH CARDS)/(PUNCH CARDS ANI_
IGNORE NON PosITIVE DEFINITE TEST)/(SET BACK THE T.F. WHICH GO
NON-POS-DEF) (IT)
35-37 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO NOT)/(DO) LIST THE REFLECT, INFO, DURING LAST
CYCLE (ILIST)
38-40 BLANK= DO NOT LIST, 1 = LIST THE REFLECT, FOR WHICH WEIGHTED DELTA-F
IS GREATER THAN RR (IREJ) 2 = LIST REJECTED REFLECT. AND ALSO THE
CORRELATION MATRIX FOR EACH CYCLE.
_1-_3 (BLANK)/(1)/(2) FOR (NO)/(USE)/(USE PREVIOUS FC) FIXED AToM CONTRIB.
(IP)
WWmW6 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (X-RAY)/(NEUTRON) (INEU)
W7-50 DAMPING OR ENHANCING FACTOR FOR PARAMETER SHIFTS (BLANK OR 0,0 = 1,0)
51o5_ RR TO CONTROL LIST (BLANK = 2.0)
55-58 REJECT FROM CONSIDERATION IN SHIFTS REFLECTIONS WHOSE WEIGHTED DELTA-F
IS LARGER. (BLANK = 10,_8)
59-61 (BLANK)/(1) (NO)/(SPECIAL) SYMMETRY PATCH REQUIRED.
62-72 BLANK
SCALE m SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA,
FORMAT (A2tAWpFIO,WpIWpFIO,WpI2p3FIO,W)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 SCALE
b BLANK
7-1b SCALE FACTOR TO APPLY TO F REL,
17-20 GROUP IDENTIFICATION (1-6_)
21-72 BLANK
ATOM - ATOM SELECTION CARD.
FORMAT (A2pA_.IX.A_,A2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ ATOM
5-7 BLANK
8-11 SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE (EXACTLY AS ON FORMFX CARDS)
12-13 ATOM IbENTITY FOR GIVEN SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE
1_-72 BLANK
REF OR NOREF - SET PARAMETER REFINEMENT IF IT IS TO BE DIFFERENT THAN THAT
ALREADY SET IN THE DATA FILE,
FORMAT (A2tA_.lX,A_tA2,13A3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ REF OR NOREF
b-7 BLANK
6-11 SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE (EXACTLY AS SHOWN IN FORMFX CARDS),
12-Z_ ATOM IDENTITY FOR THIS SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE,
(NOTE,,,, IF Z2"13 IS BLANK CARDS APPLY TO ALL ATOMS OF NAMED TYPE,
IF 8-11 IS BLANK CARD APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS,)
(IF =SCALE: IS PUNCHED IN 8-12 THEN COMMAND APPLIES TO F-RELATIVF SCALE
FACTOR REFINEMENT)
1_-1b EACH FIELD MAY CONTAIN BLANKS OR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LEFT JUSTIFIED
SYMBOLS, Xp Y, Z, B, Bll, B22w B33, B12, B13, B23. M, S, D (M IS THE
POPULATION PARAMETERp S THE NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR AND D THE
DISPERSION CORRECTION) IF ALL FIELDS ARE LEFT BLANK ALL GUANTITIES
ARE ACTED UPON, IF ANY FIELD IS PUNCHED ONLY THE PARAMETERS NAMED ARE
ACTED UPON,
17-19p 20-22p 23-25, 26-28e 29-31e 32"3_p 35-37p 38-_0e _1-_3p _-_b, _7-_9,
50-52 (SYMBOL FROM ABOVE LIST)
53-72 BLANK
DAMP - DAMP PARAMETER SHIFTS ABOVE A GIVEN LEVEL,
FORMAT (A2.A_,IX,13FS.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ DAMP
5-7 BLANK
B-12 MAXIMUM X SHIFT IN ANGSTROM. UNITS
13-17 MAXIMUM Y SHIFT IN ANGSTROM UNITS
18-22 MAXIMUM Z SHIFT IN ANGSTROM UNITS
23-27 MAXIMUM B SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
28-32 MAXIMUM B11 SHIFT IN uNITS OF B
33-37 MAXIMUM B22 SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
38-W2 MAXIMUM B33 SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
43-W7 MAXIMUM BI2 SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
W8-5_ MAXIMUM B13 SHIFT IN UNITS OF B
53-b7 MAXIMUM B@3 SHIFT IN uNITS OF B
58-02 POPULATION PARAMETER SHIFT
b3-b7 F-RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR SHIFT
8B-72 NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR SHIFT
END - END CARD.
FORMAT (A2pA4)
COLS
£-3
W-72
SPECIFIED PU_CPING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
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A, CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =DIFOPP= PROGRAM
illmmlWllll_OollmlIOIllmlill_mmllmlllm
FOR FUNCTIONS OF THESE CARDS SEE SECTION B mI. CARD FORMATS FOR =DIFoPP=
DIFOPP
CELL
ORIENT
* ANGNX
* BAKSET/EQNCON
* BALFLT/FILTER
(SCAN AND SRCTAB)/(PEAK AND PTITAB)
* TEST
REFLEC
*$ SCALE
*$ TLRNCE
$(ROCARD AND DIFFRACTOHETER DATA CARDS AND BREAK) AND/OR (RDTAPE WITH
$ DIFFRACTOMETER DATA ON NFILEE)
END
CARDS ON ANY LINE MARKED WITH AN ASTERISK MAY BE OMITTED.
( ) CARDS ENCLOSED IN PARENTHESES MUST BE TREATED AS A GROUP.
A/B MEANS CARD A OR CARD B,
$ CARDS ON LINES MARKED WITH A DOLLAR SIGN NAY BE REPEATED AS A GROUP
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A5 MANY TXMES AS DESIRED ASp FOR EXAMPLEP IN READING MULTIPLE FILES
FROM NFILEE OR IN READING SEVERAL BATCHES OF CARDS WITH DIFFERENT SCALE
FACTORS AND/OR TOLERANCES,
• _READS NTIN
• _READS NFILEE
• _WRITES NTOUT
• _wRITES NFILEB
• _wRITES NFILEA
CARD INPUT
DIFFRACTOMETER OUTPUT ON MAGNETIC TAPE (OPTIONAL)
PRINTER oUTPUT
INPUT TO DATA REDUCTION
SETTINGS FOR REFLECTIONS THAT ARE TO BE REMEASURED
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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B, CARD FORMATS FoR =DIFOPP= PROGRAM
i m 1 i ! i1 ill" l .lmlleml ! 1.ml ee --ml _ll
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A. THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.6ENERLeB) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER.
DIFOPP - CALLING CARD FOR AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMETER OUTPUT PROCESSOR.
FORMAT (A2pA_,IX.A_,A2,7Xp2FIO.GwFIO.O)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b DIFOPP
7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE.
IW-20 BLANK
21-30 WAVELENGTH FOR ALPHA(I).
41-50 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SCALER COUNTS WITHOUT EXCEEDING LINEAR RANGE.
IF BLANKp 200,000 IS sUPPLIED.
CELL - CELL CONSTANT CARD.
FORMAT (A2pA_,IX.A_,A2,3F8.3,3F9.5)
COL$ SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ CELL
5=7 BLANK
8-13 SIX COLUMNS OF HOLLERITH PUNCHING OR BLANKS TO IDENTIFY COMPOUND.
THIS I_ENTIFICATION IS CHECKED BY VARIOUS PROGRAMS FOR CONSTANCY. SO
CHOOSE CAREFULLY AND REMEMBER YOUR CHOICE.
1_-21 A CELL DIMENSION
22-29 B CELL DIMENSION
30e37 C CELL DIMENSION
38-W6 COS ALPHA oR ALPHA
W7-55 COS BETA OR BETA
56"6_ COS 6AHMA OR GAMMA
65-71 BLANK
NOTE,.. MUST BE DIRECT CELL DIMENSIONS,
ORIENT - CRYSTAL ORIENTATION CARD.
FORMAT (A2,AW,IX,AW,A2,2X,TFS.3)
COLS
1e6
7
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
ORIENT
BLANK
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B-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE.
1_-15 BLANK
16-23 H INDEX (MAY BE FRACTIONAL) OF THE RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR LYII_G
ALONG THE POSITIVE DIRECTION OF THE PHI AXIS.
2_-31K INDEX AS ABOVE.
32-39 L INDEX AS ABOVE.
WO-W7 H INDEX (MAY BE FRACTIONAL} OF A RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR LYING IN THE
PHI = 0 DEGREES PLANE (THIS PLANE CONTAINS THE PHI AXIS),
_B'55 K INDEX AS ABOVE,
56-63 L INDEX AS ABOVE,
6_-71 CORRECTION TO BE APPLIED TO ALL CALCULATED PHItS TO OBTAIN TRUE pHItS,
THIS CORRECTION IS THE ANGLE (OF + OR - PHI) BETWEEN THE PLANE
SPECIFIED ABOVE AND THE PHI = 0 PLANE,
ANGMX - TWO THETA SETTING LIMITS.
FORMAT (A2PAWt5_xpFIO.6)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 ANGMX
b-bO BLANK
61-7_ UPPER LI_IT FOR TWO THETA.
IF NO ,ANGMX' CARD IS SUPPLIEDp THE UPPER LIMIT FOR TWO THETA IS 165 DEGREES,
BAKSET - CONSTANT INCREMENT FOR CALCULATING START AND STOP ANGLES FOR TWo-THETA
SCAN.
FORMAT (A2PA_tgXpFS,2}
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
Z-b BAKSET
7-15 BLANK
16-2b BACK-SETTING ANGLE IN DEGREES,
EQNCuN - CONSTANIS A AND B FOR CALCULATING BACKSET TABLE FROM THE EQUATI_N
TABLE(I) = ACON/2. + (BCON/2,}_(SINF(THETA)/COSF(THETA))
FORMAT (A2PA_t_xt2FIO,_)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OK FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b EGNCON
7-10 BLANK
11-20 ACON,
21-30 BCON,
SUGGESTEb VALUES ARE A=I,80 AND B=0,86 FOR COPPER RADIATION OR
A=I,80 AND B=I,O0 FOR MOLYBDENUM,
31-72 BLANK
NO CARD- IF NEITHER ,BAKSETt OR tEGNCONt CARD IS SUPPLIED THE RACKSET
ANGLE I5 TAKEN FROM THE TABLE IN PROGRAM (THE SAME AS IN
ODIFSETt}. SCAN RANGE IS FROM TWO THETA(LAMD1) MINUS BACKSET
TO TWO THETA(LAMD2) PLUS BACKSET,
BALFLT - CAUSES BRANCHING TO PART OF PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING DATA ObTAINEi) BY
THE BALANCED FILTER METHODw AND SUPPLIES A NUMERICAL CONSIANTp xFIL2,
SCALER READINGS OBTAINED WITH FILTER 2 (ALPHA-ABSORBING FILTER) ARE
I
I
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MULTIPLIED BY THIS CONSTANT BEFORE SUBTRACTING FROM READINGS OBTAINED
WITH FILTER 1.
FORMAT (A2tA_p_XtFIO,_)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 BALFLT
7-10 BLANK
11-2g XFIL,
FILTER - ATTENUATION FILTER FACTORS (= COUNTS WITHOUT FILTER / COUNTS WITH
FILTER)
FORMAT (A2pA_plXPI5p6FIO.2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b FILTER
7 BLANK
8-12 NUMFFC, THE NUMBER OF FILTER FACTORS TO BE PUNCHED (MAXIMUM OF SIX).
15-22 FILTER FACTOR FOR FILTER CODE O.
35-32 FILTER FACTOR FOR FILTER CODE 1.
35-42 FILTER FACTOR FOR FILTER CODE 2.
45-52 FILTER FACTOR FOR FILTER CODE 3.
55-62 FILTER FACTOR FOR FILTER CODE _.
65-72 FILTER FACTOR FOR FILTER CODE 5.
NO CARD- IF NEITHER ,BALFLTo OR 0FILTER0 CARD IS SUPPLIED, DIFFRACTOMETER
DATA wILL BE TREATED AS HAVING BEEN OBTAINED BY THE SINGLE
FILTER METHOD. FILTER CODE DIGITS OTHER THAN ZERO IN SCALER
WORD WILL CAUSE PRINT OUT OF ERROR MESSAGE, BUT DATA WILL BE
PROCESSED USING A FILTER FACTOR OF 1. IF NUMBER OF ERROR
MESSAGES EXCEEDS 50, EXIT WILL BE CALLED.
SCAN
- CAUSES BRANCHING TO PART OF PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING DATA OBTAINEI) BY
THE TWO THETA SCAN METHOD, SUPPLIES TIME(SECONDS) SPENT IN COUNTING
EACH BACKGROUND, AND SUPPLIES TABLE OF SCANNING SPEEDS CORRESPONDING
TO SPEED CODE DIGIT OF TWO THETA WORD. IF COLS. 15-60 ARE BLANK,
INTERNAL TABLE WILL _E USED. VALUES FOR SPEEDS 1-6 ARE .25, ,50, 1,
2w 4, AND 0 DEGREES PER MINUTE, RESPECTIVELY. IF ANY VALUE IS To BE
READ IN, SPEED(I) MUST BE DIFFERENT FROM ZERO AND ALL SPEEDS MUST BE
PUNCHED.
FORMAT (A2,A4,1X,F5.0p6FS.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-4 SCAN
5-7 BLANK
8-12 TIME (SECONDS), EACH BACKGROUND.
13-2_ SPEED(I) IN DE6REES PER MINUTE.
21-28 SPEED(2) IN DEGREES PER MINUTE.
29-36 SPEED(3} IN DEGREES PER MINUTE.
37-44 SPEED(4) IN DEGREES PER MINUTE.
45-52 SPEED(5) IN DEGREES PER MINUTE.
53-60 SPEED(b) IN DEGREES PER MINUTE.
b
SRCTAB - SUPPLIES A coRREcTION FOR THE COUNTS LOST BY USINa A LIMITED SCAN
RANGE (ALEXANDER AND SMITH, 1962), A MAXIMUM OF KIQHT OF THESE cARDS
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MAY BE USED. EACH GIVES THE CORRECTION FACTOR SRC(MpN) AT O, 10, 20p
... 170 DEGREES TWO THETA FOR THE SCAN RANGE IN COLUMN 8. BECAUSE OF
LIMITED SPACE, SRC(M,N)-I. IS PUNCHEDp AND I. IS ADDED IN THE PROGRAM.
PROGRAM DOES A TWO WAY INTERPOLATION FOR SCAN RANGE AND TWO THET_
ANGLE.
FORMAT (A2pAWplxlIIplBFW.W)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 SRCTAB
7 BLANK
8 TOTAL SCAN RANGEp DEGREES (INTEGER I'8).
9-12 SRC(MpN)-Z. AT 0 DEGREES TWO THETA.
13-16 SRC(M,N)-I. AT 10 DEGREES TWO THETA.
77-80 SRC(M,N)-I. AT 170 DEGREES TWO THETA.
IF THE DECIMAL POINT IS NOT PUNCHEDPIT WILL BE ASSUMED TO BE TO THE LEFT OF THE
FOUR DIGITS IN EACH OF THESE FIELDS,
PEAK - (1) THE PRESENCE OF THIS CARD CAUSES BRANCHING TO THE PART OF THE
PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING DATA OBTAINED BY THE PEAK HEIGHT METHOD.
(2) IT SUPPLIES THE cOUNTING TIME IN SECONDS FOR PEAK AND EACH
BACKGROUND.
(3) IT SUPPLIES AN INTEGERpCALLED =JIG= IN PROGRAMp THAT DEPENDS ON
THE NUMBER OF BACKGROUND MEASUREMENTS PER REFLECTION AND CAUSES
APPROPRIATE BRANCHING.
(W) IT SUPPLIES CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS USED TO ESTIMATE BACKGR_.UND
IF INTEGER IN 3 ABOVE SPECIFIES LESS THAN TWO BACKGROUND MEASUREMENTS.
FORMAT (A2tAWpWxp2F5.0t4XpIIt3FIO.2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I'_ PEAK
5-10 BLANK
11-15 TIME IN SECONDS FOR PEAK.
16-20 TIME IN SECONDS FOR EACH BACKGROUND,
21-2W BLANK
25 1/2/3/_ INTEGER =JIG=
1 IF BOTH BACKGROUNDS WERE MEASURED
2 IF ONLY BACKGROUND(LOW) WAS MEASURED
3 IF ONLY BACKGROUND(HIGH) WAS MEASURED
4 IF NEITHER BACKGROUND WAS MEASURED
26-35 XBG
IF THE INTEGER IN COL. 25 IS 2 OR 3, THE BACKGROUND THAT WAS MEASURED IS
MULTIPLIED BY XBG TO OBTAINED AN ESTIMATED VALUE FOR ONE THAT WAS NOT.
36-W5 BKGRND
Wb-55 XPK
IF THE INTEGER IN COL. 25 IS Wp THE CONSTANTS BKGRND AND XPK ARE UsED IN THE
EXPRESSION-
XxI=XPK,(SCI2-BKGRND) SINGLE FILTER CASE
OR XXI=XPK,(SC12-XFIL2=SC22-BKGRND) BALANCED FILTER CASE
TO ESTIMATE NET COUNTS (XXI) FROM THE NUMBER OF COUNTS (SCI2 OR SC12 AND SC22)
I
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AT THE PEAK POSITION. XFIL2 IS A CONSTANT SUPPLIED ON =BALFLT= CARD.
PTITAB - TABLE OF CORRECTION FACTORS FOR CONVERTING PEAK HEIGHT INTENSITIES
TO INTEGRATED INTENSITIES (ALEXANDER AND SMITH, 1962). VALUES
TABULATED ARE PTI(M):(I(INTEGRATED)/I(PEAK)}-I. AT O, 10, 20, ... 170
DEGREES TwO THETA.
FORMAT (A@pA4,@X,IBFw.4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-6 PTITAB
7-8 BLANK
9-12 PTI(1) A1 0 DEGREES TWO THETA.
13-lb PTI(2) AT I0 DEGREES TWO THETA.
mmm
77mBb PTI(IB) AT 170 DEGREES TWO THETA.
IF T_E DECIMAL POINT IS NOT PUNCHED,IT WILL BE ASSUMEG TO BE TO THE LEFT OF THE
FOUR UIGITS IN EACH OF THESE FIELDS,
TEST
- CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF REFLECTIONS TO BE TREATED AS UNOBSERV_BLE,
AND FOR ASSIGNING AN INTENSITY TO THESE. REFLECTIONS WILL BE T_GGED
AS UNUBSERVABLE (LESTH:@) IF THE NET NUMBER OF COUNTS IS LESS THAN OR
EQUAL Tn ....,- A TEST _'.....ITY _¢''"_
_uM,w! uBrAu._u .o XXIMIN, u. XSIG*STANDARD DEviAT/O,._
OF NET COUNTS, WHICHEVER IS LARGER. THE NUMBER OF NET COUNTS FoR
THESE REFLECTIONS WILL BE SET EQUAL TO XTEST*TEST QUANTITy.
FORMAT (A2pAW,_X,3FIO.2)
CQLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
lm_ TEST
b-lO BLANK
11-2u XXIMIN
31-W0 XTEST
_0 CARD m IF BO ,TEST, CARD IS INCLUDED, REFLECTIONS FOR WHICH THE NET N{jMBER
OF COUNTS IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 2.*SIGMA (NET COUNTS) WILL ,_E
TAbGED AS UNOBSERVABLE (LESTH:2) AND WILL BE ASSIGNED THE VALUE
NET COUNTS = SIGMA (NET COUNTS)
REFLEc - THIS CARD CAUSES THE PROGRAM TO CHECK INPUT DATA FOR COMPLETENESS,
PRINT OuT INITIAL RE_:ARKSp AND PREPARE TO PROCESS REFLECTION DATA
(DIFF_ACTOMETER OUTPUT).
FORMAT (A2eA_)
COLS
7m_O
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
REFLEC
BLANK
SCALE - CAUSES THE INTENSITY DATA THAT FOLLOW TO BE MULTIPLIED BY THE FACTOR
IN COLS. 14-23
FORMAT (A2pA_,7X,FIO._)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b SCALE
2.DIFOPP-B b 11o
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b-Z3 BLANK
14-_3 SCALE FACTOR,
IF NO ,SCALE' CAHD IS INCLUDED A SCALE FACTOR OF 1, IS USED.
TLRNCE - TOLERANCES,
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
FORMAT (A_,AW,4X,3FIO.2)
I-0 TLRNCE
7-_0 _LANK
11-20 CHI TOLERANCE, + OR -, IN DEGREES,
21-3U PHI TOLERANCE, + OR -, IN DEGREES,
31-40 TWO TH_TA TOLERANCE, + OR -, IN DEG,
iF NO ,TLRNCE, CARD IS SUPPLIED, THE TOLERANCES ON PHI, CHI AND TWO THETA ARE
+ OR - ,05 DEGREES. AS MANY ,SCALE' AND 'TLRNCE' CARDS AS DESIRED MAY BE USEu
AFTER THE ,REFLEC' CARD AND BEFORE THE 'END' CARD.
RDCA_D - CAUSES TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE THAT READS DIFFRACTOMETER OUTPUT FROM
CARDS.
FORMAT (A2,A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b RDCARD
- DIFFRACTOMETER OUTPUT DATA CARDS (NO IDENTIFICATION FIELL;),
FORMAT (bOAT)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
OUTPUT DATA IN TEN-CHARACTER WORDS EACH BEGID_NING WITH A _EGIN
WORD CODE. SEE ITAB IN XRY3@3 FOR LEGAL BEGIN WORD CODES.
dREAK - CAUSES TRANSFER BACK TO THE PART OF PROGRAM THAT READS 'TLRNCE',
'SCALE' AND ,END, CARDS, ONE OF THESE MUST COME AT END OF DIFFHACTO-
METER OUTPUT CARD DECK.
FORMAT (A2,A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
Z-b BREAK
ffDTAPE - CAUSES TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE THAT READS DIFFRACTOMETER DATA FR_jM
MAGNETIC TAPE PREPARED By DIGI-DATA PAPER TAPE TO MAG TAPE CONVERTER.
FORMAT (A2,A4,4X,314)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-o RDTAPE
7-10 BLANK
11-14 H INDEX
15-1b K INDEX
19-22 L INDEX
(WHEN THE HKL WORD FOR THIS REFLECTION IS READ FROM THE MAGNETIC
TAPE (NTAPEE), CONTROL IS RETURNED TO SUBROUTINE XRY321 So THAT
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CARDS MAY BE READ --- TLRNCE, SCALE, kDTAPE,
I
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I
I
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I
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END
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RDCARD, END, IF THE DESIGNATED HKL IS NOT READp THE END-OF-FILE
MARK ON NTAPEE WILL CAUSE THE RETURN,
- END CARD,
FORMAT (A2pA4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
4-72 BLANK
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C. OUTPUT FORk, ATS FOR =DIFOPP= PROGRAM
NTAPEB - INPUT TO DATA REDUCTION.
FORMAT (TXPA2,AWpI2p31_FIO.2pFIO.4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-7 BLANK
6-13 COMPObND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1_-15 LESS-THAN INDICATOR
1/2 FOR OBSERVABLE/UNOBSERVABLE
16-19 H INDEX
20-23 K INDEX
2_-27 L INDEX
28-37 F (OBSERVED)
3Bm_7 STANDARD DEVIATION OF F (OBSERVED)
LAST RECORD ONLY
I-9 'TAPES N,
wHERE h IS THE LOGICAL NUMBER OF NTIN AS DEFINED IN NUSY (NUCOOb}.
WHEN _FILEB IS READ BY DATA REDUCTION THIS RECORD CAUSES SUBSEQUENT
READING TO BE FROM THE NORMAL CARD INPUT UNIT, NTIN.
NTAPEA - SETTING CARDS FOR REFLECTIONS THAT ARE TO BE RE-MEASURED.
FORMAT (A2,AW,314,5F9,2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-o COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
7-I0 H INDEX
11-14 K INDEX
15-i_ L INDEX
19-27 CHI SETTING
28-38 PHI SETTING
37-W5 TWO THETA SETTING FOR BACKGROUND (LOW)
_b-b@ TWO THETA SETTIN6 FOR PEAK
55-63 TWO THETA SETTING FOR BACKGROUND (HIGH)
bW-72 TIME (SECONDS) FOR TWO THETA SCAN
I
I
I
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I
I
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I
I
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CARD ORDER SUMMARy FOR :DIFSET= PROGRAM
DIFSET CALLS PROGRAM, GIVES COMPOUND IDENTIFICATIONp WAVELENGTHp
SCANNING SPEEDp AND OPTIONS TO SUPPRESS PUNCHING OF SETTING CARDS,
CELL OR PARAMC - FURNISHES CELL CONSTANTS,
ORIENT ORIENTATION,
*ANG_X LIp;ITS OF PHIp CHI, AND TWO-THETA RANGES.
*INDEX LIMITS OF H, K, AND L INDICES.
*BAKSET OR *EQNCON - METHOD OF COMPUTING SCAN RANGE.
*SYSABS SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES,
PREP CAUSES PROGRAM TO CHECK INPUTp PRINT SPECIFICATIONSp AND
PREPARE TO COMPUTE SETTINGS.
(OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMER CONTROL DECK - SEE BELOW)
*GLNHKL
END
INDICES OF REFLECTION TO BE ADDED TO OUTPUT,
(SETTING CARD - COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION IN COLS I - 6)
SETTINGS OF REFLECTION TO BE ADDED TO OUTPUT.
CAUSES GENERATION OF MILLER INDICES,
CAbSES END-OF-FILE AND REWIND OF ANY TAPES USED AND PRINTING
OF NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS PROCESSED.
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
AUTOMATIC UIFFRACTOMETER cONTROL DECK
INSERT AS INDICATED ABOVE IF CONTROL TAPE OR CARD DECK IS REQUIRED
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XRDC
XR_FMT
TTYFMT
$STDREF
SXRDFMT
$TTYFMT
TYPE OF DIFFRACTOMETER, OUTPUT REQUIREDf SCANNING SPEED,
NUMBER oF CHARACTERS PER OUTPUT RECORD,
FORMAT OF DIFFRACTOMETER COMMAND WORDS FOR DATA,
FORMAT OF TELETYPE OUTPUT FOR DATA (NBS ONLY),
DESIGNATES THE REFLECTION ON THE NEXT HKL OR tSETTING CARDt
AS A STANDARD REFLECTIONw GIVES ITS IDENTIFICATION NUMBER,
AND SPECIFIES HOW OFTEN IT IS TO BE INSERTED IN OUTPUT.
FORMAT FOR DIFFRACTOMETER COMMAND WORDS FOR STANDARD REFLECTION,
FORMAT FOR TELETYPE OUTPUT FOR STANDARD REFLECTION (NBS ONLY).
SH_L O_ tSETTIhG CARD o - DEFINES THE STANDARD REFLECTION,
$ THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL AS A GROUP WITHIN THE OPTIONAL CONTROL DECK,
THE WHOLE GROUP IS REPEATED FOR EACH STANDARD REFLECTION,
STAt_DARD REFLECTIONS MUST BE NUMBERED SEQUENTIALLY 2 - 10,
THE CARDS tSTDREFIp tXRDFMTtp AND tTTYFMTt MUST BEAR THE
SEGUENCE hUMBER FOR THE STANDARD DEFINED BY THE tHKLt OR
_SETTIN6 CARD t FOR EACH STANDARD REFLECTION,
•_READS NTIN
• =_=WRITES NTOUT
=*_=_RITES NFILEH
=_==WRITES NFILEC
==_=_RITES NFILEI
cARD READER
PRINTER
SETTING CARDS (OPTIONAL)
DIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL CARD DECK (OPTIONAL)
MAGNETIC TAPE FOR PUNCHING DIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL TAPE
(OPTIONAL)
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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B. CARD FORMATS FoR :DIFSET: PROGRAM
l --i l .l I
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FOi_MATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIHED BY THE
USER.
DIFSET - CALLING CARD FOR DIFFRACTOMETER SETTING PROGRAM.
FORMAT (A@pAWtIXpA4PA2PTXp3FzO,GP2110)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-0 DIFSET
7 BLANK
B-13 COMPOUND IDENliFiCATION CODE,
14-2U BLANK
21-30 WAVELENGTH FOR ALPHA(I). 1,54051 ANGSTROMS USED IF BLANK,
31-W0 WAVELENGTH FOR ALPHA(2). 1,54433 ANGSTROMS USED IF BLANK.
NOTE - IF ALPHA(l) IS SUPPLIED BUT.ALPHA(2) IS BLANKp THE ALPHA(t)
WAVELENGTH GIVEN WILL ALSO BE USED FOR ALPHA(2).
41-50 TWO THETA SCAN RATE IN DEGREES PER MINUTE.
51-b0 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO)/(DO NOT) PUNCH SETTING CARDS. IF BLANK,
CARD IMAGES wILL BE wRITTEN ON NTAPEH.
61-70 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO)/(DO NOT) PUNCH SETTINGS CARDS FOR THOSE
REFLECTIONS WHICH ARE SYSTEMATICALLY ABSENT. THIS FIELD hAS NO
EFFECT UNLESS COLUMNS 51m60 ARE BLANK.
71-72 BLANK
CELL m CELL CONSTANT CARD.
FORMAT (A@pA_pIX,A4,A2p3F8.3p3Fg.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ CELL
5-7 BLANK
8-13 SIX COLUMNS OF HOLLERITH PUNCHING OR BLANKS TO IDENTIFY COMPOUND.
THIS IDENTIFICATION IS CHECKED BY VARIOUS PROGRAMS FOR CONSISTANcYp SO
CHOOSE CAREFULLY AND REMEMBER YOUR CHOICE.
14-21 A CELL DIMENSION
22-29 B CELL DIMENSION
30-37 C CELL DIMENSION
38-Wb COS ALPHA ...,.. ALPHA
47-55 COS BETA . OR . BETA
56"b4 COS GAMMA ..,,,. GAMMA
b5-71 BLANK
PARAMC - CELL cONSTANTS CALCULATED BY A PREVIOUS :PARAM:,
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FORMAT (A2pA_p72X)
COLS
1-b
7-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
PARAMC
BLANK
ORIENT - CRYSTAL ORIENTATION CARD.
FORMAT (A2,A_,IX,A_,A2,2xt7F8.3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUi_CHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b ORIENT
7 BLANK
B-_3 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE.
1_-15 BLANK
16-23 H INDEX. (MAY BE FRACTIONAL) OF THE RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR LYING
ALONG ]HE POSITIVE DIRECTION OF THE PHI AXIS,
2_-31K INDEX AS AEOVE,
32-39 L INDEX AS ABovE,
WO-_7 H INDEX (MAY BE FRACTIONAL) OF A RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR LYING IN THE
PHI = U DEGREES PLANE (T_IS PLANE CONTAINS THE PHI AXIS),
WB-55 K INDEX AS ABOVE,
56-b3 L INDEX AS ABOVE,
b_-7Z CORRECTION TO BE APPLIED TO ALL CALCULATED PHItS TO OBTAIN TRUE pHI,S,
THIS CORRECTION IS THE ANGLE (OF + OR - PHI) BETWEEN THE PLANE
SPECIFIED ABOVE AND THE PHI = 0 PLANE,
ANGMX - DIFFRACTOMETER AND GONIOSTAT ANGLE LIMITS.
FORMAT (A2pA4tWXp6FIO.6)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-5 ANGMX
6-10 BLANK
II-2U LOWER LIMIT FOR PHI.
21-30 UPPER LIMIT FOR PHI.
31-W0 LOWER LIMIT FOR CHI.
@I-50 UPPER LIMIT FOR CHI.
51-b0 LOWER LIMIT FOR TWO T_ETA.
bi-70 UPPER LIMIT FOR TWO THETA.
71-72 BLANK
INDEX - INDEX GENERATION LIMITS.
FORMAT (A2PA4,_Xt6(IXtIW))
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-5 INDEX
b-11 BLANK
12-15 LOWER LIMIT FOR H INDEX.
1b-20 UPPER LIMIT FOR H INDEX.
21-25 LOWER LIMIT FOR K INDEX.
2b-30 UPPER LIMIT FOR K INDEX.
31-35 LOWER LIMIT FOR L INDEX.
36-40 uPPER LIMIT FOR L INDEX,
41-72 BLANK
I
I
I
I
I
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BAKSET - CONSTANT INCREMENT FOR CALCULATING T_O-THETA SETTINGS FOR
BACKGROUND READINGS OR FOR BEGINNING AND END OF SCAN RANGE.
FORMAT (A_wAWp9XpF5,2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b BAKSET
7-15 BLANK
16-20 INCREMENT IN DEGREES.
21-72 BLANK
EQNCON - CONSTANTS FOR EQUATION USED IN CALCULATING TWO-THETA SETTINGS
FOR BACKGROUND READINGS OR FOR BEGINNING AND END OF SCAN RANGE.
FORMAT (A2,AW_WX,2FIO.W)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b EQNCON
7-1U BLANK
ll-2D A IN DEGREES.
21-30 B IN DEGREES.
SUGGESIED VALUES ARE A=1.80 AND B=O.B6
A=1,80 AND B=l.00 FOR MOLYBDENUM.
3!-72 BLANK
FOR COPPER RADIATION OH
SYSABS - SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES CARD.
FORMAT (A2PAW,IX,AW,A2,7X_2311]
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b SYSABS
? BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE.
IW-2U BLANK
21-43 VALUE OF tXt FOR APPLICATION OF SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES TEST.
21
22
23
2=+
25
2b
27
28
29
30
31
32
ONLY THOSE
COLUMNS CORRESPONDING TO TESTS TO BE APPLIED SHOULD BE NON-ZERO.
HKL ABSENT IF H+K=XN+I
HKL ABSENT IF H+L=XN+I
HKL ABSENT IF K+L=XN+I
HKL ABSENT IF ALL H+K, H+L, K+L=XN+I
HKL ABSENT IF H+K+L=XN+I
HKL ABSENT IF -H+K+L=XN+I
HHL ABSENT IF H=XN+I
HHL ABSENT IF L=XN+I
HHL ABSENT IF H+L=XN+I
HHL ABSENT IF 2H+L=XN+I
OKL ABSENT IF K=XN+I
OKL ABSENT IF L=XN+I
33
3_
35
36
37
38
OKL ABSENT IF K+L=XN+I
HOL ABSENT IF H=XN+I
HOL ABSENT IF L=XN+I
HOL ABSENT IF H+L=XN+I
HKO ABSENT IF H=XN+I
HKO ABSENT IF K=XN+I
PREP
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HKL
39 HKO ABSENT IF H+K=XN+I
40 HHO ABSENT IF H=XN+I
41 MOO AESEhT IF H=XN+I
42 OKO ABSENT IF K=XN+j
43 UOL ABSENT IF L=XN+I
- CAUSES PROGRAM TO PREPARE TO COMPUTE SETTINGS BY CHECKING INPUT DATAp
COMPbTING CONSTANTS AND PRINTING OUT SPECIFICATIONS,
FORMAT (A2,A4)
COLS
I-4
SPECIFIED PUI_CHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
PREP
- MILLER INDICES OF A REFLECTION THAT IS TO BE INSERTED IN THE OUTPUT.
THE SETTINGS ARE COMPUTED, THE INDEX AND ANGLE LIMITS ARE CHECKED,
AND THE PHI-ANGLE CORRECTIONf IF ANY, IS APPLIED.
FORMAT (A2,A4fTX,313)
COLS FUNCTION OF FIELD
1-3 HKL
_-13 BLANK
IW-Ib H INDEX
17-19 K INDEX
20-22 L INDEX
....... 'SETTING CAkDS'. MILLER INDICES AND SETTING ANGLES FOR A REFLEc-
TION THAT IS TO BE INSERTED IN THE OUTPUT. NO CHECK IS MADE ON
THE INDICES AND ANGLES. THESE CARDS MAY BE GENERATED BY THIS
PROGRAM FOR SORTING, AND THEN READ BY IT TO CREATE A CONTROL TApE
OR CArD DECK.
FuRMAT (A_rA4p314p6F9.2pA2,AW)
COLS FUNCTION OF FIELD
1-b (COMPOUNb IDENTIFICATION CODE).
COLS. b-13.
7-1u H INDEX
11-14 K INDEX
15-18 L INDEX
19-27 CHI SEITING
28-30 PHI SETTIN_
37-W5 START TWO-THETA SETTING
4b-bW PEAK TWO-THETA SETTING
55-63 STOP TWO-THETA SETTING
64-7@ SCANNING TIME
73-7B BLANK OR 'ABSENT'
MUST AGREE WITH =DIFSET= CARU
GENHKL - STARTS _ENERATION OF MILLER INDICES AND SPECIFIES ORDER. THE
RECIPROCAL AxIS THAT LIES ALONG THE PHI AXIS SHOULD BE INCREMENTED
MOST FREQUEI_TLY SO ThAT PHI DOES NOT CHANGE OFTEN,
FORMAT (A2,AW,Iw,iOX,SIS)
COLS FUNCTION OF FIELD
l-b GENHKL
7-10 2 FOR bSL SUBROUTINE XRY271
11-20 BLANK
21-25 1/213 FoR H/K/L
2b-_O I/2/3 FOR H/K/L
31-35 11213 FOR HIKIL
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INDEX INCREMENTED MOST FREQUENTLY
INDEX INCREMENTED NEXT
INDEX INCREMENTED LAST
36-40 +I/-I FOR THE INCREMENT TO BE APPLIED TO THE INDEX SPECIFIED IN COLS.
2b-30 wHEN THE INDEX SPECIFIED IN COLS. 31-35 IS POSITIVE oR ZERo.
THIS CETERMINES THE DIRECTION IN WHICH PHI SETTINGS WILL PROGRESs.
41-45 =I IF ALL PosITIVE VALUES OF THE INDEX SPECIFIED IN COLS. 31-35 ARE
TO BE SCANNED, FOLLOWED BY ALL NEGATIVE VALUES. PHI WILL PROGRESS IN
ONE DIRECTION, THEN dUMP BACK WHEN THIS INDEX IS INCREMENTED.
=0 IF FOR EACH VALUE, N, OF THE INDEX SPECIFIED IN COLS. 31-35 LAYERS
FOR BOTH +N AND -N ARE SCANNED BEFORE THE INDEX IS INCREMENTED. IN
THIS CASE, PHI SETTING PROGRESS AROUND THE CIRCLE AND START OVER AGAIN
WHEN ThE INDEX IS INCREMENTED.
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (A2,A4)
COLS
1-3
4-72
SPECIFIED PUkCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
THE FOLLOWING CARDS ARE USED ONLY IF AN AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL
TAPE OR CARD DECK IS TO BE MADE.
XRDC - SPECIFICATIONS FOR AUTOMATIC DIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL TAPE OR CARh DECK.
FORMAT (A_pA4,1X,TI5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-4 XRDC
5-7 BLANK
8-1_ TYPE OF DIFFRACTOMETER
1 FOR DATEX
13-17 TYPE OF INPUT REQUIRED BY DIFFRACTOMETER
I FOR PAPER TAPE (DATEX)--- OUTPUT ON NTAPEI
2 FOR PAPER TAPE (NBS) --- OUTPUT ON NTAPEI
3 FOR CARDS --- OUTPUT ON NTAPEC
I/2/3/4/5/6 FOR ,25/.50/1.O/2.0/4.0/SLEW SPEED IN DEG/MIN. THIS IS
USED TO COMPUTE SCAN TIME ONLY. IT IS INDEPENDENT OF ACTUAL SCA,= SPEEO
SELECTED, WHICH IS CONTROLLED BY tXRDFMT' CARD. IF BLANK, SCAN TIME
WILL BE COMPUTED FOR A SPEED OF 1DEG/MIN. THIS OVER-RIDES SCAN RATE
ON tDIFSETI CARD,
23-27 MAXOUT. THIS IS THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS THAT MuST BE ACCUMULATFD IN
THE OUTPUT BUFFER BEFORE OUTPUT OF A DIFFRACTOMETER CONTROL CARD OR A
BLOCK OF MAG TAPE WILL OCCUR. IF NECESSARY, CARDS WILL BE FILLEj} WITH
BLANKS TO MAKE BO COLUMNS AND MAG TAPE RECORDS WILL BE FILLED WITH
BLANKS TO MAKE A BLOCK OF 120 CHARACTERS. BLANKS ARE SKIPPED IN
PUNCHING PAPER TAPE FROM THE MAG TAPE. MAXOuT MUST NOT EXCEED 8n FoR
CARDS, 120 FOR DATEX TAPE OR ABOUT 90 FOR NBS DIFFRACTOMETER TAPF. IF
COL 23-27 ARE BLANK MAXOUT=80,
XRDFMT - FORMAT FOR AS MANY AS TWELVE DIFFRACTOMETER COMMAND WORDS.
ONE OF THESE CARDS IS REQUIRED FOR DATA AND ONE FOR EACH STANDARD
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REFLECTION,
FORMAT(A2eAWpI2,AltSXPll(SAIpII))
COLS FUNCTION OF FIELD
I-6 XRDFMT
7-_ SEQUENCE NUMBER, =I FOR DATA REFLECTIONp =2 FOR FIRST STANDARD
REFLECTION --- :10 FOR NINETH STANDARD REFLECTION, THIS NUMBER
MUST AGREE WITH THE SEQUENCE NUMBER ON THE CORRESPONDING =STDREF:
AND =TTYFMT= CARDSp IF ANy,
9 BEGIN-WORD CODE FOR WORD le WHICH MUST BE AN HKL WORD,
I0-14 BLANK
15 WORD 2 - BEGIN WORD CODE FOR AXIS COMMAND
16 WORD 2 - MODE CODE
17 WORD 2 - STEP CODE
18 WORD 2 - FILTER CODE
19 WORD 2 - SPEED CODE
20 WORD 2 - DIGIT TO DESIGNATE THE ANGLE TO BE INSERTED AS CHARACTER
b-lO OF THE cOMMAND WORD, THE OPTIONS ARE=
1 Chl SETTING
2 PHI SETTING
3 START TWO-THETA SETTING
4 PEAK TWO-THETA SETTING
5 STOP TWO-THETA SETTING
6 ZERO DEGREES
7 FIVE BLANKS (CARD OUTPUT ONLY)
8 (CLOSE UP ANGLE FIELD)
be 7 . AhD 8 ARE NOT ORDINARILY USED.
21-2b wORD 3 - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
27-32 WORD 4 - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
33-38 WORD b - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
39-4_ WORD b - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
W5-bO wORD 7 - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
51-bb WORD 8 - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
57-b2 WORD 9 - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
65-b8 WORD I0 - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
69-74 WORD 11 - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
75-80 WORD 12 - SAME FORMAT AS WORD 2
TTYFM1 - FORMAl FOR TELETYPE OUTPUT (NBS ONLY), ONE OF THESE IS REQUIREf) FOR
DATA, AND ONE FOR EACH STANDARD REFLECTION,
FORMAT (A2eA_,I2,2X_I2elXPII,II(SXeII))
COLS FUNCTION OF FIELD
1-o TTYFMT
7-8 SEQUENCE NUMBER, COPY FROM CORRESPONDING =XRDFMT= CARD,
9-IU BLANK
11-12 Ne THE NUMBER OF SPACES OR ASTERISKS AT BEGINNING OF EACH LINE OF
OUTPU1 AFTER THE FIRST FOR EACH REFLECTION. THIS PEMITS INDENTINGe
AND MARKING STANDARD REFLECTIONS. THIS NUMBER SHOULD NOT EXCEED
ELEVEN.
13 BLANK
1_ WORD 1 PREFIX - 0/1/2/3 DESIGNATES THE TELETYPE.CONTROL CHARACTERS TO
BE INSERTED bEFORE THE CORRESPONDING COMMAND WORD, ALLOW FOR A
DIFFRACTOMETER OUTPUT WORD WHENEVER THE MODE CODE CALLS FOR ONE,
I
• |
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
i
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I
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I
i
I
!
I
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b - SPACE
1 - SPACE, CARRIAGE RETURN, LINE FEED
- SPACEP CARRIAGE RETURN, LINE FEEDp N SPACES
3 - SPACE, CARRIAGE RETURN, LINE FEED, N ASTERISKS
15-19 BLANK
20 wORD 2 PREFIX (SEE _ORD 1}
21-25 BLANK
26 WORD 3 PREFIX (SEE kORb I)
27-31 BLANK
32 wORD 4 PREFIX (SEE hORD 1)
33-37 BLANK
38 WORD 5 PREFIX (SEE hORD 1)
39-43 BLANK
44 WORD b PREFIX (SEE _ORD 1)
45-_9 BLANK
50 WORD 7 PREFIx (SEE _ORD I)
51-55 BLANK
5b WORD 8 PREFIX (SEE _ORD 1)
57-bl BLANK
b2 WORD 9 PREFIX (SEE _ORD I)
63-67 BLANK
bB WORD tO PREFIX (SEE WORD I)
_Q-_ BLANK
74 WORD II PREFIX (SEE WORD I)
75-79 BLANK
BO WORD 12 PREFIX (SEE WORD 1)
STDREF - DESIGNATES THE REFLECTION ON THE_NEXT tHKL, OR ,SETTING' CARD AS A
STANDARD REFLECTION AND SPECIFIES HOW FREQUENTLY IT IS TO BE INsERTEO
IN ThE CONTROL TAPE OR CARD DECK.
FORMAT (A2pA4,12,2Xp315)
COLS FUNCTION OF FIELD
l-b STDREF
7-b SEQUENCE NUMBERP 2/3/4..../10 FOR FIRST/SECOND/THIRD..../NINETH
STANDARD REFLECTION. THIS NUMBER MUST AGREE WITH THAT ON cORRES.
PONDING 'XRDFMT' AND ,TTYFMTt CARDS.
9-I0 BLANK
11-15 MINIMUM NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS ON THIS STANDARD,
ALL DATA REFLECTIONS PRINTED (EVEN THOSE THAT ARE SYSTEMATICLY A,$SENT)
ARE CCUNTED. STANDARD REFLECTIONS ARE NOT. AFTER MINIMUM COUNT IS
EXCEEDED, STANDARD IS INSERTED AFTER MOST-FREQUENTLY-INCREMENTED INDEX
REACHES ZEROp UNLESS _AXIMUM NUMBER IS REACHED FIRST.
10-20 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REFLECTIONS UETWEEN MEASUREMENTS ON THIS STANDARD.
21-25 INITIAL COUNT OF REFLECTION. IF THIS IS THE SAME AS THE MAXIMUM. THE
STANDARD WILL BE INSERTED AFTER THE FIRST DATA REFLECTION.
HKL - MILLER INDICES OF THE STANDARD REFLECTION. THE FORMAT IS THE SAME
AS FOR THE ,HKL' CARD DESCRIBED ABOVE,
....... 'SETTIN6 CARD,. HKL AND SETTINGS FOR THE STANDARD REFLECIION. THE
FORMAT IS ThE SAME AS FOR 'SETTING CARDS' DESCRIBED ABOVE,
C. OUTPUTFORMATSFOR=DIFSET=PROGRAM
NTAPEH - SETTING CARD.
FORMAT (A2PAWp314t6F9,2PA2pAW)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
7-10 H INDEX
11-1W K INQEX
15-1B L INDEX
19-27 CHI SETTING
28-3b PHI SETTING
37-_5 TWO THETA SETTING FOR BACKGROUND (LOW)
_6-5_ TWO THETA SETTING FOR PEAK
55-b3 TWO THETA SETTING FOR BACKGROUND (HIGH)
6_-72 TINE (SECONDS) FOR TWO THETA SCAN
73-7b BLANK OR 'ABSENT'
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2,DUMCOP-AI
A, CARD ORDER SbMHARY FOR =UUMCOP= PROGRAM
DUMCOP
END
PROGRAM CALLING CARD
END CARD
• **=READS NFILEA****
•_=_OPTIONAL WRITES NFILEB AND/OR NFILEC (THE CARD PUNCH FILE),_,
129
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B, CARD FORMATS FOR =DUMCOP= PROGRAM
lll__, m ill mll I llOll" l lllllll. " l--'l
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECIION 2,GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER.
DUMCOP - PROGRAM CALLING CARD.
FORMAT (A2pA4plXIA4tA2plXpIIp2(4XI1)pI5)
COLS
1-o
7
15
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
DUMCOP
BLANK
COMPOUhD IDENTIFICATION CODE,
BLANK
(0)/(1) (aO NOT)/(DO) COPY THE BINARY FILE
1b-19 BLANK
20 (0)/(I) (DO NOT)/(DO) PRINT A DUMP OF THE BINARY FILE
21-24 BLANK
25. (0)/(1) (DO NOT)/(DO) PUNCH A DECK OF CARDS WITH THE INFO_MATIOI_ OF
THE BIhAkY FILE, (USE FOR PROGRAM CHECK-OUT)
26-30 THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS OF ANY GIVEN LOGICAL RECORD
WHICH SHOULD BE PRINTED, (BLANK OR ZERO SET EQUAL TO FIVE) THIS IS
TO PROTECT AGAINST HUGE PRINTED OUTPUT, USUALLY 5 PHYSICAL RECORDS
OF ANY ONE LOGICAL RECORD SUFFICE TO DISCOVER ERRORS,
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (A2pA4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUhCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 END
_-72 BLANK
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A, CARD ORDER SUMMARy FOR =FC= PROGRAM
FC
,E_IT
*SCALE
*MAXHKL
*ATOM
CALLING CARD FOR STRUCTURE FACTOR PROGRAM.
EDIT CARD FOR MODIFYING REFLECTIONS. (MAXIMUM OF 1W AT ONE TIME).
SCALE CARD. F-RELATIVE SCALE FACTORS FOR VARIOUS GROUPS OF
REFLECTIONS, OR MULTIPLICATIVE F-RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR TO
CHA_GE ALL STORED FACTORS BY A CONSTANT VALUE. GROUPS FOR
WHICH NO =SCALE= CARD APPEARS WILL BE SCALED BY THE CONSTANT
ON IHE BINARY TAPE.
TO ESIABLISH LIMITS ON H, K, L, OR SiN THETA.
ATOM CARD FOR SELECTING ATOMS FROM FILE.
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL.
NOTE I - IF AN =END= CARD APPEARS WITH NO ATOM CARDS,STRuCTURE FACTORS WILL BE
CALCULATED FROM PARAMETERS STORED IN THE DATA FILE. IF ANY ATO_,_S
ARE NAMED ON CARDS. ONLy PARAMETERS FOR NAMED ATOMS WILL BE TAKEN
FROM 1HE FILE. IF THE COLS 12,i_ ARE LEFT BLANK ALL ATOMS OF TF_E
SPECIFIED SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE WILL BE LOADED. REMEMBER TO UsE
EXACTLY THE SAME JUSTIFICATION AND SYMBOLS THROUGHOUT.
Ej_LJ END CARD. CAUSES THE PROGRAM TO SUMMARIZE AND RETURN CONTROL
TO NEXT PROGRAM SEGMENT.
**** HEADS =hFILEA= WRITES =hFILEB: ****
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B, CARD FORMATS FOR =FC= PROGRAM
llommml.lllmmmm--molmlm_O_mml m
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.6ENERLoA. THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.6ENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER.
FC " SET-UP CARD FOR STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION,
FORMAT (A2pA_,IX,A_wA2p8XpSI_FG,0pI_)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-2 FC
3-7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
I_-21 BLANK
22-25 RESCALE CODE. (1)/(2) FOR USE (OLD)/(NEW) F RELATIVE SCALE FACTORS.
2b-29 FIXAT. (1)/(2)/(3) FOR (NO PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION)/(PARTIAL
CONTRIBUTION)/ (USE PREVIOUS FC AS PARTIAL CONTRIB.)
30-33 (1)/(2) FOR (DO NOT)/(DO) MAKE A SURVEY OF REFLECTION STATISTICS
PRELIMINARY TO FINAL FC LISTING.
3_-37 OISPERSION CORRECTION. (1)/(2) FOR (DO NOT APPLY)/(APPLY WHERE
NECESSARY)
_8-_I TYPE OF TEMPERATURE FACTOR (I)/(2)/(3)/(_) (OVERALL ISTROPIC)/
(INDIVIDUAL ISTROPIC)/(INDIVIDUAL ANISTROPIC)/(INDIVIDUAL MIXED)
_2-_5 (I)/(2) FOR |NORMAL)/(CRIPPLE AUTOMATIC SCALING OF ATOMS AT SYMMETRY
CENTERS FOR CENTRIC ONLY)
_b-_9 FC SCALE FACTOR. (I)/(2) FOR (NORMAL)/ (SPECIAL).
50-55 (I)/(2) FOR (DO NOT)/(DO) CORRECT OVERALL B BY AMOUNT STORED IN RATA
FILE FROM PREVIOUS FC RUN.
5_-5g SPECIAL FC SCALE FACTOR. (NUMBER OF ASYMMETRIC UNITS OR MOLES, IF
OTHER THAN THAT DETERMINED BY LATTICE TYPE.)
b0-63 (1)/(2) (DO NOT)/(DO) LIST STRUCTURE FACTORS REFLECTION BY REFLECTION.
b_-72 BLANK
EDIT - EDIT CARD FOR MODIFYING REFLECTIONS AT FC TIME.
FORMAT (A2tA_,IXpSISp2FIOoS)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-W EDIT
5-7 BLANK
8-12 H OF REFLECTION NEEDING CHANGE.
15-17 K OF REFLECTION NEEDING CHANGE.
18-22 L OF REFLECTION NEEDING CHANGE.
(NOTE.. LEAVING ANY ONE OF THE FIELDS IN COLS 23-52 BLANK wILL CAUSE
FCALC TO UsE OLD VALUES.
mII
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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23-27 i_EW JCODL STATUS I/2/3/4/5 FoR OBSERVED/ UNOBSERVED/ EXTINCT/ IGNORE/
SYSTEmATICALLy EXTINCT.
28-32 NEW LEVEL INDICATOR (I TO 6W ALLOWED)
33-W_ NEW FRELATIVE
_3-52 NEW LEAST SQUARES WEIGHT
53-7_ BLANK
SCALE - SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA.
FORMAT (A2PAW,FIo.WpIWPFIO.4pI2p3FIO.W)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b SCALE
b BLANK
7-10 SCALE FACTOR TO APPLY TO F REL=
17-20 GROUP IDENTIFICATION (l-bW)
21-72 BLANK
MAXHKL - LIMITS FOR FOURIER SUMMATION.
FORMAT (A_PAWp7X,31_P2FS.W)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b MAXHKL
7-_o BLANK
I4-_7 MAXIMb_ H TO BE USED
18-2i MAXIMUM K TO BE USED
22-25 MAXIMUM L TO BE USED
2b-33 MAXIMUF, SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA. (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
3W-W1MINIMU_ SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA. (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
_2-72 BLANK
ATOM - ATOM SELECTION CARD.
FORMAT (A2,AW,IXpAWpA2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-W ATOM
5-7 BLANK
B-13 ATOM NAME - CONSISTS OF TWO PARTS. THE FIRST FOUR COLUMNS MUST BE THE
ATOM-TYPE NA_E (SEE FORMFX). THE REST OF THE FIELD MUST EE IDENTIFI-
CATION OF THE PARlICULAR ATOM OF THE SPECIFIED TYPE, IF THE SECuND
FIELD IS LEFT BLANK ALL ATOMS OF THE SPECIFIED SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE
wILL _E LOADED.
1_-7_ BLANK
END - END CARD.
FORMAT (A2pAW)
COLS
1-3
W'72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
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A, CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =FOURR= PROGRAM
FOURR
_FZERO
=MAXHKL
_MAP
_6RID
CALLING CARD FOR FOURIER PROGRAM,
CHANGE VALUE OF F(OwO,O) FROM THAT SUPPLIED AT DATA REDUCTION
LIMITS FOR FOURIER SUMMATIONS.
PRINT CONTROL CARD
FOURIER GRID CARD (OPTIONAL IF A =GRID= CARD HAS BEEN USED AT
ANY PREVIOUS TIME).
DESCRIPTION OF FOURIER MAP
END CARD, SIGNALS END OF DATA AND INITIATES CALCULATION,
THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL. THE ORDER OF ITITLEtp tFZEROtp tMAXHKLtp
tGRIOtp AND tLAyOUTt IS OPTIONAL, tENDt MUST FOLLOW AFTER THESE CARDS.
***_ READS =hFILEA=
_, OPTIONALLY WHITES A BINARY COPY OF MAP IN =NFILEB= *****
NOTE I - IF ANY REFLECTION EXCEEDS THE LIMITS OF Hr Kp Lp OR
(SIN THETA)/LAMBDA PUNCHED IN THE =MAXHKL= CARDp THE REFLECTION
IS IGNORED, HOWEVER_ THE MAXIMA FOR H2 AND H3 SHOULD BE _0
LARGER THAN NECESSARYP FOR THEY CONTROL THE EXTENT OF THE
CALCULATION TOBE DONE IN THE SECOND AND THIRD SUMS AS WELL AS
THE LAYOUT OF STORAGE, THE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM STORES THE
CORRECT VALUES FOR uSE OF FULL REFLECTION DATA,
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B, CARD FORMATS FOR =FOURR= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A. THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE @IVEN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER.
FOURR - CALLIf_G CARD FOR FOURIER PROGRAM.
FORMAT (A2pA4,1X,AWpA2,3Xt413pFg.5pBF4.1,A2pIlpAlpII)
COLS SPECIFIED PU_CHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-5 FOURR
b-7 BLANK
B-i_ _v_,rvul_u IDENTIFICATiu,_ ......._uu=
IW-IB BLANK
19 (BLANK)/(1) (DO NOT)/(DO) WRITE OUTPUT BINARY DATA FILE ON NFILEB.
20-22 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (NO)/(YES) LIST FC.
23-25 CALCULATION TYPE (13) REFER TO SECT I._0 FOR DETAILS.
1=USER FUNCTION BY _EANS OF PATPAT,
2=PAITERSO_ (A=FO**@)
3=VECTOR MAP (SHARPENED,ORIGIN REMOVED PATTERSON). (RESULTS OF
=DATFIX: MusT BE ON INPUT TAPE.)
4=FO FOURIER BY REJECTION TEST WITH (FO*RR-FC) WITH FMIN/2 FOR
LESS-THANS
5=FO FOURIERf FO CORRECTED FOR DISPERS. RATIO AND CRITERIA (W) USED.
6=FO FOURIER, PHASE ANGLES DETERMINED FROM UNITARY STRUCTURE FACTORS.
7=FC FOURIER, USES ALL REFLECTIONS.
B=DELTA-Ft BY REJECTION TEST (FOtRR-FC) FOR OBSERVED, (FO-FC) FOR
LESS-THANS.
9=DELTA-F, wITH LEAST SQUARES WEIGHT APPLIED TO DELTA-F W*(FO-FC).
TEST LESS-THANS BY (FMIN-FC).
IO=DELTA-F, FO CORRECTED FOR DISPERSION RATIO AND CRITERIA (B) USED.
II=DELTA-F, OBSERVED REFLECTIONS ONLY.
12=DELTA-F, VARIABLE WEIGHING W=(FC/FO) OR 1.0 WHICHEVER IS LESS
AND REJECT LESS-THANS CALCULATING LESS-THAN.
13=E MAP. PHASES FROM STATISTICS.
14=E MAP. PHASES FROM FC.
26m_B (BLANK)/(1) uSE (OLD)/(NEW) F RELATIVE SCALE FACTORS.
29-37 ELECTRON DENSITY SCALE FACTOR. BLANKS GIVES OUTPUT AS IO.(2/V)*SIGMA
F. FACTOH PUNCHED REPLACES 10.
38-WI REJECTION RATIO USED BY CRITERIA TESTS OF (4) AND (8). IF LEFT BLANK
RR SET EQUAL TO ZERO TO INCLUDE ALL REFLECTIONS. THE FOLLO,ING
QUANTITIES ARE USED IF AND ONLY IF THE LAYOUT CARD IS LEFT OUT. SEE
NOTE ON NEXT PAGE.
_2-_ SCALE OF THE FOURIER IN INCHES/ANGSTROM, (BLANK=O,5)
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_6-_9 LOWER LIMIT OF X IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL, (BLANK=O)
50-53 LOWER LIMIT OF Y IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL, (BLANK=O)
5W-57 LOWER LIMIT OF Z IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL, (BLANK=O)
5B-61 UPPER LIMIT OF X IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL, (BLANK=I.O)
62-b5 uPPER LIMIT OF Y IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL, (BLANK=I,O)
b6-69 uPPER LIMIT OF Z IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL, (BLANK=l,0)
70-71 PAGE TO PAGE AXIS AS SAp SBe OR $C PROJECTIONS (REGARDLESS OF DATA) AS
PAp PBt OR PC,
72 NUMBER OF TYPE WHEELS/FOURIER GRID COLUMN ONLY 2 OR W ALLOWED,
(BLANK=2)
73 CARRIAGE CONTROL CHARACTER WHICH WILL PREVENT AUTOMATIC OVERFLOW
OF PAGES ON LINE PRINTER (IF IN DOUBT LEAVE BLANK},
7W (BLANK)/(1) (DO)/(DO NOT) AUTOMATICALLY CORRECT FOR INTERAXIAL ANGLE
WITHIN LAYERS,
NOTE..... IF NO PAGE TO PAGE AXIS OR FOURIER MAP (MAP HERE HAS NOTHING To DO
WITH =MAP= CARD) BOUNDARY LIMITS ARE SPECIFIED AND NO LAYOUT CARD IS INCLUDED
AFTEH THIS CARD_ THE PROGRAM WILL SUM OVER THE SHORTEST AXIS FIRST, THUS
GIVING THE FEWEST LAYERS POSSIBLE EACH LAYER BEING SPACED 0,3 ANGSTROMS FROM
THE NEXT. WITHIN EACH LAYER THE SCALE WILL BE 1.0 INCHES/ANGSTROM CORRECTED
FOR ANY INTERAXIAL ANGLE. ONE HALF OF CENTRIC CELLS WILL BE MAPPED WHILE
wHOLE ACENTRIC CELLS ARE PLOTTED. FOUR TYPE-WHEELS/GRID COLUMN WILL BE
UTILIZED. THIS METHOD MAY RESULTp FOR HIGH SYMMETRy CELLS WITH AXIS GREATER
THAN 20.0 ANGSTROM UNITSp IN A STORAGE OVERFLOW. IN THIS CASE IT _ILL BE
NECESSARY TO RESORT TO THE USE OF A LAYOUT CARD. ....NOTE WELL THAT IT IS
ALWAYS A GOOD PRECAUTION TO CAREFULLY CHECK THE SYMMETRY OF THE MAP
PRODUCED.... IF LAyOuT CARD IS LEFT OUT, GRID CARD IS IGNORED.
MAXHKL - LIMITS FOR FOURIER SUMMATION,
FORMAT (A2tAW,1X,A_wA2,31W,2F8._)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b MAXHKL
7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1W-17 MAXIMUM H TO BE USED
18-21 MAXIMUM K TO BE USED
22-25 MAXIMUM L TO BE USED NOTE..... CARE MUST BE EXERCISED IN USE OF THESE
GUANTITIES FOR HIGH SYMMETRY SYSTEMS.
26-33 MAXIMUM SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA. (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
3W-WI MINIMUM SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA. (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
_2-72 BLANK
FZERO - PUT IN ANY VALUE OF F(O00} DESIRED.
FORMAT (A2pAWpTXpFg.5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 FZERO
6-Z3 BLANK
1W-2_ VALUE OF F(O00} DESIRED,
23-72 BLANK
LAYOUT - DESCRIPTION OF MAP FOR FOURIERp PATTERSONpETC..
FORMAT (A_eAqelXpAWpA2wgI_plXp3IlpI_e212pF7o5pA1)
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
i
I
I
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-o LAYOUT
7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-17 NUMBER OF POINTS CALCULATED IN X DIRECTION,
18-21 ORIGIN VALUE OF X (IN GRID COORDINATES).
22-25 INCREMENT ALONG X (IN GRID COORDINATES),
26-29 NUMBER OF POINTS CALCULATED IN Y DIRECTION,
30-_3 ORIGIN VALUE OF Y (IN GRID COORDINATES),
34-37 INCREMLNT ALONG Y (IN GRID COORDINATES),
3B-_I NUMBER OF POINTS CALCULATED IN Z DIRECTION,
42-45 ORIGIN VALUE OF Z (IN GRID COORDINATES),
46-_9 INCRE_N1 ALONG Z (IN GRID COORDINATES),
50 BLANK
51 SCANNING INDEX FOR X DIRECTION,
52 SCANNING INDEX FOR y DIRECTION,
53 SCANNING INDEX FOR Z DIRECTION,
64-57 _INE WlDIH,
THE SCANNING INDEX FOR A GIVEN DIRECTION IS ONE IF THAT COORIDINATE GOES FROM
PAGE TO PAGE IN THE MAP (FIRST SUM}p TWO IF IT IS DOWN THE PAGE (SECOND sUM)p
AND THEEE IF IT I_...........^_o_cc TuE TOP OF THE PAGE (THIRD SUM),
LINE wIDTH W IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS ALONG X3 (THE THIRD SCANNING GIRECTION)
lO APPEAR ON Oi_E PAGE. IF THE NUMBER OF POINTS ALONG X3 IS OREATER THAN Wp
POINTS APPEAR oN THE FIRST PAGE AND THE NUMBER OF POINTS REMAINING TO ;_E
PRINTED wILL BE DECREASED BY W, AS SOON AS THE NUMBER OF POINTS REMAINI._G
ALONG X3 IS EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN Wf ALL REMAINING POINTS WILL BE pRINTEj;
ON THiS PAGE. IHE MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE VALUE FOR W IS 30 IN THE FOUR COLUMNS
MODEp O0 IN THE 2 COLUMNS MODE, IT IS HELPFUL TO ALWAYS THINK OF W AS BEING
EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE CALCULATED IN THE THIRD SUM DIRECTIO;_
OR I/2 THAT NUMBER OR 114 ETC. BUT NEVER THAT NUMBER -1 AS THIS WILL CAUSE
AN ADDITIONAL UNWANTED SHEET (FOR LISTING ON A 120-CHAR. PRINTER (IBM 717),
MAX, w IS 27,)
AS AN EXAMPLEt IN THE FOUR COLUMN MODE IF THERE ARE 61 POINTS ALONG X3 A..D W IS
30p 30 POINTS _ILL APPEAR ON THE FIRST PAGE AND 31 ON THE SECOND. IF THIS
FIELD 15 BLANKt OR W IS OUTSIDE THE RANGE 10 TO 30 (OR I0-60 IN THE T_O cOLUM_w
MODE) THE PROGRAM WILL COMPUTE AN OPTIMUM VALUE OF W.
56-69 SPACE CONTROL INDEX,
THE _PACE CONTROL INDEX MAy BE lr2p3p4( FOR SINGLEf DOUBLEp TRIPLE, OH
QUADRUPLE SPACIN6_ RESPECTIVELY.
60-_I NUMBER OF TYPE COLUMNS PER FOURIER GRID COLUMN, BLANK=W. 2 OR 4 oNLY
POSSIBLE.
62-bU COSINE OF INTER AXIAL ANGLE IN THE FOURIER PAGE. BETWEEN IHE AXIS OF
THE SECOND AND THIRD SUM DIRECTIONS.
09 CARRIABE CONTROL CHARACTER WHICH WILL PREVENT AUTOMATIC PAGE OVERFLOW
ON LINE PRINTER (IF IN DOUBT LEAVE BLANK),
70-72 BLANK
II
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MAP - PRINT CONTROL CARD,
FORMAT (A2pA4plXpA_pA2P_XP2I_)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 MAP
W-7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1W-17 BLANK
IB-21 UPPER LIMIT TO ESTABLISH PRINT SUPPRESSION
22-25 LOWER LIMIT wITH SIGN TO ESTABLISH PRINT SUPPRESSION
(BLANKS WILL BE PRINTED AT ALL POINTS WHERE THE FOURIER VALUES FALL
BETWEEN THESE VALUES,)
26-72 BLANK
GRID - FOURIER GRID CARD,
FORMAT (A2pAWplX_AWpA2p31W)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-_ GRID
5-7 BLANK
B-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1_-17 NUMBER OF GRID INTERVALS ALONG THE X AXIAL DIRECTION,
18-21 GRID INTERVALS ALONG Y AXIAL DIRECTION
22-25 GRID INTERVALS ALONG Z AXIAL DIRECTION
26-72 BLANK
END - END CARD,
.FORMAT (A2,AW)
COLS
I-3
_-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
i
i
I
ENDFIL
FILES
FINISH
OPRATR
PAUSE
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LIST OF OPERATION CARDS
ms _i m
WRITES REMARK =END OF OUTPUT FILE: AND WRITES ONE ENDmOF-FILE MAj_K,
REWINuS FILE =NTOUT= AND REDEFINES =NTOUT= TO =NTOUTM=,
NOTE - IF (NTOUT)=INTOUTM) THE 'ENDFIL' CARD IS IGNORED,
(THESE FILE DESIGNATIONS ARE DEFINED IN I,GENERL,)
ASSIGNS FILE UNIT DESIGNATIONS,
CAUSES IMMEDIATE RETURN TO LABORATORY SYSTEM (IF ANY), MUST _E
USED _ITH ANY LABORATORY MONITOR WHICH DOES NOT USE END-OF-FILE
MARKS BETWEEN JOBS (E.G,- BELL),
INSTRUCTIONS TO COMPUTER OPERATOR, ANY NUMBER MAY BE USED IN A
GROUP FOR LONG INSTRbCTIONS,
STOPS cOMPUTER. USED ESPECIALLY AFTER A GROUP OF tOPRATR,
CARDS, CAUSES REMARK =PRESS START TO CONTINUE= TO BE PRINTED
ON THE oN-LINE PRINTER. wILL NOT WORK ON MANY MACHINES, ONE M_jST
USE ShOP MONITOR FACILITy.
REMAkK INSERTS REMARKS Oh THE BCD OUTPUT FILE FOR OFF-LINE LISTINb.
RESTART CAUSES REINITIALIZATZON OF SYSTEM FILE ASSIGNMENTS, CLEARS TITLE
TO BLANK. RESETS PAGE COUNT TO ZERO, ETC,
SAVE CAUSES UNLOADING OR PHYSICAL DISCONNECTION OF THE SPECIFIED LOGICAL
FILES. THESE SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED UNTIL THE END OF THE RUN,
(THIS CARD SHOULD USUALLY BE PRECEDED BY A ,RESTART' CARU.)
TITLL FILLS IN PAGE TITLE. NEW =TITLE= CARD CHANGES STORED TITLE,
'RESTART' CARD INITIALIZES STORED TITLE TO BLANKS,
2,GENERL-B I L_O
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CARD FORMATS FOR SYSTEM OPERATION CARDS
ENDFIL - END FILE OUTPUT (FILE NTOUT),
FORMAT (A2PA_)
COLS SPECIFIED PUhCHIN6 OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 ENDFIL
7-72 BLANK
FILES - SET VALUES FOR LOGICAL FILE DESIGNATION NUMBERS. A BLANK FIELD
IMPLIES NO CHANGE IN GIVEN FILE DESIGNATION. REMEMBER THAT NFILEA AND
NFILEB ARE INTERCHANGED AUTOMATICALLY AFTER EACH PROGRAM CALL.
FORMAT (A2pA_,1213)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
lm5 FILES
FILE USUAL PURPOSE
7-9 NTIN CARD INPUT (FROM CARD READER}
10-12 NTOUT PRINTED OUTPUT (TO LINE PRINTER)
1_-15 NFILEA INPUT BINARY X-RAY DATA FILE
16-18 NFILEB OUTPUT BINARY X-RAY DATA FILE
19-21NFILEC PUNCH CARD OUTPUT (TO CARD PUNCH)
22-24 NFILED SPARE OFFLINE PRINT OUTPUT FILE
25-27 NFILEE SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
28-50 NFILEF SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
31-33 NFILEG SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
3_-36 NFILEH SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
37-39 NFILEI SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
_0-_2 NFILEd SCRATCH FILE FOR VARIOUS LINKS
_3-72 BLANK
FINISH - RUN TERMINATION CARD,
FORMAT (A2pA_)
COLS
1-6
7-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
FINISH
BLANK
OPRATR - OPERATOR INSTRUCTION CARD. OPERATION CARD. OCCURRENCE OF ONE oR
MORE tOPRATRt CARDS CAUSES THE CONTENTS TO RE WRITTEN ON-LINE AS AN
INSTRUCTION TO THE COMPUTER OPERATOR. (THE INSTRUCTIONS ARE ALSO
LISTED OFF-LINE LIKE tREMARK t CARD.) WILL NOT WORK ON ALL MACHINES.
FORMAT (A2pI7A_,A2)
FI
I
L
I
I
I
I
I
|
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
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COL5
1-b
7-72
SPECIFIE_ PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
OPRATR
INSTRUCTION TO COMPUTER OPERATOR
PAUSE - STOP cOMPUTER. OPERATION CARD. CAUSES COMPUTER TO WRITE OH-LInE
MESSAGE t.PRESS START TO CONTINUE, t AND STOPS. USED MAINLY AFTER
tOPRATRt CARD TO WAIT FOR OPERATOR TO CARRy OUT INSTRUCTION. WILL
NOT WORK oN ALL MACHINES.
FORMAT (A2wAW)
COLS
1-b
b-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
PAUSE
BLANK
REMARK - REMARK CARD. OPERATION CARD. A REMARK CARD IS USED TO INSERT A
REMAR_ ONTO THE PRINTED OUTPUT ON NTOUT AT ANY TIME FOR INCLUSION
ON THE OFF-LINE LISTING, WILL NOT WORK ON ALL MACHINES.
FORMAT (A2p17A_pA2)
COLS
1-b
7 7=
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
REMAKE
,i ,_u,_,,uc_, c _._F,,RMATION r'v,,RE;4ARK
RESTART - REINITIALIZE SYSTEM.
FORMAT (A@PA_)
COLS
1-7
8-7_
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
RESTAR1
BLANK
SAVE
- PHYSICALLy REMOVE THE SPECIFIED DATA FILE FROM THE COMPUTER.
NOT _ORK FOR ALL MACHINES.
FORMAT (A2PAW,1213)
WILL
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-w SAVE
7-9_lO-12p13-15p .... P_O-_2 NUMBERS OF LOGICAL FILES TO BE REMOVED,
BLANK FIELD ]ERMINATES SCAN OF CARD,
FIRST
TITLE - FOR HEADING PAGES ON THE PRINTER OUTPUT FILE INTOUT), SHOULD BE USgo
AT THE START OF EVERY RUN AND AFTER EVERY RESTART CARD, INCLUDE DATE
AND REASON FOR RUN,
FuRMAT (A2wZTAWpA2)
COLS
1-b
7-7_
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
TITLE
ALPHANbMERIC INFORMATION FOR PAGE TITLE
I
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A, CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =LOADAT= PROGRAM
LOADAT
*LABEL
*SCALE
*GRID
*MAXHKL
,DATOM
**B
*ATOM
*ATOMG
*ATOMD
*B
.REF
*NOREF
END
CALLING CARD FOR ATOM PARAMETER LOADING ROUTINE.
TO UPDATE FILE LABEL (MAXIMUM OF !5 CARDS).
TO UPDATE FILE FmRELATIVE SCALE FACTORS,
TO ALTER GRID PARAMETERS, REQUIRED ONLY IF =ATOMG= CARDS ARE uSED,
THIS CARD NEED BE USED ONLY ONCE FOR ANY GIVEN GRID SPECIFICATION,
IT IS THEN STORED IN THE BINARY FILE UNTIL CHANGED BY A SUBSEGUENT
=GRID= CARD.
TO ESTABLISH LIMITS ON H, K, L, OR SIN THETA,
TO BOVE ALL ATOMS IN THE ASYMMETRIC UNIT BY A SPECIFIED AMOUNT.
OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR;
TO SUPPLY ATOM FRACTIONAL POPULATION, POSITIONAL, AND ISOTROPIC
TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS.
TO SUPPLY ATOM GRID POSITIONAL, POPULATION, AND ISOTROPIC
TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS. THIS CARD REQUIRES A :GRID: CARD.
TO DELETE ATOMS FROM THE BINARY FILE,
ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS.
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR CARD, RMS AMPLITUDE OF
VIBRATION IN CRUICKSHANK NOTATION,
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR (SAME SCALE AS B)
ANISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTORS IN THE EXPRESSION - EXP BASE E
H**2 BETA(l,1) + ..,. + 2,H,K* BETA(I,2) + ,.,.
TO ESTABLISH SIGNALS IN THE FILE WITH RESPECT TO WHICH PARAMETERS
ARE TO BE REFINED UPON,
TO ESTABLISH SIGNALS IN THE FILE WITH RESPECT TO WHICH PARAMETERS
ARE TO BE REFINED UPON.
END CARD,
i
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THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL.
** A b CARD AT THIS POINT WITH THE COMPOUND ZD IN COLS 8-13 IS ENTERED A_ AN
OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR.
**_ READS =NFILEA= WRITES =NFILEB= =**s
NOTE 1 - ALL LABELp SCALE_ GRID AND MAXHKL CARDS MUST COME FIRST, THEN ALL
Bp ATOMp ATOMDp ATOMGp BETAp BIJp AND UIJ MUST COME NEXT EITHER ALL
T.F, AND THEN ALL ATOM OR ATOMp TF_ ATOMp TF,,,, IT MAKES NO
DIFFERENCE, IF MORE THAN ONE CARD IS GIVEN THE SAME ATOM IDENTITY
THE LAST SUPERCEDES ALL OTHERS, REF AND NOREF COME IN ORDER OF LOGIC
JUST BEFORE THE END CARD.
NOTE 2 - FOR OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTORp A SINGLE tBt CARD MUST BE THE FLRST
PARAMETE R CARD, IF Z_,, Tua,,,_T_nT_JT_==,=.,._..._._.TEMPERATURE FACTOR, ,-,_'"n_, _^r
tATO_t OR tATOMGo CARD RUST BE FOLLOWED BY A TEMPERATURE FACTOR CARD
(EXCEPT THAT ISOTROPZC _B_ COULD BE PUNCHED IN tATOM_ OR tATOMGt
CARDS), BE SURE THAT THE ATOM IDENTITY CODE IN COLS 8-13 OF tAlOHt
OR _ATOMGt CARD IS IDENTICALLY THE SAME AS THE IDENTITY CODE ON THE
FOLLO,ING TEMPERATURE FACTOR CARD, NOTE THAT THE PROGRAM RECOG,IZES
_Btp tBIJ_P tUXJtp A_D tBETAt CARDS AND CONVERTS THEM INTERNALLy SO
THAT THESE CARDS MAY BE DIFFERENT FOR EACH ATOM,
2,LOADAT-BI 1_
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B, CARD FORMATS FoR =LOADAT= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER,
LOADAT - CALLING CARD FOR ATOM PARAMETER LOADING ROUTINEo
FORMAT (A2pA_plXmA_PA2mI2pI5}
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b LOADAT
7 BLANK
8-_3 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
1_-15 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (UPDATE)/(A-PRIORI) RUN
16-20 (BLANK)/(I) FOR USE (SCALE}/RESCALE) FACTORS FOR F-RELATIvE,
21-72 BLANK
LABEL - TO UPDATE FILE LABEL,
FORMAT (A2pA_IGA_)
COLS
1-5
6
7m72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
LABEL
BLANK
LABEL INFORMATION FOR DATA FILE,
SCALE - TO UP_ATE FILE F-RELATIVE SCALE FACTORS,
FORMAT (A2pA4pFzo,_pI_)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 SCALE
6 BLANK
7-1b F-RELATIVE MULTIPLICATIVE SCALE FACTOR
17-20 NUMBER OF SCALE GROUP AS ESTABLISHED AT DATA REDUCTION TIMED
21-72 BLANK
GRID - FOURIER GRID CARD,
FORMAT (A2pA_TxI3I_)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-_ GRID
5-13 BLANK
1_-17 NUMBER OF GRID POINTS ALONG A AXIS
18-21 NUMBER OF GRID POINTS ALONG B AXIS
22-25 NUMBER OF GRID POINTS ALONG C AXIS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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i
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
2.LOADAI-B
26-72 BLANK
MAXHKL - LIMITS FOR FOURIER SUMMATION.
FORMAT (A2pA_p7Xp3IW,2FB.4)
COLS SPECIFIEb PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-0 MAXHKL
7-13 BLANK
14-17 MAXIMUM H TO BE USED
18-21 MAXIMUM K TO BE USED
22-25 MAXIMUM L TO BE USED
26-33 MAXIMUM SIN(THETA)/LANBDA. (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
34-_I MINIMUM SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA. (BLANK MEANS NO LIMIT)
42-72 BLANK
OATOi_ - ASYMMETklC uNIT SHIFT CARD.
FORMAT (A2pA4,1X_A4_A2t3F8._}
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b DATON
6-7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
I_-21 FACTOR TO BE ADDED TO ALL X PARAMETERS SUPPLIED (CARDS OR FILE)
22-29 Y PARAMETER SHIFT
30-37 Z PARAMETER SHIFT
38-72 BLANK
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-3 ATOM O_ ATOMG
b-7 BLANK
8-11 SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE (EXACTLY AS ON FORMFX CARDS)
12-13 ATOM I_ENTITy FOR GIVEN SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE
14-21X PARAMETER IN FRACTIONS OF A CELL EDGE
22-29 Y PARAMETER IN FRACTIONS OF B CELL EDGE
30-37 Z PARAMETER IN FRACTIONS OF C CELL EDGE
38-W3 ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE FACTOR IF SUPPLIED IN THIS CARD,
_W-4B POPULAIION PARAMETER OF THIS SPECIES AT THIS POINT Xp Yp Z BLAN_
LMPLIE5 1,0
_9-72 BLANK
ATOMb - TO DELETE ATOMS FROM THE BINARY FILE.
FORMAT (A2pA_tlX.A4pA2)
COLS
1-_
b-7
6-11
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
ATOM_
BLANK
SCATTEkING FACTOR TYPE (EXACTLY AS PUNCHED IN THE FORMFX CARDS AI
OATA REDUCTION)
ATOM OH ATOMG - ATOM PARAMETER CARD.
AN ATOM5 CARD IS IDENTICAL TO AN ATOM CARD SAVE THAT THE X, Y, / ARE
DIVIDED BY THE THREE PARAMETERS SUPPLIED ON A GRID CARD. - USED TO
AVOI; CONVERTING FOURIER MAP COORIDINATES.
FORMAT (A2tA4wlX,AWpA2p3F8,_,F6,WpF5,2)
2,LOADAT-B 3 I_6
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12-13 ATOM IDENTITY FOR ATOM OF GIVEN SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE, (NOTE*** IF
LEFT BLANK THIS CARD APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS OF THE STATED TYPE,***)
1_-72 BLANK
Be BIJe UIJp AND BETA - TEMPERATURE FACTOR CARDS,
NOTE,, THE FORMAT OF Bp BIJp UIdp AND BETA CARDS ARE ALL THE SAME,
FORMAT (A2pAWpIXpAWpA2w6FB.W)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-4 APPROPRIATE LABEL Bt BIJp UIdp OR BETA
5-7 BLANK
8-11 SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE EXACTLY AS PUNCHED ON THE ATOM OR A_OMG CARD
12-13 ATOM IDENTITY EXACTLY AS ON ATOM OR ATOMG CARD
(OR _-13 COMPOUND IDENTITY IF THIS IS AN OVERALL FACTOR,)
1_-21B OR Bll OR Ull OR BETA11
22-29 B22 OR EQUIVALENT
30-37 B33 OR EGUIVALENT
38-_5 B12 OR EQUIVALENT
_6-53 B13 OR EQUIVALENT
5_-61 B25 OR EQUIVALENT
62-72 BLANK
REF OR NOREF - TO ESTABLISH SIGNALS IN THE FILE WITH RESPECT TO WHICH
PARAMETERS ARE TO BE REFINED UPON,
FORMAT (A2eA4plXtA_eA2P13A3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-5 REF OR NOREF
6-7 BLANK
8-11 SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE (EXACTLY AS SHOWN IN FORMFX CARDS),
12-13 ATOM IDENTITY FOR THIS SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE,
(NOTE,,,, IF 12-13 IS BLANK CARDS APPLY TO ALL ATOMS OF NAMED TYPE,
IF 8-11 IS BLANK CARD APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS,)
(IF =SCALE= IS PUNCHED IN 8-12 THEN COMMAND APPLIES TO F-RELATIVE SCALE
FACTOR REFINEMENT)
14-16 EACH FIELD NAY CONTAIN BLANKS OR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LEFT dUSTIFIED
SYMBOLS, Xp Yp Zp Bp Bllp B22f B33_ BI2p BI3_ B23e Mp Sp b (M IS THE
POPULATION PARAMETERp S THE NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR AND D THE
DISPERSION CORRECTION) IF ALL FIELDS ARE LEFT BLANK ALL QUANTITIES
ARE ACTED UPON, IF ANY FIELD IS PUNCHED ONLY THE PARAMETERS NAMED ARE
ACTED UPON,
17-19t 20-22p 23-25p 26-28w 29-31p 32-3_p 35-37e 38-_0f _l-_3p _-_bp _7-_9p
50-52 (SYMBOL FROM ABOVE LIST)
53-72 BLANK
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (A2tAW)
COLS
1-3
_-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
A, CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =MODIFy= PROGRAM
MODIFY
*MODFIL
*MODREF
ENb
CALLING CARD
MODIFY SPECIFIED ENTRY
MODIFY SPECIFIED REFLECTION
END CARD
• THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
****_EADS NFILEA
***=wRITES NFILEB
*=**OPIIONALLY PUNCHES CARDS ON NFILEC
2,MODIFyIA I
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u, CARD FORMATS FoR =MODIFY= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE bIVEN IN SECTION 2,GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER,
MODIFY - CALLING CARD,
FORMAT (A2pA4,1XpAWpA2pI2pI5w3FIO,5)
COLS
l-b
7
88Z3
Z_
Z5
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
MODIFY
BLANK
COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE,
BLANK
(BLANK)/(1)/(2)/(3) (DO NOT REPLACE F-RELATIVE WITH A VALbE DEHIVED
FROM FC)/(DO REPLACE F-RELATIVE WITH A VALUE DERIVED FROM FC)/{I,_PLIE_
THAT IN ADDITION TO REPLACING F-RELATIVE THE PHASE OF FC IS TO 8E
STORE_ IN THE CALCULATED PHASE WORD(2W))/(IMPLIES THAT IN ADDITI,,N
HKL REFLECTIOF_ CARDS BE PUNCHED FOR OTHER USES,)
16820 (BLANK)/(N) (DO NOT)/(DO) LIST WORDS MODIFIED, N IS THE NUMBE,_
OF LIN_S TO LIST,
21-30 PERCEhTAbE RANDOM ERROR TO BE PLACED IN F
31-Wu THRESHOLD INTENSITY
Wl-bO SCALE TO BE APPLIED TO F TO REMOVE IT FROM SCALE OF FC
MObFIL - MODIFY SPECIFIED ENTRY,
FORMAT (A2,AW,1X,AWpA2,I4p4XIW,IgpFIO,5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
Imb MODFIL
7 _LANK
8-13 COMPObND IDE_,TIFICATION CODE,
I_-15 _LANK
16-19 LOGICAL RECORD TO BE ALTERED
20-_3 PHYSICAL RECORD TO BE ALTERED
28-_1 NUMBER OF WORD TO BE REPLACED IN THE SPECIFIED RECORD,
32m_0 FIXED pOINT _UANTITY
_I-50 FLOATING POINT QUANTITY
MODREF - MODIFY SPECIFIED REFLECTION,
FORMAT (A2PAW,IX,AW,A2tWIWpI9,FIO,5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-0 MODREF
I
1
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
2,MODIFY-B 2 14g
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7 BLANK
8-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE,
14-15 BLANK
Ib-19 H INDEX oF REFLECTION TO BE MODIFIED
20-23 K INDEX OF REFLECTION TO BE MODIFIED
2W-27 L INDEX OF REFLECTION TO BE MODIFIED
2B-31 NUMBER OF RELATIVE WORD IN REFLECTION RECORD TO OE REPLACED, (SEE FILE
FORMAT)
32-_0 FIXED PI
32-W0 FIXED ROINT QUANTITY THE CHOICE IS MADE ON THE HASIS
W1-bO FLOATIh@ POINT QUANTITY OF NON-ZERO, IF BOTH ARE ,_ON-
ZERO, FIXED POINT IS STORE,,
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (A_PAW)
COLS
I-3
W-Tb
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
2.0RFLS -A 1 IbG
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A, CARD ORDER SbMMARY FOR :ORFLS: PROGRAM
ORFLS
*SCALE
*ATO_
*REF
,NQREF
END
CALLING CARD FOR BUSING-MARTIN-LEVY LEAST-SQUARES
SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA
ATO_ SELECTION CARD
TURN ON REFINEMENT OF SPECIFIED PARAMETERS
SHUT OFF REFINEMENT OF SPECIFIED PARAMETERS
END CARD
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL.
NOTE I - THIS PROGRAk DOES NOT TREAT THE OVERALL TEMPERATURE FACTOR.
NOTE 2 - IF NG AIOM CARDS ARE PRESENT ALL THE ATOMS IN THE BINARY FILE A_E
USED. IF ANY ATOMS ARE SPECIFIED BY CARDS ONLY THOSE SPEcIFIEO ON THE
CARDS ARE SELECTED FROM THE BINARY FILE. IF THERE ARE TOO MANY ATOMS
IN THE FILE FOR THE STORAGE CAPACITYt CARDS WILL BE EXPECIED.
NOTE 3 - IF ALL REFINEMENT RESTRICTION CARDS ARE LEFT OUT REFINEMENT
WILL bE ON ALL POSITIONAL AND TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS.
HOWEVER, NO SCATTERING FACTORS OR POPULATION FACTORS WILL BE
SET TO REFINE.
***** READS =hFILEA= AND WRITES =NFILEB= *****
IF T_E PROGRA_ IS SE_ TO PUNCH CARDS (COLS 32-3W OF ,ORFLS' CARD) THE PR,;GRAM
_RITEs THESE I_,AGES ON =NFILEC:, THE PUNCH FILE.
2,0RFLS -B I Ibl
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B, CARD FORMATS FoR :ORFLS= PROGRAM
--m -- -- .
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE OIvEN IN SECTION 2,GENERLmB) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIHED BY THE
USER,
ORFLS - CALLING CARD FOR BUSING-MARTIN-LEVY LEAST-SQUARES PROGRA_,
FORMAT (A_pA4,1X,A4wA2pllI3t3F4,3fI3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b ORFLS
bm7 BLANK
14-1b NUMBER OF CYCLES TO _E CALC, (NC)
17-19 (1)/(2)/(3) FOR (ISOTROPIC)/(ANISOTROPIC)/(MIXED) PROGRAM CONVERTS IF
REQUIRED, AVLRAGE DIAGONAL ELEMENT USED IN ANISOTROPIC CONvERSIO,,_,
NO CO_VERSION MADE UNLESS SPECIFIED BY A =REF_- CARD IN MIXED MODE-,
(ITF)
20-22 (BLANK)/(1)/(2) FOR REFINEMENT BASED ON (F)/(F**2)/(FO COkkECTED FOR
23-25 (BLANK)/(1} FOR USE (SCALE)/(RESCALE) FACTORS FROM TAPE (IRES(:)
2b-2B (BLANK)/(1) FOR (UO)/(DO NOT) HALT IF CONVENTIONAL R INCREASES By 0,1
IN ANY CYCLE,
29-31 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (WEIGHTS FROM TAPE)/(ALL WEIGHTS EQUAL 1,0) (IW)
32-3W (BLANK)/(1)/(2)/(3) FOR (NO CARDS)/(PUNCH CARDS)/(PUNCH CAkDS ANjj
IGNORE NON PosITIVE DEFINITE TEST)/(SET BACK THE T,F, WHIct_ GO
NON-POS-DEF ) (IT )
35-_7 (BLANKI/(1) FOR (DO i_OT)/(DO) LIST THE REFLECT, INFO, DURING LASr
CYCLE (ILIST)
38-40 BLANK: DO NOT LIST, 1 : LIST THE REFLECT, FOR WHICH WEIGHTED DELTA-F
IS GREATER THAN RR (IREJ) 2 : LIST REJECTED REFLECT, AND ALSO IHE
CORRELATION MATRIX FOR EACH CYCLE
41-43 (BLAN_)/(1)/(2) FOR (NO)/(USE)/(USE PREVIOUS FC) FIXED ATOM CONT,,IB,
(IP)
44-40 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (X-RAY)/(NEUTRON) (INEU)
47-50 DAMPING oR ENHANCING FACTOR FOR PARAMETER SHIFTS (BLANK OR 0,0 = 1,0)
51-54 RR TO CONTROL LIST (_LANK = 2,0}
55-5b REJECI FROM cONSIDERATION IN SHIFTS REFLECTIONS WHOSE WEIGhTE_ _F_LTA-F
IS LAR_ER, (BLANK : 10..8)
59-61 (BLAN_,)/(1) (NO)/(SPECIAL) SYMMETRY PATCH REQUIRED,
b2-72 BLANK
SCALE - SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA,
FORMAT (A2,A4,F10,4pI4,FlO,4,12_3FlO,4)
2,0RFLS -B 2 152
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b SCALE
b BLANK
7-1b SCALE FACTOR TO APPLY TO F REL.
I7-2b GROUP IDENTIFICATION (i-b_)
21-72 BLANK
ATOM - ATOM SELECTION CARD.
FORMAT (A2pA4,1X,A_pA2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUhCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-W ATOM
5-7 BLANK
B-Z1 SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE (EXACTLY AS ON FORMFX CARDS)
12-13 ATOM IDENTITY FOR GIVEN SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE
IW-72 _LANK
REF UR NOREF - SET PARAMETER REFINEMENT IF IT IS TO BE DIFFERENT THAN THaT
ALREADY SET IN THE DATA FILE.
FORMAT (AZPAWpIXpAWpA2p13A3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
Z-b REF OR NOREF
6-7 BLANK
8-iI SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE (EXACTLY AS SHOWN IN FORMFX CARDS).
12-13 ATOM I_EhTITY FOR THIS SCATTERING FACTOR TYPE,
(NOTE.... IF 12-13 IS BLANK CARDS APPLY TO ALL ATOMS OF NAMED TYPE,
IF 8-11 IS BLANK CARD APPLIES TO ALL ATOMS.)
(IF =SCALE= IS PUNCHED IN 8-12 THEN COMMAND APPLIES TO F-RELATIVE SCALE
FACTOR REFINEMENT)
IW-lb EACH FIELD MAY CONTAIN BLANKS OR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LEFI JUSTIFIED
SYMBOLS. XP Y, Z, BP Blip B22p B33p BI2p B13t B23p Mt SP b (M I_ THE
POPULATION PARAMETERw S THE NEUTRON SCATTERING FACTOR AND b THE
OISPERSION CORRECTION) IF ALL FIELDS ARE LEFT BLANK ALL QUANTITIES
ARE ACIED UPON. IF A_Y FIELD IS PUNCHED ONLY THE PARAMETERS NAMED ARE
ACTED uPON.
17-1gp 20-22, 23-25, 26-28_ 2g-31t 32-3_p 35-37P 3B-_OP _1-_3p _W-_b, _7-_9,
b0-52 (SYMBOL FROM ABOVE LIST)
53-7k BLANK
END - END CARD.
FORMAT (A@_AW)
COLS
_-3
_-72
SPECIFIEB PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
All CARD ORDER SUMMARy FOR =PARAM= PROGRAM
PARAM
CELL
THETA
END
CALLING CARD FOR =PARAM=
CELL CONSTANT CARD
TWO THETA DATA CARD
END CARD
2,PARAM -A I 153
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2.PARAM -B I Ib4
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U, CARD FORMATS FOR =PARAM= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED Ih SECTION 2.GENERL-A, THE OPERATION C_RD FORMATS
ARE _I_EN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED bY THE
USER.
PARAM - CALLIN_ CARD FOR LEAST SQUARES CELL PARAMETER REFINEMENT PROGRAM.
FORMAT (A2wA4tlXpA4PA2p2Xf2FIO,7pA4pA2)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
i-5 PARAM
bm7 BLANK
Bmi3 COMPOUhD IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-15 bLANK
16-25 wAVELENGTH OF RADIATION USED,
26-35 CORRECTION TO BE APPLIED TO THE TWO THETA VALUES CONTAINED ON THm
=THETA= CARDS FOR CONVERSION TO TRUE TWO THETAtS.
36-_1 LATTICE TYPE IDENTIFICATION CODE ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING -
TRICLI - TRICLINIC
MONOCL . MONOCLINIc
ORTHOR - ORTHORHOMBIC
TETRAG - TETRAGONAL
CUBIC - CUBIC
TRIGRH - TRIGONAL (RHOMBOHEDRAL INDEXING}
HEXAGO - HEXAGONAL
TRIGHX - TRIGONAL (HEXAGONAL INDEXING)
IF THE LATTICE TYPE PROVIDED IS BLANK OR ILLEGALp A TRICLINIC LAITICE
WILL BL ASSU_ED,
CELL - CELL CONSTANT CARD.
FORMAT (A2,A4,1X,AW,A2,3FB.3,3Fg,5)
COLS
5D7
B'i3
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
CELL
BLANK
SIX COLUMNS OF HOLLERITH PUNCHING OR BLANKS TO IDENTIFY COMPObND.
MINUS LERO (mO) OR ZERO (0) AS A LEADING SYMBOL IS NOT ALLOWED. tHIS
IDENTIFICATION IS CHECKED BY VARIOUS PROGRAMS FOR CONSTANCY, SO cHOOSE
CAREFbLLY ANb REMEMBER YOUR CHOICE.
14-21 A CELL DIMENSION
22-29 B CELL DIMENSION
30-57 C CELL DIMENSION
38-46 ALPHA OR COSINE (ALPHA).
47-55 BETA Ok COSINE (BETA). IF A MONOCLINIC LATTICE WITH BETA UNIQUE, DO
2,PARAM -B @ Ib_
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NOT SET BETA EQUAL TO 90,0 DEGREES (OR A COSINE OF 0,0} BECAUSE _ETA IS
TESTED TO DETERMINE IF IT OR GAMMA IS TO BE REFINED,
56-bW bAMMA OR COSINE (GAMMA}.
bS-71F(O,O,O)
THETA - TWO THETA DATA CARD.
FORMAT (A2pAW,gx,31W,2FZO,6}
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-5 THETA
6-15 BLANK
16-19 H INDEX.
@0-23 K INDEX.
2@-27 L INDEX.
28-37 TWO ThETA.
38-W7 STANDARD DEVIATION OF TWO THETA. IF ZERO OR BLANK, 0.01 IS SUPPLIED.
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (A@,AW}
COLS
t-3
J[A m'}' _
"_r If--
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
2,PHASE -A I lb6
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A, CARD ORDER SL_MMARY FOR :PHASE: PROGRAM
PHASE
*UEFINE
*LGNORE
*_ADEeN
*_A_SIG
**HKL
***EGh
END
CALLING CARD FOR PHASE PROGRAM.
_EFINES THE PHASE OF SPECIFIED REFLECTION.
CAUSES sPECIFIED REFLECTION TO BE IGNORED IN SOLUTION PROCESS,
REMOVES A SPECIFIED EQUATION DERIVED FROM TWO SIGMA-ThO RELATION-
SHIPS FROM THE SET USED IN SOLUTION PROCESS,
REMOVES A SPECIFIED SIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIP,
PERMITS LOADING OF E VALUES FROM CARDS,
PERMITS LOADING OF SIGMA-TWO DERIVED EQUATIONS FROM CARDS,
* THESE CARbS ARE oPTIONAL,
** IF ANY HKL CARDS APPEAR NO SIGMA TWO DATA FILE IS USED,
**** SIGMA lWO HELATIONSHIPS MUST BE SUPPLIED IF HKL CARDS SUPPLIED,
:NFILEA: AND :NFILEB: ARE USED WHEN FILE UPDATING IS REQUESTED
=NFILE_: IS sIGMA-TWO RELATIONSHIPS FILE
:NFILEF: AND =NFILEG: ARE SCRATCH FILES ALWAYS USED
:NFILEH= SCRATCH FILE USED WHEN SORTING IS REQUESTED
IF PUECH CARDS ARE SPECIFIED THEY ARE PLACED IN FILE =NFILEC=
I
'l
I
I
I
l
I
I
l
l
I
I
I
!
l
l
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
B,
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CARD FORMATS FOR =PHASE= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERL-A. THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER.
PHASE - CALLING CAR_ FOR PHASE.
FORMAT (A2pAWpIXtAWpA2pWIWp2F6.4f31@)
COoS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-_ PHASE
&-7 BLANK
8-!3 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
I@-I? (BLANK)/(1)/(2) (NO PUNCHED PHASES)/(PUNCH DEFINE CARDS)/(PUNCH MODREF
CARDS)
18-21 (0)/(I) (DO NOT)/(DO) WRITE NEW BINARY FILE _ITH DETERMINED PHASES
INCLUDED
22-25 (-1)/(O)/(N) (DO NOT)/(DO) DEFINE ORIGIN REFLECTIONS IF PoSSIBLr/
OR IGNORE uP TO N UN_EFINED GENERATORS AND PROCEED WITH LI_ITE_
26-_9 NUMBER OF LARGEST E VALUE REFLECTIONS TO BE t,GENERATORSt,
30-35 MINIMUM PROBABILITY TO ACCEPT A RELATIONSHIP FROM SIGMA TWO
36-_1MINIMbM E VALUE FOR WHICH A PHASE IS TO BE DETERMINED
W2-@5 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CYCLES OF REFINEMENT TO ATTEMPT TO PRODUCE A S_)LUTIO,q
- 10 MAXIMUM (I,E, FE_ER DESCREPANT THAN ACCORDANT)
_b-@9 (0)/(1) (DO)/(DO NOT) SORT SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS BEFORE ATTE;_PTING
SOLUTION.
DEFII_E - REFLECTIONS TO BE DEFINED WITH RESPECT TO PHASE.
FORMAT (A_pAWpIX,A_pA2p2X,_I_)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-o DEFINE
7 BLANK
8-_3 COMPObND IDENTIFICATION CODE
IW-_5 BLANK
16-I@ H INDEX
20-23 K INDEX
2_-27 L INDEX
28-31 + OR - i TO INDICATE cOSINE OF DEFINEG PHASE,
IGNORE - REFLECTIONS TO BE IGNORED IN PROCESS OF PHASE DETERMINATION ELI_,IINATES
ALL SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS WHICH INVOLVES THIS REFLECTION.
FORMAT (A2pAW,1XpAWwA2p_Xp314)
2,PHASE -B 2 1,58
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 IGNORE
7 BLANK
8-13 COMPObhD IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-15 BLANK
16-19 H INDEX
20-23 K INDEX
24-27 L INDEX
BADE_N - ELIMINATES A SPECIFIED RELATIONSHIP FROM USE DURING THE soLUTIO_
PROCESS.
FORMAT (A_PA4tlX,A4pA2,2Xp514}
COLS SPECIFIED PUI_cHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-_ BADEQN
7 BLANK
6-13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-15 BLANK
1b-_9 FIRST SYMBOLIC PHASE KUMBER
20-23 SECOND SYMBOLIC PHASE NUMBER
24-27 IHIRD SYMBOLIC PHASE HUMBER
28-31 FOURTH SYMBOLIC PHASE NUMBER (IF NEEDED FOR A RELATIONSHIP OF T_,E
SECOND KIND,)
32-35 SIGN OF THE RELATIONSHIP,
BADSIG - ELIMINATES sPECIFIED SIGMA TWO RELATIONSHIPS FROM USE DURING THE
SOLUTION PROCESS,
FORMAT (A_,A4,1X,A4eA2,2X,414)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
Z-b BADSIG
7 BLANK
B-_3 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-15 BLANK
Ib-19 FIRST SYMBOLIC PHASE NUMBER
20-23 SECOND SYMBOLIC PHASE NUMBER
24-27 THIRD SYMBOLIC PHASE NUMBER
28-31 SIGN OF RELATIONSHIP
HKL - HKL CARD.
FORMAT (A2eAWpIX,A4pA2t2Xp414pF7.4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 HKL
4-7 BLANK
8-13 COMPObND IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-15 BLANK
16-19 H INDEX
20-23 K INUEX
24-27 L INDEX
28-3i SYMBOLIC PHASE NUMBER FOR THIS E.
32-38 E VALbE
EQN - A SIGMA TwO RELATIONSHIP
FORMAT (A2pA_plXpA_pA2w2Xp414pF7,5)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 EQN
4-7 BLANK
8-i3 COMPObhD IDENTIFICATION CODE
14-15 BLANK
16-19 SYMBOLIC PHASE ONE
20-23 SYMBOLIC PHASE TWO
24-27 SYMBOLIC PHASE THREE
28-31 + OR - I FOR SIGN OF RELATIONSHIP
32-38 PROBABILITy OF THE RELATIONSHIP BEING TRUE,
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (A2PA4}
COLS
1-3
W-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
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2,RLIST -A I
A, CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR :RLIST: PROGRAM
RLIST
*SCALE
*CATEGO
CALLING CARD FOR R LISTING PROGRAM
F RELATIVE SCALE FACTOR CARD(S)
TO OBTAIN R VALUES FOR CERTAIN SPECIFIED CATEGORIES,
END CARD
* TNESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL.
**_*HEAOS =NFILEA=****
160
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2.RLIST -B I Ibl
2_/DEC/7
B, CARD FORMALS FOR :RLIST= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.GENERLmA. THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2.GENERLmB) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER.
RLIST -CALLINB CARD FOR RLIST PROGRAM.
FORMAT (A2pAWpIX,AWpA2,2XpI3,2XpII)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-5 RLIST
6-7 BLANK
_-,x rOMPO.=i r_ Ir_EI_ITT_!CATTr_N Cnr_"
1W-17 uLANK
18 (0 OR BLANK)/(1)/(2) FOR (USE SCALE FACTORS)/(USE RESCALE FACTORS)/
(SET SCALE FACTORS : 1), SCALES WILL BE SUPERSEDED BY ANY SCALE
CARDS wHICH _IAY BE SUPPLIED,
19-20 BLANK
_1 (BLANK)/(1) FOR (DO)/(DO NOT) LIST R BY LEVELS OF H_Kp AND L.
SEARCHED TwiCE, IF THE USER WISHES TO SAVE TIME RATHER THAN SEE THIS
LISTI_Gp PLACE A ONE IN COLUMN 21,
SCAL_ - SCALE CARD FOR F RELATIVE DATA,
FORMAT (A2tA_pFIO._pI_pFIO,WwI2p3FIO,#)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
lmb SCALE
b BLANh
7-£6 SCALE FACTOR TO APPLY TO F REL,
17-2u GROUP IDENTIFICATION (1-6_) A GROUP IDENTITY OF ZERO WILL
APPLY uVERALL F-RELATIVE SCALETO STORED VALUES OF SCALE FACTORS.
SCALE CARDS LOADED AFTER GROUP=ZERO WILL NOT BE AFFECTED.
21-72 BLANK
CATEGO - CARD ALLOWING USER TO OBTAIN R VALUES FOR CERTAIN SPECIFIED CATF-
GORIES. (USE A SEPARATE CARD FOR EACH CATEGORY SELECTED.)
FORMAT (A_tAWp2Xp3A4p6(IXpI4,2FIO,5)
COLS
l-b
7-B
9-20
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
CATEGO
BLANK (OR RY)
USEROS NAME FOR CATEGORY SELECTED
2,RLIST -B 2 162
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.... CATEGORIES BY INDEX VALUES
21-_5 R VALbES DESIRED FOR A SPECIFIC H, BLANK IMPLIES NO SEARCh FOR A
SPECIFIC H VALUE,
26-30 R VALUES DESIRED FOR A SPECIFIC Kp BLANK IMPLIES NO SEARC_ FOR A
SPECIFIC K VALUE,
31-35 R VALUES DESIRED FOR A SPECIFIC L, BLANK IMPLIES NO SEARCH FOR A
SPECIFIC L VALUE,
.... CATEGORIES _Y INDEX COMBINATIONS
36-W0 CATEGOHY OF INDEX COMBINATIONS
(BLANK)/(l)/(2)/(3)/(4)/(5)/(6)/(7) FOR (IGNORE TEST)/(H)/(K)/(L)/
(H+K)/(H+L)/(K+L}/(H+K+L)
41-W5 VALUE OF ABOVE INDICES TO BE INCLUDED IN R VALUES
(1)/(2)/(3)/(_}/(5)/(6)/(ETC,) FOR (ODD ONLY)/(EVEN ONLY)/(MULTIPLES
OF 30NLY)/(MULTIPLES OF W ONLY)/(MULTIPLES OF 50NLY)/(MULTIPLEs OF
ONLY)/(ANY REASONABLE NUMBER MAY BE SUPPLIED)
.... CATEGORIES BY MAGNITUDE OF OTHER QUANTITIES
W6-50 SELECT CATEGORY FOR RANGE 0F-
(I)/(2)/(3) FOR (SI_ THETA/LAMBDA)/(INTENSITY)/(FO)
51-oU LOWER LIMIT OF QUANTITY REQUESTED IN COLS W6-50
61-70 UPPER LIMIT OF QUANTITY REQUESTED IN COLS W6-50
END - END CARD,
FORMAT (A@,AW)
COLS
_-_
W-72
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
END
BLANK
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2,SIGMA2-A I
A, CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR :SIGMA@: PROGRAM
SIGMA2
,WEIGHT
END
CALLING CARD FOR :SIGMA2: PROGRAM
NbMBER OF ATOMS OF VARIOUS TYPES IN A UNIT CELL
END CARD
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL.
*****READS =NFILEA= WHEN RUN FROM DATA FILE*****
*****WRI[ES =hFILEE= WHEN PRODUCING EQUATIONS ON EXTERNAL FILE*****
lb5
@g/DEC/7
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B, CARD FORMATS FOR =SIGMA2= PROGRAM
.m_Dwmmw--mo--.Im.ml--.mm..D.mn.--.
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIVEN IN SECTION 2,GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER,
SIGMA2 - CALLING CARD FOR THE =SIGMA2= PROGRAM,
FORMAT (A2tA411XpA_pA2pFT,3p212plXpA_pA2pI2wI_P2F7,3)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b SIGMA2
7 BLANK
8o13 COMPOUND IDENTIFICATION CODE
IW-2_ NEG/O/BLANK EMIN=I,5 (EMIN)
21-22 0/I/2 EQS AND NO CARDS/EGS AND CARDS/CARDS AND NO EGS, (IPUNCH)
23-2; 0/i EtS FROM TAPE/CARDS (IF BOTH TAPE AND CARD INPUTP IREAD=O) (IREAj}
25 BLANK
26-31 LABEL FOR, CARDS (CDLAB)
32-33 0/1 EO/DON°T WRITE BINARY TAPE (KEY)
3W-37 NUMBER OF EoS TO DEFINE PHASES FOR (M)
38-WW MINIMUM E VALUE FOR WHICH TO DEFINE PHASE (FM)
W5-51 ABSOLUTE CUTOFF FOR GENERATORS (BLANK = EMIN} (EMIN2)
WEIGHT - NUMBER OF ATOMS OF VARIOUS TYPES IN A UNIT CELL,
FORMAT (A2,AWf2213}
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b WEIGHT
7m9 NUMBER OF AToMs OF TYPE I IN CELL (IXN(1))
10-12 ATOMIC NUMBER OF ATOMS OF TYPE I (IXN(2))
13-15 NUMBER OF ATOMS OF TYPE 2 IN CELL (IXN(3))
16-18 ATOMIC NUMBER OF ATOMS OF TYPE 2 (IXN(W))
19"21 ETC,
70-72 ATOMIC NUMBER OF ATOMS OF TYPE 11
END " END CARD,
FORMAT (A2tAW)
COLS
1-3
_-72
( IXN (22))
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD.
END
BLANK
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CARD ORDER SUMMARy FOR =UPDATE= PROGRAM
UPDATE
*LNSERT
*DELETE
*PRINT
*PUNCH
LND
CALLING CARD FOR THE =UPDATE= PROGRAM
INSERT A CARD OR CARDS
DELETE THE SPECIFIED CARD OR CARDS AND INSERT THE FOLLOWING
CARDSp UP TO THE NEXT CONTROLL CARDp I_z THEIR PLACE
_RITE OFF LINE THE SPECIFIED SUBROUTINE FROM THE SYMBOLIC TAPE
PUNCH A SPECIFIED SUBROUTINE FROM THE SYMBOLIC TAPE
LAST CARD IN =UPDATE= DATA DECK
* THESE CARDS ARE OPTIONAL
2,UPDATE-B I lb6
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B, CARD FORMATS FoR =UPDATE= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FORMATS
ARE GIREN IN SECTION 2°GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER,
UPDATE - CALLING CARD FOR THE =UPDATE= PROGRAM,
FORMAT (A2fA_tgXt515)
COLS
1-0 UPDATE
7-18 BLANK
19 0/1 DO NOT/BO
20-23 BLANK
2_ 0/1 DO NOT/DO
25-28 BLANK
29 0/1 DO NOT/DO
30-33 BLANK
3_ 0/1 DO NOT/DO
35-_8 BLANK
39 0/1 DO NOT/DO
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
PRINT THE ENTIRE TAPE
PUNCH THE ENTIRE TAPE
COPY THE TAPE (*)
END OF FILE THE TAPE BEFORE EACH SUBROUTINE
PRINT A TABLE OF CONTENTS OF THE TAPE
(*) =UPDATE READS =NFILEI= AND WRITES =NFILEJ:
INSE_T " LOCATION WHERE THE CARD OR CARDS WHICH FOLLOWt uP TO THE NEXT CoNTROLL
CARDP ARE TO BE INSERTED,
FORMAT (A2_AWp_X_AWpI_p7Xw315)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b INSERT
7-20 BLANK
21-2_ DECK NAME AS NUXX OR XYXX° IF' DECK NAME IS BLANK INSERTION IS MADE
AT THE FRONT OF THE TAPE (BEFORE FIRST SUBROUTINE)
25-28 NUMBER OF CARD AFTER WHICH INSERTION IS TO BE MADE
29-39 BLANK
_0 0/1 DO NOT/DO PRINT THIS SUBROUTINE
_1-_ BLANK
_5 0/1 DO NOT/DO PUNCH THIS SUBROUTINE
_6-_9 BLANK
50 0/1 DO NOT/DO END OF FILE THE TAPE **BEFORE** THIS SUBROUTINE
DELETE - DELETE ALL CARDS IN THE SPECIFIED RANGE, ,ALL CARDS WHICH FOLLOw WILL
BE INSERTED UP TO THE NEXT CONTROLL CARD,
FORMAT (A2pA_pI_XpA_pI_t2XpI_)
I
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COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-o DELETE
7-_0 BLANK
21-2_ DECK NAME
25-2B NUMBER OF FIHST CARD TO BE DELETED
29-3b BLANK
31-3t NUMBER OF LAST CARD TC BE DELETED
35-39 BLANK
tO 0/1 CO NOT/DO PRINT THIS SUBROUTINE
ti-Wt BLANK
t5 0/1 CO NOT/DO PUNCH THIS SUBROUTINE
_6-t9 BLANK
50 0/1 DO NOT/DO END OF FILE THE NEW TAPE BEFORE THIS SUBROUTINE
PRINT - PRINT OFF LINE THE SPECIFIED SUBROUTINE,
FORMAT (A_pAt,ltXpAt)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b PRINT
b-2U BLANK
21-2t _ECK NAME
25-tt BLANK
t5 0/1 DO NOT/DO PUNCH THIS SUBROUTINE
_6-t9 BLANK
50 0/I DO NOT/DO END OF FILE THE TAPE **BEFORE** THIS SUBROUTINE
PUNC_ -- PIINCw THE SPFCIFIFa qURROUTINE.
FORMAT (A2PAW,ItXpAt)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
Z-b PUNCH
b-_O _LANK
21-_t DECK NAME
25-3g BLANK
tO U/I DO NOT/DO PRINT THIS SUBROUTINE
41-t@ BLANK
50 0/I CO NOT/DO END OF FILE THE TAPE **BEFORE** THIS SUBRODTINE
END - LAST CARD OF =UPDATE= DECK,
FORMAT (A2pAt}
COLS SPECIFIED PUI_CHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-_ END
W-72 BLANK
2,USIFT -A 1 lb8
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A, CARD ORDER SUMMARY FOR =USIFT= PROGRAM
m_mmm_mm m mmmmm_mm_ m _m _ m m _ m _ mmm_m
USIFT
,SKIP
_ADD
*SETCHK
,ToC
*SYSSAV
*SYSKIL
BEGIN
CALLING CARD FOR =USIFT= PROGRAM,
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A CARD WHICH IS TO BE DELETED,
INSERT A CARD EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER A CARD WITH A SIGNAL WORi,o
CHANGE A SPECIFIC WORD oR PHRASE THROUGHOUT THE DECK,
A TABLE OF CONTENTS OF THE TAPE PRINTED,
SAVE ALL sYSTEM CARDS,
ELIMINATE ALL SYSTEM CARDS,
THE BEGIN CARD,
NOTE I - SINCE CARDS OF THE EXTERNAL SYSTEM ARE NOT IN GENERAL FORMATED IN A
MANNER CONSISTENT WITH THE RULES OF FORTRANp THEIR HANDLING IS vERY
OFTEN ERRONEOUS, CONSEQUENTLYt WHEN SYSTEM CARDS ARE PRESENT O,_E MUST
USE EITHER THE SYSSAV OR THE SYSKIL CARD,
NOTE 2 -THE UPDATE PROCEDURE READS =NFILEI= AND WRITES =NFILEJ=,
I
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B, CARD FORMATS FOR :USIFT= PROGRAM
OPERATION CARDS (DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2,GENERL-A, THE OPERATION CARD FOkMATS
ARE BIVEN IN SECTION 2,GENERL-B) MAY BE INSERTED AT ANY PLACE DESIRED BY THE
USER.
USIFT - CALLING CARU FOR =USIFT= PROGRAM.
FORMAT (A2,AW,6bA1)
COLS
I-b
6
7-13
SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
USIFT
BLANK
(T/CTP)
WHERE T=TAPEtC=CARD, AND P=PRINT. THE SLASH DIVIDES THE II_PUT FIELD
FROM THE OUTPUT. IN THE ABOVE CASE THE INPUT IS FROM TAPE. THE INPUT
COULD ALSO COME FROM CARDS. THUS (C/C) STATES THAT THE INPUT IS CARUS
AND ThE OUTPUT IS ONLY AS PUNCHED CARDS, THE SPECIFICATIO_ CAN ,_E
ANYWHERE BETWEEN COLUMNS 7 AND 72. THE ONLY RESTRICTION IS THAT NO
BLANK MAY APPEAR WITHIN THE BRACKETS.
SKIP - CHARACTERISTICS OF A CARD WHICH IS TO BE DELETED,
FORMAT (A2PAW,313,WX,13A4pAI)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-_ SKIP
5-0 BLANK
7-9 CARD COLUMN WHERE SCAN SHOULD BE INITIATED.
10-12 THE NUMBER OF LETTERS IN THE SIGNAL WORD.
13-1b THE LOCATION wHERE THE SCAN SHOULD BE TERMINATED.
20-72 THE SIBNAL WORD,
NOTE i - IF 7-9 AND 13-15 ARE BLANK THE ENTIRE CARD WILL BE SCANNEu.
NOTE 2 - IF ALL RETUkN CARDS ARE TO BE SKIPPED, THE SKIP CARD WOULb BE AS
FOLLCWS,
0000000001111111111222222
123WSbTB901234567890123W5
SKIP 7 6 20 RETURN
ADD - INSE_T A CAkD EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER A CARD WITH A SIGNAL WOMD.
FORMAT (A2pA4,1X,I1,512,1X,15AW,A1)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
I-3 ADD
2.USIFT -B 2 17tj
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W-7 BLANK
B (ZERO)/(ONE) FOR (SUBSTITUTION TO BE BEFORE THE CARD WITH THE SIGNAL
WORD)/(THE NEW CARD IS TO FOLLOW THE CARD WITH THE SIGNAL wOR&)
9-10 LOCATION OF THE FIRST SYMBOL IN THE SIGNAL WORD.
11-12 THE NUMBER OF SYMBOLS IN THE SIGNAL WORD.
13-IW THE LOCATION OF A WORD ON THE SIGNAL CARD WHICH IS TO BE INCLUDE;_ ON
THE INSERTED CARD AT LOCATION ****_ (****COULD BE EITHER A NUMBER OR A
WORD).
15-16 THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SYMBOLS TO BE TRANSFERRED.
17-18 THE LOCATION wHERE THE SCAN IS TO BE TERMINATED.
19 BLANK
20-80 THE SIGNAL WORD,
NOTE I - AN , MUST BE PRESENT FOR EACH SYMBOL TRANSFERRED,
NOTE 2 - IF AN IBM 7094 $1BFTC CONTROL CARD IS TO BE INSERTED PRIOR TO E_CH
SUBROUTINE CARD USING THE DECK NAME FROM COLUMNS 73-76 OF THE
SUBROUTINE CARD, THE INSERT CARD WOULD BE AS FOLLOWSf
00000000011111111112222222222
123_567890123_567890123_56789
INSERT 0 71073 _ SUBROUTINE
$1BFTC ****
SETCHK - CHANGE A SPECIFIC WORD OR PHRASE THROUGHOUT THE DECK.
FORMAT (A2pA4pWI3pIX,13AWpA1)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-6 SETCHK
7-9 THE LOCATION ON THE CARD WHERE THE COMPUTER SHOULD START CHECKIN(_
FOR THE WoRb OR PHRASE WHICH IS TO BE REPLACED,
10-12 THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS OCCUPIED BY THE WORD OR PHRASE (E.G• AS IT
APPEARS STARTING IN COLUMN TWENTY OF THE SETCHK CARD).
13-15 THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS OCCUPIED BY THE REPLACING WORD OR PHRASE (_.G.
AS IT APPEARS ON THIS CARD).
16-I_ THE COLUMN AT WHICH THE SETCHK SCAN SHOULD BE TERMINATED.
19 BLANK
20-72 THE WORD OR PHRASE TO BE REPLACED FOLLOWED BY THE REPLACING WORD OR
PHRASE. DO NOT LEAVE BLANKS BETWEEN THE TWO WORDS OR PHRASES UHLESS
THEY AHE SIGNIFICANT.
NOTE I - WHEN A NUMBER IS PRESENT IT IS SIGNIFIED BY A $. IF THE NUMBER IS TO
BE IkCLUDED IN THE REPLACING WORD OR PHRASE, THE $ IS PLACED IN THE
APPROPRIATE POSITION. IF MORE THAN ONE NUMBER IS PRESENT. DENOTE
AS $I, $2f ETC. (E.G. READ($1,$2) ). IF A WORD IS TO BE RETAINED
THEN AN * IS TO BE USEDe (E,G, READ(INe9) IS READ(*,$) ). A
MAXIMUM OF SIX LETTERS WILL BE ALLOWED FOR EACH *, ALL BRACKET_p
COMMAS, AND PERIODS (EXCEPT FOR DECIMAL POINTS) MUST BE INCLUDEIj,
FOR A STRING OF WORDS USE ** (E,G, DATA */**/ GOING TO DATA *(**)
IF MORE THAN ONE WORD OR PHRASE IS REQUIRED IN A GIVEN SETCHk
CORRECTION, USE *lp *2p ETC, OR **lp **2P ETC,
NOTE 2 - IF COLUMNS 7-9 ARE BLANK, THE ENTIRE CARD,WILL BE SCANNED•
NOTE 3 - IF ONE wISHES TO REPLACE THE FORTRAN ,READ NUMt' STATEMENT BY
) •
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IREAD(BUFFER,NUM),f WHERE tNUM, REPRESENTS THE FORMAT NUMbERw T,_E
FOLLOWING CARD CAN BE USED,
000000000111111111122222222223333333333
1_3_567690123_5678901234567890123456789
SETCHK 7 6 14 45 READSeREAD(BUFFERp$)
- THE TOG CAR_ CAUSES A TABLE OFCONTENTS OF THE TAPE TO BE PRINTED,
THE TABLE APPEARS ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE OUTPUT,
FORMAT (A3,b9X)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-3 TOG
-72 bLANK
SYSSAV - SAVE ALL SYSTEM CARDS,
FORMAT (A2eAW,1X,AI,12PWXpII)
COLS SPECIFIED PUI_CHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
l-b SYSSAV
7 BLANK
8 FLAG S_MBOL SUCH AS $ FOR THE IBM 7094 AND / FOR THE IBM 360,
9-I0 COLUMN IN WHICH FLAG APPEARS,
_1-1_ BLANK
15 (BLANK)/(1) (DO NOT)/(DO) PUNCH A DECK OF ALL CONTROL CARDS,
Z6-72 BLANK
SYSKIL - ELIMINATE ALL SYSTEM CARDS,
_ORMAT (a>,A_.IX.A1,1_)
COLS SPECIFIE_ PUNCHING OR FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
1-b SYSKIL
7 BLANK
B FLAG SYMBOL (SEE SYSSAV)
9-1U COLUMN IN wHICH FLAG APPEARS,
11-72 BLANK
BEGIN - THE bEGIN CARD,
FORMAT (A_,A4)
COLS SPECIFIED PUNCHING OH FUNCTION OF THE FIELD
i-b BEGIN
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LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS TO THE SYSTEM
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DESCRIPTION OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM BINARy DATA FILE
EACH ARBITRARY CLASS OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC AND ACCOUNTING DATA MAS A
PLACE IN THE FILE, THE ASSIGNMENT OF THIS PLACE IS FIXED AND THEREFORE
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE UTMosT CAUTION BE EXERCISED IN CHANGING AND
UPDATING IT, ONE BASIC TENENTp AND THE MOST IMPORTANT ONEp IS THAT NO
PROGRAM OF THE SYSTEM wHICH cOPIES THE FILE LOSES ANY INFORMATION, IT
MAY ADD SOME OR IT NAY SUPERCEDE SOME BUT IT SAVES AND COPIES ALL THE
REST.
IN ORDER TO FACILITATE THE MAINTENANCE OF THE DATA FILEp THE SYSTEM
HAS FIVE SUBROUTINES, NUCO09 TO NUCOI3o NUCO09 SERVES TO SIGN ON THE
READING AND WRITING OF A BINARY DATA FILE, NUCOIO IS TO cOPY SPECIFIED
LOGICAL RECORDS OF A FILE, NUCOII IS TO READ A RECORD OF A FILE AND
NUCOI2 TO WRITE ONE, NUCOl3 IS FOR UNBUFFERING PACKED LOGICAL RECORDS (E,Gop
ATOM PARAMETERSp REFLECTIONS), ALL READING AND WRITING IS DONE FROM A LABELEO
COMMON ARRAY CALLED IOBUF WITH LABEL/IO/. THIS ARRAY IS 255 WORDS LONG
AND THE FIRST FOUR WORDS SERVE TO CHARACTERIZE THE RECORD, RECORDS IN
THE FILE ARE ALWAYS LESS THAh 255 WORDS LONG BECAUSE OF THE LIMITATION
ON IOBUF, PROVISION HAS BEEN MADEp HOWEVERp FOR ANY NUMBER OF PHYSICAL
RECORDS TO FORM A LOGICAL RECORD, THE MAIN BURDEN IN ANY PROGRAM IS
THE REFORMING OF LONG ARRAYS FROM IOBUF INTO THEIR PROPER PLACE IN
STORAGE, IOBUF (1) TO (_) ARE E@UIVALENT TO IOBUFI TO IOBUF_ FOR EASE
OF PROGRAMMING OF IO STATEMENTS,
THE PURPOSE OF THE FIRST FOUR WORDS OF EVERY PHYSICAL RECORD,
WORD I IS THE COUNT OF ALL OF THE WORDS IN THE PHYSICAL
RECORD, FOR EXAMPLE THE READ IN NUCOII,,,,
READ(N)IOBUFlp(IOBUF(J)pJ=2pIOBUF1)
WHILE IN NUCOI2 IT SAYS
WRITE(N)(IOBUF(J)tJ=lpIOBUFI) _
WORD 2 IS THE SIGNAL THAT THERE ARE MORE PHYSICAL RECORDS IN THIS
LOGICAL RECORD, ZERO MEANS LASTt NON-ZERO MEANS THAT THERE ARE MORE
TO FOLLOW,
WHEN THERE ARE MORE THAN ONE PHYSICAL RECORD IN A LOGICAL REcoRD
WORD 2 IS SEQUENTIAL lp2_3p_t ETC UNTIL THE LAST PHYSICAL REcoRD
WHERE WORD 2 IS ZERO AS IT IS FOR ALL SINGLE PHYSICAL RECORD pER
LOGICAL RECORD CASES,
WORD 3 IS THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE LOGICAL RECORD TYPE, THIS IS
CHECKED BY NUC011 AND THE @UIT FLAG SET TO I IF ANY GIVEN RECORD
IS MISSING,
THESE ARE THE INTEGERS I TO MAXREC, MAXREC IS THE X-RAY END-OF-
FILE MARK AND IS TREATED AS SUCH BY THE FILE HANDLING PROGRAMS,
I
I
I
I
I
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wORD W IS THE NUMBER OF wORDS PER ITEM IN THE PARTICULAR LOGICAL
RECORD TyPE (E,G. NUMBER OF wORDS PER REFLECTION IN LOGICAL RECOkD
OF TYPE lb), IN THOSE LOGICAL RECORDS WHERE IT IS NOT USED IT IS
SET EQUAL TO ZERO.
WORD 5 THROUGH THE NUMBER OF WORDS SPECIFIED IN WORD i IS THE bATA
AS DESCRIBED BELOW FOR EACH RECORD TYPE.
THE LOGICAL RECORDS OF THE X-RAY SYSTEM DATA FILE ARE ....
RECORD 1 I_ THE HISTORY RECORD
(EACH PROGRAM THAT COPIES THE TAPE :SIGNS ON:)
SEE FUNCTION OF NUCO09
KECORD 2 IS THE LABEL RECORD (UP TO I000 CHARACTERS}
RECORD 3 IS CELL CONSTANT INFORMATION
RECORD 4 IS SYMMETRY INFORMATION,
RECORD 5 IS AT PRESENT UNDEFINED
kECORD b IS FORM FACTOR AND CELL CONTENTS INFORMATION
RECORD 7 IS THE SCALE FACTOR RECORD
KECORD 8 IS THE ABSORPTION INFORMATION,CRYSTAL SIZE AND ORIENTATION
RECORD 9 IS MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION FOR KEYING IMPORTANT PROGRAMS
RECORD 10 IS THE ATOMIC PARAMETERS
RECORD ll IS THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE ATOMIC PARAMETERS
RECORD 12 IS REFINEMENT SIGNAL AND SPECIAL POSITION INFORMATION
RECORD 13 AND 1W ARE AT PRESENT UNDEFINED
RECORD 15 IS THE REFLECTION RECORD
_ECORD lb 1S THE RESCALE FACTOR RECORD
_ECORD 17 IS THE oUTPUT OF THE FOURIER
RECORD 18 IS THE RESULT OF A ,BONDLAt SEARCH FOR ATOMIC CONNECIIONS,
(COORDINATES)
RECORD 19 IS THE LEAST SGUARES MATRIX
RECORD 20, 2lw 22, 23, AND 2W ARE AT PRESENT UNDEFINED
RECORD 25 IS CuRRENTLy THE END OF FILE SIGNAL (MAXREC IS SET hY
NUSY TO 25)
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(THAT IS TO SAY, WHEN A RECORD OF TYPE TWENTY-FIVE IS
ENCOUNTERED IN THE FILE IT IS TREATED AS AN X-RAY-SYSTEM
END OF FILE MARK,)
IN WHAT FOLLOWS THE FIRST FOUR WORDS ARE IN EVERY RECORD SET dUST
THE SAME WAY AS SHOWN ABOVE.
GIVEN ABOVE,
STRUCTURE OF RECORD 1-IDENTITY
WORDS 5 AND 6 ARE THE COMPOUND IDENTITY CODE AS A2,A4
WORDS 7 THRU 22 FORM THE CURRENT TAPE LABEL AS 16A;
WORDS 23 TO THE END ARE THE PRO6RAM IDENTITY CODES
TWO WORDS EACH AS A2pA4 (E.G.DATRDN, FC, ETC.)
STRUCTURE OF RECORD 2-LABEL OR ABSTRACT
WORD 5 IS THE NUMBER OF A4 WORDS OF LABEL INFORMATION
WORD 6 TO WORD 255 BLANKS OR LABEL INFORMATION
STRUCTURE OF RECORD 3-CELL QUANTITIES
WORD
wORD
WORD
wORD
WORD
wORD
WORD
WOkD
wORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
_ORD
WORD
wORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
wORD
WORD
wORD
wORD
wORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
WORD
5 HETRIC TENSOR - ELEMENT 1,1
6 METRIC TENSOR - ELEMENT 1,2
7 _ETRIC TENSOR - ELEMENT 1,3
8 METRIC TENSOR - ELEMENT2fl
9 METRIC TENSOR - ELEMENT 2P2
10 METRIC TENSOR - ELEMENT 2p3
11 METRIC TENSOR - ELEMENT 3_1
12 METRIC TENSOR - ELEMENT 3p2
13 METRIC TENSOR - ELEMENT 3p3
A_*2
A,B,COS(GAMMA)
A,C,COS(BETA)
A,B.COS(GAMMA)
B**2
B,C,COS(ALPHA)
A,C,COS(BETA)
B*C,COS(ALPHA)
C*.2
14-22 RECIPRICAL METRIC TENSOR,
23 A
2_B
25 C
26 COS(ALPHA)
27 COS(BETA)
28 COS(GAMMA)
29 A*
30 B*
31 C*
32 COS(ALPHA*)
33 COS(BETA,)
3W COS(GAMMA*)
35-43 TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FROM FRACTIONAL COORDINATES TO
ORTHOGONAL ANGSTROMS COORDINATES
44-5_ TRANSFORMATION MATRIX MILLER INDICES TO ORTHOGONAL
PSEUDO-MILLER INDICES
53 UNUSED
54 CELL VOLUME
55 RECIPROCAL CELL VOLUME
56-61 COEFFICIENTS IN SINE THETA/ LAMBDA EQUATION
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
i
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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(H**2)*WORD(47) +ETC.
WORD 62 SIN(ALPHA)
WORD 63 SIN(BETA)
wORD 64 SIN(GAMMA)
wORD 65 SIN(ALPHAS)
WORD 66 SIN(BETA,)
WORD 67 SINIGAMMA*)
WORD 68 ALPHA IN DEGREES
wORD 69 BETA IN DEGREES
WORD 70 GAMMA IN DEGREES
wORD 71 ALPHA=
wORD 72 BETA,
wORD 73 GAMMA=
_ORDS 74-70 - STANDARD DEVIATION IN ApBp AND C
_ORDS 77-79 - STANDARD DEVIATION IN COS(ANGLE)
STRUCTURE OF RECORD 4-SYMmETRy INFORMATION
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WORD 5 LATTICE TYPE P I R F A B C
ACENTRIC AS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
CENTRIC AS B 9 10 11 12 13 14
WORD 6 0/1 FOR ACENTRIC/CENTRIC
WORD 7
WORD 8
NUMBER OF SYMMETRY OPERATIONS LESS THE CENTER AND ANy
LATTICE CENTERING. (N)
NUMBER OF ROTATION MATRICES OF IDENTICAL PATTERN
OF ZEROS
WORD 9 FC MULTIPLIER
_ORD 10 TO 12,(N) + 9
ARE THE ROTATION MATRICES AND TRANSLATION VECTORS,
ORDER OF THE MATRIX RllpR12_R13pR21PR22,R23pR31tR32pR33wTlpT2PT3
THERE MAY BE MORE THAN ONE PHYSICAL RECORD IN THIS LOGICAL RECORD
STRUCTURE OF RECORD 5
* TO BE SET
STRUCTURE OF RECORD 6-CELL CONTENTS AND FORM FACTORS
WORD 5 F(O,O,O)
WORD 6 E(OrOpO)
WORD 7 NSCAT THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT ATOM TYPES
FCk EACH ATOM TYPE THERE IS A LIST OF VARIABLE LENGTH wHICH
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN ORDERp STARTING AT WORD 8 AND
REPEATING AS NEEDED.
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I ATOM NAME (A_)
2 BLANKS FOR POSSIBLE EXPANSION OF ATOM NAME ID
3 NUMBER OF ENTRIES (N) IN S.F. TABLESo
NUMBER OF AToMs OF THIS TYPE IN WHOLE UNIT CELL
5 ATOMIC WEIGHT OF THIS SPECIES (SCALE C=12)
6 FLAG THAT NEXT TWO WORDS ARE VALID DISPERSION INFORMATION
0 = NONE I = VALID INFORMATION
7 REAL PART OF DISPERSION CORRECTION FOR THIS ATOM TYPE
8 IMAGINARY PART
9 TO 8 + N SINE THETA OVER LAMBDA ENTRIES
9 + N TO 8 +2*N FORM FACTOR ENTRIES AS SUPPLIED
THE WHOLE REPEATED FOR EACH ATOM TYPE.
THERE MAY BE HORE THAN ONE PHYSICAL RECORD IN THIS LOGICAL RECORD.
STRUCTURE OF RECORD 7-SCALE FACTORS
WORD 5 B
WORD 6 NSCALEp THE NUMBER OF SCALE FACTORS GROUPS
WORD 7 TO 6+NSCALE ARE THE F-RELATIVE SCALE FACTORS
STRUCTURE OF RECORD 9-MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION FOR KEYING
IMPORTANT PROGRAMS
WORD 5 UNUSED
WORDS 6t7_ AND B NUMBER OF GRID POSITIONS IN XpYp AND Z DIRECTIONS
WORDS 9plOp.AND 11 MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE OF HpKp AND L
WORD 12 UNUSED
WORD 13 TO 29 ARE THE CALCULATION CODES CALCOS(I) TO CALCOS(17)
WORD 30 NUMBER OF POINTS IN X DIRECTION
WORD 31 ORIGIN VALUE IN X DIRECTION
WORD 32 INCREMENT ALONG X DIRECTION
WORDS 33,3_t35p FOR Y
WORDS 36.37,38 FOR Z
WORDS 39._0,;1 SCANNING INDEX FOR X,Y, AND Z
I = FIRST, 2 = SECONDp 3 = THIRD
WORD ;2 NUMBER OF POINTS ON ONE PAGE LINE
WORD ;3 SPACE CONTROL
WORD ;; NUMBER OF TYPE COLUMNS PER GRID COLUMN
WORD ;5 INCH PER ANGSTROM SCALE
WORDS ;6-_7 FOURIER MAPPING LIHIT_
WORDS ;8-50 SORTING ORDER HwK.L, (1) MINORp (2) INTERMEDIATE,
AND (3) MAdOR.
WORD 51 MINIMUM vALUE OF SIN(THETA)/LAMBDA
WORD 52 MAXIMUM VALUE OF SIN(THETA)/LAHBDA
STRUCTURE OF RECORDS 10, 11, AND 12, ATOM PARAMETERS, STANDARD
DEVIATIONS OF ATOM PARAMETERS, AND REFINEMENT SIGNALS FOR ATOM
PARAMETERS - THESE LOGICAL RECORDS ARE ALL SUBSTANTIALLY THE
SAME IN STRUCTURE - THEREFORE THEY ARE ALL DESCRIBED TOGETHER.
THESE ATOMS CONSTITUTE AN ASYMMETRIC SET OF THE ATOMS IN THE CELL.
WORD CONTENTS IN LOGICAL RECORD 10 IN 11 IN 12
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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5
6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
lb
19
20
21
22
23
19
FIRST PART OF ATOM ID (A_)
LAST PART OF ATOM ID (A2)
FRACTIONAL X PARAMETER
FRACTIONAL Y PARAMETER
FRACTIONAL Z PARAMETER
SCAITERING FACTOR POINTER,
INTEGER GIVES POSITION OF
S,F, IN REFLECTION RECORD,
TEHPERATURE FACTOR TYPE
0 OVERALL
I INDIVIDUAL ISOTROPIC
2 INDIVIDUAL ANISOTROPIC
B ISOTROPIC TEMPERATURE
FACTOR,
BETA II
BETA 22
BETA 33
BETA 12
BETA 13
BETA 23
INDIVIDUAL ATOM SCALE
FACTOR(POPULATION PARAMETER}
DISPERSION CORRECTION SIGNAL
SPARE
SPA_E
SPAhE
19 19
SAME AS IN 10 SAME
SAME AS IN 10 SAME
STAND, DEV, IN X SIGNAL
STAND, DEV, IN Y SIGNAL
STAND, DEV, IN Z SIGNAL
SAME AS IN 10 SAME
SAME AS IN 10 NOT USED
STANDARD DEVIATION SIGNAL
IN B,
S, D, IN BETA 11
S. D. IN BETA 22
S. D, IN BETA 33
S, Do IN BETA 12
S, D, IN BETA 13
S. D, IN BETA 23
S, D, IN POPULA-
TION PARAMETER
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
SIGNAL
SIGNAL
SIGNAL
SIGNAL
SIGNAL
SIGNAL
SIGNAL
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
NOT USED
THE 19 WORUS ARE REPEATED AS NEEDED TO FORM THE LOGICAL RECORDS
WITH UP TO 13 ATOMS PER PHYSICAL RECORD,
THE REFINEMENT SIGNALS ARE AS FOLLOWS
SIGNAL MEANING (BELOW N IS 1 TO 9 RESPECTIVELY FOR X,YpZpBETAI1,
BETA22_BETA33pBETA12pBETAI3pBETA23
3,APENDX-27
0 NO REFINEMENT PARAMETER IS FIXED
1 STANDARD REFINEMENT SHIFT PARAMETER NORMALLY
IN
2N
SET PARAMETER EQUAL TO NEW PARAMETER N
SET PARAMETER EQUAL TO MINUS THE NEW PARAMETER N
3N SET PARAMETER EQUAL TO HALF N
_N SET TO -1/2 N
STRUCTURE OF RECORD 15 REFLECTION INFORMATION,,
THERE ARE AS MANY REFLECTIONS PER PHYSICAL RECORD AS THE BUFFER
SIZE WILL PERMIT. MORE FOR LOW SYMMETRY FEW SCATTERING FACTORS
FEWER FOR HIGH SYMMETRY MANY S, F, TYPES,
WORD _ IS USED TO SUPPLY THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES PER REFLECTION
36 + NSCAT + JGEN
WHERE NSCAT IS THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT SCATTERING FACTOR TYPES
AND dGEN THE NUMBER OF WORDS OF SYMMETRY INFORMATION PER REFLECTIO
wORD 5 - H
WORD 6 - K
WORD 7 - L
WORD 8 - INTENSITY
WORD 9 - bACKGROUND INTENSITy
WORD 10 - SCALE FACTOR GROUP
WORD 11 - NUMBER OF TIMES REFLECTION OBSERVED
WORD 12 - ABSORPTION CORRECTION (I/TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT)
WORD 13 - UCODE
I - - OBSERVED
2 - - LESS THAN
3 - - EXTINCT
4 - - IGNORE REFLECTION
5 - - SPACE GROUP EXTINCT
WORD 14 - SIN(THETA) tLAMBDA
WORD 15 - 1/LP
WORD 16 - MAGNITUDE OF F(RELATIVE)
WORD 17 - THRESHOLD F(RELATIVE)
WORD 18 - WEIGHT FOR LEAST SQUARES
WORD 19 - MAGNITUDE OF F(CALCULATED)
WORD 20 - A
WORD 21 - B
WORD 22 - NORMALIZED STRUCTURE FACTOR (E}
WORD 23 - EPSILON
WORD 24 - ESTIMATED PHASE (CYCLES)
WORD 25 - PROBABILITY THAT ESTIMATED PHASE CORRECT
WORD 26 - A CORRECTED FORDISPERSION
WORD 27 - B CORRECTED FOR DISPERSION
WORD 28 - PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO A
WORD 29 - PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO B
wORD 30 - PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO A WITH DISPERSION
WORD 31 - PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO B WITH DISPERSION
WORD 32 - STANDARD DEVIATION OF INTENSITY
180
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WORD 33 - RATIO OF FC WITHOUT DISPERSION CORRCTION TO FC WITH
DISPERSION CORRECTION
wORD 34 - UNUSED
wORD 35 - UNUSED
WORD 3b - UNUSED
WORD 37 - UNUSED
WORD 38 - UNUSE&
wORD 39 - UNUSED
WORD WO - UNUSED
WORD W1 - INTERPOLATED SCATTERING FACTOR ENTRIES FOR EACH AToM
TYPE - STORED IN ORDER SCATTERING FACTS ENTERED IN
RECORD 6
wORD WO ÷ NSCAT LAST OF THE SCATTERING FACTOR ENTRIES
WORD W1 + NSCAT FIRST ENTRY IN THE SYMMETRY DIRECTOR LIST(JGENER)
wORD WO + NSCAT + JGEN LAST OF THE SYM, DIR,(REFLECTION MULTIPL,)
wORD W1 + NSCAT + JGEN IS THE H OF THE NEXT UNIQUE REFLECTION
THE wHOLE IS REPEATED UNTIL BUFFER IS FULL OR REFLECTION LIST IS
COMPLETED. ALL REFLECTIONS ARE IN ONE LOGICAL RECORD,
-THE FORMAT OF THE SYMMETRY DIRECTORS IS AS FOLLOWS,,,,,,
THE BAND _F S.D HAS BEEN CALLED THE JGENER(J) BAND FROM TIME
• v_ WgTU TU_ kl_ _
IMMEMORIAL. sO BE iT NO_. jGENER(1) == PACKED wA,n ,n ..... -.
SYMMETRY OPERATIONS FOR A VALUE OF H,KpL ALONG WITH THE MAGNITUDES uF
H.K, AND L. PACKING IS ACCOMPLISHED BY .... (IN FORTRAN)
QGENER(J) = ICOUNT + IH,12B + IK*1638W + IL,2097152
MULTIPLIES SERVE AS SHIFTS FOR PACKING PURPOSES ALL QUANTITIES
ARE MAGNITUDES SO NO - SIGNS ARE INVOLVED,
dGENER(2) ET, SEQ, CONTAIN THE ICOUNT PAIRS OF SIGN AND PHASE
SHIFT INFORMATION PACKED A5 _ PA_ P_ wu&Oi_EE Rb_;. {X_'.'Z_}
FOR DETAILS OF PACKING PROCESS)
wHEN THE ICOUNT IS SATISFIED THERE MAY BE ANOTHER ICOUNT HAG(H), M
MAG(K), AND MAG(L) DEPENDING uPON THE SPACE GROUP BEING TREATED
THE LAST _GENER (JGENER(dGEN)) IS THE REFLECTION MULTIPLICITy,
THAT IS THE NUMBER OF SYMMETRICALLY E@UIVALENT UNIQUELY OBSERVABLE
_EFLECTIONS,
STRUCTURE OF RECORD lb RESCALE INFORMATION
WORD 5 B (NEW VALUE)
WORD 6 NSCALE, THE NUMBER OF SCALE FACTORS GROUPS
WORD 7 TO 6+NSCALE ARE THE F-RELATIVE RESCALE FACTORS
***THE STRUCTbRE oF RECORDS 17 AND 19 ARE NOT DEFINED, RECORD 18 IS
STRUCTURED LIKE RECORD 10, 11 AND 12,=_
